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Technology is changing the music industry day by 
day. But, change without focus and compatibility 
delivers only chaos. Where should you turn? 

The ADAT Group. Composed of a diverse group of 
manufacturers who have delivered extraordinarily 
focused products to the music industry, their 
products are successful because they shape technology 
into an extension of your creative personality. 

Now, as members of the ADAT Developers Program, 
they all agree on one thing: the technology of ADAT. 

As a digital multitrack format. As a way of harnessing 
the incredible power of digital audio to make all the 
products of the ADAT Group work together as a 
compatible system. 

In this day of leapfrog technology, the last place you 
want to be is on the bottom. Over 15,000 ADAT 
customers worldwide have chosen to stay on top. 
More than all other digital multitrack owners 
combined. To keep them there, The ADAT Group 
keeps pulling out all the stops. Making it safe 
for you to leap. 

The ADAT Group - Focus on Compatibilityrm 

For more information en The ADAT Group and the ADAT Dmreiopen Program ran I-800,525-3747 

All trademarks are properly of their repeetire holden. 
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Scenaria 
Digital Audio/Video Production System 
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tif 
is is no Fairy Tale 

This is real life. The frog won't turn 
into a prince and his voice won't sound 
like Diana Ross — at Brüel & Kjaer 
capturing reality is what we're all about. 

Todays studios are full of good 
sounding microphones but, fortunately, we 
are not one of them. With Brüel & Kjaer 
you are the artist. We supply you with a 
blank canvas and you get to add the colors, 
not us. 

The B&K 4000 series offers 6 different 
condenser mics, featuring trae omni or 
card ioid pickup which can be passively 
and accurately altered by our exclusive 
acoustic pressure equalizer (APE) adaptor. 
They're available in both 48 Volt Phantom 
or 130 Volt powered versions offering 
unmatched 168dB dynamic range for the 
most demanding snare drum crack to the 

btlest details of natures acoustical 
mbles. 

RE 
YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR 
ENCE RECORDINGS: 

4 0 0 0 SER IES 

Exdusive 
North Am 
Ontario, Ca 
Fax (519) 74 

CAN'T AFFORD NOT TOM! 

Brüel & Kjaer 
S. Distributor • Brüel & Kjaer/T.G.I. 
a Inc. • 300 Gage Avenue, Kitchener, 
da N2M 2C8 • Tel (519) 745-1158 
2364 
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Studer unchains digital audio 
Introducing Dyaxis lF Studer's 2nd generation digital 
workstation delivers real-time DSP power. unlimited 

channel capacity and immediate interchange between 

projects. in a modular multitradk system. Stack up to 
six 8-track systems for 48 tracks of simultaneus 

playback. Work with individual processors off-line. 

then combine all 48 tracks for final assembly. 

Onboard Dolby AC-2 4:1 data compression lets you 
Plug & Play optical removable! media. Unleash your 

creative potential with the power of Dyaxis II. Gall 

your Studer representative now for complete details. 
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STUDER 

STUDER EDITIECH 
1370 Willow Road. Sude 201 
Menlo Park. CA 94025 
415.326.70:-Afax.415,325.7039 

STUDER REVOX AMERICA. INC. 
1865 AirLanre Drivs. #-2 
Nashville. 11..137211) 
615.391-3399',Fax615.M1-5974 
New York 212.626.6734 
Los Angeles 818.7'80.423,4 

STUDER REA/OX CANADA 
I  1947 Leslie S-reet Toironto. Ont M3B 2 
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Cover: This photo-col-
lage is of Pajama Studios, 
Oakland's newest major 
recording studio. Well-
equipped with a large ar-
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Demos to masters. Creativity to tape. Dreams to 
reality. Magic phrases for those who want to make music 
that sounds as good as it feels. 

The inspiration for these thoughts is the Alesis 
ADAT Professional Digital Audio Recorder, a 
technological revolution that tears down the walls to your 
creativity while delivering world class master recordings. 
Too good to be true? 

Here's the concept. ADAT fuses a supersonic Alesis-
designed very large scale integrated chip set with the 
proven reliability of an industrial grade S-VHS* tape 
transport and a logical, sensible user interface. The result 
is a digital tape recording system that exceeds the most 
demanding requirements of professional audio and that 
can be used by literally anybody. Hard to believe? 

Here's some specs. Bandwidth 20Hz to 20kHz 
±-0.5dB. Total Harmonic Distortion plus Noise 0.009%. 
Wow and flutter unmeasurable. ADAT uses the profes-
sional standard 48kHz sample rate and delivers better 
than 92dB dynamic range. 

Here's some features. ADAT uses the familiar tape 
recorder controls that you already know how to use so 

3 

4 n 6 

The Choice of Professionals 
Winner ofTwo 1992 TEC Awards 

Recording Product of The Year 

Recording Devices/Storage Technology 

recording is fast, intuitive, effortless. Connections are 
provided for balanced +4dBu levels on a single 56 pin 
ELCO** connector and unbalanced -10dBV signals on 1/4" 
jacks. And ADAT uses S-VHS tape because it's a proven, 
robust recording medium with wide 1/2" tape to solidly 
support ADATs 8 recording tracks while delivering 
40 minutes of recording time. 

The best part. ADATs Proprietary Synchronization 
Interface (Patent Pending) locks multiple ADATs. indepen-
dent of the audio tracks, to single sample accuracy ±-5% of 
1/48,000th of a second! In other sciences this is referred to as 
'air tight' So multiple ADATs function in perfect mechanical 
and electronic unison: up to 16 ADATs without an external 
controller. That's 128 tracks! 

More best part. ADATs Proprietary MultiChannel 
Optical Digital Interface (Patent Pending) simultaneously 
sends all 8 tracks of recorded information out the Digital I/O 
for perfect safety tapes and perfect track bounces. 

Even more best part. The optional BRC Master Remote 
Control opens a whole other door to the ADAT miracle. With 
it you can control up to 16 ADATs (128 simultaneous tracks) 
with full transport functions, track offsets, machine offsets, 

8 Tracks to Megatracks, Megatrack and ADAT Worldwide Network are trademarks of Alesis Corporation 
*VHS is a registered trademark ofIVC • * ELCO is a registered trademark of Elco Corporatiffn-a Kyocera Grout) Company 
Also available: The AI-I ADAT to AES/EBU and S/PDIF Digital Intetface with sample rate ,onverter. 
RMB 32 Channel Remote Meter Bridge. 

D 

41 I 
Call I-800-5-ALESIS li)r information about ate ADAT Worldwide Network. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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8 TRACK PROFESSIONA 

OFU1T Meg 

ALL INPUT 
MONITOR DIGITAL IN PITCH 

digital assembly editing via the Digital I/O, SMFTE and 
MIDI Time Code, Video Sync and more. 

What does all this mean? Here's just a few benefits. 
It's commonly known that many hours are wasted 

during expensive album projects while the artist, producer 
and engineer work in vain to reproduce the rhythmic feel 
and tonal nuance of demos. Demos that couldn't be used 
because they suffered from noise, limited bandwidth and 
overall sonic feebleness. Those days are over forever. 
ADATs Sync and Digital I/O perpetually link your demos 
to your masters making them all part of the same creative 
process. Every track you record on ADAT is a master track 
that can be flown into any other ADAT recording, at any 
time. The best part is that ADAT can be there at any time 
to catch you at your best, flawlessly stored in the digital 
domain...forever. 

Need more tracks? ADAT studios can be expanded 
at any time. The cost of a single ADAT is remarkably 
inexpensive and new ADATs can be added as budgets 
permit. Add the BRC at any time for more control and 
advanced editing. Producers please note: with ADAT, 
MegatrackTM recording is a reality. 

Your favorite sax player lives in Idaho? No problem. 
Send 'Supersax' a formatted tape with a guide track of your 
song. You'll get back 7 tracks of burning solos you can fly 
back into your production. All in perfect sync, all in the 
digital domain. All dripping with soul. Want more tracks? 
Just send more tapes. 

ADAT is not only a new recording medium, it is the 
new recording standard. Imagine a network of ADAT users 
from hands, composers and project studios to professional 
studios, video editing suites and broadcast production studios. 
All recording master quality tracks with full compatibility and 
no barriers between their creative disciplines. In fact, we're 
launching the ADAT Worldwide NetworkTm multitrack record-
ing group to facilitate commimication between ADAT studios. 

In time we'll all start taking these little miracles for 
granted. Before that inevitable event, unpack your first 
ADAT and track a minute of single notes and chords on your 
favorite instrument. Play laud, play soft. Play it back and listen 
really close. It's always a good feeling to have your mind 
completely blown. 

See your Alesis ADAT Dealer today and start 
Megatracking on ADAT. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdreçe Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 



FROM THE EDITOR  

It's becoming a regular event! Each 
year, the editors of Mix magazine turn their collective attention to the 
expanding influence of digital recording and production technologies. 
And, as was the case last year, I'm responsible for coordinating the 
editorial efforts of regular Mix contributing editors, plus some special-
ist writers. 

This year's special issue focuses on current developments in digital 
techniques and technology: hardware, operations and interconnec-
tions. Our feature material spotlights the various operational and tech-
nical parameters of emergent workstations, editors, recorders and 
processing systems that are having an enormous impact on the the 
pro audio industry. In contrast to last year, however, the 1993 "Digital 
Issue" aims to provide more of a hands-on overview of what's hap-
pening in digital facilities, told through practical experience, plus sev-
eral tutorial-style articles. 

In addition to answering the information needs of established re-
cording and production facilities, this time around we have also 
broadened the focus to include project studio owners and operators, 
as well as users who are looking for cost-effective digital solutions. As 
always, we've tried to provide relevant, up-to-date information that 
will make your studio operation more successful and ease the intro-
duction or incorporation of more digital components into your facility. 

The editorial material is divided into three parts: The first section 
comprises a series of profile articles detailing applications of digital 
technology, spotlighting the operational choices and in-use functional-
ity. The second section comprises a series of operational articles cov-
ering important "how-to" and system-related topics. In addition, a se-
ries of mini-features and sidebars have been sprinkled throughout the 
magazine. These items spotlight important digital topics and should 
help the less-informed reader come to grips with some of the more 
fundamental aspects of digital recording and production technologies. 
And our regular features appear as well—with a digital twist, of 
course. 

Welcome to the future: the cost-effective applications of high-quali-
ty digital recording and production for the music recording, broadcast, 
live-sound and post-production industries. Enjoy! 

Mel Lambert 
Senior Editor 
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THE WORLD'S LEADING PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
WORKSTATION Now HAs MAJOR NEW 
FEATITES, DRAMATICALLY IMPROVED 
PERFORMANCE, AND LOWER SYSTEM PRICES. 

S
INCE 1991, THOUSANDS OF AUDIO PROFESSIONALS HAVE COME TO 

depend upon the power and flexibility of Digidesign's 

Pro Tools for audio post, music, and broadcast production. 

Indeed, you'll find hits made with Pm Tools on just about any top 

movie or music chart, just about any week of the year. In many 

circles, Pro Tools is even considered the de facto standard of 

multichannel professional audio workstations. 

Rather than let this success go to our heads, we let it go to our 

brains. And ears. And hands. 

You see, we've been thinking. And listening. And working 

hard. All to build something even better. Now, it's ready, and it's 

called Pro Tools 20. 

Two Point Oh Wow. Pro Tools 2.0 is a new, software-based 

advanced user interface. Without any modifications or additional 

hardware, 2.0 runs with all past and present Pro Tools hardware. 

If you're already familiar with Pro Tools, the first advancement 

More Than Speed and Efficiency. The benefits of Pro 

Tools 2.0 go far beyond the obvious. For instance, we improved 

Pro Tools' already acclaimed audio quality: Our new digital EQs 

are as effective and musical as they are clean. We've added a host 

of intuitive automation, autolocation and transport features. 

Pro Tools now has a no-wait waveform overview mode. There's 

complete time-stamping. Enhanced grouping. Better scrubbing. 

More session management options. Bigger, brighter, faster, and 

• 

billete;diale  

Thanks to our new 4pogee-clockequipped ROTE 
Slave Driver,' Pro Tools 2.0 delhers ultru-high-fidelity, 
ultra-low-jitter, ultra easy digital synchronization in 
playback and record, complete with varispeed. 

more accurate VU metering. Improved MIDI sequencing and 

control. Extensive undo commands. In fact, Pro Tools 2.0 has 

dozens of new features, and scores of enhancements, for audio 

post, music, and broadcast production applications. 

You MIGHT CALL THAT IMPRESSIVE. 
you'll notice is that 2.0 combines full-featured recording, mixing, 

signal processing, automation, along with advanced waveform 

and event editing — all in one, easy-to-use, integrated program. 

There is simply no other interface as fast, as powerful, as 

flexibie, and as complete. 

Are you a Pro Tools owner who has been 
holding your breath as you read this ad? 
ill registered owners will be offered a 2.0 
Upgrade Kit, including software, new 
manuals, and an instructional video. 
411 for just 549'. So breathe easily. 

There's Much More To Come. We became the industry 

leader by responding to the needs of the people who ose digital 

audio. And by listening carefully to people like you, we have a 

clear vision of what a professional digital studio shoukl offer. 

First of all, it should offer power, flexibility, loads of features, 

and excellent sound quality. It should be highly cost-effective, 

without compromising performance or quality. It should be 

modular, to allow each user to have the power he or she needs, 

without having to pay for unnecessary features. It should also be 

Lam syste. Mfrs now ipph to 8<lumrzl. 1 Zthannel. anc 16,hannel Pro lods systera Fadellanncl Expulsion Lb.' abo coo km See your Xothorized Digideign Pfo Tods Dula for Melt Whfle alf Pro Tcds emu Inc ude %fur spx • for putaft, 
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backed up by the best customer support in the entire industry. It's 

no coincidence that all of this describes Pro Tools 2.0, perfectly. 

A Vision To Share. We beheve that a truly professional 

digital audio workstation shoulÈ have a truly open architecture. 

By " open," we mean that you should be allowed to add 

software-based power when you need it. (DINE our amazing 

Digidesign Intelligent 

Noise Reduction' 

system, is the first of many 

forthcoming Digidesign 

software "plug-ins.") 

By open, we also mean 

that your workstation 

should have powerful and 

affordable upgrade paths. 

(We think Pro Tools 2.0 

makes this case quite 

elegantly.) 

And by open, we 

actually believe that your 

professional digital studio 
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For three years Why is this important for 
running, you to know? Because you can count 
Digidesign 
has been 
moving up the 
prestigious Inc. 500 list. For every 
year since our founding in 1934, we've 
been profitable. on us to be 

Over the past four years, we've sold with you dawn the road, with 
mere digital recording & editing systems on-going development and support 
than all of our competitors cumbined. for your investment. 

WE CALL h PRO TOOLS 210 

With our TOM Digital Audio Bus, Pm Tools 

offers your studio an open door to the tirture. 

po 
TOOLS 

should allow you to 

integrate hardware and 

software from a variety 

of manufacturers, and 

not just us. Which is 

why, in 1993, we'll 

be releasing the rather 

remarkable Digidesign 

TDM Digital Audio Bus* 

— a 256-channel, 24-bit 

system which will allow 

you to drop in DSP and 

other cards from Lexicon, 

Apogee, and other leading 

manufacturers. No mum, 

no fuss. You can even 

automate and route your 

existing analog and digital 

gear within this new, 

all-digital environment. 

Of course, all past 

and present Pro Tools 

systems will be easily 

and affordably upgradable, 

to be totally compatible 

with the Digidesign TDM Digital Audio Bus. 

Now that's what we mean by open. 

Make Pro Tool' 2.0 Your Reality. Thanks for taking a few 

minutes to read what we had to say. Hopefully, we've helped you 

understand better the depth of our commitment to the people 

who use Pro Tools today, and will be using it tomorrow. 

So while we call zt Pro Tools 2.0, you might call it exactly what 

you need. And if so, perhaps your next call should be to us. 

For more information about Pro Tools, or about upgrading to Pro Tools 2.0, you 

can reach us at (800) 333-2137, ext. 100 (USA dr Canadas, or internationally at 

+1415-688-0600. Call today, and we'll get you the information you need right away. 

We can also provide you with information about DKR and other Digidesign 

products, as well as Pro School (the ultimate digital twining zround). And if you like, 

we'll be happy to schedule you for a free. no-obligations Digidesign Professional Audio 

Seminar, .o provide you with the name of your Digidesign Professional Products Dealer. 

• 1360 WILLOW ROAD • MENLO PARK • 

CA • USA • 94025 • 415.688.0600 

• 48 RUE DES TOURNELLES • 

75003 PARIS • FRANCE • +33.1.40 27 0967 

SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • Nivi YORK 

CHICAGO • NASHVILLE • PARIS • LONDON 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



CURRENT 
HARMAN TO ACQUIRE AKG 

The rumors circulated throughout 
the pro audio community, but at 
press time it seemed all but certain 
that Harman International (North-
ridge, Calif.) was set to acquire AKG 
(Akustiche & Kinogerate GmbH), 
a leading manufacturer of micro-
phones, headphones and audio 
electronics based in Vienna, Austria. 
According to industry sources, Sie-
mens was interested in acquiring 
AKG prior to the successful Har-
man bid. Harman is the parent com-
pany of JBL, UREI, Soundcraft, Au-
dio Digital, DOD/DigiTech/Audio-
Logic, Lexicon and other high-pro-
file businesses. AKG Acoustics Inc. 
(AKG's U.S. division) also owns 
dbx, BSS, Orban, Turbosound and 
other companies. Reps of both 
Harman and AKG had no com-
ment at press time. 

AMPEX TO SELL MAG. MEDIA 

SUBSIDIARIES 

Ampex Incorporated (Redwood 
City, CA) is seeking to sell a ma-
jority interest in its magnetic re-
cording media subsidiaries (Media). 
The company will consider a pos-
sible public offering of the major-
ity of Media or a spin-off of Media 
to the stockholders of Ampex In-
corporated. With the sale, the com-
pany is looking to remove approx-
imately $160 million of Media's in-
debtedness from Ampex's consoli-
dated financial statements. Follow-
ing any divestiture, Media plans to 
continue marketing tape using the 
Ampex brand name. Existing cus-
tomer relations won't be affected. 

SPARS' FIFTH DAW SHOOTOUT 

HEAVY ON THE NUMBERS 

At the fifth SPARS Digital Audio 
Workstation conference, held in 
New York on May 15-16, econom-
ics outweighed ergonomics by a 

considerable margin. Most of the 
14 manufacturers addressed the 
economics of workstations, from 
Otari's presentation of an onscreen 
spreadsheet analysis of worksta-
tion amortization by hourly rates 
to AMS/Siemens, which spent 
much of its allotted half hour on 
the topic. "We want to take price 
out of the purchasing decision," 
Jon Gluck stressed, recapitulating 
AMS' price reduction on the Au-
dioFile system announced at NAB. 

Economic issues, along with 
added features and system differ-
entiation, seemed a logical focus at 
this stage of DAW evolution. The 
trend toward consolidation of var-
ious systems by the same manu-
facturer was clear. For instance, 
Lexicon announced and showed 
the Opus 3, which combines full 
editing, signal processing and 
routing, synchronization, and CMX 
and autoconform capabilities in a 
single unit. AMS stressed its forth-
coming cable networking en-
hancements—with file server—via 
SCSI port, with Beta testing com-
mencing in July. 

Interconnectivity was also on 
SSL's mind, as it demoed—using a 
Batman cartoon—simultaneous 
ADR, dialog manipulation, Foley, 
sound effects, and sound design 
and mixing, using ScreenSound 
and Scenaria systems linked via 
SoundNet. The Scenaria also uti-
lized the newly released OrruliMix 
system, which adds surround sound 
capabilities to the unit, providing 
dynamic pan automation of up to 
32 sources or submixes and spa-
tial audio processing. 

Fairlight's Digital F/X system 
was demoed by John Lancken, 
highlighting its Freeze-Frame au-
dio feature, which maintains a 
sample's pitch at any scroll rate in 
Job/Shuttle mode. 

Speed (as a function of eco-
nomics) and ease of operation 
were also main themes at the con-
ference. Otani touted ProDisk's 
multiple processors to produce 
faster information manipulation 
and the system's ability to do mul-
titrack gross edits and still slip 
tracks individually. Otan also in-
troduced its new CB-58 hardware 
controller, a $3,500 ADB device 
developed specifically for the 
ProDisk system. 

Sonic Solutions debuted its 
SonicNet system, as well as its Me-
diaNet Partners Program, a fiber-
optic network system for transmis-
sion of digital audio and com-
pressed digital video, as well as 
Macintosh graphics. MediaNet is 
OMF-compatible with any SCSI-
based workstation. Sonic Solu-
tions also emphasized how its No 
Noise feature's intuitive algorithm, 
incorporated into its workstation, 
can clean up dialog and help avoid 
ADR sessions, as well as new loop-
ing features in its recently released 
V.2.1 software. A reverb DSP func-
tion has also been added. 
New features for Avid's work-

stations included a Loop/Record 
mode for nonlinear dialog re-
placement, new picture editing 
capabilities, and an auto-save 
background function. Forthcom-
ing upgrades will include addi-
tional I/O channels, cooperation 
with Digidesign on the TDM bus, 
support for Lexicon, Digidesign, 
Apogee and other systems, a li-
censing agreement on the No-
Noise technology, software sup-
port for the Yamaha DMC 1000 
digital console, and removable 
14GB storage media. 

Roland's Bob Todrank said that 
the DM-80's new Track manager 
will eventually support up to four 
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Serious about your soundi G ve it a new 

standard. Sony's full range of Pro Standard DAT 

Recorders has the advanced technology 

your sound deserves. And if y ou're looking far 

affordability. cheek out Sony's new 

DTC-A7. With one-bit A/D and HDLC D/A 

convertors plus analog recording at 32, 44.1 and 

48 kHz, the DTC-A7 masters professional-

quality recording for under $1000. Heard 

enough? Start recording at your peak level now. 

Call 1-800-635-SONY, Ext. DAT. 
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CS2000 
Digital Control Studio System 
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The CS20C0 expands the family of Euphonix studio controf 
systems. Featuring state-of-the-art digital con:rol technology, 
tie CS2000 suits applications from commercial music studios 

to large firm dubbing theatres. 

The CS2000 provides Total Control of of the mix environment. 
SinapShot Recall' system and Total Automation- speed up the 
process of mixing, and ailow for more creative freedom. 

SnapShot Recall resets everything in less than I /30 second. 
Total Automation allows all controls and switches to be auto-

mated to code. The CS2000 reaches beyond the console with 

MIDI and a high speed interface capability to external effects 
devices, sequencers, multitracks and DAWs. 



The CS2000 has been ergonomically de9igned to give the 

operator instart access to all functions, w•th central assigna-

bility for operatons such as EQ adjustment_ 

The .systerr is fully modular and highly cost effective. Systems 

can be configured on purchase to suit specifications and 

budgets. Dynamics, additional aux sends and film mix buses 

are just some of the options that may be added whenever 

they are needed. 

The CS2000 is an audio mixing platform that will take a studio 

into the twenty-first century with a flexibility and power of 

control that has never before been availabl. 
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INDUSTRY NOTES  
Edward M. Esber Jr. was named 
president and chief operating of-
ficer of Creative Labs Inc. (Milpi-
tas, CA). In other Creative news, 
the company recently inked an 
agreement with Archer Commu-
nications to use Archer's QSound 
technology in Creative's chip sets 
and sound boards...E-mu Systems 
Inc. (Scotts Valley, CA) hired Tom 
McLoughlin as its new general 
manager. E-mu also hired Scott 
Emmerman as its new Western 
U.S. regional sales manager... 
Robert Ven i was elected to the 
board of directors of Fostex Cor-
poration of America. Ven was also 
named executive vice president 
of the company....Sony Sales and 
Marketing of America (Park Ridge, 
NJ), a recently established divi-
sion of Sony Corporation of Amer-
ica, made several management 
appointments: Ken Iwaki and 
John Briesch were named acting 
president and deputy president, 
respectively. Wataru Ogawa was 
named president of the recording 
media products group; Ogawa 
previously served as the compa-
ny's senior vice president of lo-
gistics, a position that has been 
filled by Bill Midgley. In SSMA's 
Business and Professional Prod-
ucts Group, Mike Vitelli was named 
senior vice president of sales and 
marketing. Also in the BPPG, An-
drew Mougis was appointed se-
nior vice president of sales. In 
the Consumer Products Group, 
Yuki Nozoe was named senior 
vice president of marketing...TGI 
North America (Kitchener, Ont.) 
appointed Bob Prideaux its new 
president. Prideaux will assume 
all responsibilities of TGI's former 
managing director, Wib Heuck-
roth; Heuckroth will now serve 
as the company's chairman of the 
board. Also promoted was Bill 
Calma to vice president of sales 
and marketing for all product 
lines...Aware Inc. (Cambridge, 
MA) named David B. Hartley its 

new vice president of sales and 
marketing.. Joe Wisler was named 
Crown International Inc.'s (Elk-
hart, IN) new professional audio 
liaison...Celestion Industries (Hol-
liston, MA) appointed Jesse Walsh 
Communications as the public re-
lations agency for its pro prod-
ucts division. Celestion also ap-
pointed new product reps: Pear-
son and Pearson will represent 
the company in Colorado, New 
Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, Eastern 
Montana, Eastern Idaho, and El 
Paso, Texas; the Pacific Audio 
Group, the company's Southern 
California rep, is now also re-
sponsible for Arizona and South-
ern Nevada.. Eventide (Little Fer-
ry, NJ) appointed DB Productions 
to represent the company's audio 
and broadcast product lines in 
California, Nevada, and Arizona 
...Studio Technologies (Skokie, IL) 
appointed QMI as its U.S. and in-
ternational agent...New York pro 
audio dealer AudioTechniques 
appointed Danny White head of 
its parts and accessory division... 
Switchcraft (Chicago, IL) news: 
William B. Coulter Jr. was named 
director of marketing, William M. 
Pagett became director of sales 
and Diane Lazaar was appointed 
East Coast regional sales manag-
er...Tim Darland is Associates 
Creative's (Southfield, MI) new 
account supervisor... BEC Tech-
nologies (Orlando, FL) hired Tom 
Makofske and Herb Claim as, re-
spectively, chief financial officer 
and production manager...Mack-
ie Designs Inc. moved to a new 
location last month. The new ad-
dress is 20205 144th Ave. NE, 
Woodinville, WA 98072. Phone 
numbers remain the same.. Apo-
gee Electronics Corp. has ex-
panded its sales and marketing 
staff and moved it to a new loca-
tion. The new sales address is 
3435 Ocean Park Blvd. #211, Santa 
Monica, CA 90405; phone (310) 
314-1700, fax (310) 452-4343. • 
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systems simultaneously on a 
single screen, and that MMC is 
being considered for the DM-
80's MIDI implementation, al-
though he stressed it was 
purely speculative at this point. 
Version 2.0 software was to be 
available in June, with more 
than 50 new features added. 

Studer V.1.2 was also ex-
pected in June, adding a multi-
ple machine control interface, 
as well as a Plug & Play inter-
face for the unit's multipin port. 
Spectral Synthesis' new V.2.0, 
ready sometime this summer, 
will add real-time M/O support, 
varispeed, autoconform func-
tions (called Auto tracks), and 
graphical transitional editing. 

The bottom line? Word on 
the floor was that the screens 
were looking more similar than 
ever, and the same for basic 
functionality. Several manufac-
turers agreed that the market is 
now segmenting along price 
and reliability lines, as well as 
brand loyalty, which may bode 
well for companies with a wide 
array of related products—par-
ticularly Avid, SSL, AMS and 
Lexicon—which are increas-
ingly being linked to form 
modular digital product lines. 
The OMF initiative, when re-
fined and if adopted widely 
enough, wbuld do much to 
keep the field as wide open in 
the future as it is now. 

SAMSON TO DISTRIBUTE 

ZOOM IN THE U.S. 

In an aggressive marketing 
change, Zoom Corporation of 
Japan recently finalized a dis-
tribution agreement with Sam-
son Technologies Corporation 
(Hicksville, NY), whereby Sam-
son will handle distribution 
and marketing of Zoom prod-
ucts in the U.S. Despite rumors 
of an acquisition, the deal in-
volved no ownership or licens-
ing agreement. Zoom struck 
the deal because the company 
wanted to devote itself mainly 
to product development, al-
though its San Francisco office 
will continue to handle global 
marketing. 
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Hear Tomorrow 

M5000 
Digital Audio Mainframe 

R
everb and much, much more! Leading edge technology (at a cost half what you might 

expect), engineered to deliver legendary TC Electronic quality, the M5000 is a 

software-based digital signal processor capable of interfacing with your world the way 

you want it to: AES/EBU, SPDIF, optical I/O; analog I/O; real time MIDI; SMPTE; serial 

remote; standard RAM card slot; optional 3.5" floppy drive, SCSI interface, and LAN port; 

slots for up to four totally independent true stereo DSP cards—all in a 2U 19" rack unit. 

Algorithms include reverb as only TC Electronic could do it, pitch/harmony effects, and 

unmatchable chorus/flange/delay effects. Other algorithms are already under develcpment by 

TC Electronic and third party programmers. Since the M5000 is software based, updating or 

adding new algorithms is as simple as loading in a RAM card or floppy disk. 

Thanks to its open architectu-e, software-based design, and over-the-top specification, the 

M5000 will never be obsolete. A dream machine today, the M5000 has many futures—this 

is just the beginning! 

OF DENMARK 

t.c. electronic 
Tecnnology for today and tomorrow. 

International Head Office DENMARK: Phone:(+45) 86 26 28 00 Fax:(+45) 86 26 29 28 
AUSTRALIA: (03) 428 9797 AUSTRIA: (222) 601 17 BELGIUM: (0)11 281458 CANADA: (514) 738 3000 CHILE: (2) 231 2356 
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by Ken C. Pohlmann 

THE NEW 
PERCEPTUAL 
STANDARD 

T 
here are literally dozens of different 
perceptual coding systems (some-
times called data-reduction or data-
compression systems) now available 
from a variety of manufacturers. 
They range from simple, fairly gener-

  ic models to highly sophisticated 
proprietary types with a wide range 
of bit rates, audio transparency and 
price. Together, they confirm that 
perceptual coding is moving rapidly 
to the fore of professional and con-
sumer digital audio technology on a 
broad front of applications. 

If digital audio has a fault, it is its 
gargantuan appetite for bits. Whether 
you are storing linearly represented 
digital audio information or transmit-
ting it, the need for large storage ca-
pacity or wide bandwidth limits the 
fidelity and usefulness of digital au-
dio. Clearly the desire to achieve low-
er bit rates has been intense, because 
it would open many new applica-
tions for digital audio (and video) 
with little or no signal degradation. 

With the recent advent of inex-
pensive and fast digital signal proc-
essing systems, it has become possi-

ble to employ psychoacoustic mod-
els to reduce the number of bits 
needed to represent an audio signal. 
Applications of compression ratios of 
4:1, 6:1 or even 12:1 are now com-
mon; in addition to traditional rates 
of 1.4 Mbits/second, reduced rates of 
256 kbps and less are now common. 
Not only do perceptual coders clear-
ly outperform traditional linear cod-
ers in terms of bit efficiency, they 
also compete with them in terms of 
fidelity. Designers of reduction sys-
tems have achieved remarkable trans-
parency so that in many applications 
reduced data is audibly indistinguish-
able from linearly represented data, 
or is even better. For example, given 
a 20-bit master recording, a 4:1 PASC-
encoded recording (with a bit rate of 
384 kbits/second) may be judged by 
some to be superior to a dithered lin-
ear 16-bit recording (with a data rate 
of 1.4 Mbits/second). 

The obstacle to perceptual coding 
has been lack of standards. Though 
everyone agrees that different appli-
cations require different coding meth-
ods, it is essential to have standard 

ILLUSTRATION. JAMES ENDICOTT 
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@ Total Quality Management 

The faces behind the faceplates. 

Meet the employees of Carver Corporation. 
Each Carver employee has a personal stake in making sure the Carver Professional power 

amplifier you buy will outperform and outlast any comparable competitive model. No exceptions. 
No compromises. No excuses. 

Which means you can count on your Carver to do everything you want it to do, and quite 
likely more. From the moment you take it out of the box. And, for many years to come. It's the 
result of what we cal Total Quality Management. You'll call it a load off your mind. 

CARVER 
P.O. BOX 1237 LYNNWOOD, WA 98046 

(2061775-1202. FAX (206) 778-9453 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

coding methods available to promote 
compatibility and reduce cost. The 
International Standards Organization 
and the Motion Pictures Expert Group 
have recently released the ISO/MPEG 
international standard 11172-3 for re-
duced data rate coding of digital vid-
eo and digital audio signals and 
made it available to interested par-
ties. The audio portion of the stand-
ard promises to define the future for 
many perceptual coding products. 

The audio portion of the ISO/MPEG 
standard can trace its origins to tests 
conducted by Swedish Radio in July 
1990. The MUSICAM coding achieved 
the highest overall scores. However, 
the ASPEC system was superior at 
very low data rates. The architectures 
of these two coding methods form 
the basis for the ISO/MPEG standard. 
The 11172-3 standard describes three 
layers of coding, each with different 
applications. Specifically, Layer I de-
scribes the least sophisticated meth-
od that requires relatively high data 
rates (approximately 192 kbits/sec-
ond/channel). Layer II is based on 
Layer I but contains increased com-
plexity and operates at somewhat 
lower data rates (approximately 128 
kbits/second/channel). Layer III is 
somewhat conceptually different 
from I and II, is the most sophisticat-
ed and operates at the lowest data 
rate (approximately 64 kbits/second/ 
channel). The increased complexity 
from Layer I to Layer III is reflected 
in the fact that at low data rates, 
Layer III will perform best in terms 
of audio fidelity. 

In very general terms, the opera-
tion of all three coders is similar in 
that the audio signal passes through 
a filter bank and is mapped into the 
spectral domain. Data reduction is 
carried out through examination of 
redundancy and irrelevancy in the 
music signal. In each case, the en-
coders are not defined by the ISO/ 
MPEG standard; only the decoders 
are specified. This permits improve-
ments in encoding methods, particu-
larly in the psychoacoustic modeling, 
provided the data output from the 
encoder can be properly decoded. 
This is an important element; for ex-
ample, digital radio stations could 
improve a few encoders, and the 
benefits would be perceived by all 
listeners with an existing decoder. 
On the other hand, because encod-
ers differ from one manufacturer to 

another, it is incorrect to assume that 
two encoders using the same layer 
will sound the same. The following 
descriptions of the layers are gener-
ally correct; however, there may be 
differences in specific products. 

Layer I is derived from the MUSI-
CAM standard and is basically a sim-
plified version of that codec; its aim 
is to provide high fidelity at low cost, 
at a somewhat higher data rate. In 
Layer I a sliding FIR filter is used to 
split the wideband signal into 32 
sub-bands of equal width. Frames 
are created, each containing 12 sub-
band samples; this represents 384 
wideband samples. A fixed scale fac-
tor exponent is computed for each 
sub-band; it is based on the largest 
value of the samples in the sub-
band. Using the scale factor informa-
tion, and analysis from a 512-sample 
FFT wideband transform, a psycho-
acoustic model compares the data to 
the minimum threshold curve and 
applies a masking model to achieve 
data reduction. Dynamic bit alloca-
tion assigns mantissa bits to the sam-
ples in each coded sub-band, or omits 
coding for inaudible sub-bands. 

As with any digital audio system, 
error correction and other informa-
tion is added to the signal at the out-
put of the coder. Decoding is per-
formed easily by reformatting the 
data and applying it to an inverse 
synthesis filter. Because there is no 
perceptual model in the decoder, im-
provements in the encoding models 
will be accepted compatibly by the 
decoder. In addition, Layer I can be 
augmented with stereo intensity cod-
ing, which examines redundancy 
and irrelevancy between channels to 
optimize performance by increasing 
audio quality or decreasing bit rate. 
A version of Layer I is presently used 
in the DCC recording system. 

Layer II is essentially identical to 
the original MUSICAM standard, and 
thus similar to Layer I, but more so-
phisticated in design; it strives to pro-
vide high fidelity at moderate data 
rates, with somewhat higher cost. 
Thirty-two equal-width sub-bands 
are created, but frame size is ex-
panded to 36 samples, correspond-
ing to 1,152 wideband samples. The 
FFT analysis block size is increased 
to 1,024; tonal and nontonal compo-
nents are distinguished to better de-
termine their effect on the masking 
threshold. Three scale factors are cal-
culated for each sub-band, each cor-
responding to 12 sub-band samples. 

Temporal masking is applied to these 
scale factors. Dynamic bit allocation 
is employed to maximize both the 
sub-band and frame signal-to-mask 
ratios; four bits are used for the more 
critical lower sub-bands, and two bits 
for higher sub-bands. As in Layer I, 
decoding is relatively simple (it con-
tains only one third the complexity 
of the encoder); for example, a ster-
eo decoder can run on a single 
DSP56001 chip (VLSI Layer I and II 
chips are also available from manu-
facturers). The decoder unpacks the 
data frames and applies appropriate 
data to the reconstruction filter. Layer 
II can employ stereo intensity cod-
ing; it will be used in the proposed 
Eureka 147 digital audio broadcast-
ing system. 

Layer III combines elements from 
MUSICAM and ASPEC and is more 
complex than Layers I and II; its forte 
is moderate fidelity even at very low 
data rates, at a somewhat higher cost 
(for example, the decoder performs 
a third more operations than a Layer 
II decoder and requires an extra 1K 
of RAM per channel). The wideband 
signal is split into 32 sub-bands, and 
each sub-band is further divided into 
18 more sub-bands by an MDCT 
(Modified Discrete Cosine Transform) 
for a total of 576 sub-bands with a 
bandwidth of 41.67 Hz at a 48kHz 
sampling rate. The MDCT window 
size is variable to minimize temporal 
pre-echo artifacts. A short window 
uses six sub-band samples (292 
wideband samples), and a long win-
dow uses 18 sub-band samples (576 
wideband samples); combination 
windows switch between the two. 
Because of the overlap inherent in 
the MDCT, these sample sizes are 
doubled in each case. Bit allocation 
uses dynamic quantization as well as 
Huffman and run-length entropy en-
coding. These algorithms employ the 
power of statistics to achieve data 
compression. For example, values 
that occur more frequently are coded 
with shorter code words. Layer III 
can employ stereo intensity coding 
as well as MS (sum and difference) 
coding between channels. 

Extensive tests have demonstrated 
that either Layer II or III at 256 kbits/ 
second can convey a stereo audio 
program with no audible degrada-
tion, compared to a 16-bit linear sys-
tem such as CD. If a higher data rate 
of 384 kbits/second is allowed, Layer 
I also achieves transparency com-
pared to 16-bit linear PCM. At rates 
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Power Users Prefer Sonic 
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ifInvestigating digital work-

stations for feature film and 

television works we had three 

critical requirements: a powerful 

editor, complete flexibility, and 

inexpensive expansion. Only 

Sonic Solutions addresses all 

of our concerns. We're thrilled 

with our choice), 

g'We use Sonic systems for a 

wide variety of projects —f 

radio and TV spots to documen 

taries. Our clients are amazed 

how fast we can edit and 

easily we can make ch 

With two systems and SonicNet 

we can share soundfiles a 

collaborate in a way that ha 

never been possible before.,5 

Houston/DWIGHT COOK 
-Jr..' a II "11i I 1 

ur IMF 

Berkeley/JIM AUSTIN 

iffle were the first to install the 

SonicNet for film sound post. 

We're impressed with the 

SonicNet's true network capabil-

ities, having experienced the 

bottlenecks of stand-alone work-

stations. The dialog editing is 

much faster than conventional 

cutting and provides superior 

sound with substantial savings)! 

“After shopping around for a 

are ft was clear that the Sonic 

stems would give us the 

ggest bang for the buck. Our 

ur systems were already 

oked before they were 

stalled. The SonicStation Il 

d the Quattro awe the most 

phistisated pieces of hard-

Main Office 
1891 East Francisco Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94901 USA Tel. 415 485.4800 Fax 415 485.4811 

SONIC SOLUTIONS Sonic Europe 

Brugwachter 19, 3034 KD Rotterdam,llie Netherlands Tel. 31.10.414.7354 Fax 31.10.414.7365 
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  ORMAN END 

DOLBY SR 

Recent credits 

Career credits 

Career direction 

On his technique 

On Dolby SR 

Ed Rak in Control Room B of Clinton Recording Studios 

igitol we's my first choice 

for ten years_ Sc) why cirri 

I recording analog again?" 

Engineer, producer, and owner of Clinton Recording 
Studios, NYC 

Juan Luis Guerra, Patti LaBelle, Roy Hargrove, 
Cleo Laine, Liza Minnelli, John Pizzarelli, Michel Camilo 

Artists: Karen Carpenter, Steely Dan, Dave Grusin, 
NY Philharmonic, Diana Ross, Frank Sinatra 

Films: "Manhattan," "Reds," "Peggy Sue Got Manied," 
"Tequila Sunrise," "A Stranger Among Us" 

"Recording great film scores in one of New York's few 
remaining large orchestral recording spaces is a fabulous 
job, and I look forward to doing lots more." 

"I capture the sense of each soloist and section, lock them 
together in perspective, and apply the glue when I mix." 

"Dolby SR hears it my 
way—everything I 
record sounds like I 
want it to, from start to 
finish. Plus Dolby SR 
has insured my invest-
ment in analog equip-
ment for years and 
years to come." 

Studio A: 

Clinton Recording 

Dolby SR: now over 70,000 tracks worldwide. 

as low as 128 kbits/second, Layers II 
and III can convey stereo material 
that is subjectively very close to 16-
bit fidelity. 

Tests also have studied the effects 
of cascading perceptual codecs. In 
one experiment, critical audio mate-
rial was passed through four codec 
stages at 192 kbits/second and two 
stages at 128 kbits/second, and they 
were found to be transparent. On the 
other hand, a cascade of five codec 
stages at 128 kbits/second was not 
transparent for all music programs. 
These tests did not enjoy the benefit 
of joint stereo coding, and as with 
any perceptual coder, overall per-
formance can be improved by sub-
stituting new psychoacoustic models 
in the encoder. 

It is also important to note that 
the similarity between the layers will 
promote tandem operation; for ex-
ample, Layer III data can be trans-
coded to Layer II without returning 
to the analog domain (other digital 
processing is required, however). 
Specifically, a decoder must be able 
to decode its layer and all layers be-
low it. Clearly, the menu of data rates, 
fidelity and layer compatibility pro-
vided by ISO/MPEG 11172-3 is useful 
in a wide variety of applications such 
as digital audio broadcasting, com-
puter multimedia, home studio re-
cording and editing, multichannel 
disk recording, ISDN transmission, 
and multichannel HDTV. 

As with any new standard, the ISO/ 
MPEG digital audio codec standard 
will encourage wider participation by 
manufacturers with greater product 
diversity and lower cost. In addition, 
and not inconsequentially, the growth 
of perceptual coding applications 
will challenge traditional PCM audio 
products in terms of cost, application 
and fidelity. This competition, in turn, 
will stimulate the development of 
lower-cost 20-bit PCM systems, as 
well as new advances in digital audio 
coding such as psychoacoustically 
optimized noise shaping and, possi-
bly, 24-bit coding systems. In other 
words, the advent of perceptual cod-
ing standards both expands the hori-
zons of the digital audio revolution 
and propels it forward. 

Ken Pohlmann is a professor of music 
engineering at the University of Mi-
ami in Coral Gables, Florida, where 
staying cool is a full-time job. 

Dolby Let Peeples Inc. • 100 Pete° Avenue, San Annexe CA 04103-4913 Telephone 41S-5.93-0200 • F weenie 415-863-1373 • Telex 34409 D II by 
Selby latereknes Ire. • Wooten Base • «glee SP44 IQ • Wand • Teleceune 0193 342103 • F emcee 0793 842101. Tee, 44849 
Wee we the clouble-D seebol are trademarks of Dolby Laberatenes Lreeeng Corpereee 01993Dotry Labeatones Inc. S33/9771 



rell3a with "Neumann Sound" 

I
t's difficult to describe Neumann Sound. 
Words such as warm, smooth, natural and 
open are often used. No matter how you 

describe it, this sound is the reason more top 
professionals use Neumann microphones. 
The KM 100 Microphone System offers 

Neumann performance at a price that's much 
less than you might think. Interchangeable 
capsules, a wealth of accessories, and compact 

red 

design make the KM 100 System adaptable to 
the widest variety of applications. 
Don't settle far imitations when you can 

afford to use Neumann... the choice of those 
who can hear the difference. 

Call us for a demonstration and your free 
copy of our KM 100 brochure. We'll also give 
you details on how you can get your very own 
Neumann pocket knife. 

The KM 100 Microphone System 

NeumannIUSA 
6 Vista Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Telephone: 203.434.5220 • FAX: 203.434.3148 

West Coast Tel: 818.845.8815 • FAX: 818.845.7140 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



You're looking at the future 
of affordable digital multitrack. 

Today it seems that everyone's 

jumping on the digital bandwagon. 

And for good reason. It sounds 

great, there's no generation loss, 

and it's state-of-the-art. But until 

now it's been very expensive—or 

even inferior 

So when we set out to design 

the future—we refused to accept 

anything but the best. And consid-

ering that our parent company, 

TEAC, is the largest manufacturer 

of professional audio recording 

and data storage equipment in the 

world, and was the first company 

to make multitrack recording afford-

able, we've got a lot at stake. 

That's why TASCAM chose the 

newer 8mm tape format for digital 

multitrack recording. It's simply 

better than anything else. Why? The 

8mm transport is the most 

compact and is designed 

to take the beatings of 

the start-stop-start-stop 

operations that character-

ize studio and post pro-

duction environments. 

And we should know, 

because TEAC makes 

TASCAM® 

trans-

ports for both 

VHS and 8mm. We tried them both. 

In fact, tests show 8mm to be 

superior for digital audio multitrack 

recording. That's just the start. The 

8mm format is superior in many 

ways. Like"Auto Track Finding" 

(ATF)—an innovative technology 

that ensures consistent, error-free 

operation by imbedding important 

control information during the heli-

cal scan. This maintains a perfect 

relationship between the tracking 

and program signals on your tape. 

What does that mean? Precise edit-

ing for punching in and out as well 

as the ability to exchange tapes 

between musicians and studios 

without synchronization concerns. 

There's more. The Hi-8mm 

he DA-88 digital multitrack system 

Take advantage of our experience. 

metal particle tape cassette is 

sturdier and protects the tape 

against dust and environmental 

hazards. The 8mm format takes 

advantage of technologically supe-

rior tape that characteristically has 

a higher coercivity and therefore 

higher retention than S-VHS tapes. 

That's why Hi-8 is a preferred 

format for backup of critical digital 

data by computer users worldwide. 

And that's why your recordings 

will last longer on Hi-8. Even more, 

with up to 100 minutes of recording 

time, Hi-8 offers longer recording 

length than any other format. 

We could go on. But the point 

is that with over 20 years experi-

ence,TASCAM has quite an invest-

ment in multitrack recording. An 

investment that has paid off for 

musicians, recording 

studios and post produc-

tion houses worldwide. 

We've put this experience 

to work in defining the fu-

ture of affordable studio 

quality digital multitrack 

recording. And you can 

take advantage of it now. 

For our free booklet 'Are you ready for Digital Recording" write TASCAM, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



FAST LANE 

by Stephen St.Croix 

BAITING BUYERS 
W ITH BITS 
FOR BUCKS 

T 
THIS ISN'T THE COLUMN 

YOU EXPECTED 

hose of you with exceptional obser-
vational powers will notice that this 
month's column is in fact not the sec-
ond half of last month's. It is instead 
a totally unrelated piece; a cohesive 
component of this month's Mix. Yes, 
as I do once a year, I have succumbed 
to Mel Lambert's relentless badgering 
and have written something that ac-
tually fits in with the theme of this 
July special issue. Sort of. 

The missing second half should 
appear in the next issue. On with the 
show. 

FINANCES FIZZLE, FRUGAL FEW 

FORESEE FUN FUTURE 

Entertainment has been around since 
the very first time some guy put on a 
dress and danced for a cave full of 
other guys while waiting for some 
damned pterodactyl to leave. One of 
these dancing cave guys eventually 
asked all the other guys for sticks and 
berries for his services, and the en-
tertainment industry was born. So 
was the saying "sticks and stones...:' 
as hecklers were developed on the 
same day that admission was invented. 

Well, a shortage of berries eventu-
ally forced the invention of money, 
and our industry has been somewhat 
shielded from negative economic 
fluctuations ever since (with a few 
exceptions like the great depression). 

This stability was primarily due to 
the fact that when depression or re-
cession is at hand, people's lives get 
more complicated, and great emo-
tions like despair become a part of 
life. Escape becomes crucial. While 
jumping from the 23rd story window 
has been a standard Wall Street es-
cape for some time now, it isn't the 

only escape known to Man. Diver-
sions in the form of movies, music 
and recreational pharmaceuticals have 
long been escapes for the masses, 
possibly because most of them don't 
live on the 23rd floor. 

But this time, immuni Ci 

ty to bad times has 
collapsed. Our 

lives and our industry have perma-
nently changed. Money is tight and 
will remain so forever. So what do 
we, the pro audio community, do 
now, so that we may live long and 
prosper? That's easy: don't smoke, be 
nice to animals and streamline. 

You have some serious decisions 
ahead of you when it comes to survi-
val and, hopefully, profit. Every pur-
chase must be thought out carefully. 
You must plan ahead like never be-
fore. Luckily, technology that will help 
us is right around the corner. 

Let's look at the overall picture. 
Take your entire audio recording fa-
cility. The very definition of the term 
"recording studio" is beginning to 
change from a room full of process-
ing equipment patched to mixing 

ç. 
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FAST LANE 

consoles and tape recorders, to a few 
select pieces of personal favorite 
processing gear interfaced to one 
central machine, the Digital Audio 
Workstation. 

Soon it will be pitifully humorous 
to imagine that you can compete 
with well-planned DAW studios using 
older "conventional" analog studio 
technologies. And the DAWs them-
selves will soon face an even more 
imposing threat—true virtual studios 
—monstrously powerful machines 
that will do it all; and do it so well 
that the quality and quantity of the 
end audio product will increase so 
dramatically that no one without these 
machines can compete. I promise you 
this. True virtual studios will be as 
significant a change to the recording 
industry as multitrack recorders were, 
way back in the Homo Sapiens' piezo-
electric period, when the machines 
were the size of small refrigerators, 
solely to make them too heavy for 
pterodactyls to carry them off. 

At some point you must make the 
jump. You must go with some work-
station, and as tight as money is, you 
had better choose the right one. 

SMALLER STATIONS SEEM SEXY. 

STILL, SADLY SLOW, SORROWFULLY 

SHABBY SONICS SCARCELY SERVE 

SIMPLE SEMI-PRO SESSIONS. 

I here certainly are a lot ol low-cost 
workstations out there, and there will 
soon be many more. These machines 
all have one thing in common that 
dominates their feature lists: They're 
cheap. Now, don't get me wrong, it's 
not that I don't like them...Wait a 
minute.. That is it; I don't like them. 
Now let me just say out front that 

a certain amount of my time goes 
into consulting with high-end work-
station manufacturers, so if it sounds 
like I'm biased toward the more pow-
erful ( costly) systems, you're right. 
Just the same, I wouldn't be able to 
sleep at night (or at least nap during 
the day) if I didn't point out to you 
what I feel are the sacrifices made for 
cost in most small systems. 
I have tried to work on the best-

selling units, and my response, along 
with the response of my coworkers, 
has ranged from horribly disappoint-
ed to madly frustrated. I guess I was 
expecting these machines to work as 
their ads implied they would, not as 
they actually did. I guess I expected 
them to speed up my work and 

make me more productive. I guess I 
was asking too much. 

If they would just present and 
package these machines as simple 
stereo audio editors, each brand with 
a few additional "bonus" features, 
like additional editing beyond two 
tracks under certain conditions, or 
simple steady-state, stereo-only, hiss 
and pop reduction, and so on, it 
would be fine. But too many of these 
guys fight this ridiculous low-cost fea-
ture war that ends up with ludicrous 
attempts at high-powered functions 
from low-powered machines. 

Tiny Ford Fiestas are okay as bare-
bones transportation, hut you will go 
crazy if you try to use one to pull a 
20-ton trailer up a hill. It takes real 
machines to do real work. Now, you 
might get away with pulling a 5-ton 
trailer up that hill once when you are 

moving your home, 
but if 

¡ 

you pull trailers up hills for a living, 
you have to get it done in an hour, 
several times a week, not in 250 
hours, once a year. 

Most of what are being called 
workstations are not workstations 
they are simple editors, and many fail 
miserably at that. I must say that 
there are a couple of straightforward 
multitrack digital recorder/editors that 
work well. These units are great bar-
gains and can cut editing times dra-
matically. These are brought to you 
by new fringe companies and are not 
the mainstream low-cost "bargain" 
units that are infesting our cities like 
a plague. 

Sales figures for low-cost "work-
stations" are impressive. Everybody 
wants to get into the digital age, and 
if you only have a few thousand 
bucks these machines seem irre-
sistible at first. 

But then comes what I have writ-
ten about before: the hidden negative 
surprises. Simple ripple edits that you 
used to do in 30 seconds with analog 
tape may now take 200 seconds, not 
the five seconds that you expected 
and hoped for. Do ten edits and you 
may unknowingly slip all the audio 
from that point on by more than a 
frame. This problem is in fact quite 

common! 
One of the most popular units of-

fers EQ, but it is so incredibly horri-
ble that nobody should ever actually 
use it. This same unit doesn't sound 
quite right even if you don't use any 
EQ and go in and out digitally to 
avoid its converters. The stereo image 
collapses, the high end loses defini-
tion and becomes strident, and the 
bottom end gets cloudy and thick. In 
the last few years, we have learned to 
associate this type of audio damage 
with inferior converters. What is go-
ing on to cause this when using D 
I/O? Who knows? 

The operative term here is toy. 
Toys are great. You get something for 
close to nothing, and if you choose 
wisely it can serve as a basic entry-
level educational sample of what the 
real thing can offer. However, one of 
the characteristics of toys is that they 
offer no actual growth path. This is 
necessary for low-cost manufacturing, 
but a lot of those who purchase these 
little "DAWs" don't quite realize that, 
and when the long list of limitations 
and dead ends is revealed, the cus-
tomer often feels trapped and frus-
trated, because there is no way out 
other than eating the purchase and 
starting over. 

There has been a lot of noise re-
cently about new bus standards for 
these machines. This is pretty good, 
as it will allow different manufactur-
ers to interface their gear directly. But 
this is by no means a true open-
ended expandable architecture. Low 
data rates and lack of control along 
with the same old thing—lack of real 
power—severely limit these schemes. 
Also, don't confuse an expansion bus 
with a real upgrade path; they are not 
the same thing. None of these units 
has a rational upgrade path. That 
should scare you. 

All of this bothers me for the ob-
vious reasons, but it also troubles me 
because there is so much of it that 
DAWs are actually starting to get a 
bad name. This is unfortunate, since 
DAWs are the only future we have, 
the only path that exists for us if we 
want to become more productive 
and more creative, if we want a high-
er-quality end product in less time for 
less money. It simply won't be possi-
ble to compete without a good DAW 
by the end of next year. Face it. 

It may appear that my attitude on 
the subject is elitist, but it is not. Bla-
tantly put, many of these smaller low-
cost toys are so severely limited in 
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Blue Line. 
The Newest Modular Microphone Family from the Leader in Condenser Microphone Design. 
Every polar pattern, every configuration you'll ever need, interchangeable in seconds. 

All with the rugged construction, precision craftsmanship and impeccable audio quality 

that are unmistakably AKG. 



Why not get everything professional 

Digital Audio Workstations have to offer? 

Create your best part out of 10 recordings and use it 
in five different places... record 100 takes in the same 
place, on the same track... synchronize sound FX to a 
picture in less than a second... erase a word and bring it 
back a week later... and do all this on a machine that 
gives you instant access with incredible editing speeds, 
the sound quality you want, and the reliability you can 
count on, project after project. 

Optional DM-80-S Multitrack Manager control 

for the Macintosh— easy to learn, fast to use. 

the Word. 
Problem is, many DAWs just can't give you all of 
these things. 

Here's why: 
Problem: Some systems use a single computer 
for graphic user interface and for audio information 
processing. This slows the whole system down, and 
makes you wait. 

The Answer: A workstation that sepa-
rates the hardware "engine" from the user 
interface computer. This way, audio infor-
mation processing is not slowed down 
by the user interface, and the interface 
computer operates without the load of 
additional tasks. And you save time and 
money. 

Problem: A system crash in the middle 
of a complicated project could cost you as 
much in time lost as some of the less pro-
fessional DAWs are worth. You should 
expect reliability you can count on from 
your DAW, and get it. 

me Answer: First, call around. Check 
the reputation of DAWs. We have DM-80s 
working every day all over the world in 
high volume production environments. 
Our customers will tell you they're reliable. 

Problem: Some systems don't give you a 
user interface that's familiar and easy-to-use. 

The Answer: Buy a DAW that lets you choose either a 
dedicated hardware remote that gives you familiar tape 
recorder controls, or computer software control that is 
simple to understand and easy to operate. 

Problem: Some DAWs are the weakest link in the audio 
chain. The DAW you buy should deliver sonics as good or 
better than any piece of audio equipment you own. 

The Answer: Choose a DAW from a company that knows 
professional audio, not just a company that knows comput-
ers. But most of all, ask audio professionals who own one. 

We believe you'll find all these answers and more in the 
Roland DM-80 Digital Audio Workstation. Call us at 
(213) 685-5141, ext. 337, or FAX (213) 722-0911 for a 
brochure. Or better yet, schedule a demo. You're going to 
like what you hear. 



"The thing is just impossible to screw up! The DM-80's non-destructive editing is 
the only way to go—revisions are extremely easy, and very quick." 

— DAVID ESCH 
DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION 
WPNT CHICAGO 

"Edits fast, sounds great, and doesn't break. The DM-80's multilayering capabilities and 
simultaneous recording on all tracks gives us the flexibility to do whatever we want." 

— JOEL VALENTINE 
PRESIDENT 
21ST CENTURY SOUND DESIGN, HOLLYWOOD 
(«NORTHERN EXPOSURE/ 

the Word 
on the street. 

"The first DM-80 paid for itself in two months, so we bought a second one... 
I like the editing ease—no waiting. It's my 'word processor' for audio." 

— MICHAEL STANTON 
COMPOSER/ARRANGER 
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS, INC, NASHVILLE 

(«EVENING SHADE, 

• "The DM-80 is our secret weapon! It's a very enabling technology." — MAZ & KILGORE 
GRAMMY NOMINATED PRODUCERS 
NEW YORK 

"What goes in... comes out! And the sound is wonderful. Easy editing, plus easy 
sync to video lets me concentrate on the creative aspects of the production." 

II k 

— RICHARD FREITAS 
EMMY AWARD NOMINATED AUDIO PRODUCER 
THE DOVETAIL GROUP, CONNECTICUT 

"Operational speed and ease of editing make the DM-80 the greatest 
thing since sliced bread! We use it for all our production." 

— VINCENT FUMO 
SENIOR EDITOR 
INDEPENDENCE BLUE CROSS, PHILADELPHIA 

"The DM-80's power and speed allow me to complete a 
half-hour television documentary every week. As an investment, 

the DM-80 has proven to be a very smart choice." 
— JIM HEFFERNAN 
EMMY AWARD WINNING SOUND DESIGNER/PRODUCER 
VIDEOSMITH, INC., PHILADELPHIA 
cisr FLIGHTS WITH NEIL ARMSTRONG" 

Roland 

0 Roland Corporanon LS 1993 

Pro Audio Video 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



a 4-Band EQ. High and low 
shelving filters: low band 
80 Hz/high band 12 kHz. 
Two resonant mid-band 
filters: low mid 800 
Hz/high mid 2.5 kHz. 

W E CAN SHOW YOU ALL THE 
FEATURES THAT SET OUR NEW 
MM. 2242 APART EXCEPT ONE. 

a 22 inputs. 10 XLR bal-
anced inputs featuring a 
low noise, pad less pre-
amp design. Six 
true-stereo inputs. 

AIL .•••••••••1117.... 

o Quad discrete transistor 
mic preamps. 

a Rotating jackfield for 
conventional mixing or 
rackmounting. 

a 6 Aux sends: 1 pre; 5 post. a 5 dB more overall gain 

than any mixer in its class. 

P 

4 4 . 

I' dU gal dU dU Or or .-ew oir 
W -w _or -I -or _ wr - w -w _ 
4 • • 7 • 110 11/12 13/ 11,416 117/ SO 30 21021 

MPL 2242 

1111111M111111111k 11111111111111, 
a High quality, center-
detent Panasonicefaders. 

a 128 dB overall signal-to-
noise ratio, A weighted. 

O Panasonic sealed poten-
tiometers. 

a 10 Hz to 30 kHz frequen-
cy response. 

a 4 true-stereo returns. 

a Ceramic hybrid channel 
design that further 
reduces noise and opti-
mizes stability. 

SOUND. 

a The only 4 buss design in 
its class ( using 4 dedicat-
ed sub group faders) 
with discrete Group and 
Main summing outputs. 

SAMSON AUDIO 
For more information about the MPL 2242, please contact Samson Audio, a division of Samson Technologies Corp., 

P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 (516) 932-3810 FAX (516) 932-3815 Panasonic O a registered trademark of Panasonii Corporation 
0 1993 Samson 
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FAST LANE 

basic horsepower that real-world de-
mands such as time stretch/squeeze 
and equalization (though theoretical-
ly offered) are of such horrendous 
quality that they produce end results 
far inferior to those of today's typical 
semi-pro studio toys. And high-speed 
multitrack editing is so slow and so 
ridiculously loose in timing accuracy 
that it is a bad joke. None of these 
machines actually locks to code—not 
with the resolution needed to fully 
realize the editing potential of DAWs. 

DEALERS DISSEMINATE DECEPTIVE 

DATA, DISCOURAGING DIGITAL 

DISCIPLES. DISTORTED DETAILS 

DOMINATE DOCUMENTS. 

The race to appear to have more to 
offer for less money is creating yet 
another problem: blatantly deceptive 
advertising. Don't believe the bullshit 
that certain manufacturers are telling 
you. Make them prove it. Kick them 
out when they can't. 
My favorite outright lie is that 20-

bit converters exist. I love that one! 
Just to make sure you catch my drift: 
There are no 20-bit audio ii/D con-
verters on earth! Nor is it possible to 
reach that by summing any combi-
nation of today's converters. Audio 
equipment manufacturers tell you 
that their gear has them, and even 
the companies that make the chips 
that all these manufacturers buy to 
put in their gear tell them that they 
are buying 20-bit converters, but it 
simply isn't true. In 
our universe, r' 
today's 
"20- -4z ) 
bit" - 
con-
verters are 
capable of deliver-
ing only about 16 
or 17 precision 
bits of informa-
tion. What a great 
scam, along with 
120dB dynamic ranges, 
flawless digital copies, noiseless digit-
al EQ and mermaids. I've certainly seen 
more mermaids than 20-bit converters. 

PERFECTION PERSEVERES 

The "ideal" machine must be all 
things to all people, yet it must be the 
perfect specialized machine for one 
person in his one job. A seeming-
ly impossible task, a paradox, you 
might say? Since all recording envi-

Graphic 
Details 
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t's attention to details that sets the 
new Furman Q-Series Graphic 
Equalizers apart from the competi-

tion. Details like constant-Q equalization for 
minimum interaction between adjacent 
bands and maximum graphic accuracy. 
State-of-t he-art low noise op amps. "Straight 
wire" bypass function. Four segment meters 
that make it easy to find optimum signal 
levels. Beefy power supplies that assure 
long-term reliability. All six of our new EQ's 
feature silky-smooth sliders, and our long-
throw sliders are 15 mm longer than those 
on most other premium graphics. And 
there's a dramatic new look, with pale gray 
front panels and tasteful deep blue and 
black legends. 
Contact Furman for the full graphic details. 

Furman Sound, Inc. 
30 Rich Street 

Greenbrae, California 94904 
Phone (415) 9Z7-1225 
Fax ( 415) 927-4548 
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The Only 'ROCK & ROLL" You'll Hear on a 

MARK 10° CASSETTE 
...is the Music! 

Only the Shape Mark 10® Cassette 

with its "Patented Independent Bridge" 

delivers the kind of performance 

that makes it absolutely the 

standard of excellence 

in the industry today. Hands down. 

This independent bridge stabilizes 

the tape path and maintains the 

most accurate, stable and consistent azimuth 

alignment in the industry, eliminating the 

unwanted tape path instability (Rock & Roll) 

inherent in lesser designs. 

SHAPE, 

We're committed to excellence. 

Available in custom colors, unloaded or loaded. 

For information about the Mark 10 

or any of the Shape products, please call 

1-800-MARK-TEN ( 1-800-627-5836). 

US Patent Numbers 
RE 32,447, D 280,815 

Mil p= 
MINZA mu am iR 

SHAPE Inc Biddeford Industrial Park, Biddeford, Maine 

FAX 207/283-9130 

ronments will be based on some evo-
lution of today's DAWs and tomor-
row's virtual studio systems within a 
few years, this level of sophistication 
must be achieved. 

Old thinking says that this is a 
ridiculous goal—the "jack of all trades, 
master of none" model. That has been 
the primary type of thinking we have 
had until now, and the result has 
been what we now call the "conven-
tional studio." Don't get me wrong, 
no other approach 
was possible until 
just very recently. 
Truly massive 
computer 
power is 
needed to 
even en-
tertain 

)i` f this con-
cept, and 
that type of 
power is just 
becoming 
available to 
designers this year. 
New designers, thinking in new 

ways, will be needed to translate the 
raw potential of modern high-horse-
power architecture into the next gen-
eration of virtual studios that will rule 
the world. The proper mixture of fast, 
easy-to-see-and-compare combina-
tions of assignable and dedicated 
hardware surface elements, and true 
virtual "glass" interactive surfaces can 
do a shockingly good job of realizing 
this lofty goal. 

Wait and see. It's all in the human 
interface. Monster horsepower is 
meaningless if you can't get to it, just 
as beautiful interfaces are stupid if 
they don't control obscenely massive 
horsepower. Ideal interactive virtual 
studios, or "glass consoles" will be 
the path to the future. Be careful to 
put your money into something that 
will make you competitive as soon as 
you take delivery but can grow with 
you over the coming years. After all, 
it is just becoming possible to make 
good 18-bit A/D converters, and it is 
possible to manufacture a DAW that 
is better, faster, and more creative 
than any analog or digital alternative, 
with no penalties and no compro-
mises. When you see that machine, it 
is time to buy. Don't blow your future 
on anything less. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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OTARI'S NEW CONCEPT I: 

A 48 INPUT, DIGITALLY CONTROLLED, 
AUTOMATED CONSOLE FOR UNDER $55K! 

ErAll digital routing with active 
block diagram 

Or Dual path signal flow -- each 
wie 4-band E.Q. and 100 mm 
fader 

Ge Integrated fader and mute 
automation 

[W Programmable master status 
switching 

i•-SMPTE and MIDI-based 
snapshot switch automation 

10 Aux send buses 

E- Soft keys on each module 

CompuCar-digital calibration 
system 

1:e 48-96 automated inputs in 
three mainframe sizes 

All this for under $55K! 

What a Concept! 

Call Otan i 1-800-99CONCEPT 
(1-800-992-6623). 

efirR 
Otani Corporation 

Foster City. CA 
(415)341-5900 

Fax: (415)341-7200 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Mari Corporation 
U.S.A. 
(415) 341 5900 
Fax: (415) 341-7200 

Otari Inc. 
Japan 
(0424) 8-8626 
Fax: (0424) 81-8633 

Oiled U.K. Ltd. 
Technical Center United Kingdom 
(U.K.) 44/0753-580777 
Fax: (U.K) 44/0753-542600 

Otan Deutschland GmbH 
Sales and Markefing Europe 
(Germany) 49:2159-50861 
Fax: (Germany) 49/2159-1778 

Otarl Singapore 
Pte, Ltd. 
(65)743-7711 
Fax (65) 743-6430 



Everything You Ever Wanted to Know 

LP vs. CD; Beta vs. VHS; 8-track vs. cas-
sette; Mac vs. DOS; DASH vs. ProDigi; MD 
vs. DCC. Format wars are nothing new. One 
merely has to look through the annals of audio 
history to discover that competition among in-
compatible formats has been with us since the 
great disk vs. cylinder debates of the 19th cen-
tury. So what's this Alesis ADAT vs. Tascam 

DA-88, June 1993—Eds.) 
First, a few basics. Both the Alesis ADAT 

and the Tascam DA-88 offer a tremendous 
cost-to-performance ratio. And despite what 
anyone may tell you, 8-track analog is dead. 
The advantages of ADAT and the DA-88 (as 
well as Yamaha's DMR8/DRU8 and the Akai A-
DAM systems) are impressive. Want your 
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DA-88 brouhaha, anyway? 
It all boils down to market-share econom-

ics—money. And it's a safe bet that the Tascam 
system—said to have been on the drawing 
board for more than four years—would never 
have seen the light of an audio showroom had 
Alesis never announced the ADAT system on 
January 18, 1991. Competition is a wonderful 
thing, especially to consumers who reap the 
benefits of a free-market economy. Three years 
ago, who would have thought that a digital 32-

track could be purchased 
for less than a 2-inch ana-
log 24-track? 

Unfortunately, along the way, both sides in 
the budget Modular Digital Multitrack contro-
versy have been guilty of occasional lapses in 
truth. Let's take an objective look at the facts. 
(Note: The following Mix issues have reviews 
with detailed information on MDMs: Akai A-
DAM, February 1990; Yamaha DMR8, Novem-
ber 1991; Alesis ADAT, October 1992; Tascam 

by George Petersen 

cousin Guido in Napoli to do an accordion 
overdub on your next speed metal hit? Just 
dub a scratch track on a digital multitrack cas-
sette and, Federal Express willing, you'll have 
that hot performance you need in a couple of 
days. Very cool. 
MDMs are, by nature, both upwardly and 

downwardly compatible. Way back in the Ne-
olithic analog days, if you recorded on a 16-
track deck, you had to mix on a 16-track deck. 
With four recorders in a Tascam or Alesis sys-
tem, you can work on 8-, 16-, 24- or 32-track 
sessions. If you need more tracks, you can al-
ways borrow or rent a couple of extra mod-
ules. In the same manner, you can start out 
with a modest 8-track system and then pur-
chase more modules as your needs—or cash 
reserves—grow. The old school of recording 
thought required purchasing a completely new 
recorder every time you wanted to upgrade, 
which made a lot of retailers happy. 

Overburdened by high tape costs? With an 
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About Modular Digital Multitracks 

MDM, forget about spending $ 120 for a 2-inch, 
24-track analog reel that runs a mere 17 min-
utes at 30 ips. At best, that's only four songs 
per tape. Tape costs can add up fast—I under-
stand that the last Peter Gabriel album used 
over 100 reels of 2-inch! Storage spaœ for mas-
ters is another concern, but fortunately, all the 

tape for a complete album project recorded 
modular digital could fit in a shoe box (or 
two), including the 2-track DAT mixdowns. 

However, having done sessions on every 

type of modular digital tape recorder (A-DAM, 
Yamaha, ADAT, Tascarn and a custom 4-track 
digital system I've used since 1984), I can say 
that recording on such devices uses up a lot 
more tape than you might initially think possi-
ble. For example, on a typical reel-to-reel 24-
track music session, the band plays—and eras-

es over—the 
is recorded. 
minute song 
about $40 in 

LP vs. CD; Beta vs. VHS; 

8-track vs. cassette; Mac vs. 

DOS; DASH vs. ProDigit; 

MD vs. DCC. Format wars are 

nothing new. So what's this 

Alesis ADAT vs. Tascam DA-88 

brouhaha, anyway? 

basic tracks until a suitable take 
Why? Tape costs money. A six-
on an analog 24-track consumes 
2-inch tape, so people tend to be 
picky about what becomes a 
"keeper." When tape costs are 
cut to less than a twentieth of 
that amount (typical for an 8mm 
or S-VHS system) people keep a 
lot more takes. 

Studio owners should be 
aware that, when using MDMs. 
bands tend to record lots of ver-
sions of basic tracks, which turns 
into lots of band-in-the-control-
room listening time, which turns 
into higher revenues. Ditto for 
the pleasure of keeping all 64 
guitar solo—or lead vocal—over-
dubs (filling eight 8-track tapes) 
and then listening to them all 
while the studio time meter is 
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144. A The first multitrack hard disk recorder . to break the $2000.00 price barrier! 
Digital multitrack recording 

has simply never been this easy to 

afford! And this is digital multi-

track brought to you by Akai, a 

leader in design innovation and 

quality. 

For starters, the DR4d is self-

contained. This means no ex-

pensive add-on remote or com-

puter is required to access the 

powerful editing features built-in 

to the DR4d. But those features 

would mean nothing without 

great sounding audio. So Akai has 

equipped the DR4d with 18 bit, 

64-times oversampling A/D 

converters for sound quality 

equal to that of our DDI000, used 

for mastering many of the most 

popular albums on the charts. The 

output is just as clean, utilizing 18 

bit , 8-times oversampling D/A 

converters. 

The DR4d includes as stan-

dard features that are options on 

other digital machines. How 

about a digital interface in both 

professional and consumer 

formats? Standard. How about a 

108 memory autolocator? Stan-

dard. How about editing features 

like COPY, MOVE, INSERT, 

DELETE, and UNDO? Standard. 

You'll feel comfortable with 

the DR4d right out of the box. It 

operates just like a conventional 

4-track recorder with familiar 

tape transport controls. But your 

analog deck never gave you 

features like the DR4d's digital 

level meters, and a jog wheel 

which lets you scrub audio 

through the outputs to find 

precise edit points. And, you'll 

love moving instantly to more 

than 100 locations. 

Connecting the DR4d to your 

existing system is just as easy. 

Four 1/4" IRS jacks on the back 

accept either balanced or 

unbalanced lines. A switch lets 

you choose between +4dBu or 

-10dBv operation. No expensive 

custom connectors are required. 

The DR4d allows you room to 

expand as your needs grow. Up to 

four units can be connected for 

16-track recording, with sample 

accurate sync. For more recording 

time, the DR4d can accept up to 

seven SCSI hard drives. Optional 

SMPTE and MIDI interfaces allow 

the DR4d to control or be 

synchronized to external devices. 

A second digital interface is also 

available as an option if you need 

four discrete digital ins and outs. 

The DR4d starts at $1995.00 

(less hard disk). A 200MB internal 

hard disk is optional, or you have 

your choice of using a wide var-

iety of external drives. Which-

ever you choose, the DR4d is 

ready when you are. See your 

nearest Akai dealer soon for a 

demo. 

AKAI 

1316 E. Lancaster P.O. Box 2344 
Ft. Worth, TX 76113 

817-336-5114 Fax: 817-870-1271 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



running. Add in another four or five 
hours patching together the "perfect" 
take—via assembly editing on the 
multitrack or SMPTE flown in/out to 
a workstation—and you've discov-
ered the secret solution to the studio 
recession. 

COMPARISON SHOPPING 

Yet, with all of the advantages that 
low-cost MDM production offers, en-
gineers are still faced with two op-
posing and incompatible formats 
(even more if you also count the 
Akai and Yamaha systems). Getting 
past the hype and determining the 
best system for your studio's needs 
is much easier when you compare 
the facts, so let's take an objective 
look at various aspects of the Alesis 
ADAT and Tascam DA-88 formats. 
Maximum Tracks: Both ADAT 

and Tascam systems are based 
around 8-track modules that can be 
combined for up to 128 tracks. Call 
this category a tie. 

Basic Features: Comparing the 
basic features of single machines, 
both systems offer seamless punch 
ins/outs, unbalanced -10dBV and 
balanced +4dBu operation, two lo-
cator points, pitch shift, looping 
points, 16-bit linear digital recording 
and a choice of several digital cross-
fade times. The Alesis machine in-
cludes a compact remote control, 
but the more expensive Tascam ma-
chine provides word in/out ports, 
shuttle wheel, sync offset (allowing 
assembly editing using a second 
transport), individual track delays 
and programmable preroll. The lat-
ter three functions are also available 
with the Alesis, but only with the 
optional BRC autolocator. This one 
goes to Tascam. 

Recording Time: The Tascam 
records a maximum of 108 minutes 
on a 120-minute tape; Alesis records 
just over 40 minutes on a 120-minute 
tape, while a recent software revi-
sion allows recording on T-160 
videotapes for an increased running 
time of 54 minutes. Tascam gets the 
nod here. 

Multitransport Sync: Both sys-
tems interlock multiple recorders via 
a simple connection of one sync 
cable between each transport. Alesis 
sells an $11.95 9-pin cable required 
to interlock two ADATs, but it's a 
standard computer item—even at 
Radio Shack (part *26-116) for $9.95. 
The special D15-sub Tascam sync 
cable is $85. In our Mix tests, we 

For Studio Owners Only 
Everybody talks about the proj-
ect-to-commercial studio connec-
tion, where people track at home 
and mix their digital tapes at a 
real facility. But here's how a 
typical scenario may play out: 

1:00 p.m. Client shows up for 
two-hour booking to mix project 
that's "only four tunes." Needs 
DAT master. 

1:30 p.m. Client, listening to 
tracks for the first time on real 
studio monitors, hears thin vo-
cals with intonation problems 
recorded in basement using 
$29.95 "pro" microphone. Multi-
ple attempts (on each tune) at 
adding reverb, EQ and other "fix-
in-the-mix" remedies don't help. 

3:00 p.m. Engineer wisely 
blames the problem on client's 
low-quality vocal mic and sug-
gests retracking vocals. 

3:15 p.m. Engineer sets up 
real vocal mic (vintage tube pre-
ferred to impress client) and sets 
up monitor mix. 

5:30 p.m. Four hundred 
punches later, "one-take" client 
finally completes vocals on four 
tunes. Says he "has a cold." 

7:30 p.m. Ace quick-mix engi-
neer completes mixing the four 
tunes, compliments the client for 

great session that really only took 
two hours—for the mixing part, 
that is. Client realizes he needs 
edited DAT tape to send to tape 
duplication facility. 

8:45 p.m. Fast-chops engi-
neer finishes assembling mixes, 
after dumping tunes into work-
station, editing tunes, adding 
tones and transferring 20-minute 
final product to second DAT 
tape. Client announces he needs 
six cassette tapes for band mem-
bers. 

10:00 p.m. Engineer com-
pletes six cassettes, in three pass-
es of the control room DAT feed-
ing two high-end cassette decks. 
While second group of tapes 
run, engineer compliments client 
on great tunes and adds that 
"while we're here we could also 
run a recordable-CD copy for 
only an extra $200." Client agrees 
and leaves with "killer session 
mixes." 

By now, you probably get the 
idea. A two-hour booking turns 
into nine hours, plus sales of two 
DAT tapes and a $200 CD-R. Just 
one of many reasons a commer-
cial facility should take a close 
look at a modular digital multi-
track investment. There's gold in 
dem hills, pardner. 

—George Petersen 

recorded a mono tone burst on two 
synchronized decks; we examined 
the playback results on a Digidesign 
Sound Tools system and found both 
machines to be capable of sample-
accurate synchronization. 
Sound Quality: In our lab tests, 

both machines performed well, 
meeting or exceeding the factory 
specifications. The ADAT met its 
0.009% THD+N (at 1 kHz) spec, 
while 20 to 20k Hz frequency re-
sponse was flat to within ±0.2 dB. 
The DA-88's THD+N (at 1 kHz) was 
slightly under 0.003%, with a 20 to 
20k Hz frequency response flat to 
±0.2 dB—identical to the ADAT 
spec. In critical listening tests, there 
is a perceptible difference between 
the two recorders, but it would be 
foolish to try to say which sounded 
"better." Both systems sound very 
good—comparable to the audio 
quality of a decent studio DAT ma-

chine. Of course, once Tascam and 
Alesis deliver their digital interfaces, 
you could use outboard converters 
to create your own sound. But to be 
completely fair, the best-sounding 
digital cassette multitracks are Yama-
ha's DMR8 and DRU8, two 20-bit 
decks that put the high-falootin' no-
tion of "ultimate CD-quality audio" 
into the garbage can where it be-
longs. 
Tape Costs: Both Hi-8mm and S-

VHS tapes are readily available from 
electronics stores, although finding a 
tape at an all-night drugstore can be 
a chancy proposition. As a price 
comparison, I checked a local dis-
count shop that had TDK's XP Su-
perPro ST- 120 (S-VHS) for $7.95; 
TDK's ME-120, a similar-quality Hi-8 
tape, was $9.99. Not much of a price 
difference, but if you figure in the 
DA-88's increased running time, Tas-
cam gets the price edge—about 1.25 
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cents per track-minute, vs. 2.37 cents 
per track-minute for the ADAT. 
Keep in mind that 2-inch analog 
tape at 30 ips is about $7/minute (29 
cents per track-minute). 

User Base: At the time of this 
writing, Alesis has delivered more 
than 15,000 ADATs worldwide, 
which is more decks than all other 
digital multitrack tape formats-3M, 
DASH, ProDigi, A-DAM, Yamaha 
and Tascam—combined. To be fair, 
the number of Tascam decks should 
increase now that product is in the 
stores, but this existing multitude of 
ADAT users implies a wide accep-
tance of the format and a lot of po-
tential clients for studios who cater 
to the "track-at-home/mix-at-a-com-
mercial-facility" business. Chalk one 
up for Alesis. 

Third-Party Support: A large 
user base also encourages third par-
ties to develop accessories, custom 
modifications and peripherals to 
work with the ADAT system. Fostex 
plans to ship its ADAT format 
recorders in a couple of months (see 
sidebar). Meanwhile, Tascam is re-
portedly talking to other manufac-
turers about building DA-88-compat-
ible decks. And with a one-year 
head-start, Alesis has announced nu-
merous third-party alliances to de-
velop other ADAT products. Among 
these are the $349 DataSync from JL 
Cooper Electronics of Los Angeles, 
which creates a MIDI Time Code 
output from ADAT's control track for 
synching to MIDI devices; and Data-
Master, a $749 rack-mount synchro-
nizer that adds SMPTE chase, MIDI 
sync, MIDI Machine Control and op-
tional ($ 149) Sony 9-pin/ES bus 
sync. The AI-2 ($995) synchronizer 
by TimeLine of Vista, Calif., offers 
SMPTE chase, Sony 9-pin interface, 
word clock in/out, video reference 
input and an interface for incorpo-
rating ADATs into a Lynx-2 and Mi-
croLynx system. Steinberg's ACI 
(from Steinberg/Jones of Northridge, 
Calif.) is a $399 device that adds 
MIDI sync and MIDI Machine Con-
trol to an ADAT system; designed for 
use with Steinberg's Cubase pro-
gram, ACI works with any sequencer 
or computer platform that supports 
MMC. Digidesign (Menlo Park, 
Calif.) plans to build digital and sync 
interfaces for transferring eight tracks 
of audio directly to/from ADAT into 
Digi's Session 8 and Pro Tools disk-
based workstations. Alesis is the 
clear winner in this category, but 

more companies may support the 
Tascam format now that the DA-88 
is in the stores. 

Transport: When going into/out 
of typical transport operations (play/ 
stop/rewind, etc.), both systems emit 
clunks and odd whirring noises that 
don't inspire confidence. However, 
the Tascam transport is noticeably 
faster than the ADAT, roughly com-
parable to the speed difference be-
tween DAT and an analog 2-track. 
When working on a 60-second spot 
or 3-minute song this isn't much of 
an issue, hut if your work involves a 
lot of long-range shuffling between 
different sections of a tape you'll ap-
preciate the faster operation. Tascam 
gets the edge here. 

Analog Interfaces: Connections: 
Both systems offer analog - 10dBV 
(Alesis V.- inch; Tascam RCA) and 
+4dBu inputs/outputs. However, to 
reduce manufacturing costs, the 
+4dBu I/O on both systems is pro-
vided on multipin connectors: Alesis 
uses a single 56-pin Elco; Tascam 
uses two 25-pin D-subs. Elcos tend 
to be hard-to-find and fairly expen-
sive but are rugged with large, gold-
plated contact pins. The smaller D-
Subs are less expensive and readily 
available but harder to assemble, es-
pecially with larger-gauge cable. Ale-
sis and Tascam interface cables in a 
variety of lengths and configurations 
are manufactured by Clark Wire & 
Cable ([708] 272-9889), Hosa ([7141 
522-5675), Pro-Co ([616] 388-9675) 
and Whirlwind ([716] 663-8820). An-
other tie. 

Digital Interfaces: Both compa-
nies use nonstandard, proprietary in-
terfaces. Tascam's TDIF-1 is a bidi-
rectional D-25 port; a cable for tape 
cloning (between two DA-88s) is 
$100; the AES/EBU and S/PDIF in-
terface is $ 1,099, and an SDIF-2 
terface is $ 1,299. Alesis uses two (in 
and out) optical ports; a fiber-
optic dubbing cable is included with 
each machine; and the optional in-
terface with AES/EBU and S/PDIF 
ports is $895. From a price stand-
point, Alesis gets the nod here. 

Documentation: Though both 
formats are being touted as the pro-
fessional choice, the documentation 
shipped with both machines is a far 
cry from what should be offered 
with a pro-quality device. There are 
no schematics, flow charts, mainte-
nance/troubleshooting procedures 
or even a cogent explanation of how 
the systems operate. Pretty lame on 

both sides. 
Construction Quality: Both ma-

chines are solidly built with quality 
parts, such as Crystal A/D convert-
ers. The transports appear rugged, 
though not invincible. With the cov-
ers removed, both decks offer ade-
quate access for head and tape-path 
cleaning. The DA-88 electronics are 
mounted on slide-out cards, which 
should simplify servicing—or at least 
board-swap repairs. The ADAT has a 
switch-mode power supply, and 
there were reports of power supply 
failures on some early Alesis units, 
but these seem to be under control 
now. The Tascam power supply is 
linear, with a large power trans-
former (which contributes signifi-
cantly to the DA-88's 33-pound heft); 
the design also creates a fair amount 
of heat, requiring a cooling fan that 
increases airflow (and dust move-
ment) past the transport/head as-
sembly. A toss-up, once again. 

Reliability: I've heard a few re-
ports of Alesis failures (see above), 
but when you contrast the number 
of problems with the 15,000+ ma-
chines delivered, reliability looks 
pretty good. In comparison, the first 
3M digital 32-tracks were usually ac-
companied by a full-time mainte-
nance tech—just to keep them run-
ning! Early Sony and Mitsubishi mul-
titracks also had an affinity for down-
time. The Tascam DA-88s haven't been 
on the market long enough to deter-
mine their reliability, so we'll have to 
wait before deciding this one. An-
other issue is the fact that rotary-
head systems (such as DAT, VCRs, 
ADAT and DA-88) are complex 
mechanisms that are prone to break-
down and head wear. Rotating 
heads usually need replacing after 
about 2,000 hours of use (typically 
less than one year at a busy studio), 
so whether you choose ADAT or 
DA-88, you can expect some repair 
bills in your future. 

Format: Typically, when new 
professional formats debut, compa-
nies unveil the workings of the for-
mat in scholarly journals or conven-
tion presentations, such as AES pa-
pers. Unfortunately, this has not 
been the case with Alesis or Tascam, 
so obtaining solid information about 
either format is no easy task. 
Much has been said about the 

way the systems record the control 
track on the tape. On the Tascam 
DA-88—and other 8mm systems, in-

-CON77NVED ON PAGE 43 
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THE FOSTEX COMETN 
At last fall's AES show in San Fran-
cisco, Fostex (Norwalk, Calif.) an-
nounced that it would be entering 
the modular multitrack milieu, with 
a digital recorder compatible with 
the Alesis ADAT format. The result-
ing machine, the Fostex RD-8, uses 
the same S-VHS transport and record 
electronics as the Alesis deck, but 
adds sophisticated synchronization 
and control features. At the recent 
NAB show in Las Vegas, I checked 
out a pre-production unit. 

The RD-8 is completely compati-
ble with the ADAT and can be used 
as either a master or slave deck (with 
the identical D-sub 9 sync connector 
as the Alesis). Like the Alesis ma-
chine, up to 16 of these Fostex 8-
tracks can be synched for up to 128-
track recording. The fiber-optic dig-
ital I/O ports are identical to those 
used on the Alesis, as are the BRC re-
mote and meter bridge connections. 

Preliminary features for this three-
rackspace deck include an onboard 
SMPTE chase-lock synchronizer/ 

reader/generator (24/25/29.97/30 
frames DF-NDF), RS-422 (Sony P2 9-
pin) control for interfacing to video 
editors, video sync in/out and word 
sync in/out/thru (both with 75-ohm 
termination switches), pullup/pull-
down (44.056 and 47.952kHz sam-
pling for 29.97 fps resync), MIDI Ma-

OM3C3000 130 
  — • 
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SMPTE rates, sync status, sampling 
and/or clock rates, etc.), as well as 
autodiagnostics and locator info. As 
an adjunct to the large, 10-digit, LED 
readout of hours/minutes/seconds/ 
frames/subframes, data in the LCD 
window can also include song titles, 
take numbers and more. On the RD-

-5.te-75 it 5 0 à Lit Li1-7 
; 

chine Control, 44.1/48kHz sampling, 
XLR time code in/out, onboard 
170ms track delay, multimachine off-
set, and -10dBV (RCA) and +4dBu 
(D25 sub multipin) analog inputs/ 
outputs. 

Like the Alesis BRC controller, the 
Fostex RD-2 has a 2-line-by-18-char-
acter LCD window that displays mul-
tiple pages of software access for 
operational data (incoming/outgoing 

2's back panel, a DIN input for a 
standard IBM-PC keyboard provides 
an inexpensive, quick means of in-
putting alphanumeric data, with 10-
key style entry of SMPTE location 
points. 

Initial deliveries for the Fostex 
RD-8 are slated for September 1993, 
with pricing presumed to be in the 
$5k (or thereabouts) range. 

—George Petersen 
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quality worthy of Da 
flexible digital music 
quality wherever you 
portable or personal. 

Digital Compact 
Cassette ( DCC) 
gives you sound 
Vinci. This new, 
system rivals CD 
go--- home, car, 

You also get new features 

JL 
DEC 
Rod r« 

DOWNLOADING 

• DCC Proc.lor 

Cob.. 

digital recording, direct track 
access, and text display that 
provides new artistic dimension 
to the music creation process. 

Philips offers a 
complete gallery 

Lx 

of components used in a DCC software 
production system from modular 
standalone equipment to complete 
turnkey solutions • Pre- mastering 
• DCC Mastering • Functional Testing 
• Error Checking at 2X speed • Down-
loading at 2X speed • Duplicating at 
64X speed • Pancake Testing. 

For a whole new frame of reference in mastering, testing or 
duplication, call 
Philips today and 
build your own 
flawless DCC system. 

PHILIPS 
It's Time 

1 - 8 0 - 2 3 5 - 7 3 7 3 

PHIL I 
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MIXINLI 10 DAI 

Bernie Grundman and fellow engineers, Chris 

Bel'man and Brian Gardner, have earned a 

reputation for excellence. At Bernie Grundman 

Mastering a lot of mixes come in on DAT. And a lot 

still come in on 1/2" analog. That's when the highest 

quality analog - to - digital conversion is required. 

When it came time to equip their studios with 

reference A/D converters, Grundman, Bel'man, and 

Gardner auditioned the best available. 

The unanimous winner...the Apogee AD-500. 

'WC 
U=MMEMOMM 

1992 WINNER  

"In our tests, the Apogee retained more of th 

ambience and definition.., and was discernable a 

the way to the end product, the CD. It brings fort 

more of the information that was originally intende 

for the CD consumer. We use Apogee's DA-1000 

as our reference D/A converter, and now we'v 

installed an AD-500 in each of our mastering suites 

—Bernie Grundma 

"It's the closest you can get to 1/2" analog." 
—Frank Filipetti 

"The exclusive Apogee soft limit ,- feature....just another reason why 
I won't be caught mixing without my Apogee's!" 

—Bob Clearmountain 

"No one who listened to the test could tell the difference between the Apogee converters 
and the straight wire." 

—Roger Nichols, after holding a converter shoot out. 

MIXING OR MASTERING... 

PROFESSIONALS CHOOSE / POGEE. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATIœ 

43 DONALD DOUGLAS LOOP SOUTI 

SANTA MONICA, CA 9040 
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'DYNATEK 
PRODUCES 

ilDDY RILEY 

flileij has produced hits with such artists as 

Michael Jackson, Babb.] Brown, James Ingram and Stevie Wonder. 

STRUCTURED FOR STORAGE 

UNO 

for digital recordirg and sampling, Teddy ekclusiuely uses 

Biinaiek MD Series rackmount data storage products 

find out why. 

See the complete line of MO Series products at a dealer near ijou 

DynaTek Automation 
Systems Inc. 

Digital Music Storage 
Division 

15 Tangiers Road 
Toronto, Ontario 
M3J 2B1 Canada 

Tel.: (416) 636-3000 
Fax: (416) 636-3011 

410nee ' 
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cluding VCRs and camcorders, as 
well as DAT—the servo control data 
is imbedded with the helical-scan in-
formation. Alesis uses a longitudinal 
control track (as do many video for-
mats, such as VHS, U-matic, 1-inch 
and D-1/D-2 digital). There is no 
right or wrong here, just two different 
ways of accomplishing a similar lesuk. 

In terms of error correction, both 
formats use systems based on Reed-
Solomon codes, a proven, standard 
method of error correction in both con-
sumer and pro digital audio devices. 

Though both Alesis and Tascam 
use a helical-scan, rotary-head as-
sembly (as do VCRs and DATs), the 
data-storage schemes used in the 
two formats are quite different. And 
like DAT, the DA-88 uses Hi-8 tape, 
which is a high-coercivity, metal-par-
ticle formulation. These tapes have 
tightly spaced magnetic particles, 
thus increasing the amount of data 
that can be stored in the same area. 
Such tape formulations also require 
higher record and erase currents. 
This is not much of a concern in a 
DAT recorder; however, in a multi-
track recorder using high-coercivity 
tape, where extremely high record/ 
erase currents must exist in close prox-
imity to the relatively weak playback 
signal coming off the tape, system 
tolerances are critical. 

The track pitch—meaning the ac-
tual width of each helical-scan—on 
a standard DAT tape is 13.6 microns. 
The DA-88 has a track pitch of 20.5 
microns; ADAT uses a 100-micron 
track pitch. Unlike analog tape, there 
is no direct correlation between 
track pitch and audio quality in a 
digital system. However, a narrower 
track pitch means more data can be 
packed into a smaller space, and 
both systems increase the tape 
speed (above standard video rates) 
to handle the difference. The Tas-
cam format yields a longer playing 
time but requires absolute precision 
in head tracking and alignment in 
order to achieve 100% playback com-
patibility among different DA-88s. 
The Alesis approach uses a 30-mi-
cron read head within the 100-mi-
cron track pitch, with 35 microns of 
tolerance on either side of the 
recorded track, which should assure 
intermachine playback compatibility, 
but at a trade-off of reduced record-
ing time (40 minutes) and slower 
fast-forward/rewind times. 
A major difference between the 

formats involves the way that data is 
stored on the tape. With ADAT, the 
information from each of the eight 
audio tracks is stored in discrete data 
blocks. The Tascam deck contains 
four sets of electronics from its DA-
30 DAT recorders and stores audio 
data as four sets of track pairs ( 1-2, 
3-4, 5-6, 7-8). When recording on a 
DA-88, if only one of the tracks in a 
pair is selected, such as Track 8, data 
from the playback of Track 7 is read 
and copied back onto the tape, 
along with the new information of 
Track 8. If AC power to the recorder 
is interrupted ( or if a write or read 
error occurs) during an overdub on 

Track 8, part of the data on Track 7 
will be lost, and a similar scenario 
could ensue for any other glitch 
caused by dirty tape heads, electrical 
spikes, etc. And if that track-pair 
error happens a week after you flew 
Eric Clapton in for a hot solo on 
Track 7, it will be just another re-
minder why backup copies of im-
portant sessions are imperative. Ale-
sis gets the edge here. 

SYSTEM COST ANALYSIS 

Both systems offer combinations of 
features, functions and accessories, 
so exact head-to-head matchups can 
be difficult. Here's a look at several 

NORTHEASTERN DIGITAL RECORDING, INC. 

• David Bowie 
• Arlo Guthrie 

• Frank Zappa 
• The Beach Boys 
• Bob Marley 
• Richie Havens 
• Nils Lofgren 
• Paul Winter 
• Devo 
• Paul Horn 
• Kingston Trio 
• Rykodisc 
• Rounder 

• Heartbeat 
• Alligator 
• Omega 

• Biograph 
• Vanguard Classics 
• Musical Heritage Society 
• Newport Classic 
• New World 

• New Albion 
• CRI 
• Northeastern Records 
• Neuma 
• NFL Films 

• Polaroid 

• Lotus ,2\) 
1/4.) 

2 Hidden Meadow Lane 

Southborough, MA 01772 

Fax 508. 624. 6437 

Sony 1630 Mastering 
Sonic System Editing 
Recordable CDs 
CD Production Services 

508. 481.9322 
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Discover The Secret 
Of The Pyramids. 

We've discovered a new acoustical 
foam that outperforms any we've 
ever seen (or ever sold). 
ALPHA Acoustical Foam. 
The secret is in its unique pyramid 
design. 

Performance. ALPHA Pyramids 
have a superior ability to absorb 
low-end ambient noise. No other 
product can compare. 
Pattern. ALPHA Pyramids' uni-
form pattern means easy matching 
for an attractive installation. Other 
products require random matching. 
Packaging. All ALPHA Pyramids 
are UPS shippable. 

Alpha Acoustics has discovered the 
secret of the pyramids. And we're 
impressed. That's why we now offer 
ALPHA Acoustical Foams to our 
customers. Call us. We'll gladly send 
you a brochure and a free sample. 

Call 1-800-782- 5742. 
Acoustical Solutions, Inc. 

Richmond. Virginia 
licensee AlphaAudio A 

Acoustics 

(NE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE IViA) 

GOODMAN 
MUSIC 

Keyboards • Computers • Pro Audio 

Digital Recording, MIDI Software 

Synthesizers, Workstations, Samplers 

Pro DAT's, Recordable CD, Multitrack 

CALL 1-800-842-4777 
UNIVERSAL CITY WEST SIDE SHERMAN OAKS WEST COVINA 
3501 CahLeanga Blvd. W 4204 5. Sepulveda Blvd 4631 Van Nuys Blvd 544 Azusa Ave 
(Lankerehm ent off (Culver eel (2 Blocks N of (1 Block North of 

Fhvd Frey turn le) off 465 Fwv) Ventura Blvd) the 10 Fvry 

(213)845-1145 (310)558-5500 (818)784-6900 (818)967-5767 

(818)760-4430 

MC, VISA, AMEX, OPTIMA, DISCOVER, DINERS, CARTE BLANCHE, APPLE 8t ROLAND CREDIT 

ANAHEIM 
1676 W Lincoln Ave 
(Corner of Lincoln 

and Eucleh 

(714)520-4500 

comparable systems, with retail pric-
ing. (Note: All ADAT machines in-
clude an LRC—a simple transport 
control—at no charge. Tascam 
makes an optional single-machine 
remote, the $200 RC-808, which of-
fers track arming and input monitor 
switching functions in addition to 
basic transport controls. As the LRC 
and RC-808 are not exactly compa-
rable units, they are excluded from 
the systems listed here—Eds.) 

Basic Machine 
Alesis ADAT: $3,995. 
Tascam DA-88: $4,499. 

Single Transport, SMPTE Chase 
Alesis, $4,990: ADAT, $3,995; AI-2 
synchronizer, $995. 
Tascam, $ 5,298: DA-88, $4,499; 
SY77 SMPTE sync board, $799. 

Two-Machine Basic System 
Alesis, $8,000: (2) ADATs at $3,995, in-
cluding dubbing cables; generic sync 
cable, $10. 
Tascam, $9,183: (2) DA-88s at 
$4,499; PW88D dubbing cable, $ 100; 
PW88S sync cable, $85. 

24-Track System, Autolocator, 
SMPTE Chase, Meters 
Alesis, $ 14,995: (3) ADATs at 
$3,995, including dubbing cables; 
(2) generic sync cables at $ 10; BRC 
autolocator with SMPTE, $ 1,995; 
RMB meter bridge, $995. 
Tascam, $ 17,154: (3) DA-88s at 
$4,499; (2) PW-88D dubbing cables 
at $ 100; (2) PW-88S sync cables at 
$85; SY-77 SMPTE sync card, $799; 
MU-8824 meter bridge, $899; PW-
88M meter bridge cable, $90; RC-848 
autolocator, $ 1,499. 

AND THE WINNER 
Sony, but you'll have to figure this one 
out for yourself. We've presented the 
facts, figures, specs, features and 
pros/cons of both systems. Now it's up to 
you to decide which system fits your 
recording needs. However, one thing is 
clear: When a digital 24-track costs less 
than 24-tracks of pro noise reduction, the 
real winner is the entire audio communi-
ty. I wonder what lies ahead five years 
from now? 

When not in the studio, George Petersen 
ends most of his timeponderingifimfor-

mat debates such as 16mm vs. 17.5mm 
and Super-8 vs. centerperf 9.5mm con-
ttreersies. 
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44 The Neve VR keeps us at the top., 
Dylan, Bon Jovi, k.d. lang, the Metropolitan 

Opera... We've done a number of major projects on 

the Neve VR with Flying Faders. The VR has a lot 

of headroom, it's very clean and very flexible. 

Major clients demand that. We're a full service, 

first-class recording studio that just happens to be 

on wheels. In this business, you need the best crew 

and the finest equipment Basically, you'd better 

have a Neve VIL It's an investment that keeps us 

at the top. 

van i(1 Ilewil t 

Remote Recording Services 

ir 215.794.5005 FAX 215.794.3263 

Remote Recording projects using the Neve VR: 

Tribute to Bob Dylan A Madison Square Garden 

Bon Jovi A Astoria Sound Stage, Queens, NY/MTV 

'Falstaff A Metropolitan Opera/Lincoln Center 

Tribute to the Olympics A Olympic Jam, Atlanta 

lang A Tower Theater, Philadelphia 

Siemens Audio Inc. 

AMS & Neve Professional Audio Products 

7 Parklats n Drhe A Bethel, CT à 06801 IS• 203.744.6230 A FAX 203.792.7863 



Both 

Worlds 
by Rick Schwartz Ive are starting to see more 

and more integration of 
analog and digital devic-
es, especially tape- and 
disk-based products. Some-

day an engineer will be able to as-
semble every device in the record-
ing chain like building blocks, from 
sound capture, processing, mixing 
and archival, as shown in Fig. 1. Al-
though it's now possi-
ble to go with 
an all-digital 
signal 
path. 

n di 
there are 

several good 
reasons engineers 

continue to mix and 
match the best of both worlds from 
tape- and disk-based systems. 
How many good-sounding digital 

microphones can you name? What 
about transparent-sounding digital 
compressor/limiters? Good engi-
neers use the right tool for the right 
job—whether it's analog or digital— 
which is why they track drums and 

bass using analog tape, and vocals 
on a digital multitrack. Although ana-
log devices are still preferred for 
some parts of the signal chain, as 
digital technology continues to im-
prove, there may come a time when 
an all-digital chain is not only possi-
ble, but actually desirable. 

THE MOVE IS ON 

Audio products are going digital for 
a number of reasons. In the case of 

a DAT machine, we have in-
dexing capabilities, 

faster 
transport 
shuttle times, and generally better 
specs than a similarly priced analog 
recorder. As a result, it seems that 
analog tape machines may be going 
the way of the vinyl record. Purists 
will continue to sing their praises, 
while the masses cast their votes for 
a digital solution. 

Case in point: While sales of ana-
log multitrack machines are now on 

Pe-

the decline, digital audio worksta-
tion sales are increasing. Why? Be-
cause nothing can match the speed, 
accuracy and flexibility available 
from nonlinear editing. As many of 
you can attest, once you've edited 
using a hard disk system, it's hard to 
go back to a razor blade. 

Although DAWs have generated a 
lot of interest, they are now being 
forced to share the spotlight with a 
new breed of tape-based products 

that offer eight or more chan-
nels of digital audio at a 

very reasonable 
price. These 

low-
cost 
Modular 
Digital Multitracks 
are available from a number of manu-
facturers, including Akai, Alesis, Fos-
tex (due out in September) and Tas-
cam. Surprisingly, the availability of 
tape and disk devices has not been 
adversarial in nature. In fact, they 
seem to complement each other 
quite well. One could even say that, 



by providing an extremely low-cost 
form of high-density removable me-
dia, MDMs supply the missing link 
DAWs have always needed. 

TAKING CONTROL 

On the surface at least, the integra-
don of tape and disk may seem like 
a marriage made in heaven. There 
are several issues that need to be ad-
dressed, however, including machine 
control and digital data exchange. 

Let's start with built-in machine 
control, because it's already slated 
to appear in products from most of 
the manufacturers. MDMs can be 
controlled through the use of con-
ventional serial or parallel interfaces, 
or via MIDI (also serial in nature). 
One of the more popular types of 
machine control is the Sony 9-pin 
serial interface. Assuming both de-
vices feature a 9-pin connector and 
common software protocol support, 
your worries are over—simply plug 
and play. 

The MDM should perform well as 
a slave. Though not strictly a ran-
dom-access device, the unit's shuttle 
times are generally faster than those 
of a conventional tape transport, es-
pecially if the recorder is based on 
an 8mm mechanism. The inclusion 
of industry-standard machine con-
trol also makes it possible for MDMs 
to lock up with analog tape ma-
chines using an external synchroniz-
er. Even if your workstation doesn't 
have 9-pin support, it can operate as 
a code-only master if it can output 
SMPTE time code while playing. If 
not, check and see if it has a MIDI 
jack on it. Some workstations output 
MIDI Time Code, which can be con-
verted into SMPTE using a third-
party device. A more elegant solu-
tion could be the use of MIDI Ma-
chine Control, an option that is start-
ing to appear on some products. 

In addition to basic transport con-
trol, your workstation should also 
be able to arm 

tracks on the 
MDM and punch-in/out—either man-
ually or at specific time code loca-
tion points. In the future, expect DAW 
software designers to include tape-
based virtual track support in their 
products. Workstations with such a 
feature could graphically display 
where punch-ins and punch-outs 

RIMMIEMITTIITrri« 

Trevor Rabin and Michael Jay 
on the New Yes Album Project 

y
es producer/guitarist Trevor Rabin and engineer Michael Jay ex-
plored new musical horizons via advanced computer technology 
during the production of the band's new album. And Mark of the 

Unicorn's Digital Performer for the Macintosh affected the process 
greatly. As in the past, the Mac was used as a writing tool, allowing 
band members to mock up song ideas using samplers and synthesiz-
ers. But now computers are being used in all stages of the production, 
providing incredible new power and flexibility. 

Digital Performer's hard disk-based digital audio tracks allowed 
band members to add bass, guitar and vocals quickly in a totally non-
linear environment. Jon Anderson also recorded his lead vocals direct-
ly into the Mac using Performer. Background vocals were recorded 
onto multitrack tape and then mixed down directly into the Mac for 
editing. "Being able to cut and paste everything from acoustic drums to 
stacked background vocals," Jay explains, - O)N77NUED ON PAGE 19 

occur in the timeline, with the pre-
sumption that audio information ex-
ists between those two points. This 
would allow the user to print out an 
EDL for all tracks in a project, both 
tape-based and nonlinear. Wave-
forms for tape-based tracks could be 
built in the background by the com-
puter and displayed in the timeline 

to facilitate more accurate tape 
editing. 

THE LANGUAGE BARRIER 

Once your deck is iincui com-
puter control, it's time to start ex-
changing digital information. Data 
transfer involves the exchange of 
EDL information, as well as the actu-
al sound file data. Ironically, edit lists 
are harder to exchange than sound 
tile data. Sound files can be digitally 

transferred from one device to an-
other using the AES, S/PDIF or simi-
lar digital I/Os. If the transfer is done 
properly, the copy should be almost 
identical to the original. The idea 
here is that you would cut on disk 
and then transfer the material to tape. 
Unfortunately, the transfer is a real-
time process—as is mixing—so it 
shouldn't be a factor for most users. 

THE TECHNOLOGY BRIDGE 

Another problem is the barrier be-
tween project and professional stu-
dios. Although low-cost digital mul-
titracks have yet to establish them-
selves fully in the professional main-
stream, they are deeply entrenched 
in the home-studio market. Musi-
cians love them because of their at-

-COIV77NUED ON PAGE 50 
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Everything You've Heard Is bue 

KRK MONITORING 

SYSTEMS 

Hollywood Digital • 
Hollywood, CA 

I + I 1:1 MI A' /, I I kl) )),• 1 

Seal, Richard Marx, INXS, Crowded House 
& Barbara Streisand have something very 
much in common, all are using KRK to 
make their latest projects come to life. 

Post-Production facilities like the new multi-
million dollar Hollywood Digital chose KRK 
for each of their 13 Rooms. From the Models 
7000 & 9000 to the dual 15" 3-way LCR 
main system in the mix rooms, KRK is the 
exclusive choice. 

The all star roster, of recording artists and 
producers consistently found working at the 
new Record Plant in Hollywood, rely on 
KRK Monitors to keep the heavy hitters 
making the hits. 

Everything you hear is true, no one wants to 
be fooled by monitors providing false images 
of what you just invested your heart & soul in. 

KRK MONITORS ARE NOTABLE FOR... 

Unsurpassed detail & sonic transparency 
Pin point stereo imaging 
Excellent off-axis responce 

With KRK, we make each pair of speakers 

as if they were are own. Demo a pair today 

& discover the difference. 

V.S. Distributor. 

Group One Ltd. 

80 Sea Lane • Farmingdale New York 11735 
Tel : 516.249.1399 • Fax : 516.753.1020 

KRK Monitoring Systems 

16462 Gothard Street • Unit D 
Huntington Beach, California 92647 
Tel : 714.841.1600 • Fax: 714.375.6496 
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"has allowed us to zero in on the ideal form of a song 
during the recording process." 

Multiple Macs were used to achieve additional dig-
ital tracks. Slave computers were linked using the net-
work output on the Mark of the Unicorn MTP inter-
face. In addition, a 10-Basel Ethernet connection was 
used for sound file exchange. Besides the internal 
hard disks, four external hard disks were used: three 
Dynatek 1.2GB drives and one 660MB drive, for a 
total of more than 4 GB of online storage. 

MASTER SYNCHRONIZATION SOURCE 

For the best possible sound quality, Jay and Rabin 
needed to find a sync source accurate enough to clock 
the 20-bit converters housed in the Lexicon 2020 A-to-D 
converter and Digidesign Pro Tools hardware, but 
which could also serve as a master controller for eve-
ry device in the studio. The solution turned out to be 
a TimeLine MicroLynx, with the ACG-2 option. The 
MicroLynx time code generator (resolved to its own 
internal black-burst sync) was used as the master time 
code reference for the entire system; the multitrack 
served as the motion master. This configuration, Jay 
recalls, made the system feel as if the multitrack was 
the master, when in fact it and both MIDI Time Pieces 
were receiving time code from the synchronizer's in-
ternal TC generator. 

The MicroLynx also provided word clock for the 
Lexicon 2020, which is currently being used as a front 

end to Digital Performer. According to Jay the 2020's 
built-in compressor provided a tape-saturation effect, 
but without the negative analog artifacts. 

DRUM SUBMIXES 

Before recording the drum parts, Jay and Rabin pre-
mixed all of the tracks to about a half-dozen mono 
stripes, which were printed on a multitrack slave 
tape. Guide tracks on the slave consisted of guitars, 
bass, keyboards and vocals, as well as percussion that 
drummer Alan White would need to play against. Six 
days were spent in an outside studio tracking 
acoustic drums, organ and other parts. 

The final drum mix was then recorded back to 
hard disk using Performer, allowing other parts to be 
edited to fit the new tracks better. Jay used Digital 
Performer to slip sync on the drum mics and claims 
the use of this technique allowed him to clarify the 
image by eliminating time smear for a punchier 
sound. 

According to Jay, "The use of hard disk technology 
has allowed a band like Yes to write and record to 
the point where there is now no clear line between 
the demo and final stages of an album project!' 

"We have moved far beyond using the computer to 
merely sequence," Rabin concludes. "We're now real-
izing the optimum in performance by being able to 
manipulate sound in a way unimaginable ten years 
ago. I sincerely believe that most music will be creat-
ed this way in the near future." — Rick Schwartz 
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A Whole 
New Concept 

With 
Fresh Set 

Of Parameters.... 

\ipall y GAiliciló L 
DYNAMICS PROCES 

The next generation of dynamics control from 
Valley Audio' Bridging the gap between high 
fidelity analog and modem digital Innovation 
comes a breakthrough professional audio tool --
the Model 730 Digital Dynamics Processor 

More than just a digital version of an analog 
stereo compressor, limiter, expander, sibilance 
controller or keyed gate, the Model 730 allows 
complex, easily programmable multi-threshold. 
multi-ratio dynamic transfer curves to be 
combined for total control of demanding audio 
signals. There's nothing like it, anywhere! 

The Model 730 features zero-attack detection 
for distortionless broadband limiting, simulta-
neous multi-ratio compression and expansion, 
externally keyable gating and selectable high 
frequency limiting. An optional dual linear fader 
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e 
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730 

remote control allows ass.grldble " in-hand" 
parameter and volume control, great for remote 
zipper-free digital fade-ins and fade-outs on DAT 
to DAT transfers! 

The Model 730 speaks every common signal and 
control protocol, from analog -10 to +4; digital 
30 kHz to 5(1)(Fiz AES/EBU, S/PDIF, SDIF-2; TOSUNK 
optical, MIDI. RS-232, and RS-422. 

Internal 24 bit architecture with 18 bit I/O 
conversion insures the utmost In high fidelity, and 
ROM resident software flexible Aux connectors 
and daughter board modular expansion provide 
lots of room for future growth. 

The options and functions could fill a brochure, 
which we'd be happy to send you. Or contact 
your favorite pro audio dealer for a test-listen of 

the M. 

alley Audio Products Inc. 
9020 West 51st Terrace, Merriam. Kansas 66203 
Phone (800) 800-4345 FAX In 3 432-9412 
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tractive price, great sound quality 
and removable media, which allows 
tapes to be exchanged between 
friends during collaborative sessions. 
If enough professional studio own-
ers take notice, MDMs could be an 
effective link between personal-use 
and professional facilities. 

Artists could start a project at 
home, by recording basic tracks and 
time-consuming overdubs. Once track-
ing is completed, the tape could be 
brought to a professional studio (with 
the same-format recorder) to record 
critical overdubs, final vocals and 
mixing. 

conventional recorders, with a cost 
as low as $400 per track. 

Another reason for integrating a 
low-cost digital multitrack with a 
workstation is to supplement disk-
based tracks. Adding an MDM to an 
8-channel workstation doubles the 
amount of tracks at a reasonable 
cost. By linking several boxes to-
gether, it's possible to have more 
than 24 tracks, with a recording time 
longer than 2-inch tape. Why mix 
linear and nonlinear tracks? Disk-
based tracks are perfect for slipping 
elements against time code and per-
forming critical edits, while tape-
based tracks are ideal for long-term 

Mk Pre 

Dig. In 

Storage 
(Disk) 

Digital 
Processing 

Analog 
Processing 

Mixing 

D/A 

Digital 
Processing 

Analog 
Processing 

Storage 
(Tape) 

Archival 

Figure 1: One example of a 

modular approach to the record-

ing process: Conventional tape 

machines could be added with the 

addition of synchronizer modules. 

Complex configurations could be 

stored and recalled. 

As some of you may have discov-
ered while working in project stu-
dios, because of bad room acous-
tics, improper wiring and noisy mix-
ing desks, it's almost impossible to 
achieve a good mix. By going to a 
professional studio, the project re-
cordist could take advantage of an 
expensive array of signal processing 
gear and exotic microphones. By 
bringing in a recorder for use as a 
slave deck, you might even consider 
replacing drum machine tracks with 
real acoustic drums. The sooner pro-
fessional studios embrace this tech-
nology, the better. 

Audio post houses are just start-
ing to examine the use of MDMs; for 
film and television applications they 
serve several purposes. First, they 
act as a bridge between the sound 
editor and the dubbing stage or on-
line facility. Tracks can be edited 
using nonlinear techniques, then 
transferred straight across to an 
MDM so they can be locked up and 
used for mixing. An MDM is inex-
pensive enough that it could be-
come a cost-effective alternative to 

These pint-sized units are capable of 
providing up to 864 track-minutes 
on a single 8mm tape, which trans-
lates to a cost of only one cent per 
track-minute—much less than other 
forms of removable media, includ-
ing analog tape, data DAT or mag-
neto-optical cartridges (Fig. 2). 

There are several caveats, howev-
er. Backup would occur in real time 
instead of two to four times normal 
speed. Also, although the informa-
tion on the tape is stored digitally 
and is for all practical purposes first-
generation, there is one big differ-
ence. The time code pointers gener-
ated by workstations on original 
sound files and regions would not 
be present. However, if manufactur-
ers decided to write their EDL infor-
mation at the beginning of a tape as 
analog data, users with software that 
could read the header section would 
know exactly what was on each track 
and the precise moment each sound 
occurred. Once read, the EDL could 
be imported into a digital audio work-
station, and tracks could be record 
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8mm Data 
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storage. A single 8-track, tape-based 
system has enough room for stereo 
dialog, music and effects, plus a 
stereo composite track. Combining 
tape and disk gives the user the best 
of both worlds. 

OTHER CREATIVE POSSIBILITIES 

MDMs are also tisetul for archival 
applications. The long recording 
times offered by products such as 
the Tascam DA-88 have made audio 
post houses and digital workstation 
users stand up and take notice. 

Figure 2: Cost 

comparisons, 

per track per 

recorded 

minute, for 

8mm tape, 

Data DAT, 

VHS, MO, 

analog and 

hard disk 

systems 

ed under computer control using the 
list as a guide. This feature would 
result in a much more efficient use 
of disk storage space, because the 
DAW would need only to record the 
sections on a tape that contained 
audio information (plus user-speci-
fied handles). All of this extra func-
tionality could be possible without 
any modification to the hardware. 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE 

As can be seen, no matter what kind 
of work you or your studio handle, 
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ABOVE: Start Parodi 
and husband/co-
producer Jeff fair in 
their home studio. 
Essential equipment 
includes Akai digital 
samplers, Panasonic 
DM, eight Korg 
keyboards and of 
course, two Mackie 
(R-1604 16 diannel 
mic/line mixers. 

e 

eze  • • 3' 

eib•ear....ergsge 

:Moue awaits his orders to be 
treureorted on his nission to 
'exam the " crets of 01ANIMAX." 
Kam the LNerty Science's signature 
littn'"Wehome to the Max." 
1n3 Rosohni him Productions, 

Inc Soundtrack by Wayne Sharpe. 

Wayne Sharpe photo: Sheila Gracie 
Stan Parodi photo,: Peter figen 

"On the Arsenio 
Hall Show, 
many groups 
want to 
reinforce live 
drums with 
sampled loops 
from master 
DAT or master 
CD. ! like to 

pump the volume of the semples high 
to (let a big sound. When do, the 
show's sound engineers come out of 
the booth and ive me this 'you're 
doing it agair'look...because the 
signal from the CR-1604 is so clean 
and hot that it replarly peaks their 
meters. Yet the 1604 never distorts. 
High headroom and dynamic range are 
why Jeff and I use Mackies in our 
commercial production studio und on 
the road...most other compact mixers 
in this price range artificially color the 
sound. Incidentally, not only does the 
Arsenio Hall Show use a tofu! of four 
Mockies, but it's also the mixer I see 
most otten in the racks of grcups that 
we have on the show." 

_  

Wayne Sharpe: Film music for 70mm 
'Welcome to the Max," "Atlantis," 
"Geresene Demonic:" Commercial scores 
for Revlon, Dristan, (over Girl, NE( Red 
Lobster and Hawaiian Punch notional IV 
spots. MIDI consultant/pro rammer for )1 
Beach Boys Tommy Shaw Styx & Damn 
Yankees), Rick lames, on others. 

Starr Parodi/Parodi Fair Productions: Film trailers 
and television: El Mariachi, Trespass, Extreme 
Justice Prelude to a Kiss, Missiissippi Masa/a, 
Straight out of Brooklyn Graduation Summer, 
Livin Large, The Edge, tame; Commercials: 
Subaru, Arco, Chrysler, Coors Pure Water 2000, 
Paramount Theme Park, Better Homes and 
Gardens, Charter Hospital and many more. In 
addition, Starr has released a stunning debut 
album, "Change," with another coming soon. 

Before you buy a 16-channel mixer, 
call us toll-free. You'll learn why 
successful professionals who can 
afford to own an compact mixer 
overwhelmie-iloose the 
remarkably affordable Mackie. 

View from 10,000 ft. .above 
Manhattan as Marto falls to earth 
from outer space From liberty 
Sciences signature film "Welcome 
to the Max." 1993 Rosalini Film 
Production, Inc 

"My soundtrack 
for 'Welcome to 
the Max' was 
mixed direct to 
six discrete 
digital channels 
at Toyland 
Studios through 
three Mackie 
CR-1604 16-ch. 

mic/line mixers combined via a 
MixerMixer. The producers wanted the 
cleanest possible sound and needless 
to say, the CR-1604s delivered as 
usual. I've used Mackies to preduce 
my recent television commercials and 
movie soundtracks, and continue to be 
amazed at the sound quality that 
comes from such affordable mixers. 
I've also recommended CR-1604s to a 
lot of other musicians. All I can say is, 
'Accept no substitutes.' 

Mac 11(11.0 
WOODINVILLE • WA • USA • 1-800-2584883 

OTHER DISTINGUISHED MACKIE USERS INCLUDE CHESTER THOMPSON (GENESIS), QUEENSRYCHE, LOS LOBOS, SHEPP PEMBONE, PEABO BRYSON, BASHIRI JOHNSON 
(WHITNEY HOUSTON), BRANFORD MARSALIS, THE NEVILLE BROS., JONATHAN MOFFETT (MADONNA), BRETT TOGGLE (DAVID LEE ROTH BAND), MICK FLEETWOOD, 
OMAR HAKIM (STING, MADONNA), GREG WELLS (k.d. LANG), KASIF, GREG DROMAN (LINDSAY BUCKINGHAM), VINNIE COLAIUTA, BRIAN AUGER, STEVE ROACH, 

BABE PACE ((-C MUSIC FACTORY), BLAS ELIAS (SLAUGHTER), JOHN MAI no( (CURRENTLY ON TOUR WITH ALABAMA) AND MANY OTHERS. 



the addition of a low-cost digital mul-
titrack is worth considering. Right 
now, digital multitrack recorders are 
available from a number of manu-
facturers, with more on the way. Us-
ers can choose between long re-
cording times, up to 20-bit dynamic 
range, as many as 12 tracks, and 
even video-sync capability. It's not 
an easy decision. 

Although 8-track is now the most 
popular configuration, expect to see 
16-track capability within the next 
year or two. If 16 is possible, why 
not 24? Only time will tell. Until then, 
it is easy to lock up multiple MDMs, 
without the use of an external syn-
chronizer. By linking multiple units, 
it is possible to go way beyond the 
24- or 48-track canvas that most of 
us have become accustomed to work-
ing with. 

OFFLINE GOES ON 

Audio products are not the only de-
vices that are moving from analog to 
digital. Random-access video editing 
systems are also on the rise. Anyone 
who attended the recent NAB con-
vention in Las Vegas knows that the 
new buzz words are nonlinear on-
line. The emergence of reasonably 
priced video editing systems that 
promise to deliver broadcast-quality 
images may have a profound effect 
on the audio post-production indus-
try as well. 

Until now, the main purpose of 
using a nonlinear video editing sys-
tem has been to create an EDL for 
the online session. This setup allows 
an editor to work fast, as well as of-
fering the flexibility of trying differ-
ent options in a low-pressure (i.e., 
inexpensive) environment. Now, for 
the first time, video houses have the 
ability to finish a spot in-house. 
How will this effect the audio in-

dustry? Some facilities are starting to 
get pressure from clients to buy 
audio editors that are file-compati-
ble with their picture-cutting sys-
tems. The ability to read digital files 
from an offline session allows the 
audio sweetening facility to start 
where the picture editor left off, 
without a time-consuming laydown. 
There is no need to import an EDL, 
because edit points are already in 
the system. 

First-generation source elements 
are already on disk and do not need 
to be retransferred. Once the media 
from the video editing house is on-
line, the audio facility can fix bad 

edits, split tracks, add additional ma-
terial and mix. There's no need to 
lay back audio before the online 
session, because the mix stripes can 
be stored on the same disk as the 
source audio. If additional picture 
cuts are made in the online session, 
the audio tracks will reflect all chang-
es without going back to an audio 
facility to conform the tracks and re-
mix. It's clear that disk-based video 
editors are having a profound effect 
on the entire post-production process. 

INTEGRATED SOUND AND PICTURE 

Now that DAWs have gained wide-
spread acceptance, users are starting 
to ask, "What good is random-access 
audio without random-access vid-
eo?" SSL made this clear when it first 
showed Scenaria—an audio work-
station with disk-based video—at 
last year's NAB convention. 

In addition to compatibility is-
sues, there are other reasons to con-
sider an audio editing system with 
integrated digital video. The post-
production process is extremely re-
petitive; hundreds, sometimes thou-
sands, of edits are made in a single 
day. A typical seven-second preroll, 
plus the time it takes for the trans-
port to locate and park, really adds 
up over the course of a normal ses-
sion. It's like driving a speedboat 
with your anchor dragging on the 
bottom of the lake; no matter how 
fast your engine is, your top speed 
is limited by the friction caused by 
the anchor. In this case, the boat an-
chor is the video transport. 

Integrated video offers three main 
advantages: extremely fast logging, 
near-instantaneous lockup and the 
ability to scrub sound with picture. 
Frame-accurate scrubbing of sound 
with picture is simply not possible 
using conventional video transports 
or even laserdisc players. Once you've 
used a hard-disk editor with inte-
grated picture, it's hard to go back 
to a conventional video transport. 

Best of all, prices continue to drop 
on the computer technology that 
makes all of this possible. Although 
an affordable all-digital solution is 
on the way, it may not be the best 
solution. Integrating the best of ana-
log and digital technologies makes 
the most sense for many of us. 

Rick Schwartz is a freelance techni-
cal writer and currently serves as a 
West Coast audio specialist with 
Avid Technology Inc. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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"The Beta 58 delivers maximum SPL, to keep the vocals 
above screaming fans in a loud rock club — without feedback. 
Yet it has the sensitivity to reproduce the most subtle, breathy 

whisper for 80,000 people at an outdoor festival. And for 
guitar amps, the Beta 57 gives me the isolation I need without 

sacrificing the warmth and tone I want. 
For live sound, Shure Beta mics are the state of the art." 

Steve Folsom, Sound Engineer for Melissa Etheridge and John Hiatt. 

Beta 58 

Shure Beta Microphones. 
Buy Them On Word Of Mouth Alone. 

Before you select a microphone, listen to the leading pros who use the Shure Beta Series on stage. They'll tell you about 
the benefits of Shure Beta's advanced transducer design, extraordinary gain-before-feedback, and true supercardioid polar pat-
tern, as well as its outstanding sensitivity and low handling noise. But most important, they'll tell you that nothing beats a 
Beta for live performance. And that's not just talk. Try Shure Beta today and get the final word for yourself. Or call us for 
more information at 1-800-25-SHURE. The Sound Of The Professionale...Worldwide. suipRE 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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O
he big day comes. The 
Postman rings twice, you 
answer the door, and, gri-
macing, he dumps a box at 

your feet the size of a hotel 
room in Tokyo. Like a child at 
Christmas, you rip open the 
packaging and, as your eyes fix 
upon a forlorn sheet of yellow 
paper that says "Read Me First" 
in 24-point type, you think: 
• My God, what do I do 

with all these packing peanuts? 
• I didn't know it came with 

a free copy of Encyclopedia 
Britannica... 
• If I just close this up the 

way I found it, maybe I can get 
a full refund. 

Congratulations, you've 
bought a workstation. Despite 
the fact that it took months to 
research your purchase and 
put together the right deal, 
that was the easy part. Now 
you've got to take it out of the 
box and make it work. That 
slight queasy feeling in your 
stomach is natural—it's called 
anticipation. Whether it ma-
tures into excitement or a full-
fledged case of buyer's re-
morse depends on how you 

BY TED PINE approach the first days and 

weeks of getting to know your 
new machine. 

During the dawn of the 
DAW age in the late '80s, you 
would have been pretty much 
on your own, with only the 
manufacturer to provide sup-
port. Today, there is the experi-
ence of those who have gone 
before to draw upon. Here are 
a few words to the wise from 
some seasoned workstation 
hands. Remember, they started 
off as novices too. 

MANUAL LABOR 

These days \ workstation is 
marketed as "easy to use." This 
sounds more attractive than "real-
ly hard," but don't let the user-
friendly graphics and point-and-
click operation instill overconfi-
dence: Many first-time users report 
that the learning curve is steeper 
and longer than they ever imag-
ined. Often this is due to the fact 
that mastering the workstation 
requires mastering the underly-
ing computer operating systems, 
as Roger Stauss, chief engineer 
and co-owner of Noteworthy 
Studios in Granville, Vt., reports. 

"I entered the computer world 
and the digital audio worksta-

tion world all at the same time, 
so I had both the Mac and the 
[Sonic Solutions] SonicStation to 
learn simultaneously," he says. 
"Because of the Mac, it was 
easy to pick up the basics. But 
the Sonic's advanced editing 
features seemed overwhelming 
at fire, because all the parameters 
are so adjustable. 

"Eventually, when I under-
stood how flexible the system 
is, my work was actually simpli-
fied because I have the tools to 
solve so many problems. Now 
so many things are second-na-
ture, but it took me six months 
to get there." 

Becoming proficient takes a 
definite commitment in time, 
which, according to Jeff Berlin, 
production engineer for WXKS-
FM in Boston, may in fact leave 
time for little else. "I spent 15 
hours every day in January 
learning this machine [4-track 
Pro Tools]," Berlin recalls. "I 
was dreaming about edits at 
night! I started working on ac-
tual on-air productions the day 
we set up the system, but it 
took longer to do the work, be-
cause I would approach a spot 
or promo several different ways 
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so I could learn the system's ca-
pabilities. At the same time, I 
had to learn a whole new lan-
guage—in fact that's one of my 
major criticisms of the industry. 
One manufacturer calls one edit 
'shuffle,' another calls it 'ripple,' 
and another calls it 'abut,' when 
they're all butt splices. If the in-
dustry would standardize on a 
single language, it would be a 
lot easier to learn things." 

In the first throes of new-
tech rapture, the temptation to 
take shortcuts can be great. 
Many first-time users attempt to 
put aside the manual complete-
ly and get right down to work. 
Don't, Berlin warns: "My mes-
sage to those who don't read 
manuals is: You've got to, or 
you will never fully utilize all 
the capabilities. It's a small in-
vestment in time that will save 
you hours down the road." 

INSTALLATION HEADACHES 

One of the most valuable 
pieces of pre-installation data a 
manufacturer or dealer can pro-
vide is the electrical and cool-
ing requirements of your sys-
tem. Massive hard disks have a 
matching appetite for power, 

and an improper circuit can 
cause more than the usual 
grounding problems, as Stauss 
found out: "Special attention has 
to be paid to where your voltage 
is coming from in terms of filter-
ing. We initially had problems 
not so much with hum but with 
grounding discharges corrupt-
ing data. We ended up running 
new circuits with fresh grounds 
and grounded our console with 
three grounding rods and a big 
chunk of copper. 

"Out here in the country, we 
also have to deal with the fact 
that the voltage fluctuates a lot, 
which can cause the A/D and 
DiA converters to mute," he 
continues. "There can also be 
total blackouts that cause us to 
lose power for ten or 15 sec-
onds. When we first started, we 
had a power outage during a 
windstorm, and our hard disk 
was just a mess. We lost the 
whole project, so we quickly 
learned from that. We solved the 
problem by using an uninter-
ruptible power supply that will 
keep us. going for about a half 
an hour, until we can finish what 
we're doing and power down." 
Cable runs are another common 

installation headache, particularly 
in configurations where the work-
station is to reside in a machine 
room, while the user work sur-
face stays in the control room. 
Some computers are finicky about 
just how far they will allow a 
monitor and keyboard to be re-

Congratulations, 

you've bought a 

workstation... 

that was the easy 

part. Sc, here are a 

few words to the wise 

from some seasoned 

workstation hands. 

Remember, they 

started off as 

novices too. 
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moted from the CPU, so it pays to re-
view your particular setup ahead of 
time with the manufacturer or dealer 
and inquire about any such restrictions. 

Keep in mind that hard disks whin 
and whine loudly, so it may not be ac-
ceptable to keep your CPU in the con-
trol room if a critical listening environ-
ment is essential. 

MAKING THE PROPER CONNECTIONS 

one of the biggeq gotchas" to bc 
aware of is digital synchronization. 
Keeping the signal path in the digital 
domain may not be as easy as con-
necting AES/EBU ports. As Boston-
area pro-audio dealer Mark Parsons 
of Parsons Audio emphasizes, "You 
cannot have stuff running wild [on] a 
DAW. That forces the user to learn 
about sync, and why it is necessary. 
You have to have an understanding 
of issues like clocking, sampling 
rates, emphasis/de-emphasis, copy-
protect and so on. Then there are the 
mysteries, like certain old DAT ma-
chines that just don't transfer proper-
ly, although manufacturers are getting 
better at correctly implementing the 
AES/EBU standard." 

Ron Mann, owner of Lexington, 
Mass.-based Mo' Ron Music, learned 
about sync on the job. "I did not ac-
tually purchase A/Ds for my Spectral 
Synthesis system," he explains. "I 
chose instead to utilize the capabili-
ties of external units with built-in 
A/Ds, such as my Panasonic SV-3700 
DAT and Lexicon 300. At first, what 
happened was a problem that oc-
curred only when I tried to run the 
system at 44.1 kHz. I would occa-
sionally lose sync, which would 
cause pops in the audio track. 

"It was not clear which unit was 
causing the problem, so I ended up 
talking to all of the manufacturers," 
he adds. "It turned out that the Spec-
tral supports internal sync as well as 
external, and was not passing the 
sync signal because of the way I had 
the thing wired. In fairness to every-
one, I've read articles about how 
connecting digital equipment is so 
difficult, but, in fact, these are a 
complete exaggeration. There may 
be some problems, but it was large-
ly a matter of ignorance on my part. 
I needed to be educated. None of 
this would have happened if I'd 
gone for the integrated Spectral Syn-
thesis system anyway. So you have 
to do your homework." 

MIDI is another potential area of 
concern. In the old days, most work-

station manufacturers ignored it. 
Now MIDI ports are becoming 
standard equipment. But don't as-
sume your workstation's MIDI im-
plementation will be as facile as 
your favorite synthesizer's, as Mann 
cautions. "The Spectral system does 
not currently use the standard Win-
dows MIDI DLLs [Dynamic Link Li-
brary]. Consequently, I need to run 
two MIDI interface cards connected 
by a merger. My one big criticism of 
the PC world is that it is behind the 

This is especially true if you choose 
to take the pioneering approach and 
use beta software. You may be re-
warded by being the first to take ad-
vantage of advanced capabilities, but 
you don't get something for nothing. 

Lydian Tone of Chace Produc-
tions in Burbank has an interesting 
anecdote: "I bought the third Dore-
mi DAWN system and was really the 
first to apply it in post-production. 
I've probably called Doremi every 
day since then. We learned together: 

I learned their system, they 
learned my application. Over 
the years they've added fea-
tures like the ADR module, 
fades and wipes, and master 
machine control. The system 
is really taking off in Holly-
wood. But you've got to put 
in the effort to get the re-

"If you don't have a lot of 
money, expansion flexibility 
is the most important [factor] 
in your initial investment." 

Ron Mann 

Macintosh in terms of MIDI integra-
tion. The prices are there, the func-
tionality is there, but the manufac-
turers need to cooperate more." 
A lesson to be learned here: Be-

fore you buy, test your system in a 
production configuration as similar 
to your own as possible, including 
the necessary MIDI, machine control 
and SMPTE interfaces. Most systems 
will perform adequately in a stand-
alone environment—it's the periph-
erals and add-ons that tend to cause 
the conflicts and bottlenecks. If 
you're considering a Mac or a PC 
system and intend to use additional 
software applications and shareware, 
load these on the system. Software 
conflicts may bring you to a halt 
faster than any hardware mismatch. 

SYSTEM DOWNTIME 

Face it: It s a computer; it crashes. If 
downtime is absolutely intolerable to 
you, you have two choices: Find the 
DAW that crashes the least in your 
application area (you will have to 
rely on word of mouth and references 
from current users in your field), or 
stay in the analog domain and find a 
tech with a beeper and a fast car. 

Otherwise, practice safe comput-
ing and get in the habit of making 
frequent backups. Or buy a work-
station with an auto-save feature that 
does it for you. Either way, keep in 
mind that crashes may happen fast 
and furiously in the beginning but 
may become a thing of the past as 
your expertise increases. 

Of course, the problem isn't al-
ways you; it is often a software bug. 

sults." 
Indeed, learning the manufactur-

er's bug-reporting and feature-re-
quest procedures can help you shape 
the future of your system. Regarding 
hardware failures, there's good news 
and bad news. The bad news is that 
disk drives still grind to a halt, 
power supplies blow and D-to-As 
fry. The good news is that many 
workstation manufacturers and deal-
ers have adopted "no-hassle-service" 
policies. Increasingly, it is standard 
industry practice to swap out failed 
components via overnight courier or 
supply loaner equipment in the case 
of more extensive repairs. 

In Stauss' case, an unsatisfactory 
system was returned for a full re-
fund. "We originally purchased an-
other system that just couldn't han-
dle music tracking," he recalls. " It 
would just start skipping around 
during a long sound file, because 
the system was too slow to access all 
the data. It took too long to get us 
up and running, so the dealer took it 
back." Stauss' experience proves that 
one of the most effective safeguards 
you can have throughout the learn-
ing process is a reputable dealer or 
manufacturer backing you. 

Another enemy of full productivi-
ty is the dreaded backup task. Berlin 
considers backup and restore the 
number one problem with worksta-
tion technology today. "I recently 
did an interview that was 20 minutes 
long and cut it down to two min-
utes," he recalls. "To save disk 
space, I then compacted the file. I 
had to wait 45 minutes for the com-
puter to work on this task. During 
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that time, I couldn't work on any-
thing else. It probably would have 
been faster just to cut the job on 
tape, but then you sacrifice the abil-
ity to later restore the job exactly as 
it was, which is the advantage the 
workstation gives you." 

FUTURE EXPANSION 

One of the hardest factors to predict 
at the time of purchase is your fu-
ture expansion needs. Business con-
ditions change, and so do technolo-
gies. One thing is for certain: Staying 
ahead of the curve requires periodic 
software and hardware upgrades. 
Mann advises that you budget for 

these at the time of purchase: "Espe-
cially if you don't have a lot of 
money, expansion flexibility is the 
most important [factor]. Your initial 
investment may seem substantial, 
but if you can't add tracks, I/Os and 
other capabilities, you're sure to lose 
it. You have to determine what your 
ultimate parameters are and see 
what it will cost you to get there. If 
you can afford to upgrade, you can 
afford the system." 
One of the areas you likely will 

expand first is online storage. Your 

44.1kHz files make short work even 
of 1.2-gigabyte hard disks, as theater 
sound designer Dave Budries, 
owner of Sound Situation in Glas-
tonbury, Conn., quickly found out. 
"I have a huge investment in disk 
drives—five hard disks and two 
magneto-optical drives," he says. "I 
didn't foresee it when I first bought 
my Pro Tools system, but my work 
has escalated so that I need different 
drives for different applications." 

Tone concurs: "The only thing 
I've upgraded is storage media. The 
problem is MO drives haven't been 
fast enough for real-time recording, 
so we've had to go through two 
generations of drives to get to the 
current Tahiti H. Of course, it's al-
ways infuriating when you buy 
something like a drive or RAM and 
see the price fall the next week. But 
that's technology." 

The danger of buying an expand-
able system is falling prey to "The 
More You Get, The More You Want" 
syndrome. One way to avoid it is by 
focusing on those upgrades that will 
provide the highest immediate return 
in terms of greater capacity or faster 
operating speed. This is the approach 

Stauss intends to take. "I would like 
to do a number of things on our Son-
icSystem, such as upgrading to 16 
tracks, increasing the number of ana-
log ins and outs, and adding onboard 
processing, like reverb. But as soon as 
we can, I am going to increase the 
clock speed of the Mac from 20 MHz 
to 40 MHz, because we've got the 
audio quality. Now we need to im-
prove the system speed." 

The ultimate upgrade? That has to 
be a second system, an unequivocal 
sign that the first one has proven a 
good investment. Budries recently 
added a Digidesign ProMaster 20 to 
keep up with his workload. "I origi-
nally thought my Pro Tools system 
would stay in the studio," he says. "But 
when I realized I was going to take it 
on the road with me, I bought a sec-
ond system as a backup. I did it out of 
a fear of failure, because if I can't pro-
duce in a timely manner, then I have 
problems. This way, if I have down-
time for any reason, I can reconfigure 
and keep working. And I'm very much 
considering a third system now."• 

Ted Pine is a freelance writer and an 
audio industry consultant. 

PLUG-IN 
MAC 
MIDI 
POWER 
Make your Mac MIDI 

connection with the 

MIDI Strip With its 

full 1- IN, 3-OUT 

configuration and 

rugged one-piece 

construction, you'll 

have ample room to 

expand, but without 

the usual desktop 
clutter. Just plug it in 

to your modem or 

printer port, and 

you're ready to go. 

THE MIDI SIP"' 

USA/Canada 
1-800-876-1376 

&Music Quest 
1700Alma Dr. Suite330 Plano, TX 75075 

Ph 214881-7408 Fax 214422-7094 

SUPERIOR SYNC 
IT'S ABOUT TIME. 

The MIDIEngine FrameLock. Finally, a SMPTE sync module 
that won't waste your time. You'll get bullet-proof operation 
and pro features to boot: Reads & writes all SMPTE formats 
with MTC output. Freewheel on SMPTE IN. Regeneration. 
Dual MIDI ports for flexible connection. Message filtering. 

Sysex programmable. Easy SMPTE striping, on-line or off. 
And much, much more. All at a dynamite price. 

MADE IN USA 

Music Quest USA / Canada: 1-800-876 -1376 
1700 Alma Drive Stine 330 Plano, TX 75075 Ph 214 881-7408 Fax. 214 422-7094 

MIDI STRIPtm Muslc Guest. Inc Othertrademarks acknowledged Music Quest and MIDIEngme FrameLock are trademarks of Music Ouest Inc 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

by Paul Potyen 

DATA STORAGE 
TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR DIGITAL AUDIO (AND OTHER DIGITAL STUFF) 

Syquest 105MB 

removable 

cartridge drive 

Figure 1 

f you use a digital audio workstation, 
you have undoubtedly noticed that 
at 10 MB per second of 44.1kHz 
stereo, your audio data gobbles up 
space like a hungry nine-year-old in 
a pie eating contest. Random-access 
digital audio offers many advantages 
over conventional tape-based meth-
ods, but convenient data storage is 

not one of them. However, some 
significant developments have taken 
place in this area since we last peek-
ed into Mix's modern, well-equip-
ped media lab. 

Whether you are using a turnkey 
stand-alone workstation or a PC/ 
Mac-based system, the technologies 
are the same. With a variety of other 
options, conventional magnetic fixed 
hard drives are not generally consid-
ered to be an attractive economic 
choice for storing large amounts of 
data on anything but a temporary ba-
sis. Your best bets for archiving large 
amounts of data are removable mag-
netic media, removable magneto-op-
tical drives, digital tape systems and 
recordable CD-ROM systems. 

SYQUEST REMOVABLE 

CARTRIDGE SYSTEMS 

The Syquest systems seem to have 
won the first round over the Ber-
noulli systems in the removable mag-
netic format wars. The installed base 
of 44MB cartridge systems now num-
ber more than 800,000, and the new 
88MB systems are backward-compat-
ible. Although it's not byte-for-byte 
the most economical means of stor-
ing data, it is fast enough for record-
ing, editing and playing digital audio. 
And it's a format that is widely used 
in the computer industry; cartridges 
fit conveniently on a shelf, and 

MEDIA COST OF SYSTEM COST OF MEDIA COST/MB 

conventional hard drives 
Syquest 88* 

Syquest 44 

OAT Tape drives 

650MB MO 

128MB MO 

256MB MO 

Floptical 20MB 

Recordable CD-ROM 

*read/write on 44/88MB carts 

SPEED 

$1,500/GB $1500/GB $1.50 10-20ms 

$600 $95 $1.10 20-25 ms 

$375 $60 $1.20 20-25 ms 

$1,300 $15 $ 08 <20 seconds 

$2,600 $95 $ 15 27-90 ms 

$1,300 $40 $ 30 30-40 ms 

$2,000 $70 $ 27 30-40 ms 

$350 $20 $1.00 65-75 ms 

$4,000 $25 $ 04 200 ms 

Your best 

bets for 

archiving 

large 

amounts 

of data are 

removable 

magnetic 

media, 

removable 

magneto-

optical 

drives, 

digital tape 

systems and 

recordable 

CD-ROM 

systems. 
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they're easy to transport. 
If you decide to opt for 

the 88MB version, be ad-
vised that there are two 
types: The first will for-
mat/write / read 88MB 
formats but will see the 
44MB cartridges as "read 
only"; the second, slightly 
more expensive version 
will read and write both 
types of cartridges but can 
format only 88MB car-
tridges. Make sure you 
know what you want and 
what you're getting. 

Syquest also just intro-
duced its new 105MB for-
mat, which is being sold 
through PLI and Mass 
Micro. With a 14ms seek time, a 
transfer rate of 1.3 MB/sec, and a 
suggested retail price under $1,200, 
it's designed to be an attractive alter-
native to the 128MB optical car-
tridges. 

Meanwhile, Iomega, developer of 
Bernoulli technology, has not given 
up. Just released is a new 150MB 
MultiDisk system, with access speeds 
that match those of fixed hard drives. 
List price of the drive is $ 1,225, and 
the 150MB disks go for $245. 

MAGNETO-OPTICAL SOLUTIONS 

Magneto-optical cartridges have 
been around for a while (see "The 

Byte Beat," November '91), and while 
MO technology has advanced great-
ly, it continues to play a game of 
catch-up with traditional magnetic 
media. Prices for drives and media 
have continued to fall, and data ac-
cess times—a critical factor in terms 
of digital audio playability—are im-
proving as well. Today there are 
three common MO formats: the dou-
Ne-sided 650MB 5.25-inch disc; the 
single-sided 128MB 3.5-inch disc; 
and the 20MB Floptical. Of these, 
the most popular among audio man-
ufacturers seems to be the -650MB 
disc. At about $350, the 20MB Flop-
tical drive is also an economical way 

Figure 2: Mezzo archiving software lets you select 

ProTools sessions, Studio Vision files and Samplecell banks, 

as well as standard Mac data files. 

Pinnacîe Micro's recordable CD 

for those with standard Mac Ils to 
achieve 1.4MB floppy compatibility, 
since the drive will also recognize 
that format. Another format that has 
recently emerged is the 256MB 3.5-
inch system, which is also compati-
ble with the 128MB system. A 1GB 
double-sided-format Tahiti drive has 
been available from several manu-
facturers for a couple of years and 
has made a few inroads in the digital 
audio community, with the excep-
tion of DAWN, Augan and a few 
others. 

Unfortunately, none of these op-

Figure 3: The main window cf Pinnacle's RCD controlling 

sottware. 
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W HAT IS SPATIALIZER? 
Spatializer is a real-time three-dimensional processor that allows placement, movement 
and scaling of individual tracks in space "rom two loudspeakers. 
The recording engineer has dimensional control of near/far, front/rear, and scale/size of the 
stereo image by intuitive joystick adjustments. Blow Your Mind, Not Your Budget! 

Contact Audio Intervisual Design 
213 845 1155 

Spatializer is a registered trademark of Desper Products Inc. 
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tions allows a complete 74 minutes 
worth of CD-Audio to be stored on a 
single piece of media from which all 
tracks can be read. (Both the 1GB 
and 650MB cartridges read only one 
side at a time.) With its improved ac-
cess times, MO can provide a con-
venient rewritable storage system 
that is as easy to load and play dig-
ital audio from as any removabk 
media. But don't expect to be able 
to record audio directly to 5.25-inch 
MO systems without special configu-
ration and software tweaking by ex-
perts in random-access digital audio 
performance issues. Transfer rates 
depend on software as well as hard-
ware configurations, and vary be-
tween MO drive systems. 

DIGITAL TAPE ARCHIVING SYSTEMS 

Tape-based archiving systems pro-
vide the most economical means of 
storing your data, at the expense of 
fast random access to that archived 
data. They come in several formats. 
although, not surprisingly, data DAT 
seems to be the most popular in the 
audio industry. Data DAT tapes are 
similar to audio DAT, though they 
are more expensive than their audio 
counterparts due to stricter quality 
control. 

Archiving your data using DAT 
requires hardware and software 
Audio DATs recorded on one DAT 
recorder will play back on another 
manufacturer's deck (at least in the-
ory, but let's not talk about audio 
standards today). This is not neces-
sarily the case with a data DAT. If 
you make a backup of your files 
using one software/hardware con-
figuration, don't expect that another 
studio using a different configuration 
can make use of that tape. You will 
likely encounter more incompatibili-
ties, caveats and trap doors when 
using DAT systems than with other 
types of media. 
On the PC side, a variety of pro-

prietary tape-archiving software op-
tions are available, while Retrospect, 
from Dantz Development Corp., 
Berkeley, Calif., is the most widely 
used archiving software for the Mac-
intosh. However, owners of Macin-
tosh-based DAWs will also want to 
consider Mezzo Media from Grey 
Matter Response (Palo Alto, Calif.), 
which is the only program of its type 
specifically designed for the de-
mands of digital audio and video. 
Background archiving of files is pos-

Multi/Send Personal Mix System 
Personal Mixer PLUS a Headphone System 

Custom monitor mixes 
from a single monitor send 
Featuring 3 inputs hard wired to 3 

"thru" outputs, the model MS-3 has 

the unique ability to "pass along" 

an unchanged monitor mi m as well 

as original signals while allowing a 

performer to control his individual 

headphone or local monitor 

mix...This "daisy chain" feature 

GOLD LINE 
MANUFACTURED IN U.S.A. SINCE ' 961 

helps you get the most form a 

single monitor or cue send. 

Drives all types of headphones 
Using ou. puts spec:fically designed 

to drive 8 ohm (low impedance) 

and the newest 600 ohm (high 

impedance) headphones, the MS-3 

delivers a clean, accurate and loud 

signal—loud enough for rock 'n 

roll.. even when ambient levels 

get really intense! 

Box 500, West Pedding, cr 06896 

Tel: (203) 938-2588 • Fax: ( 203) 938-8740 

FM READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

GOOD THINGS STILL COME 
IN SMALL PACKAGES. 

JVC's XD-P1 PRO 
Portable DAT Recorder 

JVC At a mere 12.5 ounces, the 
PROFESSIONAL XD-P1 PRO from JVC has 
the flexibility to go wherever you go. 
Compact, sturdy, lightweight and SCMS 
free, the 'baby DAT" is ideal for a wide 
array of field recording situations, from 
reporting; news conferences and interview-
ing, to sound effects sampling and studio 
sessions. 

The unit's inte-
grated package 
boasts a DAT 
recorder and 
M-S micro-
phone with 
digital output, 
that offer outstanding sound quality. 
To find out more about the amazing XD-P1 
PRO DAT Recorder call 1-800-JVC-5825. 
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VT275HF Tube Power Amplifiers., 

INNOVATIVE AUDIO SYSTEMS  

The only tube amp designedf or the rigors of the 'wording 
& post-pmduction envimnment. All tube design utilizing 

the finest modern parts & design concepts. 
• Reduced listeniug fatigue • Incredible bass definition 

• Perfect for near-field monitors 8. bi-, tri- & guad-amping main monitors 
• frequency response = flat 20-20k(+/- ldB) • Great spatial imaging 

• Hand built in the U.S.A. 
Coming Soon 150 watt monoblork 

DEMETER 2912 COLMAN AVE. #204 SIM MOMCA, CA 90404 

11131114MILIEEEMIM SALES 818.986.7103 FAX 310.829.3755 

USES GENUINE 

lenis.en  I 
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SonicNet! 
Sonic Solutions introduces the first and only true 

digital audio workstation network—real-time, 
simultaneous access by multiple systems to the 
same hard disk, even the same soundfile! Eighty 
channels of audio on FDDI fiber optic cable. 

Sonic alone offers background load, unload and 
processing; NoNOISE; Sound for Picture; multi-
track editing; extensive DSP; CD Printer; CD Pre-

Mastering; OMF support; and now SonicNet. In 
the New York area, call SCI for a demonstration. 

AKG, API, Apogee Electronics, B&B Systems, 
Bryston, Drawmer, Eventide, Gefen Systems, 

Genelec, Lexicon, SigTech, Sonic Solutions, 
Sound Ideas, Soundcraft, Westlake, White In-
struments, and other exceptional audio products. 

stLacilic) cansuultaints, 

321 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036 (212) 586 - 7376 

Equipment, support, and design services for profes-

sional audio facilities and broadcasters — since 1971. 

sible with Grey Matter tape systems 
in connection with Digidesign's Sys-
tem Accelerator cards. Another 
handy audio feature is the ability to 
archive files in Pro Tools and Studio 
Vision formats (see Fig. 2), which 
then makes it possible to update that 
information incrementally (and 
much more quickly than recopying 
an entire new set of files). 
DAT archive systems come in two 

versions: standard (DDS format) and 
compressed (DDS-DC format). Nor-
mally, either 60-minute or 90-minute 
tapes are used (corresponding to 1.3 
GB and 1.9 GB of uncompressed 
data). Typical transfer rates for DAT 
are on the order of 11 MB/minute, 
or 150 KB/sec. The implementation 
of a compressed data format nor-
mally takes place in the firmware of 
the data DAT recorder. It allows a 
data transfer rate in the range of 350 
to 700 KB/sec and provides double 
the storage capacity of uncom-
pressed data on a DAT. Though 
compression of normal computer 
data is reliable, it's advisable to use 
the standard DDS format for archiv-
ing digital audio, as compression 
techniques do affect the data—not 
exactly what you want when archiv-
ing digital audio. Among the other 
tape archiving formats, 8mm tape is 
widely used. It provides higher 
transfer rates than DAT and, as you 
might expect, costs more. 
A few final comments about DAT. 

On the plus side, at less than $. 10/MB, 
it's among the most cost-effective of 
archiving media choices. On the 
minus side, it's linear and therefore 
slower in retrieving files than ran-
dom-access media. And unless you 
have the additional hardware to 
allow you to perform backups in the 
background, you should be aware 
that the process is not the simple 
click-and-drag or copy command 
you execute when you copy a file to 
another disk: It involves navigating 
from within a separate application. 
If you've been looking around for a 
data DAT system that also records 
and plays back 44.1kHz digital audio, 
forget it. While it's theoretically pos-
sible, no one has done it yet. 

RECORDABLE CD-ROM 

One of the most rapidly changing 
technologies in the computer indus-
try today, CD-ROM recorders are yet 
another attractive option for an audio 
facility. (See "CD-ROM Recorders," 
Mix, March '93.) Costs of the drives 
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The ENSONIQ ASR-10 brings the 
features you've always wanted to 
a s3mpling workstatien. 
Announcing the latest ENSONIQ 

boom—the new ASR-10 Advanced 
Sampling Recorder. With features 
like stereo sampling, dynamic effects 
processing, time compression/ 
expansion, an integrated sequencer 
and 31-note polyphony, ENSONIQ 
brings innovation to the world of 
sampling— again. 
To start with, the ASR-10 supports 

up to 16 megabytes of sample mem-

the AsRAO Rack-Mouse has all the pow oldie Aeyboard lemon eLirs egrio (unpins and a Sr SI interfuse. 

ory— eight times the 
memory of our previous 
sampler, and uses industry-standard 
SIMMs for easy expansion. 

For on-board effects, the 24-bit 
digital effects processor has 50 algo-
rithms, many derived from the DP/4 
Parallel Effects Processor. Input sam-
pling is easily routed through the 
effects processor. You can re-sample 
in stereo through the effects, and 
even process external signals while 
you play live. 
And for drum loops and othet 

time-based samples, use the ASR-10's 
time compression/ 
expansion facilities 
to change the 
length of a record-
ing without chang-
ing the pitch. 

EXPLOSIVE 
FEATURES! 
The ASR-10's quad-density (HD) 

disk drive increases storage capacity 
and speeds load times. Add the 
optional SP-3 SCSI interface, and 
you can connect up to seven hard 
drives and CD-ROMs for easy access 
to an extensive library of sounds. 
Together with a flexible, integrat-

ed 16-track sequencer, Poly-Keym 
Pressure keyboard and Performance 
Presets that provide instant recall of 
sound combinations, you have one 
powerful workstation. 
Harness the power of an ASR-10 

for your music. Play one today at 
your Authorized ENSONIQ Dealer. 
For the one nearest you, call 
1-800-553-5151. 

 ni 
THE TECHNOLOGY THAT PERFORMS 

—•---•— —•—•—•—•— ---•—•—•—•—•— — 
Please end me mote informatior un the Ill ENSONIQ ASR-: t) Also, please send me information or. O ENSONIQ Syntt:esizar Workstations U DP/4 Parallel Effects Processor 
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City State 

Address 

Zip 

Mail to: ENSONIQ Deparunent X-34. 155 Great Valle> Parkway. Ra Boys 3035, Malvern, PA 19355-0735 
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Phone 

• 
• 

WM Parallel Effects Processor 
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HERE'S WHAT YOU COULD WIN: 

í_1 0, ti ANVIL GIVEAWAY! 
Enter your name to win thousands 

in top-of-the-line ATA-compliant 
Anvil cases—more than 40 great 

prizes totaling over $ 10,000 
in retail value! 

• 

• 
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Your choice of up • 
to $3,500 retail •• 
value of Anvil . 

cases! (1 winner) • 
• 
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Your choice of up 
to $ 1,500 retail 
value of Anvil 
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Anvil's four-space 
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value $226! 
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The world-famous 
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are plummeting: Pinnacle Micro 
(Irvine, Calif.) is shipping its RCD 
202 for the Macintosh for a list price 
of $3,995 including software, and 
the pressure is likely to bring the 
price of drives from other manufac-
turers down. The price of the write-
once discs is also coming down due 
to the emergence of the Kodak Pho-
to-CD technology. And software is 
being enhanced and refined to allow 
these desktop CD makers to burn 
CD-Audio, CD Data, mixed mode 
(data and audio) CD-I, and multises-
sion discs (where you can write part 
of the disc and leave the rest writ-
able for a subsequent session). 

While it's a real technological and 
price breakthrough, the Pinnacle 
system I looked at was not without 
its problems. At the time of this writ-
ing, Version 1.1a of the software did 
not implement mixed-mode, HFS or 
multisession capability, although 
these features are all promised in the 
near future (see Fig. 3). In order to 
create ISO 9660 discs, the source 
drive needs to be able to transfer at 
1 MB/sec. And my unit was mysteri-
ously incapable of creating an audio 
CD that would reliably play. Howev-
er, I have not heard from anyone 
else who has had this experience. 
On my system it took 45 minutes to 
an hour to create a one-off disc. 
More expensive systems let you 
write at a faster rate. 

The advantages of systems like 
the Pinnacle over stand-alone CD 
recorders are several: First, you can 
easily purge your workstation's hard 
drive of up to about 650MB of dig-
ital audio—or any other data—onto 
a stable, random-access, compact 
medium. Second, you can use the 
same CD recorder and the same 
data on that hard drive (Sound De-
signer or AIFF files) to make a full-
length audio reference disc that your 
client can play in a CD player. And 
finally, computer-based systems are 
more accurate than stand-alone sys-
tems for writing the PQ subcode on 
audio discs. 

CD-ROM's cost of $.04/MB is by 
far the most cost-effective of the 
storage media, and it offers easy ran-
dom access of data. The biggest 
issue for CD-ROM continues to be 
its inherent slowness, but engineers 
are chipping away at that problem, 
too, as evidenced by the new line of 
double-speed CD-ROM drives. What 
was once thought of as the biggest 

disadvantage of CD-ROM—its inabil-
ity to be rewritten—is now seen by 
many as a distinct advantage. And 
today the increasing visibility of CD-
ROM in the consumer marketplace 
is beginning to create beneficial side 
effects for a growing segment of the 
pro audio industry. 

Several data storage technology 
companies are aware of the special 
needs of the pro audio industry and 
are addressing them. One of them is 
Dynatek Automation Systems Inc. 
(Toronto, Ont.), which specializes in 
rack-mounted storage systems, in-
cluding all the types discussed here 
with the exception of CD-ROM 
recording. Dynatek's audio/music 
business is split between Macintosh 
systems and proprietary audio sys-
tems from companies such as 
Roland or Akai. I was able to check 
out a 3U system for the Mac that in-
cluded a data DAT, an 88MB 
Syquest and a 650MB MO drive, and 
was impressed with the ergonomic, 
compact hardware design, as well as 
the Macintosh software that permit-
ted easy installation and formatting 
of media. 

Rorke Data (Eden Prairie, Minn.) 
also specializes in hard drives, opti-
cal disc subsystems, tape backup 
systems and media for audio and 
video post applications. The compa-
ny provides customized or OEM-
standard storage solutions for 
SCSI-based DAWs and is endorsed 
by the Synclavier Owners Consor-
tium (formerly NED). 

Grey Matter Response (Santa 
Cruz, Calif.) manufactures tape-
based archiving systems tailored for 
audio—in particular, Digidesign 
products. GMR offers 11 rack-
mountable Mezzo models, combin-
ing 4mm or 8mm tape backup 
drives with high-speed, high-capaci-
ty disk drives. And the company has 
announced a June release for Mezzo 
Media for Windows, a tape backup 
unit for Digidesign's PC-based Ses-
sion 8 digital recording system. 

In any event, it appears that you 
have more ways to store your data 
than ever before. If you have the 
need and the money, it's a good 
possibility that at least one of these 
options will satisfy your taste. • 

Associate editor Paul Potyen's taste 
runs toward peach pie, and be has 
fantasies about entering a pie-eating 
contest. 

"The best sound 
effects library is 

The Hollywood Edge 
without a doubt!" 

Oliver Stone, Director 
(J.F.K., Born on the 

Fourth of July, Platoon) 

"Excellent!" 
Martin Scorsese, Director 

(Cape Fear. Goodh'ella's, 
Raging Bull, Taxi Driver) 

"Nothing else even 
comes close!" 
Shadoe Stevens 
(American Top Forty) 

Hot off the press!!! 
Ask us about CARTOON TRAX. 

Listen for yourself-
If you buy sound effects 

for your company, 
call us for a 

FREE DEMO DISC! 

Call Toll Free 
800-292-3755 

In CA Call 
213-466-6723 

711fill Hollywood Blvd. • Holluood, C.\ 90028 

I SF READER SERVIC,E CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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ESIGNING 
a High- Performance 

NETWORK 

BY GARY HALL 

Recording/mastering engineers and 
film/video sound editors are now accus-
tomed to the speed and flexibility of ran-
dom-access digital audio workstations. But 
today's systems are isolationist. Material 
must be loaded before work can begin, 
and the final act consists of transferring re-
sults in real time to a delivery medium. 

It is difficult to move material between 
systems, to share common source libraries 
and pass results from one system to an-
other. With disk-based editing now an ac-
cepted part of production, many engineers 
and facility managers face the problem of 
integrating the benefits of random-access 
audio into the realities of studio operations. 

Part of the solution to these problems is 
digital tielines. Connection standards such 
as the AES/EBU interconnect format pro-
vide the equivalent of analog wiring for 
digital audio. Although hampered by va-
garies and omissions in the documents, 
these make it feasible to transfer digital 
audio, two channels per line, between stu-
dios in real time. 

Another part of the answer is portable 
media, such as optical discs and remov-
able disk drives. Though these and other 
formats can be used to transfer work in 
progress between studios and operators, 
its generally at a cost in performance and 
storage capacity. Also, the media them-
selves are relatively expensive—enough to 
limit their wide-scale use. 

THE AUDIO NETWORK CONCEPT 

Removable media and point-to-point con-
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nections are vital, but at best provide the 
equivalent of analog forms. Audio work-
stations hold the promise of integration on 
a much larger scale, extending random ac-
cess to the entire facility. Multiple opera-
tors should be able to use common stor-
age and source materials. I/O devices, 
processing and work outputs could also 
be shared transparently. 

Local Area Networks for computers 
provide a model for this logical step in the 
digital audio revolution. Networking has 
transformed the use of PCs in business, 
linking desktop units into powerful sys-
tems. As with copiers, fax machines and 
overnight delivery, the office LAN has be-
come an indispensable business technology. 

Likewise, digital audio workstations can 
be linked into high-speed networks with 
storage, processing, source materials and 
work output shared and available to all. 
To borrow an already worn cliché, a digi-
tal audio network would be a "data high-
way" between studios and machine rooms. 

But the design of a local network for 
digital audio is difficult. There are sub-
stantial differences between the needs of 
business networking and those of audio or 
video. The requirements for professional 
performance and sound quality make the 
issues especially acute. 

THE DEMANDS OF AUDIO 

Office LANs were conceived for office au-
tomation, keyed to the needs of individu-
als pecking at keyboards and transferring 
files from time to time. To provide audio 



TDAs (Those Darn Acronyms) 

with the transparency of access that 
LANs offer to word processors and 
database programs, a digital audio 
network must meet special criteria, 
including bandwidth, transmission 
integrity, local vs. central sound stor-
age and network manners. 

Bandwidth: Digital audio is a 
dense medium. A single channel of 
audio at 16-bit resolution and a 
48kHz sample rate requires 768,000 
bits per second, a number that rises 
proportionately for higher sample 
rates or greater resolution. 

Practical audio network applica-
tions require simultaneous transfer 
of numerous channels in real time. 
Analysis of the context of use for a 
professional digital audio network 
indicates the need to support work 
groups of two to 75 stations, or 
"nodes," with anywhere from four to 
100 audio channels on the net. Table 
1 shows estimates of the number of 
workstations and total audio chan-
nels in various applications. 

Low-cost LANs operate in the 
area of 2 kbits to 300 kbits per sec-
ond, and their use in audio is limit-
ed to exchanging files at less than 
real time between your disks and 
somebody else's. Mid-performance 
networks currently operate between 
2.5 and 10 megabits per second. The-
oretically these could offer some num-
ber of channels of pro-standard digital 
audio, but in most cases inefficient 
protocols prevent using more than a 
fractidn of theoretical bandwidth. 

Of the various high-speed alter-
natives that currently exist, one op-
tion is the potential offered by the 
Fiber Distributed Data Interface stan-
dard for high-performance network-
ing. Using FDDI, multiple stations can 
be connected in a "star" configuration, 
with lines from individual network 
nodes connecting at one or more cen-
tral "concentrator" units via duplex 
(two-conductor) optical-fiber cables. 

The FDDI network standard of-
fers a raw bandwidth of 100 Mbps, 
allowing the delivery of multiple 
high-grade digital audio channels. 
FDDI also uses a Token Ring (de-
scribed below) protocol that can de-
liver continuous data reliably, even 
under heavy usage. Also, because of 
its fiber-optic implementation, FDDI 

by Gary Hall 
Discussion of networks often degenerates into alphabet soup. There aren't 
as many acronyms and buzz words as there seem to be, but knowledge 
of the most prevalent can alleviate confusion. Read on! 

GENERAL TERMS 

LAN Local Area Network A network covering a limited area, such as a single office or 
building. 

MAN Metropolitan Area Network A network able to link systems across an entire city. 

WAN Wide Area Network Larger than either a LAN or MAN. The term includes (but is not 
limited to) networks on a planetary scale. 

Open Systems Interconnect A document, released in 1978, covering the structure of 
standards for computer networks. OSI is not a standard in 
itself but describes the parts, or layers, of a network, such as 
physical cabling, data rates, protocols, etc. 

Network Interface Card A plug-in board to connect a computer or workstation to a 
network. 

OSI (as in 
"OSI model") 

NIC 

SOFTWARE AND COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 

CSMA/CD 

TCP/IP 

Token Ring 

Ethernet 

10BASE 2, 
10BASE 5 and 
10BASE-T 

ARCnet 

Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision 
Detection 

A method of message arbitration in which each station 
transmits independently. If two stations transmit at the same 
moment, a "collision" occurs. The stations in conflict then halt 
transmission for a variable interval. 

Transmission Control A widely used standard for communication and message routing 
Protocol/Internet Protocol. at the network level. TCP/IP was developed by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Defense and implemented in the ARPANET network. 

A message arbitration scheme in which network stations are configured in a physical or 
logical ring. When one station finishes sending messages, it transmits a bit pattern, called a 
Token, to the next station. If this station has messages to transmit it does so at this time, 
then passes the Token to the following station. 

A popular standard for business networks using CSMNCD collision detect arbitration. Data 
rate is 10 to 20 Mbps, although 100Mbps Ethernet rates are currently being discussed. 

Appleshare The software layer of networking capability for Macintosh computers. Appleshare can 
operate with low-cost Appletalk hardware, but also with Ethernet or FDDI. 

NETWORK STANDARDS 

Appletalk The physical and data protocol built into Macintosh computers. At 230 Kbps, it is the 
slowest—and the least expensive—of networks for the Mac. Appletalk uses a bus topology 
and collision detection. 

Ethernet variants using different types of cabling. 10BASE 2 specifies thin coaxial (RG-58) 
cable. 10BASE 5 uses thicker co-ax cable, and 10BASE-T uses unshielded twisted-pair. The 
type of cabling affects the distances over which the network operates. 

Attached Computer A widely used network operating at 2.5 Mbps over coaxial or 
Resource Network twisted-pair cable. Though normally configured in a bus or star 

topology, ARCnet uses a token passing protocol to arbitrate 
communications. 

The highest performance of the current established standard, 
with a raw data rate of 100 Mbps, it is also the most expensive. 
Though used less extensively to date than Ethernet, ARCnet, 
etc., application of FDDI and CDDI (see next item) is increasing 
steadily. 

A variant of FDDI that substitutes coaxial cable for fiber-optic 
connections. Transfer rate is maintained, but cable run length 
is reduced. 

FDDI 

CDDI 

Fiber Distributed Data 
Interface 

Copper Distributed Data 
Interface 

NETWORK MEDIA 

UTP Unshielded Twisted Pair The type of cabling used for telephone systems. UTP is popular 
for low- to mid-performance networks. 

Shielded Twisted Pair Adding a shield to twisted-pair cable improves noise immunity 
and allows somewhat longer run lengths. 

STANDARDS AND SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

STP 

CCITT 

DARPA 

ISO 

IEEE 

Consultative Committee on International Telegraphy and Telephony 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

International Standards Organization 

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
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Figure 1: There are three network "topologies" in common use: 
the bus, star and ring configurations. 

is noise-immune and supports very 
long cable runs—up to two kilome-
ters between nodes and up to 200 
kilometers on a single ring! 

However, FDDI networking is rel-
atively expensive to implement. In-
cluding interface cards, concentra-
tors, cables and connectors, the cost 
of an all-FDDI network is about 
$4,000 per node. But, like other new 
technologies, FDDI is running down 
a steep cost curve. Industry ob-
servers expect the cost of FDDI to 
decline more than 25% per year over 
the next few years. 
A "twisted pair" implementation of 

FDDI, known as CDDI (Copper Dis-
tributed Data Interface), is currently 
undergoing standards review and 
should be fully standardized by the 
fall of 1993. CDDI got a big boost 
when it was selected by Microsoft 
for its corporate campus in Red-
mond, Wash. CDDI maintains the 
functionality of FDDI in terms of 
bandwidth and protocols but is lim-
ited to 50 to 100 meters between 
nodes. CDDI and FDDI can be inter-
mixed freely on a network using 
standard converters; a reasonable 
strategy might be to use CDDI to-

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 71 

Figure 2: In the "star-wired ring," 
the ring is established within a 
"concentrator" unit in a central 
wiring closet or room. 
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More Responsive Auitomaiiono 
Only One Name 140 consider° 

0 nly one console is 
capable of combining 
sophisticated automa-

tion and transparent sonic perfor-
mance in a compact, realistically-
priced package — SOLO Logic. 

Automation That 
Responds To Every 
Move You Make 

Unhappy with com-
promise, we set out to 
create a new-breed 
automation package 
for Logic. 
Incorporating 
12-bit VCA 
automation (4,(96 
increments on each fader) 
along with superior Mute pro-
cessing speed (1/120th oía sec-
ond), it matches the responsive-
ness of top studio automation 
systems. 

Logic Automation fol-
lows anything you do in real 
time. You can make smooth, 
accurate fades without the "zip-
per step-noise" found in lesser 
systems. And, because of the sys-
tem's phenomenal muting 
speed, you can actually use the 
mutes to get gating effects. 

Requiring no external 
computer or sequencer, this 
mil-board system provides 
Record, Play, Trim and Isolate 
modes, each controlled from the 
individual channel. 

Audio Quality 
That Exceeds Digital 
Specifications 

Reflecting the same dedi-
cation to excellence as Logic's 
Automation, the audio section 
features our superb-sounding 
EQ (4-Band with swept mids), 
splittable between Inputs and 
Monitors. 

Features That Meet Your 
Needs In Any Application 

All Logics come equipped 
with a full meter bridge featur-
ing a high-resolution LED 
meter for each channel. MIDI 
Machine Control which inter-
faces with, and controls, today's 
most popular analog and 

digital formats. 
Not to mention 

switchable Direct 
Outs; 2 MIDI ports 
plus serial interface 
and nulling indica-

tors on each channel. 
For greater flexi-

bility, Logic is available 
in either 24 or 32 channel 

versions, creating up to 80 
inputs on mbcdown with 
Mute automation. It also 

comes with an outboard 
19-inch raclunount power supply. 

SOLO Logic — The one con-
sole designed to satis J every-
one's desire for excellence at an 
affordable price. 

SOLO 
Automated Mixing 

Souncitracs is exclusively distributed in the U.S. by 
Samson Technologies Corp., P.O. Box 9068. Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 Tel (516) 932-3810 Fax (516) 932-3815 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Until every facility and touring 

system gets one, you'll want to keep 
your SuperGate" nearby. That's 

because dbx's real engineering 

advances mean your 172 will pull 
sparkling, clean output from material 

other gates can't touch. You won't 
want to let go of your SuperGate 
because it sounds better, sets up 

faster and does more for you than 
those other gates can. 

You'll be more selective with 
Voltage Controlled Filters. 

I he SuperGate uses sophisticated 

VCFs to produce steep slopes that are 

TWICE as selective— dramatically 
reducing false triggering. They're 

also faster to set up 

because the 
PARAMETRIC 

design lets 
you zoom in on 

exactly the instru- -20 

ment or part of 

the attack you 

want to catch. 

You'll stop time with Transient 
Capture Mode. 

You can see and hear the difference 

TCM- makes compared to other 

gates. With real-world filter and 
threshold settings, it attacks so 

quickly you'll actually catch those 
critical transient wavefronts that give 
percussive signals their life and 

definition. 
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You'll control time 

with One- Shot 

mode. 

In One- Shot 

mode, the 172 
gives muscle tone 

to that drummer 

with the not-so-

steady hand or 
foot, so you get solid, 
from erratic input. 

we'll fax you the 

whole story. But 
with all of the 

people who want 

to get their 
hands on a 

SuperGate, it 
before you can test one for yourself. 

When you do 
get yours, you 
may find your-

self going to 

extremes to 
hang onto it. 

even output 
There's more— 

Brand D 

may be awhile 

1 7 2 SUPER GATE 

FOR AN INSTANT 172 DATASHEET AND WHITE PAPER, CALL THE dbx FAX HOTLINE AT 415-694-3991 
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Improving the Efficiency 
of Workstation 
Networks for 
Post-Production 
by Mark Yonge 

ith notable exceptions, audio 
hard disk systems have an en-
closed structure combining a 
processor and a hard disk. En-
closed systems need to copy, 
or upload, material onto the 
disk each time it is required 
and before any creative work 
can take place. 

Though material will always 
need to be transferred into the 
digital system at the beginning 
of post-production, duplication 
at later stages in the post-pro-
duction chain is unnecessary. 
The time absorbed by data 
transfer is a fundamental ob-
stacle to working efficiently. 

Simple 2-channel work is 
not at the heart of audio-for-
picture post-production. In-
stead, this application requires 
multichannel capability, and 
work typically will pass 
through a number of stages for 
preparation, editing and mix-
ing before a master is pro-
duced. The need for efficiency 
has generated strategies for 
moving work through these 
stages, including faster copy-
ing and, more importantly, net-
working systems. 
A practical digital audio net-

work should: 
• provide multiple operators a 
working area, each with unre-
stricted random-access control 
• permit operators to be located 
anywhere in the building 
• provide a high-speed inter-
mediate data store (both short-
term and long-term) for work 
in progress 
• provide high-speed search 
and import facilities for addi-
tional sounds for use in the 
project 
• provide offline backup rou-
tines without involving opera-
tional facilities 
• expedite rapid changes of a 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 74 
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network and how conflicts are re-
solved. In a LAN or a digital audio 
network, nodes are linked by a 
common electrical or optical con-
nection. The way stations are 
connected affects the type of ar-
bitration protocol that can be used; 
three possible topologies are 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Figure A: Simple office style 
LAN. 

Figure B: Ring & star Hybrid 

Network. (These figures refer 

to article at left) 
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—FROM PAGE 68. DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORKS 

connect local work groups, with 
FDDI running between groups on 
different floors or in different build-
ings. Increasing use of CDDI promis-
es to bring the price of a high-
performance network below $ 1,000 
per node within one to two years. 

Transmission Integrity: Digital 
audio has a requirement even more 
at odds with the philosophy of office 
LANs. Business-oriented networks 
deal in transactions that are not es-
pecially time-critical. When traffic is 
high, transmission of a given packet 
can be deferred for milliseconds, 
seconds or even longer. At worst, 
the user experiences slowdown, or 
"clogging," of the network. 

Digital audio is much more criti-
cal in this regard, requiring continu-
ous data at a fixed rate. Interruption 
in transmission results in dropouts. A 
digital audio network must be able 
to guarantee delivery of audio data. 
Once a transfer has begun, no inter-
ruptions can be tolerated. 

The key to transmission integrity is 
the selection of messaging protocols 
regulating how stations share the 

Of the common network-wiring 
topologies, the "ring" configuration of-
fers the best opportunities for protocols 
to handle constant high utilization. But 
ring connections are hard to maintain in 
practice. Moving even a single station 
interrupts the ring, and it becomes dif-
ficult to bring individual stations on and 
off the net. 
For this reason, high-performance net-
works are gravitating toward a "star-
wired" ring (Fig.2), which combines 
the performance of the ring with the 
flexibility and reliability of a star 
configuration. Whatever the physical 
configuration, a scheme must be 
provided for each node to transmit 
and receive messages and requests. 
Two common schemes for control-
ling network access are Collision De-
tect and Token Passing. 

Collision Detect is used in Ether- net 
and Appletalk networks. In this proto-
col, individual stations transmit as 
needed, with minimal regard for 
other stations already using the net. 
If a station accidentally "steps on" a 
message from another node, the col-
lision is detected. All parties then 
cease transmission for a variable in-
terval, after which each again at-
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tempts to send its message. (Actual-
ly, the scheme is a little more so-
phisticated, with provisions for lock-
ing out collisions once the first of a 
message has been transmitted.) 

Though this seems awkward,Col-
lision Detect is reasonably efficient 
for LANs with moderate traffic. 
However, its efficiency drops 
markedly when the rate of colli-
sions becomes high. Analysis 
shows that CSMA/CD can achieve 
about 37% overall efficiency, but 
this is a long- term average; in the 
short term the data rate can fall to 
zero deadly to audio applications. 

Token Passing, or Token Ring. 
networks take a different approach. 
Each node observes rigid but demo-
cratic protocols for accessing the 
network. A special bit pattern, called 
the Token, is used to signal that a 
given node has the floor. Only one 
node may "hold" the Token at time. 
and while it holds the Token that 
node is permitted to "speak." 
When the node finishes, the Token 

is "passed" to the next station. That 
node then can speak or, if no trans-
mission is required, it immediately 
passes the Token to the next 
node. This proceeds at high speed 
around the ring, so that there is 
never the danger of collision. 
and the available bandwidth is 
always shared efficiently. 

Token Passing can be adapted 
to the needs of digital audio by 
tailoring the size of the data pack-
ets and the number of packets 
transmitted on one pass of the 
Token. This assures that network 
bandwidth can be used efficiently, 
even with numerous audio streams 
in progress. 

Local vs. Central Sound Stor-
age: the characteristics (d a digital 
audio network also influence the 
overall configuration that a digital 
audio network will take. With LANs 
designed for business use, there are 
two common approaches: server-ori-
ented or distributed-storage network 
configurations. 

Many networks are arranged 
around one or more central File 
Servers, where data and programs are 
stored (Fig. 3). This mode of operation 
supports the typical business pattern, 
in which day-to-day work output and 
records are stored in ever growing 
databases representing the heart and 
soul of the business operations. 

Another approach, typified by 
Macintosh Appleshare, provides 

Figure 3: In a server-oriented network topology, individual stations are 
tied to central storage for data, programs and work files. 

Figure 4: In a distributed-storage 
hard disks attached to individual 

network, data files are maintained on 
computers and workstations. 

Application 

Music Production 
CD Prep 
Sound-for-Picture: Dialog 
Sound-for-Picture: Music 
Sound-for- Picture: Effects 
Sound-for- Picture: Mixing 
Radio: Production 
Radio: On Air 

Number of Channels per 
Stations Station 

1-3 4-48 
1-6 4-8 
1-8 4-24 
1-3 4-24 

1-12 4-12 
4-25 8-100 
2-5 4-16 

2-20 4-8 

Table 1: Estimated requirements for audio network in various 
applications (source: Sonic Solutions) 

sharing between individual local sys-
tems ( Fig. 4). In effect, each desktop 
becomes a file server. Office nets 
often combine the two approaches, 
with critical databases stored cen-
trally and open sharing of locally 
maintained files. 

Digital audio networks are likely 
to emphasize a distributed approach 
for two reasons. First, the usage pat-
terns and "half-life" of audio data are 
different from those of business data. 
Usually the materials of a production 
project are in use for a period of 
days or, at most, weeks. There are 
exceptions, such as sound effects li-
braries, but the bulk of materials are 
more transient. This makes it conve-
nient to perform loading and off-
loading in individual studios rather 
than in a central machine room. 

The other factor that favors dis-
tributed storage is relative network 
bandwidth vs. that of the sound stor-
age devices themselves. FDDI, run-
ning at 100Mbps data rates, has sev-

eral times the transfer rate of SCSI 
(used to connect hard drives and pe-
ripherals) or other commonly used 
interfaces. If materials are stored in a 
single massive collection, overload-
ing could result as multiple users re-
quest source materials from the 
same disk system. By distributing 
storage, clogging is avoided and 
more efficient use is made of net-
work bandwidth. 

For these reasons,it can be ad-
vantageous to implement networks 
as a SCSI-to-FDDI interface. For ex-
ample, each interface card could 
feature two independent SCSI buses 
that connect directly to a worksta-
tion's local bus (or buses, for multi-
channel). The interface card transfers 
data efficiently between the net-
work, the workstation processing 
card and individual SCSI devices. 

Network Manners: FDDI Token 
Ring protocols ensure efficient uti-
lization, but it is quite possible to ex-
ceed transfer capability across the 
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network and easier to exceed the 
transfer rate of the storage devices. 
Having to manage a bandwidth that 
is high but unevenly distributed 
means that high-level protocols and 
conventions need to be used to 
share resources equitably. Such con-
siderations are critical to successful 
operation of a media-oriented net-
work and are completely absent in 
business-oriented systems. 

In the system mentioned above, 
which functions as a SCSI-to-FDDI 
interface, provisions are made for re-
serving bandwidth. If a user selects 
this option, the system automatically 
calculates the peak data bandwidth 
required from the network and indi-
vidual SCSI buses before beginning 
playback or data transfer. If the rate 
required exceeds capability, or if 
that bandwidth is already reserved 
by another user, the operator is 
warned, avoiding the chance of 
audio being interrupted once trans-
fer has begun. 

THE FUTURE 

High-speed networks currently sup-
port transparent sharing of audio 
and non-audio data files, "diskless" 
editing stations and application of 
local processing functions to remote 
sound files. But this is only the be-
ginning of high-performance net-
working for digital media. As high-
performance networks become more 
widespread, both for media and 
other applications, costs will start to 
drop. CDDI promises further savings 
by replacing costly and hard-to-han-
dle optical fiber with shielded or un-
shielded twisted-pair. 

With today's real-time access to 
sound files, we might expect to see 
the introduction of stand-alone file 
servers (including write-once optical 
and CD "jukeboxes") and the ability 
to use and control remotely located 
I/O devices such as CD recorders, 
8mm tape drives and video trans-
ports. Individual systems might also 
be able to gain access to processing 
resources on remote systems. 

Although the use of data compres-
sion for production will probably be 
limited, there are many valid applica-
tions in broadcast and multimedia 
where multiple channels are needed. 

Correctly implemented networks 
should directly support audio trans-
fer at any desired bit rate. Beyond 
FDDI/CDDI, we can expect to see 
proposals for even higher-speed 
networking systems, such as Asyn-
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chronous Transfer Mode, which 
offers rates in the Gbps range. 
ATM opens the possibility of hun-
dreds of users on a single network 
that could span continental dis-
tances. Imagine editing in San 
Francisco from sound on a hard 
disk in New York, together with 
video on a hard disk sitting in L.A. 
Such capabilities will be the reali-
ty for professionals before the end 
of the decade. 

Also on the immediate 
horizon are plans for transparent 
translation ( with sample rate 
conversion and/or data compres-
sion) between audio and video 
file systems, including the Open 
Media Framework standard. ( See 
"From Specifications to Standards: 

OMF and the Path Toward Cross-
Platform Compatibility," p. 80.) 

Non-audio media have the same 
requirements as digital audio for 
high-bandwidth and guaranteed 
transfer. The combination of high-
speed networks with high-grade 
data compression opens the way for 
networking with digital video as well 
as audio. Ultimately, this offers the 
potential to expand into a true mul-
timedia network, supporting the 
needs of a wide range of profession-
al, as well as industrial and even 
consumer, applications for visual 
and audio media. 

Gary Hall is technical support man-
agerfor Sonic Solutions. 
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job when necessary. 
These are all functions taken 

for granted in a regular office 
network. However, many as-
sumptions currently valid for of-
fice LANs are wrong for digital 
audio networks. 

There is an alternative net-
work strategy that achieves the 
required result much more di-
rectly and reliably. Two separate 
structures form a single hybrid 
network, giving multiple users 
access to a central audio storage 
resource for intensive work with-
out compromise or conflict. 
Imagine a system that supports a 
central resource of hard disks, 
optical discs and backup tape 
drives, and which makes them 
available to a number of users 
on request. For the resource as-
signment it uses high-speed, 
point-to-point SCSI interconnects 
in a "star" configuration. A sepa-
rate Ethernet serial network con-
nects all processors in a "ring" 
structure to coordinate and con-
trol activities. 

Such a ring & star hybrid is 
fundamental to fast work flow. If, 
for example, you have a system 
and a total of eight users ( includ-
ing offline backup), this is equiv-
alent to 64 simultaneous chan-
nels, including varispeed of up 
to 150%, with no interaction be-

tween users and no theoretical 
limit to expansion. 

WORK FLOW EFFICIENCY 

Distributing audio and project 
storage resources is simply a 
matter of assigning devices to 
users. Projects may be switched 
from room to room in a matter of 
seconds, sending material from 
auto-conform to the editor, or 
from the editor to the mixer, for 
instance. Working disks can he 
held by the network for tempo-
rary storage of partly completed 
projects. 
When the time comes for tape 

backups, these are managed by 
the network controller directly 
using Exabyte data tape drives. 
The offline backups are handled 
in the machine room and do not 
need to involve the operational 
areas at all. Effectively, the rooms 
have no backup or restore 
downtime and can be scheduled 
to fit the work, not the other way 
around. 

With work flow transfers mea-
sured in seconds, not minutes 
(or hours!), such a topology rep-
resents a big step closer to the 
ideal post-production environ-
ment. 

Mark Yonge is Product Manage,: 
Digital Products, at Solid State 
Logic, based in 04brd, England. 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

by Mr. Bonzai 

LEE HERSCHBERG 
RECORDING AND ENGINEERING AT WARNERS 

l'in listening to the clear sonic sub-
stance of The Pabintti Brothers, a 
1992 album recorded by one of the 
true grandpappies of our audio fam-
ily. It's a tasty bowl of Hawaiian soul 
featuring Ry Cooder, David Lindley 
and Jim Keltner, and engineer Lee 
Herschberg grabbed it out of the air 
and put it on tape. Listen up, you 
young pups! 

Herschherg must be an honorary 
Brother by now—he's been at Warn-
ers since 1966. He gets to take a Pri-
vate Music vacation in Hawaii once 
in a while, but his main job is Direc-
tor of Recording and Engineering, 
which includes the digital archiving 
of the entire Warner library. Hersch-
berg started out in 1956 and routine-
ly engineered major artists and big 
orchestras in countless sessions day 
in and day out. The nice thing here 
is that he has survived with his ears 
and his sensitivity intact, after so 
many years in a tough and some-
times thankless field. 

Prior to his long term at Warner 
Bros., Herschberg drove the console 
for Reprise before the label was pur-
chased from Frank Sinatra. Before 
that he was with Decca/Coral Rec-
ords. His work spans a period in the 
'50s with Bing, Frank, Sammy and Lib-
erace; through the new studio scene 
of the '60s and '70s with artists such 
as James Taylor, Gordon Lightfoot, 
Joni Mitchell and Van Morrison; and on 
through the birth of digital to the ques-
tion marks of today's technology. 

Herschberg and I spoke in the 
deep caverns beneath the handsome 
Warner Bros. fortress in Burbank. 
The library and the archiving is a 
model for any label concerned with 
preserving our musical heritage. The 
studios are a bit funky, lived in, and 
designed for everyday recording la-
bel chores. Herschberg confides that 
he's glad that after Warners unloaded 
Amigo Studios, the company never 
got around to further serious studio 

competition: "Label-owned studios 
have their own special problems, 
such as the artist never wants the la-
bel listening." 
Bonzai: How did it all begin for you? 
Herschberg: I started with Decca/ 
Coral in 1956, down on Melrose, 
which later became Richard Perry's 
old place. We had one studio, and I 
started out transferring radio tran-
scriptions—spent a month in the attic 
doing old Al Jolson recordings. I 
learned about disc cutting and did 

some second engineering. I was 
there from 1956 until 1963. During 
that time I eventually moved up to 
mixing. Just about everybody was on 
Decca in those years: I did a session 
with Louis Armstrong, a few of Les 
Brown's albums, Liberace, and I did 
the first Lawrence Welk stereo album. 
There were so many artists, and those 
were really pretty exciting years. 

From '56 to '63, I must have mixed 
about 300 albums; we'd knock off a 

P11010 MP BONZAI 
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through heaven and hell in pursuit of the perfect sound. From the people who won't be satisfied until you are. 
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The sound/ priceless. 
The cost considerably less. 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

few each week, at least. One of the 
producers I had been working with, 
Sonny Burke, was doing most of the 
Reprise things at that time, and I start-
ed doing those projects. I actually got 
hired full time at Warner Bros. in 1966, 
and I've been with them ever since. 
Ronzal: You go way back with dig-
ital, don't you? 
Herschberg: Yes, when we owned 
Amigo Studios, we had one of the 
very first 3M DMS [Digital Mastering 
System] transports. I believe it was 
1979; we had a 32-track and a 4-
track. Amigo was originally Snuff Gar-
rett's demo studio, and then Warner 
Bros. bought his publishing compa-
ny and acquired the studio as well. 
Bonzai: Who made the decision to 
go digital? 
Herschberg: I think 3M urged us to 
try the system, because we had 3M 
analog machines. They knew we were 
working with a lot of big-name artists. 
Bonzai: How has the sound changed 
since those early digital days? 
Herschberg: All I ever wanted from 
a tape machine was to give me back 
what I put into it. The 32-track 3M is 
probably the best-sounding tape ma-
chine I have ever heard, in terms of 
transparency. It made a big differ-
ence when you started doing over-
dubs. Basically, if you would do a 
track analog, play back, and start 
doing overdubs you had the tenden-
cy to want to add a little EQ to your 
tracks, because they didn't sound 
quite as bright as they did going in. 
Digital never had that problem. I al-
ways liked it, because you could re-
ally relate to what you had and fit 
the new pieces—the overdubs—on-
to it better. 
Bonze: If this machine sounded so 
good, why did the system fail? 
Herschberg: I don't think it failed. I 
think 3M is in the tape business, and 
that's what they were looking for. 
They didn't want to go into tape ma-
chine manufacturing. It was a plat-
form for developing new types of 
tape, I believe. The 3M digital ma-
chines were excellent, and we also 
had a full complement of analog 3M 
24-tracks, 4-tracks, 2-tracks. 
Bonzai: Weren't you the engineer on 
the first digital multitrack album? 
Herschberg: Yes, Ry Cooder's Bop 
'Ti! You Drop. They called it the first 
multitrack digital rock 'n' roll record. 
I'm sure Ry is cringing at the thought 
of that even today [Laughs]. He liked 

It, ) et he became one of the first 
non-digital fans, really. 

There are many people, still today, 
that like the enhancement that ana-
log gives to tape. It kind of softens 
the bottom, takes the hard edge off 
things. You go all digital and mix to 
analog 2-track—that seems to be 
what a lot of people prefer today. I 
lean in that direction myself, al-
though I've done a lot of projects 
that were all-digital, mixed to a DAT 
which you can throw into the com-
puter and use for all your editing. 
That's very, very handy—to walk out 
of a studio with all of your mixes on 
one or two little tapes in your shirt 

We used to say, "Wouldn't 

it be nice to have tape that 

would take more level and 

be quieter?" Now that we're 

digital it's, "Wouldn't it be 

wonderful if this wasn't 

so harsh-sounding?" 

pocket is a real pleasure. It used to 
mean lugging armloads, carloads of 
tapes around. 
Bonzai: Can you recall other early 
digital projects you were involved in? 
Herschberg: We did a lot of inter-
esting work: the first Yellowjackets 
album, some digital recordings with 
Paul Simon, Clapton. 
Bonzai: How long did you hang in 
there with the 3M digital system? 
Herschberg: We had it and used it 
until we sold Amigo Studios seven or 
eight years ago. Christopher Cross 
did his first album on that 32-track. 
We rented it out quite a bit. Up until 
the sale, that machine was in full-
time use. In the early days, the edit-
ing process was very difficult—near-
ly impossible at times. 
Bonze: How extensive is the digital 
setup here at Warner Bros. today? 
Herschberg: Well, basically all of 
our masters are in the 4-inch [Sony] 
PCM-1630 format. All of the masters 
in our library come in that way. An 
artist, wherever he is working in the 

world, will go to a mastering studio 
and send us the finished %-inch [U-
Matic] digital tape. From that, we 
manufacture everything for our li-
censees all over the world, do all our 
singles editing, do all of our promo-
tional CDs for radio stations. Every-
thing is generated from that 1630 
tape originally prepared at a master-
ing studio. 
Ronzal: Sounds like a pretty big job. 
Are you responsible for all of this? 
Herschberg: All of the production 
engineering, yes. And last year I 
would estimate that we did about 
85,000 real-time cassettes. We make 
cassette copies for people who are 
reviewing albums, for liner notes, for 
radio stations, for all of our licensees 
worldwide. We send them a cassette 
of every piece of product, and they 
decide if they want to release it in 
their region. 
Ronzal: So, you get to listen to and 
evaluate work from recording stu-
dios all over the world? 
Herschberg: All the time. And you 
talk about the quality of recordings 
today—well, the music is not as 
pleasing to the ear as it was ten or 15 
years ago. Sonically, it's tougher to 
listen to things. In the days of 45rpm 
disc mastering, the battle raged over 
who could get the most level on a 
record single. Your record had to 
sound as loud as anyone else's. 

The limit was that the grooves 
couldn't cross over each other and 
the thing had to track when it played. 
But now you don't have a problem 
with a CD or a DAT. Everything can 
be at full level, and A.\ all digital com-
pression/limiting, records are consis-
tent—you don't find any louder or 
softer. They're all very compressed, 
very tough and really an assault on 
your ears. Everything is full level, 
very loud. 

It's the same battle today: If you 
mix an album that has a lot of dy-
namics and you play it against a rap 
record or the grunge bands, you're 
just not going to hear the one that has 
the big ups and downs in dynamics. 
Ronzal: Many engineers prefer ana-
log for certain aspects of recording 
and digital for others. What are your 
preferences? 
Herschberg: Sonics aside, a digital 
machine really eliminates all the 
problems of analog machines. You 
don't have tape print-through, wow, 
flutter, bleed through the sync head 
between adjacent tracks. With digit-
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FROM SPECIFICATIONS TO STANDARDS 

°ME" 
AND THE PATH TOWARD 

CROSS-PLATFORM 
COMPATIBILITY 

by 

Ted Pine 

ith apologies 
to Professor 'Enry Iggins, why 
can't a disk be more like a 
tape? After all, analog 24-track 
is eminently portable, offers 
instant backup and provides 
near-universal compatibility. 
When, oh when, will it be 
possible to swap digital data 
with the convenience and ease 
of analog? 

At this year's National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters con-
vention in Las Vegas, the 
dream came one step closer to 
reality as a group of multime-
dia, video and audio manufac-
turers including Sonic Solu-
tions, Alias Research, OptIm-
age, Philips and Chyron de-
monstrated the ability of di-
verse applications to read, 
write and exchange data files 
using the Avid Technology-
sponsored Open Media Frame-
work Interchange format. 
OMF Interchange has been 

developed as a "super-stand-
ard," a common container for 
all types of digital production 
data, including EDI-s, digitized 
media (such as audio, video 
and still images) and project 
information. (See "The Byte 
Beat," September '92.) The 
OMFI format includes a file 
header that alerts production 
equipment as to what kind of 
data to expect within a data-
stream, so that each device 
can choose to use, ignore or 
translate what's coming. 

So far more than 100 ven-
dors across a wide spectrum 
of industries have agreed to 
participate as OMF partners, 
including such prominent 
high-technology companies as 
Apple Computer, Silicon 
Graphics and Intel, and lead-
ing audio manufacturers such 
as SSL, Digidesign and Roland. 
What remains to be seen is 
how many incorporate the 
standard—and how quickly. 

Perhaps the biggest obsta-
cle to widespread OMF Inter-
change acceptance is not de-

velopment time, hut compet-
ing companies' natural wari-
ness about collaboration. Says 
Avid product manager Dave 
Grandin, "Every time I talk to 
a partner, I know that some-
where in the back of their 
mind they're thinking, ' I'm 
talking to Avid.' There's a lack 
of trust that needs to be over-
come, and I think the hest 
way to do this is to show that 
OMF works and adds value 
for end-users. 

"Our intent was simply to 
do something in a timely fash-
ion to meet customers' 
needs," he adds. "Once we've 
gotten OMF Interchange to a 
point where it has some ma-
turity and is proven to work, 
we'll be happy to hand it off. 
For example, we've submitted 
the specification to the Inter-
national Multimedia Associa-
tion and offered it to SMPTE, 
and if it were adopted as a 
recommended practice we 
would probably work to put 
it under the umbrella of one 
of those organizations." 
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A Selective Guide to 
Cross- Industry Standards Initiatives 
In simpler times, audio standards were created by audio 
professionals. In the age of multimedia and converging 
industries, audio standards are being created by com-
puter manufacturers, phone companies, cable operators 
and a host of others. Many are designed for specific 
niche-oriented applications, but no one knows which 

might cross over and affect professional production. 
Keep in mind that all standards aren't created equal. 

Some are created by manufacturers, some by commit-
tee, and some are created by actual standards organiza-
tions themselves. Those created by actual standards and 
professional organizations are available for use by any 
and all; manufacturers' standards, however, may involve 
a licensing fee or other royalty arrangement, as is the 
case with MPEG. With that in mind, here are a few 
standards initiatives to keep an eye on: 

STANDARD ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION STATUS 

AIFF-C Apple File interchange format for compressed and uncompressed n-bit audio pri- Widely used 
madly used by Motorola processor-based systems; supported under OMF 

Bento Apple Container file format used in OMF format that allows applications to 
work with unfamiliar file types 

1992 

OMF Avid Specifies interchange file formats for EDL, digitized content (audio, 
graphics & video) 

Implemented by Avid 
and Sonic Solutions; 
Version 1.0 
document available 
to general public 
from Avid 

1419 ODA CCITT General framework for specifying audio files, including sample rate, bits Pending 
per sample and compression type, for Telecom applications 

"3X Proposal" ECMA Proposed standard for 2GB magneto-optical disc Fall 1993 

ECMA 184 ECMA/ISO Standard for 1.3GB magneto-optical disc 1993 

Recommended IMA 
Practices for 
Interchanging Digital 
Audio Streams 

CCITT Draft 
Recommendation 
1.419 ODA/ISO/IEC 
8613-9.2 

Defines set of interchange formats including 8, 11.025, 22.05 and 1992 
44.1kHz formats compressed and uncompressed; defines 4-bit ADPCM 
compression algorithm based upon Intel's DVI algorithm 

ITU-TSS/ISO/IEC Specifies a general-purpose audio content architecture for describing 
audio files within documents independent of media or computer plat-
form, including sample rate, bits per sample and compression type 

Spring 1994 

.WAV Microsoft File interchange format for uncompressed 8-, 12- and 16-bit audio, pri- Widely Used 
madly used with Intel processor-based systems; supported under OMF 

SMPTE 12M For SMPTE 
Television, Audio and 
Film—Time and 
Control Code 

Revised specification to make use of user bits easier and to provide for Revised 1992 
alternative applications, such as working with film edge numbers 

SMPTE 258M SMPTE/ANSI 
Television—Transfer of 
Edit Decision Lists 

Describes expanded EDL format for 99 audio channels, including level 
and grouping data 

Working Group on 
Ancillary Data 

1993 

SMPTE Formatting AES/EBU audio and auxiliary data into serial digital video an-
cillary data space; audio frame sequencing for switching video signals 
with embedded audio and audio clock recovery 

Working Group 
on Digital Audio 
Interfaces 

SMPTE Specifying BNC coaxial cable interface for AES/EBU audio; revising RP-
155 audio levels for D1 and D2 machines, minimum levels in AES/EBU 
channel status. 

Early 1994 

Working Group on SMPTE 
Digital Control 

Developing communications scheme as a "superset" of ESBus for 
Ethernet 

Late 1993 or 
Early 1994 

MPEG-1 Sony/Philips Specifies video and audio compression standards for storage and trans- Late 1993 
mission in recording, broadcast and Telecom applications 
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MULTIPLICITY OF MEDIA 
The scope of OMF Interchange is fo-
cused on standardizing file formats 
and interchanging digital media. 
Thus, OMFI specifies neither certain 
recording media, nor a universal fil-

The Proliferation of 
Compression Formats 

ing system. 
According to Grandin, "It was de-

cided at last October's partners' meet-
ing to concentrate on what was deter-
mined to be the most pressing need— 
file exchange. As far as a standard fil-

ing system goes, that's more of a 
mainstream computer industry issue, 
and we will likely leave that to stand-
ards organizations to address." 

There is already plenty of stand-
ardization activity going on in the 

As an open standard, At id's Open 
Media Framework Interchange for-
mat has been designed to accom-
modate future extensions easily. 
One of the first areas of extension 
is likely to be audio compression. 
OMF does not currently specify any 
compression formats, but with the 
growing success of systems such as 
Studer's Dyaxis II, which offer op-
tional AC-2 encoding and decod-
ing, and the potential adoption of 
MUSICAM Layer II as a worldwide 
digital broadcast standard, the need 
to accommodate compressed audio 
data may be imminent. 

According to OMF product man-
ager Dave Grandin, "There is a pro-
vision for dealing with compression 
in the future. In the header area we 
can tag the datastream with the 
type of compression that's been 
used, encapsulate the compression 
tables that will let you decode the 
datastream, plus keep track of how 
many times the data has been com-
pressed and decompressed." 

The concept of maintaining a 
file history may be of particular im-
portance, as more and more com-
pression types are put into use. 
(For more on data compression, 
see "Insider Audio," p. 18) 

It's not known how these vari-
ous algorithms will interact with 
one another when a file is com-
pressed and decompressed multi-

ple times. Without some sort of 
flagging scheme, a user may un-
knowingly end up with a pox of 
digital hash and distortion. 

In the foreseeable future, stand-
ardization of one or more com-
pression types seems unlikely, as 
different algorithms become adopt-
ed for different niches. But the idea 
of "transcoding" (converting be-
tween different encoding types 
without a decompression and com-
pression generation) is appealing, 
according to David Haynes, Studer 
Editech's VP of engineering. "I 
think that it is an exceedingly diffi-
cult problem to solve," he con-
cedes. "The amount of time and re-
sources that it would take to do it 
would not be recoupable by most 
companies." 

YOUR ONE-STOP MUSIC TECHNOLOGY SOURCE 
For over 12 years, Sweetwater Sound has 

been dedicated to providing musicians with 
the very latest technological breakthroughs at 
affordable prices. From synths and samplers 
to multitrack recorders and mixing consoles, 
Sweetwater has everything you need to make 
your dream MIDI system or home recording 
studio a reality. Isn't it about time you found 
out why musicians and engineers around the 
world have come to depend on Sweetwater 
for all their equipment needs? 

KORG 
Roland 
cl ¡gidigri 

TASCAM 

Whether you're a 
first-time buyer or a 
seasoned pro look-
ing to upgrade your 
gear, Sweetwater 
sells products from 
over 80 of the hest 
names in the busi-
ness and our prices 
are so low, you won't 
have to take a sec-
ond job just to start 

making music! With a sales staff that's the most 
knowledgeable in the industry and a factory 
authorized service center on premises, you 
have to ask yourself: why go anywhere else? 

Opcodc • 'lark of the Unicorn • AKAI • Sony 
Digidesign • Ramsa • Passport • TOA • AKG 

Panasonic • Digitech • 1nVision • Nakamichi • JBL 
Mackie • BBE • lexicon • Carver • Coda • Rane 
Fastex Recording • JLCooper • Dynatek • Stewart 
Soundcraft • TAC/Amek • KAT • Crown • Anatek 

Furman • Oberheim • Tannoy • Juice Goose 
Tech 21 • 3M. Ampex & Denon Tape 

Macintosh. IBM and Atari MIDI software & interfaces 
OTHER MAJOR BRANDS TOO! HUGE 1N-SPORE NVEN1ORY! 

Our exclusive guarantee: 
"If you don't like it, we'll take 
it back — with no hassles!" 

NO SALES TAX (except IN) 
VISA•MasterCard•Discover 

AMEX•COD•Trades 

twater 
SOUND INC' 

CONFUSED? WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? CALL US FOR FRIENDLY, FREE ADVICE AND GREAT PRICES! 
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Discover a digital recording universe. 

There is a wonderful place where the 

powers of digital recording exist in harmony with 

the powers of digital mixing You are there. 

You have found the DMR8. Yamaha:s self-

contained, full-featured digital mixer 

and multi-track recorder. At last, 

recording, overdubbing and 

mixdown can take place 

without ever departing the 

digital realm. 

The DMR8 gives 

you real-time automation 

of all mixer parameters. 

The recorder, the mixer 

and internal effects can be 

controlled with perfect 

repeatability and precision. 

The mixer provides digital 

processing with up to 32 bit 

resolution. And the eight-track 

recorder stores an astounding Figure A. 

20 bits of digital audio data on 

tape. The resulting dynamic range 

27.7e27.x10 in. 

is 16 times greater than that of compact disc. 

On board synchronization allows the 

system to be expanded to 24 tracks with the 

addition of our DRU8, eight-track recorders. Or it 

can be synced to external recorders 

and video equipment. The 

DMR8 allows unlimited track 

combining with no audible 

signal degradation. And 

Moving Fader Automa-

tion is one of the features 

that are, frankly, too 

numerous to mention here. 

The DMR8 is 

flawlessly integrated, trans-

portable unit and the sound 

quality it offers is unequaled. 

Call Yamaha at 1-800-

395-1313, ext. 100 and ask 

them for more information 

about the DMR8. Tell them 

you have made quite a discovery. YAMAHA® 
g> g gmr2 Yamaha g.:ggggpor..... Agggerk., Pgafn•ional Digital Product. P.O Bugg 6600. Burn. Park. Celikm•• 90627.mm g 714)522,011 

THE YAMAHA DIGITAL MIXER/ 20- BIT RECORDER 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



area of magneto-optical disc tech-
nology. For example, late last year 
the European Communications Man-
ufacturers Association approved two 
different proposals, for 1GB and 
1.3GB magneto-optical standards. 
Both are backward-compatible with 
the older 640MB ISO standard, al-
lowing smaller-format disks to be 
played on the newer drives as well 
as the ability to format new disks at 
lesser capacities when required. (See 
"The Byte Beat," p. 58) 

Others are looking beyond phys-
ical media to networking in order to 
solve the interchangeability problem. 
For example, Sonic Solutions, which 
has integrated OMF support through-
out its product line, showed a new 
version of its SonicNet FDDI net-
work at NAB, named MediaNet. De-
signed to work with any Macintosh-
compatible multimedia application, 
MediaNet was used at NAB to link 
Sonic Solutions' booth in the audio 
hall with the two Avid booths in the 
video and multimedia halls. 

According to Sonic Solutions 
president Bob Dorris, "MediaNet in-
corporates our Media Optimized File 
System tuned at a low level for high-

ly efficient storage and retrieval of 
typical multimedia data. Yet on the 
desktop it presents itself as a stand-
ard Mac HFS file device, like a flop-
py or hard disk. Since OMF is pri-
marily an interchange standard, this 
does not affect the kinds of storage 
and retrieval and networking strate-
gies that you can adopt for reasons 
of speed, efficiency and capability. 
We envision a world where transla-
tion between MediaNet and other 
networks occurs on the fly—where 
the user just sees the data and doesn't 
need to know much about what's 
happening in between." (For more 
on audio networking, see "Design-
ing a High-Performance Network for 
Digital Audio" p. 66.) 

OF EDLS AND AUTOMATION 
There is no guarantee, ot course, that 
any standard, however worthy, will 
be adopted. For example, in 1991, 
the SMPTE Working Group on Edit-
ing Procedures issued the first draft 
of SMPTE 258M "Standard for Trans-
fer of Edit Decision Lists." This spec-
ification, which has now been rati-
fied by ANSI, described a data format 
for an expanded EDL that includes 

up to 99 audio tracks, specifying sub-
groups, track levels and levels with-
in groups, and permits subframe 
editing down to the sample. 

There are also provisions for deal-
ing with varispeed, resolving be-
tween frame rates, and capturing 
user-definable effects data. Although 
the standard offers significant new 
functionality for use with consoles 
and workstations, to date it has not 
been incorporated into any stand-
alone audio product. 

Committee chair Oliver Morgan 
speculates that this hesitancy is due 
to the SMPTE imprimatur itself. "I 
think it is regarded as a video indus-
try standard, rather than an audio in-
dustry standard, because of SMPTE's 
position. But it was absolutely de-
signed with the audio industry in 
mind. I spent a long time making 
sure we had real consensus with all 
involved in the process." 

The progress of standards initia-
tives can be agonizingly slow at 
times. For example, in 1985 George 
Massenburg, president of GML, con-
vened a working group at the spring 
AES convention to discuss a stand-
ard for the interchange of console 

17.1(1-uïtl. -11'i gn•—reeee--heeeen newly developed RCS Series 
loudspeaker enclosures are indee( 

an investment in sound. These enclo-
sures are offered in a wide variety of 
configurations, allowing for a system 
design that will insure accurate 
reproduction of your specific sound 
requirements. Our components have 
been carefully utilized to produce the 
best combination of efficiency, frequenc 
response, and power handling in each 
model's respective price range. This 
performance, combined with our three 
year warranty, provides the means for 
a sound investment! 

ROSS \ Ross Systems 
/SYS T EMS A Division of MC • P.O. Box 2344 • Ft. Worth, TX 76113-2344 • 817-336-5114 

I 

•Trapezoidal cabinet design allows 
easy configuration of speaker arrays. 

*Rugged black carpet covering 

•CNC punched steel perforated grill 

'High power internal crossover 
assemblies 

•Biampable three way systems 

*Edge wound high-performance RCS 
transducers 



LEXICON'S TWO FOR ONE DEAL IT'S A SNAP 
HE 300 DIGITAL EFFECTS SYSTEM: Now WITH MIRE EFFECTS AND MOTE FUNCTIONS 

Version 3.0 software for the industry acclaimed' 300 Digital Effects 

system gives you the power of two machin .'s within a single mainframe. The 
300 is the most versatile and inspiring effects processor in its price class. Ifs the 

only one to combine comprehensive time .. ode 
ffects automation, Dynamic MIDI'', indispensable 

digital interfacing (AES/EBU/SPDIt')and world 

.espected Lexicon sound. 
Our new 3.0 upgrade multiplies the power-

ul features of the 300— the latest product in a 
leralded range of processors that improve through 
where updates. New "Split" and "Cascide" 
configurations now permit versatile dual-proi ess-
ing modes. We've added five new algorithrr s to 

further extend the 300's incredible array of u eful 
sound effects— all with the same brilliant sound quality you would expect. And 

— as if this wasn't enough — our 3.0 update also includes MID. time code, the 
ability to automate parameter glides through time code and more. 

HIGITAL 
RIGHT 

Lei° engineers all over the world rely on the 300 for the finest reverb 
and amience prog-am; iva.lae e. Many mastering engineers also depend cri 
the 300's powerful Steleo nasterine algoridun for precise level, balance and 

equalization in le digital domain. And for rigor-
(1115 post-induction engineering tasks, tie built-
iii SMPTE time rode reader and 50 cue [DI are 

For ever 20 years, audio professionals haee 

relied on fie Alper) quality and control of lexicon 
DigdalEllett. Pinol essors. So much so that today, 
80% of Ihe mos: successful productions a.e 
processed with 3 - exicon. 

II you're ae user, contact us on how to get 

30 pefornece—and extend the return on your 

investment. 'if you're dierested more powefful processing, consider tie 
advanteoes of offering the renotyred Lezkon :ickind in your facility — and he 

latest improve -nerds on an é lready brillianq machine. 
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DIGITAL 
EVOLUTION 

Technology evolves. The market develops. DIC Digital excels. 

As one of the original suppliers of DAT tape to the professional, DIC Digital 
- recognized industry demands. As a result, we were 

the first DAT supplier to offer a truly professional 
DAT cassette. 

Once again DIC Digital is leading the way 
by introducing recordable CD's. Our discs 
are fully compatible and bear the " com-

pact disc- logo. DIC Digital's CD- R's are 
readily available in 18, 63 and 74 minute lengths. 

Call today for the name of your nearest DIC Digital 
dealer. 

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND 

/ 0/67TRL" 
222 Bridge Plaza South, Fort Lee, NJ 07024 

Phone: 201-224-9344 or 1-800-328-1342. Fax: 201-224-9363 

USE RE4DER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



automation data. Despite initial par-
ticipation from many of the major 
manufacturers, interest in the initia-
tive dwindled to GML and Otan. 
Nevertheless, over the past three 
years, the two companies have work-
ed on a high-level exchange lan-
guage called MXF, which allows 
conversion to and from either sys-
tem's proprietary data formats and is 
able to translate data for fader moves, 
grouping controls and mutes with 
bit-level accuracy. 

According to Massenburg, "Faders 
and mutes are easy. What's more dif-
ficult is translating data between 
continuous and event-based au-
tomation systems, or describing dif-
ferences between various DSP proc-
esses, such as IIR equalization vs. 
FIR. Different manufacturers would 
most certainly have different ranges 
for some controls, not to mention 
the 'odd control.' So we've tried to 
broaden and generalize the specifi-
cation so that each manufacturer will 
at least be able to see exactly what 
was intended in the foreign data to 
be translated, to know exactly how 
to interpret it and be able to choose 
how best to implement it." 

THE FUTURE OF STANDARDS 

Whether created by committee or by 
a manufacturer, standards come into 
being only when the end-user mar-
ket both demands and embraces 
them. To foster demand for OMF In-
terchange, Avid has announced a 
new program called "OMF Spon-
sors," for facilities that want to put 
OMF to use. There is also a hotline, 
(800) 949-OMFL to handle all those 
hard-to-answer compatibility ques-
tions that you just can't bring up 
around your loved ones. 

In Massenburg's view, the market 
must vote for standards with its col-
lective pocketbook. "What it's really 
going to take to achieve true stand-
ardization is for the customer to start 
saying, 'I won't buy your system until 
you can share data.' You simply have 
to look at other areas of technology, 
like personal computers, for example. 
You see things like word processors 
being able to share fonts over multi-
ple platforms easily and painlessly. 
What if you had to redo the look and 
feel of the document every time you 
switched computers? Similarly, you 
should be able to listen to that origi-
nal monitor mix across platforms. It 
has to happen. The industry won't 
move ahead till it does." 

You 
Can 

take 
it 
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Call us at 800 4 SPARKY for more information. 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA 

408.423.9361 •x408•423.7324 
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RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

All Major Brands— 

FOR STUDIOS/HOMES 
CHURCHES/CLUBS 
• Reel to Reel Decks (2-4-8-16-24 Track) 
• Cassette Decks • Mixing Boards 
• Mikes • Studio Monitor Speakers 
• Special Effects Units Accessories 

TASCAM 

• VOLUME DEALER 
• NEW & USED 
• E-Z TERMS 
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
• PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 

Cali for pricing information. 

RHYTHM CITY 
1485 NE Expressway 

Atlanta, Georgia, 30329 
1-404-320-SALE • 1-404-320-7253 

Special Pricing tor Package Systems. 
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THE OPERATOR 

by Chris Stone 

THE GLOBAL 
RECORDING VILLAGE 
OR, AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DOLLARS 

o, your studio wants to control a proj-
ect that requires a vocal from Syd-
ney, Australia, a guitar overdub from 
Nashville, a string section from L.A., 
and the client wants all this with pic-
ture. And you are located in Seattle. 
What to do? Simple. In these days of 
digital everything, you either call Pa-
cific Bell or another telephone com-
pany, or better yet, call EDnet, the 
Entertainment Digital Network. That's 
all it takes today to put all of this to-
gether. Tomorrow, it will be taken for 
granted that your studio, anywhere in 
the world, will offer this service. 
Tom Kobayashi, CEO of EDnet 

and former chief of Slçywalker Sound, 
announced at April's NAB convention 
in Las Vegas that EDnet had com-
pleted its merger with Digital Patch 

OPERATOR TIP OF THE MONTH: 

Check out long-distance audio trans-

mission. The digital network concept 

is now a reality and could be just 

what you need. It makes sense, is al-

most reasonably priced and provides 

additional value through cost savings 

to your client, which can bring you 

additional profit. 

Systems Inc. in order to provide the 
two hest systems available today, 
from a single source. Another source 
is the telephone company, which 
demonstrated its prowess at TEXPO 
in San Francisco in early April, with 
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital 
Network), which is compatible with 
switched 56 service, offered today by 
both Pac Bell and GTE. EDnet also uses 

these telephone company facilities. 
Now for some background. A 

group of studios from around the 
country got together in 1988, says 
Dave Porter of Music Annex in San 
Francisco, "to offer a real-time service 
to our clients where sessions were 
transmitted via satellite between our 
respective cities. This was the begin-
ning of the idea for EDnet and Digit-
al Patch. The object was the time and 
money saved by not having the talent 
travel great distances to do a short 
voice-over. Because it was so expen-
sive, it was reserved for special situa-
tions, emergencies or very expensive 
talent. Today, the producer has the 
opportunity, because of reduced cost, 
to direct the talent and get the right 
performance in real time from almost 
anywhere. We believe in the concept 
of a global recording community, and 
that the days of sending or receiving 
tapes by FedEx are over." 

Like most innovations in our in-
-CON77NUED ON PAGE (X) 

ILLUSTRATION MICHAEL BARTALOS 
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Q
uite often we need to send 
digital materials from one 
part of the world to another. 
One solution might be to off-

load the sound files to a Data DAT, 
Exabyte or MO cartridge, affix some 
stamps, and entrust your package 
to the U.S. Postal Service, Federal 
Express or equivalent. 

Sometimes we need to have 
such audio materials reach their 
destination instantly, either be-
cause the deadline has passed, or 
maybe to let a client audition your 
musical selections. Alternatively, 
the end product might he scheduled for broadcast in 
just a short period of time, or even to be aired live. 

For these and other applications, there now exists 
a technique for using dial-up data lines to carry digit-
ized data around the world. Most local telephone car-
riers now can provide users with access to Switched-
56 or Integrated Services Digital Network lines. Of 
course, dedicated Ti, Fractional-Tl and DS3-compat-
ible lines have existed for several years; however, such 
permanent connections tend to be expensive to install 
and costly to operate. Switched-56 or ISDN connec-
tions, on the other hand, are easy to install and, be-
cause you only pay for the time you're connected to a 
selected destination, represent a far more cost-effec-

Digital 
Telephone 
Networks 

Increased Applications 
for Music, Broadcast, 

Audio Production and 
Other Industries. 

Write or Call 
for FREE 
CATALOG 

USA & Canada 
1-800-331-3191 

NYC Area: 516-678-4414 
FAX: 516-678-8959 

SHIPPED FROM STOCK 
• PRICED RIGHT* 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

tive solution for the occasional 
user. 

Switched-56 and ISDN are basi-
cally the same in format: a local 
termination is provided by your 
telephone company, into which 
you can connect your own data 
replay/record system and terminal 
adapter (the latter to convert the 
digital pulses to a series of syn-
chronized tones that can be car-
ried by the dial-up lines). Switched-
56, as the name suggests, provides 
a data throughput of 56 kbps (or 
khaud), while ISDN operates at a 

higher 64kbps rate. 
In the majority of applications, some form of digital 

audio data reduction will be needed for real-time trans-
mission of program material. Currently available com-
pression systems include Audio Processing Technology's 
apt-X100 4:1 coding scheme; Dolby Laboratories' AC-
2 6:1 codec; and a variety of units based on the ISO/ 
MPEG Layer II (MUSICAM) system. For radio-broad-
cast or speech-only applications, we might use carr 
G.711 (3.5kHz bandwidth) or G.722 (7 kHz) systems. 

Let's take a look at some typical numbers. A mono 
narration track for a radio commercial might be digit-
ized at a 16kHz sample rate. (After all, why use a high-

-CON77NUED ON NEXT PAGE 

Distributors of 3M Professional Audio & Video Products 
Including: 111 ALL ANALOG & DIGITAL MASTERING TAPE O ALL ACCESSORY ITEMS 

D ALL FORMATS OF NV TAPE REELS, BOXES & FLANGES 

R-DATS & EVERY PACKAGED CASSETTE D LOGGING TAPE & MAG FILM 

VISA ' mc.R ALL HARD TO GET AN PRODUCTS D LEADER & SPLICING TAPE, ETC. 

Burlington Audio / Video Tapes, Inc. 

106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 
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THE OPERATOR 

—CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

er value when there's probably little energy in the 
audio spectrum above approximately 7 to 8 kHz?) At 
16-bit resolution, the digitized signal will produce 
16,000x16 or 256 kbps; passing this signal through a 4:1 
digital compression system results in a 64kbaud signal 
capable of being sent anywhere in the world via ISDN. 
(The same mathematics can be performed with 
Switched-56 systems at a sampling rate of 14 kHz.) 

For stereo transmissions and higher sampling rates, 
multiple ISDN lines can be synchronized to provide 
data rates as high as, let's say 384 kbaud, which could 
carry two channels of 48kHz data-compressed audio. 

Alternatively, if Switched-56 or ISDN lines are un-

available (or too expensive), it is also possible to use 
conventional high-speed data modems to carry digi-
tized audio. Consider a pair of hard disk-based systems 
connected together via modems and standard tele-
phone lines. Just as text and graphics files can be sent 
at rates up to 14.4 kbaud using a variety of error-cor-
recting algorithms, so large audio files might be trans-
ferred from one location to another. You'll need to be 
patient, however! At 14.4 kbaud (ignoring for the mo-
ment any error-protection overhead and data com-
pression provided by the modem), it might take as long 
as 100 minutes to send 60 seconds of stereo, 44.1kHz 
data—probably longer. Here, additional APT, Dolby or 
MUSICAM-compatible data compression can reduce 
transfer times by a factor of 4 or 6:1. — Mel Lambert 

Hollywood 
And 

Harris Allied: 
Two Irresistible 

Sources. 

Steve Keating 

A star is born. Meet Steve 
Keating, Harris Allied's Southern 
California regional sales mana-
ger. Steve is no stranger to the 
audio industry. He has been in 
broadcasting since 1966, has 
had extensive experience not 
only in professional audio and 
broadcast RF products, but also 
as an end user. 
Steve will serve the area's 

professional audio and broad-

Ca HARRIS 
ALLIED 

1993 Harris Corp. 

cast market from our newest 
facility located in the CNN 
Building at 6430 Sunset Blvd., 
Suite 1150, Hollywood, CA 
90028. 
The Hollywood office, 

accessible by a toll-free 
telephone number and fax, is 
on direct computer link with 
Harris Allied's product distribu-
tion center. This link provides 
up-to-the-moment placement 
and tracking of orders- most 
of which are shipped within 
24 hours. 

Visit our new Hollywood loca-
tion where you'll find a product 
demonstration studio equipped 
with the latest digital storage 
and editing equipment and 
a variety of new professional 
broadcast and professional 
audio products. Call Steve to 
arrange your personal tour. 
1-800-690-2828 
213-462-6622 
FAX 213-462-8468 
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dustry, digital audio transmission has 
happened so quickly that many of us 
did not even realize it existed, much 
less that it had become economically 
viable. According to Steve Lawson of 
Bad Animals in Seattle, "EDnet sup-
ports up to 12 channels of bidirec-
tional, full-bandwidth communica-
tion, allowing the user to patch the 
full range of audio signals for any 
conceivable application, including 
SMPTE time code, to synchronize 
sessions in different cities. The tech-
nology is making your location, wheth-
er in the next room or 2,000 miles 
away, irrelevant." 

To me, this is the key marketing 
feature of this system, which your 
studio can offer to overcome your 
secondary-market location or one-up 
the competition. Phil Ramone plans 
to use this method to afford New 
York studio players on Gloria Este-
fan's next album, which will be re-
corded in Florida. With the digital 
link, the musicians will play in New 
York to her vocals and other tracks at 
the Florida location! 

So how much does all of this cost, 
and who is going to use this service? 
We spoke with Stewart Sloke, who 
along with Bert Bendis founded Dig-
ital Patch in Hollywood about a year 
ago, then merged with EDnet in April. 

Their system, the "low-priced spread," 
costs a maximum of $ 1,500 to install, 
with monthly maintenance of $400 to 
$475. The system sells time for $30 
per 15-minute segment connection 
anywhere in the U.S., with costs go-
ing down with longer usage. They 
currently have 38 subscribers in the 
U.S., Canada, UK and Australia. 

Pac Tel's Switched Digital Services 
Division representative, Kathie Blan-
kenship, sent us a pitch package of 

CIRCLE .250 ON Ri ABER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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TAPELESS MULTI -TRACK ! 

HARD DRIVE MULTI-TRACK RECORDING IS 
HERE! Creation Technologies introduces as many 
tracks as you want, from 8 to 196. We use IBM 
one- gigabyte transports to deliver 8 tracks 
each, with 23 mintes recording time on 
every channel. That's better than tape! 

And much better than tape is our cost. A twenty-four 
or more track master recorder from Creation 
Technologies costs far less than the Big Brands cost, 
with equal or better performance. In fact, you can 
save enough on our master recorder to buy the 
console T./ ou really wanted — or maybe the Porsche. 

And way better than tape is () Jr endurance. Only 
Creation offers a warranty which stretches the 
envelope that defines the term Professional " We 
offer a a full five years on heiids transports and 
electronics. We can do that because IBM rates these 
transports at more than five years mean time before 
failure. Here's how we compare with other 
Professional, heavy-duty recorders. 

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL RECORDERS 

Brand 

Studer 
Otani 
Sony 
Tascam 
Creation 

Parts 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
5 years 

Labor 

1 year 
1 year 

90 days 
90 days 
5 years 

CREATION TECHNOLOGIES BEGAN in our own 
recording studio. in Vancouver. Today, our primary 
business is the design and manufacture of custom 
hybrid microcircuits for aerospace and industrial 
customers. And now, we have come full circle with 
this technology, and brought it alt back nome to the 
music we love so much. 

We have designed and now manufacture the 
best- sounding DIA and A/D convertors we know of. 
It's easy to make a convertor that measures well 
the lab; but the studio is a whole other thing. It has 
always seemed strange to us that studios were 
wilting :o pay $ 100,000 or more for their digital 
master recorder, and still grapple with the need to 
use outDoard convertors to get the sonic excellence, 
the SOUND they needed. 

Weil no more. The format of the future with the 
sound you need today is coming in September. 
Random Access Digital Audio Recording: RADAR, 
from Creation Technologies. 

400 Brooksbank Avenue 
North Vancouver, B.C., Canada V7J 1G9 
Ti--:lephone: ( 604) 980-6850 1-800-665-4175 
Fax , 604) 980-6711 
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Sound to DI for 

Tech 21 Presents 
the First Bass Direct Box 
with Warmth, Life and Personality. 
Now you can have the convenience of a direct box without having to 
sacrifice the rich sound of a miked bass amp system. With its 
exclusive SansAmp tube amplifier emulation technology, SansAmp 
Bass DI delivers pure, natural, consistent quality sound studio to 
studio, venue to venue. Trimmable internal controls adjust clarity and maDneustirtedurerin 
definition, from crystal clear to grinding grunge. With SansAmp the U.S A. by 

Bass DI, harmonics noticeably jump out. You maintain 
an upfront presence and won't get lost in the mix. Tech 21 

1600 Broadway, NY, NY 10019 
Sounds good on paper? Prepare to be convinced! (212) 315-1116 / Fax: (212) 315-0825 
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WHERE DESKTOP 
DIGITAL DEMONS 

Go 
Roland 

ProAudioVudeo 

am/ 

ei Apple Authorized Reseller 

PRO 
TOOLS 

SoundLink 
Wave Frame DCS 

TAL_ 

SONIC SOLUTIONS 

Video FIX Pro 

THE AUTHORITATIVE SOURCE FOR DESKTOP DIGITAL AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTS 

WASHINGTON 
PROFESSIONAL 

SYSTEMS 
11242 GRANDVIEW AVE. WH EATON, MD 20902 

TEL (301) 942-6800 • FAX (301) 946-3241 

charts that showed the telephone com-
pany looks less expensive but does 
not include the required codec devices 
necessary to compress the audio to 
send it across the telephone lines. 
Fier department recently demonstrat-
ed its system at TEXPO by having art-
ist Graham Nash successfully provide 
a live demonstration from Hawaii to 
the trade show in San Francisco. 

The more sophisticated EDnet 
system offers a T-1 nationwide key-
city fiber-optic link to subscriber stu-
dios, providing them with "Band-
width on Demand!" EDnet says that 
it is "your gateway to hundreds of 
other studios, sound effects libraries, 
editorial suites, client offices, screen-
ing rooms and mastering facilities." 
With 15 U.S. members as of April, 
EDnet's installation package is of-
fered on a three-year lease ranging 
from $350 to $715 per month, plus 
t ime charges of $ 100 per hour for 
two channels of audio, which can be 
synchronized to SMPTE time code. It 
lists ten audio network applications 
and eight video network applications 
that are as sophisticated as you could 
wish for and are also compatible 
with Studer's Dyaxis II workstation, 
Super Mac's Digital Film and the 
Avid Media Composer. 

All of these digital services will be 
available at very reasonable prices in 
the near future. The basic technology 
is now available to the majority of 
studios rather than to the few who 
could afford satellite hookups just a 
few years ago. It is all making the 
world smaller and more accessible to 
all studios, regardless of their geo-
graphical location, which is the back-
bone of the "Global Village" concept. 

It is keeping up with all of the 
available technology—and sensibly 
picking out what is best for you in 
your market and for your clients— 
that keeps you ahead of the compe-
tition. Call all of these companies and 
ask them to send you their promo-
tional literature. They will be happy 
to do so, and you will be the winner 
if it makes sense, makes a profit for 
your company and offers a service 
that keeps your client knowing that 
you are the best source for recording 
requirements. 

Chris Stone, a former studio owner, is 
a pro audio consultant and head of 
the World Studio Group, an interna-
tional studio booking agency. 
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The more we listened 
the better it sounded 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

—CON77NUED FROM PAGE 79 

al, you have total erasure when you 
go over a track, no ghosts of tracks 
past: These are big advantages. 

Sonically, I don't like digital for 
strings. They get a little "grindy" 
sometimes, especially if you have to 
combine tracks or bounce them over 
digital generations. For me, fuzz gui-
tars and strings don't mix when 
they're recorded digitally. Some form 
of distortion occurs, and it gets a bit 
harsh. 
Bonzai: Have we improved since 
the early days of digital? 
Herschberg: I think so, although the 
3M machine is still the best-sounding 
digital machine ever made. We re-
corded at a 50kHz sampling rate. 
The slower the sampling rate, the 
more likely you are to have problems. 
The 3M was a super-clean machine. 
Bonzai: What do you think of the 
newer digital formats? 
Herschberg: I think the system that 
ultimately will win will probably be 
a 20-bit or 24-bit system, perhaps at 
a higher sampling rate, which will 
clean things up quite a bit. Stay in 
the 16-bit realm and you'll have the 
same problems as with any of the 
present-day machines. As you in-
crease the resolution, some of the 
problems will be solved. I've heard 
that Sony is getting ready to intro-
duce their 20-bit or 24-bit magneto-
optical disk system. [The new Sony 
PCM-9000 MO Master Recorder offers 
up to 80 minutes of 20-bit/48kHz 
storage, with onboard editing.] It's a 
big drawback for the CD to be a 44.1 
medium—I think we'll have 20- or 
24-bit CDs that will be much better. 
But that means new players, new 
hardware for the home. 
Bonzai: Does that mean archiving 
the whole Warner Bros. catalog again? 
Herschberg: Probably does. 
Bonzai: Well, why didn't they just 
get it together in the beginning? 
Herschberg: [Laughs] Basically, I 
think the 1630 is on the way out. 
You're not going to be storing things 
on tape anymore. It's going to be 
MO disks, which librarywise, will he 
a big improvement. Space is at a pre-
mium and we have artists who, 
when they finish an album, have 200 
or 300 rolls of tape. We don't have 
the crew, the time or the machinery 
to go through and determine if it's all 
worth keeping. It gets put away, and 
you can imagine how our library is 

growing. It's ridiculous: Someday 
we'll orbit a satellite and put our li-
brary in it; if you need a tape, we'll 
send up a shuttle. 
Bonzai: When will we have a totally 
digital studio? 
Herschberg: I don't know that it 
will ever happen if engineers have 
anything to say about it. There will 
always be some analog thing to a re-
cording. When we were all-analog, 
we used to say, "Wouldn't it be nice 
to have tape that would take more 
level and was quieter? Wouldn't it be 
wonderful to take the noise out of 
tape?" Now that we're digital it's, 
"Wouldn't it be wonderful if this 
wasn't so harsh sounding?" 
Bonzai: With all the product you 
hear, do you have any favorite engi-
neers today? 
Herschberg: Well, it's hard to tell, 
because one engineer handles the 
multitrack, and then you've got the 
remix specialists who are artists in 
their own right. How they do that 
month after month is beyond me. 
The engineers who are there year 
after year? Al Schmidt is still number 
one, and if you listen to things he 
did back in the late '50s, they are still 
incredible today. There are so many 
great engineers, really, like Thorne 
Nogar, Bones Howe, Lowell Frank, 
Val Valentine, Wally Heider—I'd bet-
ter stop or I'd go on and on! 
Bonzai: Any advice for the kids 
coming up? 
Herschberg: Number one, they are 
going to have to be computer ex-
perts. As far as the digital future, I 
don't know. But I do know that com-
puters enable you to do so much 
more than you could before. With 
sampling, sequencing and the multi-
tude of tracks we have—and the 
ability to sort things out with digital 
technology—it's just great. But you 
must have a computer, and the kids 
have to start thinking that way. Qual-
ified second engineers are absolute-
ly necessary in the studio of today 
and tomorrow. 
I was going to retire a few years 

ago, because I thought I had seen it 
all, and then digital editing came 
along and I got interested again. It's 
a lot of fun, and I am enjoying doing 
all that editing once again. If some-
body in the building has a nine-
minute song and they need a four-
minute version they come to me. 
Bonzai: What type of equipment do 
you use for archiving? 
Herschberg: Basically, I use a Sonic 
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For Much Less Than You 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

Solutions as a complete mastering 
system. I still do mastering, which is 
what I started out doing almost 40 
years ago. I'm back to that again, but 
now with a complete automated mas-
tering system and an editor. We use 
it occasionally for audio post for vid-
eos, for editing sound effects and di-
alog to existing 2-track digital mas-
ters, or for removing noises and put-
ting it back onto the multitrack. It 
will interface and lockup via [Time-
Line] Lynx or by any Sony [serial P2] 
protocol with the Y,-inch digital if you 
want to lock to video or 2-track. 
Bonzai: How long will you be hang-
ing around here at Warner Bros.? 
Herschberg: I'm not through yet, 
but I've been here for 27 years, and 
I was actually working on Warner 
projects before that. I figure I've 
done 500 or 600 albums, recorded 
and mixed, and in the last seven or 
eight years I've restored and archived 
another 400. We use the Sonic sys-
tem to take hiss out when necessary, 
but it's actually not very often. I have 
a thing about some of these digital 
programs. When the tape noise is 
taken out, sometimes the life is gone 
as well. Somehow you take some of 
the music or the harmonics along 
with the noise. 

For my money, I want the charac-
ter. It should sound like the original 
2-track mix, maybe a little quieter. 
The original 3- and 4-track masters 
from the '60s still sound incredible, 
but the 2-tracks often haven't held 
up because it seems like we had 
problems in those years with tape. 
Now you can get an incredible amount 
of level on tape, and it doesn't dete-
riorate too badly. Oxide would come 
off or stick to the backing of the pre-
vious layer. We made analog Dolby 
copies of everything in our library 10 
or 12 years ago and are about half-
way through digitally copying every-
thing at this point. 
Bonzai: Are you still active in the re-
c. orcling studio? 
Herschberg: Occasionally. You have 
to sort of throw a chain on me and 
drag me into the studio. I've done 
some independent projects, and I've 
had the luxury of managing my own 
spare time. It's really an ideal situa-
tion. I had a wonderful time last year 
working at Walter Becker's studio on 
Maui. I recorded and mixed The Pa-
hinui Bros. We used one of the near-
ly extinct 3M digital multitracks. 

Bonzai: In your archiving, have you 
come across some of your own old 
tapes? 
Herschberg: Yes, as a matter of fact, 
I started doing Sinatra recordings in 
'65 when Bill Putnam quit mixing. 
Lowell Frank, who was the head of 
engineering for Warner Bros. hired 
me as an assistant. When he gave up 
recording, I wound up inheriting 
Sinatra and the big artists. I went 
back to '65 and some of the first 
things I did with Sinatra, and we've 
reissued practically everything. 
I tried remixing a few things and 

discovered that much of it couldn't 
be done any better. Granted, they 
were from a 4-track to a 2-track ana-
log, and there was a little tape noise, 
but there was just something going 
on at the time with the boards and 
equalizers—I just couldn't touch the 
work that I had clone. If I did, it 
wasn't any better; it was just differ-
ent. If you start second guessing 
what the producer wanted back 
then, you often get into trouble. 
Bonzai: Couldn't there be something 
in that old original that we might 
miss in loo years? 
Herschberg: Sure. And our library 
only goes back to 1958, ' 59. But if 
you look at Columbia and RCA, they 
go way back. Plus, these analog 
tapes really have a great shelf life. 
Meanwhile, I've got digital Y,-inch 
1610 tapes that won't play any-
more—levels weren't good; control 
track levels vary a lot; there's drop-
out and mis-tracking—for one thing 
or another. Analog I can count on; 
with digital, I don't know. And I've 
got an oven in the back for baking 
my old analog tapes. I've been doing 
that for quite some time. 
Bonzai: Baking tapes? 
Herschberg: Yes, sometimes the 
binder that holds the oxide to the 
backing—or something in that for-
mula from tapes in the '70s—has be-
come a gum that comes off on the 
heads of the tape machine and the 
machine will just stop. The only way 
to fix it is to bake it in an oven, and 
it rehardens and reformulates. 
Bonzai: So, after all these years, 
you're still cookin'? 
Herschberg: Absolutely. And if any-
body wants to do a live session with 
a big orchestra, all at once, that's for 
me. That I know how to do. 

Roving editor Mr. Bonzai offers his 
columns in three varieties: baked, 
half-baked and deep-dish. 
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Jon Anderson is one of the most 
innovative of today's leading musi-
cians. Co-creator of the seminal rock 
group Yes, his music has proven 
both popular and on the leading 
edge of musical thought. His current 
project is Power of Silence, an al-
bum for Geffen Records recorded 
primarily at his fully-equipped 
personal studio. 

For this project Jon and his engi-
neer Ron Wasserman used both 
the AT4033 and AT4051 cardioid 
microphones. Both were quite 
impressed by their ease of use. 
Ron Wasserman noted that Jon re-
quired almost no EQ to get exactly 
the sound he wanted, and that 
setup was much faster than with 
other studio microphones. In fact 
he said it almost seemed that the 
AT4033 would "automatically 
adjust" to whatever the situation 
required without "boominess" or 
need for compression. 

This capability fit right in with 
Jon Anderson's desire to work very 

quickly, and to avoid talent 
"burnout" during 

AT4051 

repeated tests and takes. Jon has 
used many vocal mikes in his career, 
but he found the AT4033 remarkably 
clean despite high sound pressure 
levels and noted that "I could really 
get on it!" Ron also remarked on the 
amazing "clarity" and "unbelievably 
clean high end" of the AT4033 com-
pared to his previous favorite 
microphones. 
The microphones were used for 

many tracks inc'uding percussion, 
reeds, harp. accustic guitar, and 
even a Bosendorfer grano piano. It 
was the consistently accurate re-
sponse of the A-T 40-Series micro-
phones to every challenge that 
made them so Lseful to both Jon 
Anderson and Ron Wasserman. 

If you need versatility and un-
usually honest sound in your studio, 

take a page from Jon Anderson's 
studio notebook. Try the remarkable 
Audic-Tec:hnica 4C-Series 
microphones today. Available in 
the U.S. and Canada from 
Audio-Tezinica U.S., Inc., 
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, 
Ohio 44224. Phone (216) 686-2600 
Fax (216) 686-0719. In Canada call 
(800) 258-8552. 
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PREVIEW 

OH DIGITAL PRODUCTS 

SSL OMNIMIX 

Unveiled at NAB '93, the 
Omnimix system from Sol-
id State Logic (U.S. offices 
in NYC) adds advances in 
surround sound technolo-
gy to the Scenaria digital 
audio/video system. The 
system provides dynamic 
pan automation of up to 
32 sources or submixes in 
4-, 5- or 6-channel sur-
round. MotionTracking 
allows precise placement 
and dynamic automation 
of individual or grouped 
audio elements to picture, 
while Spatial Processing 
emulates the fine points 
of spatial audio percep-
tion. Also included are a 
larger control surface with 
additional hard controls, a 
configurable output bus 
structure, simultaneous 
mix output in different 
formats and independent 
panning of mixes. 

APOGEE FORMAT 

CONVERTERS 

Apogee (Santa Monica, 
CA) has introduced two 
products for interfacing 
digital gear with devices 
that don't have AES/EBU 
digital I/O ports. The FC-
PRODIGI converts AES/ 
EBU digital signals to/from 
the PD (Mitsubishi/Otan) 
format; the FC-SDIF is 
used with SDIF-based 
gear, such as Sony's PCM-
1610/1630/3324 machines. 

PRO-BEL 44.1/48KHZ 

CONVERTER 

British digital manufactur-
er Pro-Bel (now with U.S. 
offices in Dunwoody, GA) 
has introduced a 44.1-to-
48kHz sample rate con-
verter. The Model 5023 
(fits into the standard Pro-
Bel 6063 and 6065 card 
frames) converts asyn-
chronous 44.1kHz signals 
(AES/EBU or S/PDIF) to 
the pro digital video stand-
ard of 48 kHz. High-reso-
lution interpolation filter-
ing is used for low-noise 
operation, and 16-, 18- or 
20-bit dithering can be 
introduced, depending on 
word length. 
Circle #228 on Reader Service Card 

LEXICON ALEX 

EFFECTS PROCESSOR 

Lexicon (Waltham, MA) 
has introduced the Alex 
Digital Effects Processor, 
offering digital reverb 
and effects processing in 
a $399, single-rackspace 
unit. Alex has 16 presets 
and three adjustable 
parameters (decay, delay 
and FX level), plus re-
mote control of program 
changes via a simple 
footswitch input jack, 
16 user registers for stor-
ing sounds, '4-inch ster-
eo in and out jacks, and 
a two-character LED 
display. 
Circle #229 on Reader Service Card 

AMS LOGIC 3 

.)1(2111(211,,. Bethel, CT, has 
announced Logic 3, a com-
pact, low-cost (prices begin 
at $60,000) mixing system 
featuring an all-digital sig-
nal path with the same 
quality as the larger Logic 
1 and 2 consoles. Design-
ed for use with the Audio-
File workstation, Logic 3's 
assignable control surface 
has four motorized faders, 
12 Logicator controls and 
a high-res color TFT screen 
for display of all mix func-
tions. The board can be 
configured to provide 4-
band fully parametric EQ, 
filters, dynamics controls 
and insert points in any 
signal path—all with dy-
namic automation. Maxi-
mum console size is 32 
mono (or 16 stereo) inputs, 
with eight mono (or four 
stereo) subgroups and 
four stereo aux sends. 
Circle #230 on Reader Service Card 
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EVENTIDE DSP4000 

ULTRA-HARMONIZER 

Now available from Even-
tide (Little Ferry, NJ) is the 
DSP4000, which provides 
±3-octave pitch shifting, 
up to eight voices (four 
voices with simultaneous 
stereo reverb), delays up 
to ten seconds and an 
effects segue for transitions 
ranging from instantaneous 
to 60 seconds. The DSP4000 
offers AES/EBU digital and 
analog I/O; 32/44.056/44.1/ 
48kHz sampling rates, MIDI 
in/out/thru, PA422 serial 
ports and two footswitch 
inputs. Presets can be 
stored in internal RAM or 
on front-panel plug-in 
cards, which can be used 
with any DSP4000 unit. 
Circle *231 on Reader Service Card 

NVISION DIGITAL 

ROUTING WATCHER 

The NV3064 Series of dig-
ital audio routing switch-
ers from nVision (Nevada 
City, CA) is designed for 
routing either asynchro-
nous digital audio signals 
(AES/EBU) or time code 
signals (conforming to the 
ANSI/SMPTE 12M-1986 
standard). The digital ver-
sion accepts word rates of 
28-54 kHz, which handles 
all current sampling fre-
quencies, even with ±12.5% 
varispeed. The TC version 
provides accurate time 
code interfacing at up to 
100-times normal speed. 
Either device can be slav-
ed to existing router/con-
trol systems, and PC and 
Mac software control 
packages are available. 
Circle *232 on Reader Service Card 

360 SYSTEMS DIGICART/II 

The updated DigiCart I I 
audio recorder from 360 
Systems (Tarzana, CA) 
makes 16-bit stereo 
recordings (in linear 
mode or with Dolby's 
updated AC-2 data reduc-
tion) at 48, 44.1 or 32kHz 
sampling rates, with 16 
preset keys for instant 
replay of selected cuts. 
Storage is provided by a 
hard disk with almost 
two hours of audio 
(three- and eight-hour 
hard disks are also avail-
able) and a Bernoulli 
drive, which utilizes 30-, 
49- or 68-minute discs; up 
to five external hard 
drives can be added for 
40 more hours of audio 
storage. Like a cart ma-
chine, the DigiCart/II 
offers playlisting, stacking 
audio tracks in a variety 
of formats; like a worksta-
tion, it provides a variety 
of editing features for 
tracks and playlists. Three 
different remote control 
units are available. 
Circle *233 on Reader Service Card 

DORROUGH DIGITAL 

AUDIO METERS 

Listing at $850, the 280 
(horizontal) and 380 (ver-
tical) meters from Dor-
rough Electronics (Wood-
land Hills, CA) provide 
2-channel display of 
AES/EBU input. Models 
280/380-D offer a 40dB 
range, while the 280/380-
E have a 60dB range. The 
units provide simultane-
ous display of peak and 
perceived power, selec-
table peak-hold and over-
load indication. Meters 
can be mounted on con-
soles or panels, and they 
fit in standard 1.5-inch 
console openings; 12-24 
VDC external power is 
required. 
Circle *234 on Reader Service Card 

TASCAN CD-901R 

CD RECORDER 

Slated for release later this 
year is the Tae;cam (Mon-
tebello, CA) CD-901R CD 
recorder, priced at $5,999. 
The unit conforms to the 
Orange Book 2 standard, 
recording CDs that can be 
played back Oil any stand-
ard player. The unit has 
AES/EBU (XLR) and S/PDIF 
(RCA) digital I/O, as well 
as XLR balanced analog 
connections and an RCA 
monitor output. Manual 
increment allows up to 99 
tracks per disc, with up to 
99 index marks per track, 
or the track number can 
be incremented automati-
cally frcxn DAT Start IDs, 
PQ codes or when the 
audio level dips beneath 
a set level. Features include 
Track Skip playback, RAM 
buffer for instant start-up, 
remote control and RS422/ 
RS232C serial control port. 
Circle #235 on Reader Service Card 

FOSTEX DAT RECORDER 

itostex (Norwalk, (JA) 
introduces the D-10 DAT 
Master Recorder for broad-
cast, post-production and 
project studio uses. For 
$2,850, the D-10 offers an 
Instant Start feature and 
onboard RAM to eliminate 
preroll and loose cues 
when dropping in effects. 
Also included are an auto-
cue function. selectable 
front-panel display of 
SMPTE time code, a RAM-
and tape-based scrub func-
tion, and a jog shuttle con-
trol, auto-rehearse for pre-
viewing edits and auto-
record fo v microprocessor 
control 43f punch-in/out. 
Analog connections are 
XLR balanced and RCA; 
digital k 0 is AES/EBU 
and IEC: and the unit can 
record material from any 
source, at 44.1 or 48 kHz. 
Circle *236 rin Reader Service Card 
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PREVIEW 

DELUXE SOUND EFFECTS 

Nev from MA Communi-

cations Group (Ft. Laud-
erdale, FL) is Deluxe 
Sound Effects, a general-
purpose sound effects 
library cleared for produc-
tion use and priced at 
$49.98. The five-CD set 
has a total of 412 tracks, 
including household, in-
dustrial, animal, combat, 
transportation, sports, hu-
man and weather sounds, 
as well as longer-length 
effects with various indoor 
and outdoor ambiences. 
Circle #237 on Reader Service Card 

STUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 

STUDIOCOMM 

Designed to provide com-
munications and monitor-
ing functions for digital 
audio workstations, the 
StudioComm Series from 
Studio Technologies (Sko-
kie, IL) is made up of the 
Model 50 Central Controller 
and the Model 51 Control 
Console, plus optional 
portable talent amplifier 
units. The Model 50 con-
tains the electronics for 
seven stereo line inputs, 
two control-room monitor 
outputs, studio monitor-
ing capability, a stereo 
line-level output for dub-
bing and an integral head-
phone system. Switches, 
LEDs and rotary knob 
controls for on-the-spot 
operator action are pro-
vided by the Model 51 
console, as is an integral 
microphone that enables 
talk to studio, talk to 
headphones and slate 
tone with voice audio. 
Circle *238 on Reader Service Card 

HHB CD-R INDEXER 

The CI )1( Indexer from 
HHB (dist. by Indepen-
dent Audio, Portland, ME) 
automatically translates 
Start ID markers on DAT 
cassettes into CD-R track-
increment flags during 
dubbing, eliminating the 
need for manual insertion. 
Digital I/O is AES/EBU, 
or S/PDIF; the unit is 
compatible with CD-R 
hardware from Apex, 
Marantz, Meridian, Micro-
Mega and Studer. 
Circle #239 on Reader Service Card 

FIBER OPTIONS 

312B SERIES 

The 312B Series of trans-
mitters and receivers from 
Fiber Options (Bohemia, 
NY) employ 18-bit delta-
sigma AID processing, a 
sample rate of 48 kHz and 
optical AGC circuitry to 
convert two, four or six 
channels of stereo audio 
to broadcast-quality digital 
signals, which are trans-
mitted over a single optical 
fiber and then recon-
structed without degra-
dation. Transmitters 
include ten-segment 
audio level indicators; 
receivers have two-
color LEDs indicating 
audio level and clip-
ping, plus a level/loss 
LED in case received 
optical power is lost. 
Circle #240 on Reader Service Card 

SONY DIGITAL 

BETACAM VTR 

Announced at NAB are 
Sony's new Digital Beta-
cam VTRs, which provide 
10-bit component serial 
digital recording with sup-
port for the 525-line, 16:9 
aspect-ratio advanced 
television applications. 
‘udio is recorded digital-
ly as four channels of 20-
bit AES/EBU, and video/ 
audio test signal genera-
tors are standard, as are 
Digital Jog Audio and 
audio crossfade capabili-
ties. Four models are avail-
able: the DVW 500 record-
er/player and DVW 510 
player, which use only 
Digital Betacam cassettes, 
and the DVW 500A and 
DVW 510A, which can 
play back both digital and 
analog Betacam cassettes. 
Circle #241 on Reader Service Card 

11) 

VALLEY AUDIO 

SYSTEM 

VALLEY AUDIO 730 

DIGITAL PROCESSOR 

The Model 730 is a new 
digital dynamics proces-
sor from Valley Audio 
(Merriam, KS) that in-
cludes traditional controls 
such as threshold, attack, 
release, ratio and gain, and 
allows for multiple simul-
taneous threshold setpoints 
and segment ratios. The 
single-rackspace 730 op-
erates in MIDI control, 
RS-232/422 or manually 
programmable stereo or 
2-channel modes, and of-
fers 99 storage registers. 
Multiple analog and digit-
al I/O protocols are se-
lectable simultaneously 
(AES/EBU, S/PDIF and 
Toslink optical), and ana-
log and digital inputs can 
be mixed. List price is 
$2,000. 
Circle #242 on Reader Service Card 
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CHIP SHOTS 
SILICON GRAPHICS 

SILICON STUDIO 

A third-quarter release 
was announced for Silicon 
Studio, a video and film 
production solution from 
Silicon Graphics Inc. 
(Mountain View, CA) that 
fuses computer-generated 
graphics, digital video and 
advanced digital audio on 
a general-purpose com-
puter system. A key ele-
ment of the system is the> 
Challenge video server, 
which simplifies collabo-
ration and sharing of 
video resources and can 
store up to 30 hours of 
uncompressed online 
video. Also included in 
the Silicon Studio are 
three new SGI products 
for professional video pro-
duction: the Galileo Video 
adapter for the Indigo; the 
Cosmo Compress JPEG-
compression option for 
the Indigo; and Sirius 
Video, the latest-genera-
tion video solution for SGI 
high-end workstations and 
servers. 
Circle #201 on Reader Service Card 

MUM-

TOUCHVISION SYSTEMS 

DNISION DIGITAL 

VIDEO EDITOR 

TouchVision Systems 
(Chicago, IL) announced 
version 2.11 of D/Vision-
Pro for 386/25MHz IBM 
PCs and compatibles. The 
new software includes 
editing and mixing of six 
channels of CD-rate digital 
audio, importing of Targa 
files for titles and anima-
tion, improved video com-
pression, support for more 

than 60 hours of video, 
output of standard digital 
video files and more digi-
tal video effects. D/Vision-
Pro software is available 
as part of a turnkey sys-
tem that incorporates an 
Intel 386/33MHz and other 
hardware for $ 12,990, or 
separately for $3,950. 
Circle #202 on Reader Service Card 

DATA TRANSLATION 

MEDIA 100 

I )ata Translation (Marl-
4 boro, MA) introduced its 

Media 100 nonlinear 
video production system, 
a hardware and software 
combination that works 
with ordinary Macintosh 
systems to let business 
and creative professionals 
create finished videos. The 
system's video output is 
60 fields and 30 frames/sec-
ond with 4-track CD-quali-
ty audio mixed to stereo. 
It consists of two NuBus 
cards and software and 
was scheduled to be avail-
able later this summer at a 
price of $ 11,995. 
Circle *203 on Reade Service Card 

AWARE AUDIOSUITE 

PRODUCTIVITY 

PRODUCTS 

Aware Inc. (Cambridge, 
MA) introduced its family 
of Aware AudioSuite Pro-
ductivity Products, a set of 
software-only audio com-
pression technologies for 
Silicon Graphics worksta-
tions. AudioProducer pro-
vides high-resolution com-
pression for professional 
audio production and 
archiving; AudioPublisher 
offers a wide choice of 
MPEG and other compres-
sion options for multime-
dia authoring, CD-ROM 
publishing and cross-plat-
form distribution; and Au-
dioPlayback permits play-
back of compressed audio 
files in multiuser network 
installations and cross-
platform environments. 
Each product is available 
separately and as part of a 
complete AudioSuite 
package, which is priced 
at $695. 
Circle #204 on Reader Service Card 

OPTIMAGE VIDEO 

AND AUDIO ENCODING 

TOOLS 

Audio to MPEG is a hard-
ware/software package 
from Optimage (West 
Des Moines, IA) that uses 
the Macintosh to create 
MPEG-encoded audio 
sequences. The program 
takes ECL input and en-
codes the audio sequence 
using a high-quality 
psychoacoustic model. 
The package, which 
includes grabbing hard-
ware, will be available 
this summer for less than 
$5,000. 
Circle #205 on Reader Service Card 
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AVID MEDIA SUITE PRO 

FOR SGI IRIS INDIGO 

Media Suite Pro, Avid 
Technology's (Tewksbury, 
MA) desktop digital-video-
production system will be 
available on the Silicon 
Graphics IRIS Indigo PC 
this fall. The system is cur-
rently available for the Mac-
intosh platform and is in-
tended to allow users in 
the technical, scientific, 
industrial and corporate 
markets to create, edit, view 
and record high-quality 
video programs. The IRIS 
Indigo system will include 
application software, doc-
umentation, installation 
guide and cables. Hardware 
requirements are an IRIS 
Indigo system with 32MB 

RAM and system disk, a 
2GB disk drive, a 19-inch 
color monitor and a pair 
of external speakers. 

Avid also revamped its 
line of professional-level 
Media Composer nonlin-
ear editing systems. The 
new lineup consists of the 
400s, 800 and Film Com-
poser offline systems, and 
the 4000 and 8000 online 
systems. The Film Com-
poser is the industry's first 
system designed to digit-
ize, edit and play back at 
true 24 fps. The 4000 and 
8000 Series replace the 
2000 Series, and the top-
of-the-line MC 8000 now 
offers images at 60-field 
resolution 
Circle #206 on Reader Service Card 

APPLE APPLEDESIGN A 

POWERED SPEAKERS 

Underscoring its commit-
ment to quality audio for 
the Macintosh computing 
environment, Apple Com-
puter (Cupertino, CA) has 
introduced its AppleDesign 
Powered Speakers CD-
ROM audio output and PC 
audio applications. The 
speakers are designed for 

near-field monitoring and 
include noise reduction 
circuitry customized for 
computer-based audio. 
Volume control, off/on 
switch, balance control 
and headphone jack are 
all located on the front 
panel of the speaker. The 
speakers retail for $ 179. 
Circle #207 on Reader Service Card 

Classic Digital 
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FIELD TEST 

by Bob Hodas 

TC ELECTRONIC 
M5000 
omebody finally has built a box that 
won't be obsolete four years from 
now. Somebody has taken some 
cues from the computer industry and 
put together an effects unit that can 
install a new operating system and 
programs via software disks. Some-
body finally has built an affordable 
multi-effects processor with a modu-
lar hardware design, so the system 
can be upgraded without dumping 
the whole unit out the window. That 
somebody is t.c. electronic, and I ap-
plaud their effort. 

The M5000 Audio Mainframe is 
aptly named; this computer was de-
signed to be around for a long time. 
"Upgrade ability" are the key words 
in computer design philosophy and 
when combined with "affordable," 
"easy to use' and "sounds great:' it is 
hard not to get excited. But I'm get-
ting ahead of myself. 

capable of up to 64 patchable audio 
channels. All cards are controlled from 
the front panel. 

Software and operating systems 
can be loaded into the mainframe via 
an IBM-compatible 3.5-inch floppy 
and PCMCIA memory card slot on 
the front panel. (By the way, the 
PCMCIA card was voted Product of 
the Year for 1992 by PC magazine.) 
Of course, these devices also give 
the user an endless amount of stor-
age space for as many programs as 
one can create. In addition, any favo-
rite personal programs may be car-
ried easily between studios that have 
an M5000. You can also save a ses-
sion effect to disk and store it with 
the mix automation for instant access 
in case of a remix. The memory card 
may be inserted and accessed with-
out overwriting existing programs, a 
feature studio owners will like. MIDI 

/I/15E1E1E 

The four slots on the M5000's back 
panel can be fitted with a combina-
tion of ADA-1 (analog I/O) or DSP-1 
(digital I/O) slide-in modules. So up 
to four separate stereo effects en-
gines can be loaded into the main-
frame. Now that's power! (More on 
these to follow.) These modules con-
nect to a high-speed 24-bit audio bus 

access jacks will transfer programs 
from any computer with a MIDI in-
terface, or direct from another M5000. 
Without going into details, suffice it 
to say that loading and saving pro-
grams is a very simple process. One 
can scan disk and memory card di-
rectories to find or delete files. Disks 
and memory cards are formatted in 
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the same manner as computer disks. 
This type of storage freedom al-

lows users to trade or create and sell 
algorithms and programs. A bulletin 
board has been established at t.c. 
electronic's main offices, so you can 
get the latest software and informa-
tion via modem. Updates sold by t.c. 
are access-code-protected, so you 
can't just give them away to your 
pals, but you can give them the disk, 
and they can call in for an access 
code to upload into their machine. 
New software can be tried out in 
your own studio before making a 
purchase commitment using limited 
active time encoded disks. A lot of 
thought has gone into supporting the 
users of the M5000. 

The two-rackspace front panel in-
cludes all operating controls. Above 
the disk drive and memory card slot, 
a pair of switches selects the DSP 
engines you want to address, while 
LEDs and labels indicate your choice. 
Five LEDs indicate Parameter Load, 
Time Code In, MIDI In, Digital In 
and LAN/SCSI (reading or writing 
data). The top line of the 80-charac-
ter, backlit LCD is divided into five 
sections indicating the four parame-
ters currently selected and the pro-
gram algorithm. The bottom line is 
dedicated to the five Softdials direct-
ly below the screen and displays the 
four parameter values and the pro-

t.c. electronic 

gram name. Two Page buttons scroll 
through the various pages containing 
the program's available parameters. 
Regrettably, pages, program names 
and parameter values do not wrap 
on the M5000. 
A bright LED numeric display 

shows the current program number. 
A blinking display indicates that you 

FEATURING 

3M RECORDING 
PRODUCTS 

Steadi Systems, 
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FIELD TEST 

There's more to 
Ear Monitorso 
than meets 
the ear. /le 

The RADIO STAnou UHF Stereo wireless system shown with Ear Monitors. 

Transmitter / receiver performance is the critical link in any wireless signal chain. The Radio 
Station UHF wireless system is specifically designed for at-ear monitoring applications and 

provides the capture and broad dynamic range necessary for full fidelity at-ear monitor mixes. 

Artists and engineers around the world have come to rely on the superior audio quality made 
possible by the reliable and compact Radio Station / Ear Monitors* combination. 

Available in stereo ( Il-IF wireless or stereo hardwired configurations, Ear Monitors' systems 

provide a customized, studio-quality listening environment anywhere on the stage or set. To 

learn more about Ear Monitors and at-ear monitoring systems just call or write. 
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RELEASE YOUR OWN CD'S! 
500 CDs plus 500 Cassettes 
with two-color inserts and chrome tope 

$2,690 

é. I want to thank you for your 

assistance on Jaime Valle's 'Round 
Midnight'. Everyone tells us bow great 

everytbing looks and sounds. I would 
especially like to thank your graphic 
artists and design stafff or making our 
projects look so professional.", 

—David R Adams, 
PALMUSIC, 

San Diego, CA 

Release your own major label 
quality CDs and cassettes 
affordably without sacrificing 
your artistic integrity or audio 
and graphic quality. 

Our packages are complete and 
include insert gn, film, and 
printing. No costs! All 
you need to do is supply us with 
the master tape and photograph, 
and well do the rest. 

• Major Label Quality 

• Money Back Guarantee 

Call today for our FREE, 
full-color catalog and 
complete Guide to 
Master Tape Preparation 

1-800-468-9353 

DISC MAKERS 
1328 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122 

FAX: (21.5) 236-7763 • Outside USA coil: (215) 232-4140 

eel( few... 

• 

are viewing a program not running 
at the time. A small Edited LED will 
light if you have adjusted any para-
meters, and three LEDs indicate 
which program bank is selected for 
Recall, Store or Preview modes. The 
three banks are ROM, RAM or File 
(floppy disk or memory card). A dual 
10-segment left/right LED bar graph 
meter can be set to read either input 
or output of the DSP engine. Finally, 
six buttons with LED indicators select 
the following functions: Program is 
used to select, store or rename pro-
grams. Edit allows you to edit the se-
lected program. Bypass is, well, you 
can guess. Utility gives the user ac-
cess to various utility menus for set-
tings in the selected engine. Do and 
Undo execute or reverse certain 
commands. 

The back panel contains a pletho-
ra of connectors, including an IEC 
power receptacle with voltage selec-
tor; MIDI in, out and thru jacks; SMPTE 
(for time code-synchronized program 
changes and preprogrammed func-
tions); and a pedal jack for an exter-
nal switch. Several optional ports are 
also available. The SCSI port can be 
used for high-speed data exchange 
with hard drives, MOs or another 
M5000. Two LAN ports can be used 
for external control and file/data ex-
change. A remote jack connects to 
the optional remote control (current-
ly under development). 

Four slots hold the various I/O 
modules. The ADA-1 module is sim-
ply an analog I/O. It holds a pair of 
XLR male and XLR female jacks. The 
DSP-1 module contains the DSP en-
gine and digital I/Os (XLR AES/EBU, 
and RCA and optical SPDIF). All I/O 
parameters are accessed under a util-
ity menu. One may select between 
digital and analog sources and out-
puts, sampling rates, stereo or mono 
inputs, and digital format. The M5000 
can even strip off the copy-prohibit 
bit or add one to the output. If not 
fully loaded, there are cover plates 
for the empty slots to keep dirt out. 
As stated above, this is a 24-bit inter-
nal processor. The AD/DA converter 
features 18-bit resolution, 64-times 
oversampling in, and 20 bits out. 

The M5000 has three program 
storage areas. ROM holds 99 factory 
programs and cannot be overwritten. 
Our unit came with 80 programs; 
more will be supplied free of charge 
as they are developed. Edited pro-
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Figure 1: Reverb-2 flow chart 

grams can be stored in 100 battery-
backed RAM locations to build a user 
library. Programs from external drives 
or devices are loaded into a file 
buffer, which lets engineers load 
their favorite programs without harm-
ing the studio's RAM library. The file 
buffer is not battery-protected and 
will be lost on power down. But the 
current running program is always 
protected, because it gets copied into 
the working memory even if it came 
from a file. So, not to worry if you 

Figure 2: Revpitch flow chart 

have a short power outage on thL• 
gig. The M5000 always comes back 
to where it was. 
Now a word about MIDI. You may 

control up to 32 algorithms or para-
meters with a MIDI controller. You 
can set up the M5000 to work with 
either 7-bit or the new 14-bit con-
trollers. Program change messages 
recall programs, and MIDI mapping 
is standard. Each engine can have its 
own setup, allowing extreme versa-
tility. I found the MIDI setup to be 

quick and simple. I used a Yamaha 
MCS2 controller, which is very limit-
ed but got the job done. Operation was 
smooth, and all parameters that I 
would desire changing during a per-
formance flowed with no zipper. Some 
parameters, such as room shape, are 
just too radical to change in perform-
ance, but users will find their own 
limits during initial explorations. 

MIDI out is currently limited to 
program change information, but by 
the time this article hits the streets t.c. 

Take a SIX-PACK to work! 
With the new api six-pack "lunch box". 

Remote powered, with either XLR or 1/4"/TT jacks. 

api 
audio 
products, inc. 
7655G Fullerton Rd., 

Springfield, VA 22153 

703-455-8188 fax 455-4240 

North American Console Sales-708-653-4544 
New York-Studio Consultants-212-586-7376 
Nashville-Studio Supply-615-391-0050 
Southeastern US-Harris Audio-305-944-4448 
Central/Midwest US-Milam Audio-309-346-316I 
Los Angeles-Westlake Audio-213-851-9800 

Dallas-Studio Supply-214-358-0050 
Canada-Coast to Coast-416-221-0721 
Western Europe- API International-+ 4471-247-6101 
Eastern Europe-SI International-+ 483-865-3621 
Japan-Timelord-+ 813-3721-4431 
Taiwan ROC-Linfair-+ 8862-321-4455 
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FIELD TEST 

should have written its System Ex-
clusive protocol, which will output 
all front panel operation and para-
meter changes to MIDI. This will 
allow the user to record into a se-
quencer for later playback. The up-
grade will be supplied free of charge 
to all M5000 owners. 

The manual is extensive, easy to 
read and covers all operational as-
pects and design philosophy. It is set 
up in a tabbed ring binder, so up-
dates will be easy. Full parameter 
charts are provided, as are blank 

charts for hard copy backup of user 
programs. 

There are eight separate algo-
rithms currently shipping with the 
M5000; more are under develop-
ment. The algorithms are as follows: 
Reverb-1, Reverb-2, Nonlin-1, Cho-
rus- 1, Revpitch, Pitch-1, Pitch-2 and 
Delay- 1. A variety of factory pro-
grams are supplied with each algo-
rithm—enough variety to get you 
started. In fact, unlike many manu-
facturers' factory-supplied programs, 
many of these programs are usable 
right out of the box. 

Reverb-1 and -2 are true stereo 

o 

Q: When is an "ATA approved" 
o NOT an "ATA approved" case? 

A: ALWAYS! 
The Airline Transportation Association (ATA) does not 
"approve" road cases. ATA's Spec. 300, Categories I, II, III & 

o IV designate criteria for each category of shipping container. 
These criteria establish tests that manufacturer's products 
must pass to be considered "compliant" with ATA Spec. 300 
Categories I- IV. ANVIL's ATA products have been tested to 
both ATA Spec. 300, Cat. 1, and applicable portions of 
MIL-STD 810 C/D by two independent testing laboratories. 
The result - ANVIL ATA CASES were deemed "Compliant", 
meeting or exceeding all testing criteria. 

When our imitators claim they sell an "Anvil type ATA 
approved product", you would do well to ask for proof. We 
welcome this request and will gladly supply test reports 
assuring you that ANVIL ATA products are fully compliant 
with the above mentioned specifications. 

o 

o 

o 

Q: Who should you trust to protect 
your valuable equipment? 

A: The 40 Year Veteran-ANVIL CASES! 
Note: A category I compliant case must be proven, through testing, to 

withstand the rigors of 100 round trip shipments. A category II 
compliant case need last only 10 round trips. 

..,.?°  o 1-800-FLY-ANVIL or 1-800-359-2684 
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in/out reverbs. Although they share 
the same basic control parameters, 
Reverb-2 adds four additional para-
meters for even finer control (Fig. 1). 
Nonlin-1 is a nonlinear, or gated-
style, reverb that has a unique "re-
peatable tail" ability. The tail can be 
shaped independent of level and 
timing of the incoming signal. Cho-
rus-1 produces chorus and flanging 
effects, while Delay-1 is a true stereo 
delay line with feedback. Revpitch 
(Fig. 2) is a high-quality pitch shift 
program designed to fix vocals and 
create harmonies. It is a rich effect to 
which the user can also add ambi-
ence within the program. Pitch-1 has 
two ultrafast, independent pitch 
shifters with an intelligent deglitcher. 
They can be cross-panned and cross-
fed as well. Pitch-2 is a phase-locked 
pitch shifter capable of shifting 
stereo program while maintaining 
perfect phase coherence. 

Each algorithm has its own set of 
parameters for fine-tuning. I defi-
nitely recommend reading the para-
meter descriptions for many of the 
algorithms. t.c. has included a num-
ber of diverse parameters covering 
just about anything you would want 
to tweak, and I had to learn a few 
new terms and techniques. The ef-
fort was definitely worth it and re-
sulted in a finer understanding of the 
effects, along with better-sounding 
overall tracks. We don't have enough 
space to talk about all the parame-
ters, but Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate this 
diversity. 

Scrolling through and recalling 
programs was a no bramer. Paging 
through the parameters and making 
adjustments were fast, and simple too. 
I like having the parameter names dis-
played above the values; it makes 
adjustments fast, with no memory 
tasking. This is a common-sense ap-
proach that other manufacturers 
should take to heart. All in all, oper-
ationally, the M5000 is a winner. 

In the reverb algorithms, the room 
shapes are quite good. The shapes 
were designed based on real-world 
examples and control the initial re-
flection pattern. The Hall simulates 
Boston Symphony Hall; Fan is based 
on the La Scala concert hall in Milan; 
Prism is a "golden ratio" shoe box 
hall; Horseshoe mimics the Vienna 
Philharmonic Hall; Club is your aver-
age club venue size; and Small sim-
ulates a small space, minus some of 
the annoying colorings that plague 
small rooms. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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And as for the big question ("How 
does it sound?"), when I hooked the 
M5000 up to the console it was just 
about as quiet as a Quantec XL, 
which I consider one of the quietest 
reverbs on the market. 
On a mastering session, I used the 

M5000's optical digital I/O to connect 
a Sonic Solutions Sonic system and a 
Sony PCM-1630 processor. Setting up 
the I/O parameters was a breeze. 
The project was a 150-voice chorus 
and 40-piece orchestra recorded at 
San Francisco's Davies Symphony 
Hall. We needed just a bit more re-
verb to tie it all together. Unfortu-
nately, I did not find the warmth that 
I was looking for with the M5000. 
The diffusion and reflection patterns 
were nice, but the current algorithms 
were a bit too metallic. (As we went 
to press, t. c. had released two addi-
tional reverb algorithms —M.) I am 
officially putting out a request for a 
warmer reverb, and I'm sure one of 
you readers will write one for me to 
use. (At least with the M5000 some-
one outside the factory can create 
new programs.) 
My experiences with the special 

effects programs were all good. Pitch 
shifting was glitchless and sounded 
nice. The chorus and flanging worked 
well, and I really liked some of the 
delay effects. Some of the factory 
programs were usable right off the 
bat, and there's no problem dialing 
in something "special." 
I used the M5000 for vocals on a 

project I was mixing for Bill Spoon-
er (formerly of The Tubes). There 
were several vocal programs in ROM, 
and I found a couple that were close 
to what I needed. Some minor para-
meter adjustments quickly provided 
the sound I was looking for. The vo-
cal program tone was fairly bright 
and good for a rock or pop tune. I 
then tried the reverbs on a couple of 
female vocalists, and ran into prob-
lems with an operatic-style vocal. 
Any held notes with even slight vi-
brato caused the reverb to beat an-
noyingly; no amount of parameter 
manipulation would fix this. On a 
woman with folk/pop leanings, how-
ever, things sounded quite good; her 
held notes did not set off this phe-
nomenon. 

Drums sounded just great in many 
of the reverb programs. Snare, kick 
and toms could all benefit from the 
M5000. I had fun adjusting from 
slight ambience to big halls. There's 
a lot to choose from. And electric 

guitars sang in the M5000. Leads and 
rhythms were strong, clear and big. 
Once again, many of the factory pre-
sets worked great. 

So, at this point, if I were to assign 
a genre to the M5000's current facto-
ry reverbs it would be rock or pop, 
and not acoustic music. The sound 
tends to be more metallic than 
wooden, but not sizzly or overly 
bright. It will be interesting to see 
what some of the programmers 
come up with for a more natural 
sound. 

The retail price of the M5000 Au-
dio Mainframe is $ 2,000. The ADA-1 

module retails at $865. The DSP-1 re-
tails at $ 1,063, but is also available 
without the digital I/O for $806. The 
minimum configuration for a strictly 
analog studio would require a main-
frame, ADA-1 and DSP-1 without dig-
ital I/O; this configuration would re-
tail at $3,671. 

t.c. electronic, distributed by Vir-
tual Designs, 717 Lakefield Road, 
Suite C, Westlake Village, CA 91361; 
(805) 373-1828. 

Bob Hodas is an independent engi-
neer and producer based in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. 
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AUDIO PRODUCTS FOR FILM PRODIJCII00 

SOUNDCRAFT LM1 

LOCATION MIXER 

Designed for location film 
and broadcast recording, 
the LM1 portable audio 
mixing console from 
Soundcraft (Northridge, 
CA) is available in 6-, 8-
and 12-channel frame 
sizes. A flexible 4-bus 
routing system allows 
multiple application uses, 
and both L/R and M/S 
modes can be used for 
stereo recording, with M/S 
decoding on the monitor 
section. Other features in-
clude: AC or DC opera-
tion; switched gain con-
trol; 3-band EQ; highpass 
filter; peak indication; 
PFL; two aux sends per 
input; comprehensive 
talkback facilities; PPM or 
VU Meters; output limiters 
with stereo linking; and 
100mm faders for inputs, 
mix and aux masters. 
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SHURE FP32A PORTABLE 

STEREO MIXER 

Building on its popular FP32 
mixer, Shure (Evanston, IL) 

has added more than 
40 new features and 
improvements. 
Self-noise has 
been reduced 
by 30 dB to 
make the unit 

compatible with digit-
al recording formats and 
transmission schemes, 
while 48V and 12V phan-
tom and 12V T(A-B) pow-
er are available for all types 
of condenser mics. Also in-
cluded are active input gain 
controls, a bass roll-off 
switch to reduce wind noise 
and rumble, peak limiters 
for left and right stereo out-
puts, a 1 kHz tone oscillator, 
a 1-second slate tone and a 
built-in condenser slate 
mic with automatic gain 
control. The unit has three 
balanced XLR-F inputs, two 
balanced XLR-M outputs 
(switchable for mic/line 
levels), unbalanced stereo 
tape output and two head-
phone output jacks. The 
FP32A lists for $ 1,795 and 
weighs 3.5 pounds. 
Circle * 191 on Reader Service Card 

AKG M/S STEREO 

MIC SYSTEM 

AtiG Acoustics (san Lean-
dro, CA) introduces an 
M/S stereo microphone 
and matrix box for loca-
tion production of TV, 
film and music. The 
C522/MS uses three car-
dioici condenser capsules 
to output independent 
mid and side signals, 
which can be recorded 
and combined to matrixed 
stereo in post-production. 
The rugged, all-metal mic 
is powered by a ten-year 
rechargeable battery and 
can interface with any 
recorder input: bal-
anced or unbal-
anced, with or 
without phantom 
power. An op-
tional UM52 
matrix box al-
lows moni-
toring the 
mid or XY 
signal 
through 
head-
phones 
while se-
lectively gener-
ating M/S or XY at the 
balanced outputs. 
Circle * 192 on Reader Service Card 

TIMELINE LYNX UPGRADE 

Until August 15, TimeLine 
(Vista, CA) has an upgrade 
program offering owners 
of original Lynx-1 sync 
modules a $ 1,000 trade-in 
toward the purchase of a 
Lynx-2 system. Lynx-2 fea-
tures time code generator/ 
reader (all code types plus 
MTC), internal serial con-
trol interface, 16-character 
time code display and built-
in gearbox processor for 
X-frame and variable speed 
sync. Options include re-
mote front panel operation, 
and plug-in VITC and film 
processor cards. 
Circle * 193 on Reader Service Card 

METRO MUSIC 

New from Metro Music, a 
music scoring company 
based in New York City, is 
the Metro Music Produc-
tion Library, a 10-CD col-
lection of music for broad-
cast, audio post, corporate 
and educational produc-
tion applications. Available 
on annual blanket, needle-
drop or per-production 
rates, the library has 247 
titles (many with 60/30/10-
second edit versions), for 
a total of 600 selections in-
cluding blues, jazz, rock, 
hip-hop, dance, new age, 
urban and acoustic. 
Circle * 194 on Reader Service Card 



SHOD RE111FORCEMEOT OH PRODUCTS 

CELESTION CR/CRI 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

Celestion (I iolliston, MA) 
introduces two series of 
speakers (in-floor or stand-
mount versions), with 
curved enclosure fronts 
that allow the formation 
of arched arrays. The se-
ries include the 102 (two-
way 10-inch, 200 watts 
power handling), the 122 
(two-way 12-inch, 250 
watts), the 153 (three-way 
15-inch, 300 watts), the 183 
(three-way 18-inch, 500 
watts), the 151 (15-inch 
front-loaded ported reflex 
subwoofer system), the 181 
(18-inch subwoofer), the 
102M (two-way 10-inch 
wedge floor monitor, 200 
watts), and the 122M (two-
way 12-inch floor monitor, 
250 watts). CR Series en-
closures are plywood with 
black carpet, while CRi 
models are birch with 
black enamel finish. 
Circle #212 on Reader Service Card 

PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIO SYSTEMS 

TOC SYSTEM 1 
PAS (San \ latcos, CA) 
debuts the TOC System 1 
sound reinforcement se-
ries, consisting of the RS-1 
Club Array Loudspeaker, 
the SW- 1 Stage Wedge, the 
VM-1 Vocal Monitor and 
the EB-1 Extended Bass. 
All four units feature pas-
sive crossover filters and 
the TOC (Time Offset Cor-
rection) system for near-
perfect phase response. 
The RS-1 and SW-1 contain 
15-inch coaxial drivers, 
while the VM-1 has a 12-
inch loudspeaker; each has 
a 1-inch throat compres-
sion driver and a 30°x60° 
constant-coverage horn. 
The EB-1 has a single 18-
inch high-power excursion 
woofer, with 35Hz funda-
mental bass response in a 
5-cubic-foot enclosure. 
Circle #2:3 on Reader service Card 

RENKUS-HEINZ 

C-3 SUB 

The Total System Concept 
loudspeaker family from 
Renkus-Heinz (Irvine, CA) 
continues with the C-3 
SUB, a dual-15 subwoofer 
measuring only 32.5x2lx 
23.75 inches, yet able to 
handle 600 watts with a 
max SPL output level of 
127 dB from 30-100 Hz. 
The two 15-inch woof-
ers, electrically connect-
ed in parallel but acoust-
ically operating in series, 
are separated by a mini-
mal isobaric chamber; 
one fires into the horn-
loaded front chamber, 
while the other fires into 
a vented rear chamber, 
effectively doubling the 
cabinet's volume. The C-
3 SUB was designed to 
complement the C-3 and 
SR-4 loudspeakers. 
Circle #214 on Reader Service Card 

TANNOY CPA 10S 

I he CPA lr I)ual Concen-
tric loudspeaker provides 
131dB SPL from 140-22k 
Hz in a 20x18x9-inch, 
trapezoidal space frame 
enclosure. The unit com-
bines a wide-dispersion, 
constant-directivity 10-inch 
transducer with a 44-pound 
magnetic structure to pro-
vide 90° conical dispersion. 
Designed to complement 
the CPA 10S in the 25-500 
Hz range, Tannoy (distrib-
uted by TGI of Kitchener, 
Ontario) offers the CPA 
12.3, a subwoofer system 
with three 12-inch, long-
throw drivers in a vertical 
array. Also available is a 
full-range arrayable sys-
tem, the CPA 10SXB, de-
livering up to 130dB SPL 
from 55-22k Hz. 
Circle #215 on Reader Service Card 

COMMUNITY LEVIATHAN II 

The Leviathan from Com-
munity Light & Sound 
(Chester, PA) uses radical-
scale technology to solve 
acoustical problems of 
large environments. Low 
end is provided by six 15-
inch Ferrofluid-cooled 
drivers 

coupled 
to a Fiberglas horn 
measuring 84 inches from 
front to back, with a 72x72-
inch mouth, 34Hz flare rate 
and 1,200 watts continuous 
power handling. An M4 
compression driver and 
PC1542M horn handle mid-
range (250-1,200 Hz), with 
power handling of 200 watts 
continuous within a 40°x20° 
pattern. A dual-driver PC464 
horn provides output in 
the 1.2-10kHz range, match-
ed with a newly developed 
mid/high driver with a low-
mass/high-strength carbon 
fiber diaphragm and a com-
bined radial/circumferential 
phase plug. The MF/HF 
sections are concentrically 
mounted within the mouth 
of the bass horn, and the 
unit is designed to with-
stand 100 mph winds and 
temperature extremes. 
Circle #216 on Reader Service Card 
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LIVE SOUND 

by David ( Rudy) Trubitt 
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SOUNDCHECK 
NSCA PRODUCT NEWS 

Although computer control (see 
page 113) was perhaps the big-
gest single buzz at the recent 
National Sound and Communica-
tions show in Orlando, there 
were plenty of new products to 
look at, too. 

dbx showed its new aggres-
sively priced dbx Project 1 series 
processors including the model 
266 Dual Compressor/Gate at 
$299, the 274 Quad Expander/ 
Gate at $449, and the 296 Dual 
Spectral Enhancer at $349 
retail list. 

Also on hand were new AKG 
condenser microphones designed 
specifically for live performance: 
the hypercardioid C5900 hand-
held vocal mic and C5600 large-
diaphragm, high-SPL instrument 
mic. Both models include exten-

sive shock isolation and feature 
three-switch-selectable, bass-
contour curves. The C5600 has a 
stand-adapter built as an integral 
part of its housing. AKG also 
introduced the C621 miniature 
gooseneck microphone, designed 
for speech reinforcement in 
church, conference room and 
meeting applications. 

JBL premiered the MPA Series 
of power amps, consisting of 
five models rated from 275 to 
1,100 watts/channel into 4 ohms. 
These amps were designed to 
power a complete, perfectly 
matched sound reinforcement 
system featuring JBL compo-
nents. MPA amps include Open 
Input Architecture slots that can 
atxornmodate a variety of remov-
able input cards. These include 
input-connector configurations, 

L.A.'s Hollywood 

Bowl was the 

site for the 

recent Earth 

Day '93 concert. 

Acts included 

Paul McCartney, 

Steve Miller, 

Don Henley, 

10,000 Maniacs 

and k.d. lang. 

Consoles came 

from Concert 

Sound London 

and Clair Broth-

ers. Shovvco 

provided 

monitors and 

effects for 

McCartney's 

set. See story 

next month. 

crossovers, optional transformer 
as well as forward-looking 
options such as Lone Wolf's 
MediaLink networking system. 

Crest showed its new Modular 
Audio System amp, the MAS200. 
The unit is a 1-rackspace, 2-
channel amp featuring indepen-
dent switching power supplies. 
By removing the rack's front 
panel with three large screws, 
either channel can be pulled 
from the unit, even while the 
amp is running. The amp is 
reported to have an especially 
open-sounding top end. An 
optional interface card makes 
the amp NexSys-compatible. 
On the loudspeaker enclosure 

front, Clair Brothers Audio Sys-
tems was on hand showing its 
first passive two-way box, the 

-CONT7NIIED ON PAGE 118 
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LIVE SOUND 

COMPUTER 
CONTROL 
CONCEPTS 
by David (Rudy) Trubitt 

I support SC-10, and so 
should you. Thanks to the 
participants in this AES 
subcommittee, the door to a 
new generation of sound systems 

has been opened. 

SUPPORT 
se-10 

N E 

At this year's 
NSCA show, 
computer 
control of 
sound 
systems 
remained 
a subject 
of intense 
interest and 

heated 
debate. In its 

most basic form, 
this technology allows 

the remote control and monitor-
ing of audio equipment. Applica-
tions are as straightforward as 
adjusting the input level of amps 
from a computer at the mix posi-
tion up to digital audio distribu-
tion and control of massive 
sound systems. (Those looking 
for more on this subject should 
read Bob Moses' columns in this 
space beginning in our March 
'93 issue.) 

Today's computer-controlled 
systems have made significant 
inroads into the installed sound 
marketplace and, to some extent, 
the touring market. Tomorrow 
promises a potential revolution 
in the architecture of sound sys-
tems. However, 1992 saw the 
major competitors pulling in very 
different directions, leaving 
many (myself included) skeptical 
about the future. It seemed that 
competing agendas would make 
a single standard impossible. 

This set the stage for a tragic 
setback to customers and manu-
facturers alike. Instead of the 
win-win success of MIDI, we 

faced a repeat of the lose-lose 
quadraphonic fiasco. Fortunately, 
the first 90 days of 1993 saw the 
partial resealing of a Pandora's 
Box of incompatible standards. 

Without the efforts of the 
members of the AES standards 
subcommittee, we'd probably be 
looking at four major competi-
tors, each with incompatible net-
work and applications proto-
col—Crown's IQ, Intelix's Mind-
Net, Crest's NexSys and Lone 
Wolf's MediaLink. Instead, 
potential competitors are consid-
ering support for the work of the 
AESSC SC10 subcommittee. Note 
that as of yet, no offical stand-
ard or draft AES standard exists. 

Let's look at the situation as ()I 
spring '93—four companies, 
their respective systems and 
what the AES is doing to bring 
the industry together. 

LONE WOLF'S MEDIALINK 

Until recently, Lone Wolf's 
dilemma was this: The company 
had an impressive multimedia 
networking technology but 
lacked the big-company 
resources to bring its complet( 
vision to market. Lone Wolf is 
shipping a MediaLink product 
called the MIDITap, which car-
ries multiple bidirectional MIDI 
datastreams over a fiber-optic 
cable. These systems are in use 
in a number of studio and tour-
ing MIDI systems (INXS, Herbie 
Hancock, etc.). For several years, 
the company has planned to 
implement its network technol-
ogy in a single integrated circuit, 
intended to carry 24 channels of 
CD-quality digital audio in addi-
tion to network control and 

A Definition of Terms 
To appreciate the significance of 
these events, a little background 
is in order. At the heart of com-
puter control/audio networking 
technology is the physical and 
electronic interconnection of 
audio devices (and optionally, 
personal computers for system 
control and status monitoring). 
The physical interconnection 
between devices carries an elec-
tronic language that all con-
nected devices understand. 
These two components (the 
physical link and the communi-
cations language) are often 
referred to as the network and 
applications protocol. 

Taking MIDI as an example, 
its opto-isolated in and out jacks, 
transmission specifications and 
5-pin DIN cable make up the 
"network" side of the equation, 
while messages such as notes-on 
and program changes make up 
the applications protocol. While 
the MIDI hardware spec is 
unchanged since its introduction, 
the protocol has continued to 
evolve, adding the ability to 
transmit time code, sampler 
sound files and show-control 
information, to name three. 
(Using MIDI as a network exam-
ple is a stretch—at best, MIDI is 
a very limited network.) 

The AES group is working 
hard to define a forward-looking 
applications protocol. This is the 
single most important task at 
hand, because it could represent 
a common language for the 
entire industry. Consider a 
printed English text. It could be 
sent by the U.S. mail or Federal 
Express. In both cases, the mes-
sage would have the same 
meaning once received. The 
main difference is the path and 
speed in which it was delivered. 

Communication in different 
languages adds an additional 
level of complexity—not only 
must a carrier be found, but 
translators are required in both 
directions. A common applica-
tions protocol avoids this addi-
tional problem. II At 
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LIVE SOUND 

monitoring on a single fiber-
optic cable. However, lack of 
resources delayed the produc-
tion of this chip. 

Nevertheless, two companies 
decided to commit to Lone Wolf: 
Rane and QSC. Lone Wolf 
helped them create prototypes, 
which were demoed last year. At 
this January's NAMM show, other 
manufacturers began adopting 
MediaLink. By NSCA '93, Lone 
Wolf showed prototype equip-
ment from QSC, Rane, Carver, 

TOA, JBL and UREI together on 
the same MediaLink network. 
The company has also reached 
contractual or handshake agree-
ments with other manufacturers, 
including Peavey and Fender 
Electronics. 

Lone Wolf currently projects 
late-summer availability of its 
MediaLink chip. This means ini-
tial MediaLink-compatible equip-
ment will not be transmitting 
digital audio over fiber. Media-
Link Level 1, as it is called, uses 
off-the-shelf chips capable of 
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implementing the network at 
rates sufficient for control and 
monitoring, but not fast enough 
for digital audio distribution. The 
first MediaLink-compatible 
equipment to ship may be 
JBL/UREI's newly introduced 
Platform modular signal process-
ing rack, scheduled for late-
spring delivery. Rane and QSC 
are also likely among those soon 
to ship product. 

Lone Wolf is also emphasizing 
Visual Network Operating Sys-
tem, its software development 
tool for manufacturers and end-
users alike. Once a manufacturer 
creates a VNOS application, such 
as Rane's graphic EQ front 
panel, it can be used as part of a 
complete sound system by end-
users on Macs or Windows-
based computers. VNOS is said 
to be platform-independent, 
meaning applications will run 
without modification on both 
PCs and Macs. 

As recently as January, most 
manufacturers were aware of 
Lone Wolf, but a wait-and-see 
attitude was the norm. Between 
NAMM and NSCA, a profound 
attitude shift took place, with 
numerous manufacturers now 
casually mentioning MediaLink 
support as a given. In my opin-
ion, there is clear momentum 
moving in MediaLink's direction. 

CROWN IQ 

Crown's IQ System is probably 
the most widely used sound sys-
tem control product available 
(numerous PA-422-based systems 
are also in use, but despite that 
system's status as an AES stand-
ard, PA-422 does not seem to be 
poised for long-term growth). 
Crown cites hundreds, perhaps 
over a thousand IQ Systems in 
the field and remains clearly 
committed to supporting the sys-
tem and its installed base. The 
company offers a full line of IQ-
compatible amplifiers, mic mix-
ers, multiplexers and audio rout-
ing equipment. Today, these 
devices are controllable by 
everything from simple stand-
alone push-button controllers to 
a Mac or PC on-site, or via 
modem from across the country. 
In addition, third-party manufac-
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turers—including White Instru-
ments, Rane, TC Electronic, 
Sound Services and Systems 
Engineering Services as well as 
AMX and Crestron, both of 
which manufacture touch-panel 
systems for fixed installations— 
are offering IQ-compatible audio 
and control gear. 

Crown is an early leader in 
this field and deserves credit for 
bringing a capable system to 
reality. Despite its success, the 
system is not supported by any 
of Crown's direct competitors. 
Without assigning responsibility 
for this stand-off, I consider it 
unlikely that any other major 
amp manufacturer (i.e., Crest, 
Carver or QSC) will license IQ 
for use in their products. This sit-
uation will probably limit IQ's 
ultimate level of acceptance by 
other manufacturers. 

Note that Crown considers IQ 
to be an applications protocol, 
rather than a network. Crown 
and Lone Wolf, recognizing the 
potentially complementary 
nature of their respective tech-
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nologies, have announced that 
they will work together to define 
how Lone Wolf's MediaLink net-
work can carry the IQ protocol. 
This does not mean Crown is 
abandoning IQ. Rather, the com-
panies will work to enable IQ 
equipment to also operate on a 
MediaLink network. 

Computer-controlled equipment 

can display a more flexible 

arrangement of operator controls 

on a computer's monitor. The Rafle 

Network equalizer can be displayed 

with traditional sliders (top) or as 

an editable curve representing the 

actual frequency response of the 

unit's current settings. 

CHEAP DOUBLE-CROSSER 
• 

• 

FAC 28 ACTIVE CROSSOVER 
eleoplereeesee, 

ri((r \ 1)1 o 

Rffl 

E 

The FAC 28 is the first commercially available 48dB/octave crossover. Doubling the 
roll-off makes the crossover region so small as to be virtually negligible. An ounce of prevention 
goes along way when it comes to cancellation problems. And the FAC 28's 
24-position binary code frequency selector gives you the consistent 
accuracy of plug-in cards, but with the convenience of a knob. 

e ° Complete with electronic phase alignment, invert switches, CD horn 
e EQ, balanced in/out and mono sub-woofer input, the FAC 28 is not nearly - e 

as expensive as you might think. But you can't really call something as 
well-made as the FAC 28 "cheap." We lied... to get your attention. Sorry. 

RANE CORPORATION 10802 — 47th Ave. W., Mukilteo, WA 98275. (206) 355-6000 

HR 
HALFRACK 
FORMAT 
HORIZONTAL 
OR VERTICAL 

1 MOUNT 9" RACK 
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LIVE SOUND 

INTELIX'S MINDNET 

Intelix has an eight-year history 
of developing control- and net-
work-based products for the pro 
audio industry, currently with 
around 50 installs in the field. 
Intelix sold all its MindControl 
network hardware to Mark IV in 
1991 but retained rights to the 
MindNet network applications 
protocol. 

At NSCA, Intelix announced 
that it signed an agreement with 
Crown to become a licensed IQ 

system software developer. Inte-
lix will offer application design 
services to manufacturers wishing 
to create IQ-compatible products 
as well as contractors requiring 
end-user application assistance. 

The company announced a 
similar agreement with Lone 
Wolf. Intelix intends to develop 
software applications for the 
VNOS operating system. The 
company will also offer applica-
tion development services to 
manufacturers that wish to create 
MediaLink-compatible products. 

C.MFIX Wearable Monitor Sgtems 

• Choose between wireless and hardwired versions 
• Control your own listening volume and stereo environment 
• Protect your hearing 

• Universal ear pieces — no special custom molding required 
• Lowers stage volumes and eliminates feedback 

• No more heavy amp racks and speakers — reduces truck space 
• Our wireless systems are FCC licensed 

CMCI Systems are designed by RF experts, live mixing professionals, and leading audiologies, 

and use the patent pending C:MAX- psychoacoustic stereo environment 

Leading the Wag in Monitoring Technologg 

C 
Circuits Maximus Company, Inc. 

9017-B Mendenhall Court 
Columbia, MD 21045 
Phone: (410) 381-7970 
Fax: (410) 381-5025 

CMCI 19921 C MAX and CMCI are senoce marks of CIrcults Mammus Company. Inc. 

In a sense, Intelix is operating 
along two parallel tracks. On the 
one hand, the company offers 
support services to potential 
manufacturers of both MediaLink 
and IQ products. On the other, it 
continues to offer MindNet and 
ObjectView networking products 
for licensing by other 
manufacturers. 

CREST'S NEXSYS 

The NexSys control system has 
also entered the field, including 
an installation at Disneyland's 
FANTASMIC! attraction (see 
March '93 Mix). In addition to 
controlling Crest amps, NexSys is 
capable of controlling MIDI 
equipment. The company also 
offers a unique loudspeaker-load 
monitoring product capable of 
remote detection and detailed 
reporting of different types of 
loudspeaker failures. The com-
pany's software control program 
runs on PCs under Microsoft 
Windows. 

At NSCA, Crest Audio and Lone 
Wolf announced an agreement to 
interface and share technology 
toward NexSys and MediaLink 
compatibility. This does not mean 
Crest is abandoning NexSys. 

THE SC10 

At the center of developments 
has been the SC10 (for back-
ground on the subcommittee, 
see the interview with Bob 
Moses in the January '93 Mix). 
SC10 has broken the present 
standards task into three areas: 
analysis of various existing net-
works (SC10-1), definition of a 
common applications protocol 
(SC10-2) and education/informa-
tion dissemination (SC10-3). 

It seems likely that SC10-2 
will be able to hammer out a 
protocol standard that probably 
will be adopted by most manu-
facturers. Exactly what protocol 
is chosen remains an open 
question. The group has been 
engaged in developing an 
"object-oriented" applications 
protocol for some time (more 
about object-oriented concepts 
next month). In addition, other 
parties have put forth aspects of 
their own previously propri-
etary protocols for considera-

IF READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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tion. Reaching a final decision 
on this matter will be a delicate 
process indeed. We'll keep you 
posted. 
I feel the outcome of an AES 

network standard is less clear. 
MediaLink is almost certain to be 
a major player in the market-
place, although I don't intend to 
imply that SC10-1 will adopt it as 
the standard. In fact, with a com-
mon applications protocol, it will 
be possible, if not always conve-
nient, for more than one net-
work standard to exist in the 
market, even within the same 
audio system. 
A high-speed as well as a 

slower, less expensive network 
could be adopted. A low-cost, 
basic system would be used for 
bread-and-butter jobs, while a 
high-speed fiber-optic network 
would be used for more com-
plex projects. A common appli-
cations protocol would make it 
straightforward to bridge 
between these systems, although 
care must be taken so the faster 
network doesn't overload the 
capacity of the slower. 

CONCLUSION 

A likely scenario is that Media-
Link will become a common net-
work for multiple manufacturers. 
MediaLink has demonstrated the 
ability to carry dissimilar proto-
cols simultanteously. So, a manu-
facturer with existing network-
controlled equipment in the field 
could use MediaLink to deliver 
messages in the company's origi-
nal proprietary applications 
protocol. 

This means the same Media-
Link network might carry the 
AES protocol alongside one or 
more different control systems 
(MIDI, IQ, NexSys, etc.). In this 
case, the burden of dealing with 
multiple protocols on the same 
network could fall to the user. 
This would be a source of frus-
tration, as the user's audio sys-
tem won't be controllable as a 
single entity. However, it would 
be possible for companies to 
build translators, or gateways, 
between their protocols and the 
AES's, which would shield users 
from having to manage dissimi-
lar systems. Either way, this issue 

will have to be confronted, as 
companies with gear in the field 
are unlikely to abandon the cus-
tomers who supported their 
early efforts. 

Will we have a single standard 
for computer control and network-
ing of audio systems? Although 
there is still a great deal of be-
hind-the-scenes wrangling to be 
done, I am more optimistic today 
than at any time in the past two 
years. If it comes to pass, it will 
be due in no small part to users, 
the SC10 and the nonaligned 

manufacturing community's loud 
demand for a unified, common 
standard. This has provided the 
final push to make competitors 
consider putting aside their own 
agendas in favor of a common 
system that will benefit the 
industry as a whole. • 

In addition to more than 15 
years in audio, David (Rudy) 
Trubitt has installed and admin-
istered computer networking 
equipment in some of Silicon 
Valley's largest electronics firms. 
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,fpiAccidents happen A spill like this can cost major bucks to fix but, believe it or!. 
Yorkville's warranty will cover you Even though it obviously has nothing to do 
with a " manufacturer's defect" 

YORKVILLES WORRY-FREE WARRANTY 
• no fault coverage includes speakers, diaphragms, circuit boards, etc. 
• EVEN IF YOU BREAK IT..We'll fix it 
• includes parts and labour 
• 2 years, unlimited 
•transferable . you're covered for 2 years from purchase whether or not 
you are the original owner. 

How can we do it? 
How can Yorkville offer a better warranty on all their amps, mixers and 
speakers? By making them better in the first place Our warranty claims 
are so low that we can afford to extend the coverage into being truly 
"no fault" 

The Yorkville Warranty protects musicians 
not accountants. 
And you can take that to the bank 
Warranty valid in US & Canada only 

CANADA 
550 GRANITE CRT 
PICKERING, ONTARIO 
L1W 3Y8 

U.S.A. 
4600 WITMER 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
UNIT #1 
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 
14305 
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/ FIRST CALL 
Why do world-class producers and studios call us first for 
digital transfers, digital editing, audio rentals and service? 

WE'RE THE DIGITAL SOURCE 
DAT, Sony 3348/24, Mitsubishi 
X-880 and X-86HS (96 kHz) mas-
tering decks—we own 'em all. 
Equipment breakdown? Call us 
for a "Special Emergency" low-
rate rental replacement. 

DIGITAL MASTERING, 
EDITING, TRANSFERS 
All-digital multi-format suite with 
Harmonia Mundi Format Con-
verter, Sony digital 
editor w/EQ. DIGITAL ASS 

WE'RE DIGITAL EXPERTS 
Call anytime for tech support, 
whether you rent from us or not. 

WE'VE GOT WHAT YOUR 
RACK NEEDS 
Lexicon & AMS, Neve EQ... the 
latest digital and analog gear, 
plus hard-to-find "classics." 

WE NEVER CLOSE 
That's right-24 hour service. 

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 
OCIATES d/b/a You're never too 

far to go 

.41/DIOFOIIKX. digital. 

9tSOUND C 
630 h Avenue Avenue • RoomE 1012 • NeLw YLork, NY 11)36 

For your FREE rate card, call 800/847-4123 toll free in USA 
(212/262-2626 in NY State) or fax us at 212/262-2632. 3 

USE READER .SERVICE CA RD MR MORE INFO 

AUDIO-VIDEO TRAINING 
HANDS-ON TRAINING 
DORM HOUSING 
FINANCIAL AID if qualified 

LOS ANGELES 4ra 
RECORDING 7(51 
WORKSHOP\ ! __., 

CALL FOR CATALOG 

818-763-7400 
12268-X Ventura Blvd. 
Studio City, CA 91604 

LIVE SOUND 

-FROM PAGE 112, SOUNDCHECK 

R-2DP, which was originally 
designed for the engineering 
department at Walt Disney 
World. Used on the parade 
route, the enclosure is 
intended for full-range high 
output for speech or music, 
indoors or out. 

McCauley Sound Inc. ex-
panded its offering in raw 
loudspeakers to a line of fin-
ished enclosures. The Pro 
Line Series includes floor 
monitors, full-range and a 
mid/high-sub two-box system 
with a choice of two 15-inch 
or one 18-inch enclosure for 
the bottom end. 

Celestion introduced a full 
line of competitively priced 
full-range boxes: The CR 
series includes two-way 10-
inch and 12-inch, and three-
way 15-inch full-range sys-
tems, as well as subwoofers 
and floor monitors. 

Tannoy began delivery of 
its high-powered Super-Dual 
co-axial system. (You may 
remember this system from a 
parking-lot demo outside the 
Anaheim Convention Center 
last year.) In addition to the 
expected sound reinforcement 
applications, at least one 
recording studio has taken 
delivery of this system. 

Audio Teknology Inc. was 
on hand showing a new ver-
sion of its LEAP loudspeaker 
design program. LEAP 4.5 
adds many user requests as 
well as all new documenta-
tion. ATI also showed LMS, its 
PC-based speaker measure-
ment system. 

There were numerous oth-
er interesting product intro-
ductions. Keep an eye on our 
"Sound Reinforcement New 
Products" section for more 
details. 

Last but not least, NSCA 
provided many opportunities 
to spend time listening. One 
of the most interesting demos 
I heard was for LARES, the 
Lexicon Acoustic Reinforce-
ment and Enhancement Sys-
tem. This system starts with 
LARES processors (based on 
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one or more 480 mainframes), 
a room mic and a dozen or 
more speakers distributed 
around the perimeter of the 
room. The system can create 
an extremely effective illusion 
of a larger reverberant space. 
It can also be used to mini-
mize feedback by subtle shifts 
in time delay from speaker to 
mic. This prevents the build-
up of any particular resonant 
peak, thus suppressing feed-
back. The coolest sound of 
all, albeit of limited practical 
value, was created when Lexi-
con's Steve Barber cranked 
the reverb decay time in 
Feedback Suppression mode. 
The result was a goose-bump-
inducing ambient wash of 
shifting, not-quite-feeding-
back harmonics. A definite 
must hear: Maybe they'll do it 
again at AES. 

BUFFETT ADDS ELF 

Sound Image çsan Marcos, 
Calif.) is readying its Phase 
Loc system for another stint 
with longtime client Jimmy 
Buffett. This year, there's a 
new twist: The company will 
be driving its subwoofer cabi-
nets with ELF-1 Integrators 
manufactured by Bag End. 
Originally developed by Ed 
Long and Ron Wickersham, 
ELF stands for Extended Low-
Frequency. The technology 
uses loudspeakers operating 
below the resonant frequency 
of their enclosures, with de-
sign goals including reduced 
size, improved linearity and 
extended low frequency. 

Bag End normally sells the 
ELF integrator (a 1RU electron-
ics package) with its own loud-
speakers, but Sound Image is 
using its own cabinets with 
the unit. "My regular sub en-
closure has four 18s in it, but 
they're all in their own small 
chambers," says Sound Image's 
Michael Adams. "Realistically, 
40 Hz is about the best you 
can expect out of a live sound 
reinforcement [sub)," he con-
tinues. "But the ELF stuff just 
sounds much nicer. You get 
that last octave that I wasn't 
getting. We're going to send 

• • • 

APPLE 

APOGEE 

AKA! 

DIGIDESIGN 

FUS TEX 

JVC 

LEXICON 

MARANTZ 

MARK OF THE 
UNICORN 

OPCODE SYSTEMS, 
INC 

OTARI CORP 

PANASONIC 

ROLAND 

TA SCAM 

YAMAHA 

THEii 

uum_ _mum 
kOMPANY Experience The Industry's 

WIDEST SELECTION 
of Digital Audio Workstations 

and Multitracks. 
Why waste time 7nd money canvassing the country 
when one call to EAR will do it all? Whether you need 
complete digital midi() workstation systems or computers 
and peripherals, you can count on EAR for: 
-Most Extensive -leasing Specialists 
Selection in the U.S. - Complete Technical 

guy/Sell/Trade Support 

Digital Audio Workstation/Multitrack Specialists. 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 264 E McDowell Phoenix, AZ 85008 602 267 0600 

1/SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Are you going to stick them in an oven 

or use a nair dryer as some have tried? 

Bu krp[ioikI licciu emedp_s, you Louk.1 destroy 

• • your valuable- masers Dy attempting to fix them 

• yourselP . 

IDT, the leader in magnetic tape recovery technology, uses an innovative 

5 step program to evaluate, remver and f:ansfei you; masters safely and 
successfully on to any desired fiormat. 

Our professi.)nal and personal service .5 wet known among our many 

satisfied customers 'het, include Cresa nt Moon SFjdics for Miami Sound 

Machine, Flytetime and The Voice of Gcel Rec ordings, just to name a few. In 

addition, Ampex, BASF and 3M, refer their cusi oilier:. to us so they can take 

advantage of our undue recovery iechnology. 

So call us today 1-800-447-3083 and Jncl cut ho".v ICI can make your tapes 

play again. 

8049 Monetary Drive, Suite C-7 
The leader in Magnetic Tape Recovery Rmera Beach, FL 33404 

Innovative Development 7.41111111111. 

800-447-3083 
407-844-2111 
FAX 407-844-9610 
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DON'T JUST CLEAN CONNECTIONS 
DEOXIDIZE, SEAL & PROTECT THEM! 

ProGold, a one-step treat-
ment, is a conditioning solu 
tion that improves conductivity 
and protects gold, base met-
als and other precious 
metal surfaces. Provides 
maximum performance and 
protection on gold plate 
connectors and contacts. 

Even the finest equipment cannot guarantee 
noise-freeierror-free operation. One "dirty" 
connection anywhere in the signal path can 
cause unwanted noise or signal loss. 

ProGold and DeoxIT increase the performance 
and reliability of electrical components and 
equipment. They provide long-lasting protection, 
reducing the expense of repeated cleaning with 
expensive ozone-depleting solvents. 

Deox1T, a one-step treatment, 
is a fast-acting deoxidizing 
solution that cleans, pre-
serves, lubricates and 
improves conductivity on met-
al connectors and contacts. 
Use as a general treatment 
for connectors, contacts and 
other metal surfaces. 

ENVIRONMENTALLY-SAFE, CONTAINS NO OZONE-DEPLETING CFC'S. 

CAIG Products ... used by those who demand the best! 
Switchcraft 
Tektronix 
Texas Instruments 
Wayne-Dresser 
Xerox Corp. 

. . and many morel 

Ampex 
Boeing 
Capitol Records 
Diebold, Inc. 
Dolby Laboratories 
General Electric 

Hewlett Packard 
Honeywell 
John Fluke Mfg 
McIntosh Labs 
Motorola 
Nakamichi 

LABORATORIES, INC. 
"Environmentally Conscious" 

16744 West Bernardo Drive 
San Diego, CA 92127-1904 

Phone: (619) 451-1799 
FAX:1619) 451-2799 

ILSE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Microphones 
Signal Processors 
Digital Multitrack 
Mixing Consoles 

MIDI Gear 
Monitors 
Cable 
Tape 

800 S-T Juan Tabo Blvd NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87123 

TOLL FREE 

1-800-444-5252 
FAX 505-293-6184 

LIVE SOUND 

out Buffett's tour with a five-
way system, but actually we're 
going to run it four-way with 
subs. And the subs are going 
to be all ELE" The tour will 
also be using Yamaha's D2040 
digital crossover/system con-
troller when they hit the road 
late spring. 

SUMMER 

TOUR NOTES 

Maryland Sound Industries 
is out with a variety of acts, 
including Billy Ray Cyrus, 
Michael Bolton in Europe, 
Sheena Easton, Dolly Parton, 
Whitney Houston in rehear-
sals, Luther Vandross in Eu-
rope and Cindy Lauper in 
clubs. Also out with MSI is 
Julio Iglesias, who will do 
some South American dates 
and then hit the States. High-
lighting that tour is an ex-
tremely complex effects-heavy 
monitoring system featuring 
12-second reverbs, daisy-
chained delays, etc., with 
Craig Melvin at the monitor 
desk...Showco (Dallas, TX) 
has been busy with Vince 
Gill, The Highwaymen, Reba 
McEntire, INXS (doing clubs 
and theaters with Benji Lefev-
re at FOH), Clint Black & 
Wynonna Judd, the Beach 
Boys, Dwight Yoakam, Paul 
McCartney, Harry Connick Jr., 
Santana, the Moody Blues, 
Alice In Chains, Farm Aid, 
and Prince's Teaser Spring 
Tour...Electrotec (Canoga 
Park, CA) has been working 
with Alan Jackson, Def Lep-
pard in Europe, GNR in the 
States, Jackyl, and rehearsals 
with Lenny Kravitz in New 
Jersey for summer tours in 
Europe and later the U.S... 
Audio Analysts (Colorado 
Springs, CO) has been out 
with Bruce Springsteen and 
Van Halen. The company has 
also kept busy with lots of 
local work and two ten-day-
long conventions for music 
company BMG, one in Phoe-
nix and another in Orlando, 
which included both straight 
speeches as well as various 
musical acts. 
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los mejores amplificadores del mundo! e 

CDRMCI-On 
Ntz 

ocrown 
POWER-TECH I 

farricron 

Elkhart, Indiana U.S.A. 
Es el único lugar en el mundo donde cada 
amplificador Amcron y Crown es diseñado, 
fabricado y sometido a toda clase de pruebas 
técnicas. 

Lo que significa que cuando Ud. compra 
un amplificador Amcron, Ud. esta obteniendo 
toda la pureza de sonido, confiabilidad a largo 
plazo y calidad que han hecho que Crown gane 
una excelente reputación a nivel mundial. 

Si Ud. mira dentro de cualquiera de 
nuestros amplificadores, Ud. encontrará 
nuestro mismo sistema de circuito ttentado, 
resistente construcción, dedicación y 
compromiso total para obtener una gran 
calidad. 

Es esta la razón por la cual los amp-
lificadores Amcron y Crown estan respaldados 
con una garantía de infalibilidad de 3 Años— 
la mejor en el mercado. 

Amcron es Crown Americana 
Debido a inconvenientes con las marcas en 
el mundo, Crown Internacional utiliza el 
nombre de Crown solo en Norte America. 

El nombreAmcron o Crown Americana, 
fue seleccionada para representar a Crown 
eM el resto de nuestros mercados mundiales. 

Las unidades Amcron Vs. Crown son 
virtualmente idénticas, lo único que las 
diferencia esquelas unidades Amcron 
cuentan con una fuente de poder universal, 
un enchufe específico para cada país y la 
placa con el nombre de Amcron. 

Esto asegura total compatibilidad con 
nuestros innovativos y totalmente 
computarizados módulos "IQ System®" y el 
"Programmable Input Processor (P.I.P.®)". 

No importa donde Ud. resida en el 
mundo, ya que Amcron le ofrece el mejor 
amplificador hecho a su medida. 

1— Por favor envieme información 
de los siguientes producos. 

Instalred Sound 
EI To tring Sound 
D Microphones 
Enviar por correo a: 
Crown International, Inc. 
PO. Box MOO 
Elkhart, IN 46515-1000 • USA 

Nombre 

Compaftia 

Direccion 

Pais  

Leléfono FAX 

oRmcron. 
hecho en Estados litidos por Crown International, Inc. 
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A Scenic Tour Of The 
Seaside City That Plays Well 

For The Music Industry 
Start down by the docks of the city and wind your way( ,/along cobblestone 

streets that are bustling with urban energy. Streets packed with shops, restau-

rants, clubs and emporiums of traditional and non-traditional 

tastes. Get a feeling for the thriving arts community and 

a music scene that is bursting with creative energy. 

- Find the commercial center and see how business really should be done. 

Check in with the Downtown Portland Corporation and discover a group of people who will make it 

easy for you to make the move to a city whose destiny has music industry written all over it. And there's 

no telling GO  where we'll be going from here. After all, we do have Bob Ludwig 's world-class 

Gateway Mastering Studios. 

Walk over to your phone right now and call us for more information 

on the city that plays well for 'IT the music industry. (0 

-17 
1-800-874-8144 

PORTLAND, MAINE 
The City That Ploys Well For The Music Industry 

Downtown Portland Corporation • 389 Congress Street • Portland, Maine 04101 • Tel.: 1-800-874-8144 • Fux: 207-874-8649 
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LIVE SOUND 

by Bob Moses 

TRANSATLANTIC 
LIVE 
AUDIO TRANSMISSION GOES 20-BIT DIGITAL 

King's College 

Choir 

The angels were singing in 
20-bit resolution on Christmas 
Eve, 1992. Thanks to a historic 
collaboration between Minnesota 
Public Radio, American Public 
Radio, the BBC and Wadia Digit-
al Corporation, listeners around 
the world heard every bit. 

"A Festival of Nine Lessons 
and Carols" is a Christmas tradi-
tion for millions of people around 
the world. The service, held in 
King's College Chapel in Cam-
bridge, England, consists of car-
ols sung by the world-renowned 
King's College Choir and lessons 
presented by members of the 
Cambridge community and the 
college hierarchy. 

The Festival is adapted from a 
service that was conducted by 
E.W. Benson, later Archbishop of 
Canterbury, for use in his wood-
en shed church in Truto on 
Christmas Eve, 1880. Although 
some of the carols have changed, 
the service's basic format and 
lessons have remained virtually 

unchanged. Each year, one new 
carol is commissioned for the 
event; this year, Nicholas Maw 
composed "Sweet Jesu." 

The King's College Chapel is 
one of the world's most remark-
able acoustic spaces. This monu-
mental 500-year-old building 
stands nearly 300 feet tall, with 
80-foot ceilings. The voices of 
the choir take on a soaring quali-
ty in this space and seem to drift 
slowly down from above. The 
King's College Choir sings at 
chapel services nearly every day 
of the college term and is con-
sidered by many to be at the 
pinnacle of English choral music. 

Aside from being a cultural 
treasure, the Festival is also a 
historic radio event. The service 
was first broadcast by the BBC 
live from King's College Chapel 
on Christmas Eve, 1928. The 
annual broadcasts have never 
been interrupted, even during 
World War II, making this the 
longest-running program on 

radio. Live stereo broadcasts to 
North America began in 1979. 
This year, American Public Radio 
distributed the live program to 
225 public radio stations across 
the U.S. as part of a worldwide 
audience of 60 million. 

For the first time ever, the 
service was transmitted live to 
North America using 20-bit digit-
al processors. The technical 
achievements that brought this 
treat to our shores promise a 
new era of broadcast quality. 
Live sound on a global scale is 
now a digital reality. 

Minnesota Public Radio takes 
charge of transmitting the Festi-
val in the United States. Preston 
Smith, the program's producer 
and technical director at MPR, is 
committed to bringing American 
listeners into the 15th century 
stone walls of King's Chapel so 
they can experience the Festival 
fully. Each year, Smith and his 
team of engineers push the 
envelope of technology. In 1982, 

ARIWORK COMES COMPTIMENTS OF HONEYWELL. INC 
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SALE! :COHESIVE! 
MARKERFOAM ' ACOUSTIC FOAM 
r>4440r" GIANT 54"x54„ 

Immediate Shipping PI Ali All 2i.:39R9e5g.se$9:9.9"91',IL":10E3Q'uIC7,, 
High performance, lull-size sheets of super high density Markerloam. 
EZ mount Blue or gray. Super-effective sound absorption for studios. 
Markerloam offers best value. looks professional A. is proven in studios 
worldwide Request Foam-Buyers Guide Catalog. specs & free samples 
today. VISA. MC. AMEX COD. POs. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. 

MARKERTEK JUMBO 
' ,-•/../-4.., SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 
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LIVE SOUND 

the program made radio history 
when it was transmitted across 
the Atlantic Ocean live on a 
transatlantic digital link. In 1984, 
the system won the Armstrong 
Foundation Citation for Techni-
cal Excellence. Every year, 
Smith and his crew pour their 
guts into this broadcast. 

"I could have the BBC send a 
tape over on the next Concorde 
—it would be a lot less nerve-
wracking," Smith admits. "But 
this program must be experi-
enced live. This is one of the 
world's best choirs, in one of 
the world's best spaces. We get 
letters every year from people 
who really appreciate knowing 
they are part of the live service. 
It's worth all the effort." 

The audio signal follows an 
incredible path from King's 
Chapel to radios in the U.S. The 
service is mixed by the BBC's 
Julian Walther, in an Outside 
Broadcast van parked outside 
the chapel. The analog output 
of the OB van's mixer is digiti-
zed immediately by a Wadia 
Digital WA-4000 20-bit Refer-
ence AID Convertor. This AID 
is as close to the audio source 
as it can get, and a paramount 
goal of the system is to preserve 
as much detail in the digital sig-
nal as possible. 

The digital output of the 
Wadia is fed to the S/PDIF input 
of a Sony PCM-601 PCM Encod-
er. The 601, a consumer cousin 
of the Sony PCM-1630, converts 
PCM audio samples to a pseu-
do-video signal that's recorded 
onto conventional VHS, Beta-
max or 3/4-inch U-Matic video-
decks. The 601 is a mature de-
vice, using a Sony Fl recording 
format that predates compact 
disc. The original idea behind 
the 601 was that video signals 
can be recorded and played 
back by conventional VCRs. But 
more interestingly, this video 
signal can be routed using the 
planet's normal video distribu-
tion networks. 

The video signal output by 
the PCM-601 is transmitted via 
terrestrial microwave links from 
Cambridge to BBC Broadcasting 
House in London. The signal is 

monitored at Broadcasting House, 
then sent on to an international 
satellite uplink station at Dock-
lands, toward the east of Lon-
don. From there, the signal is 
uplinked to a PAN AM SAT sat-
ellite and transmitted across the 
Atlantic to a satellite earth termi-
nal in St. Paul, Minn. From there 
the data travels over a combina-
tion of fiber-optic and micro-
wave links to MPR's Studio M in 
downtown St. Paul. 

In Studio M, the video signal 
is fed to another Sony PCM-601, 
which outputs S/PDIF digital 
audio to a Wadia 2000 D-to-A 
Convertor. The Wadia converts 
the PCM data back into audio, 
which is routed to a Neve V 
Series console. The underwrit-
ing credits and continuity are 
mixed into the program, and 
this final signal is provided to 
225 other radio stations over 
American Public Radio's normal 
distribution system. 

While it seems conceptually 
simple, there are a number of 
technical pitfalls that must be 
avoided in this process. Each 
year, Smith and his team carry 
out a number of prebroadcast 
tests to ensure that the transmis-
sion link will be trouble-free. 
This year's broadcast went off 
with no major problems. Smith 
and engineers Tom Mudge and 
Brian Kilian were able to relax 
in the studio and enjoy most of 
the Festival. Only one minor 
problem occurred about half-
way through the service, when 
Kilian noticed the digital error 
level on the incoming signal 
was increasing. An adjacent data 
channel on the satellite was in-
terfering with the signal and 
lowering their signal-to-noise 
ratio. Smith immediately called 
the satellite carrier, and the 
problem was corrected before it 
became audible. 

Once you've experienced this 
system, it is hard to go back to 
the old way. Unfortunately satel-
lite time does not come cheap, 
and it is certainly cost-prohibi-
tive to use on a weekly basis. 
Other than "A Festival of Nine 
Lessons and Carols," the system 
has been assembled only a few 
other times to broadcast Garri-
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son Keillor's radio specials 
from Europe. 

USE OF DATA COMPRESSION 

While much of the broadcast-
ing community moves toward 
less-expensive transmission 
systems that use data com-
pression, Smith is reluctant to 
use them on this program. 
"We did experiment with a 
data-compressed system in 
part of the path for our 1991 
broadcast. We were disap-
pointed with the sonic per-
formance. The precepts of 
compression schemes are 
auditory masking methods, 
which are not kind to choral 
music. Choral music is so har-
monically rich, there aren't 
many places to cut. And a lot 
of what goes away is the 
ambience of the signal. King's 
Chapel is a wonderful space 
—we want to preserve those 
ambient details!" 

Smith's reservations are not 
limited, however, to the sonic 
quality of data compression. 
As with most new technolo-
gies, there are usually bugs in 
the equipment to work out 
and, with millions of people 
listening, Smith is understand-
ably hesitant to try radically 
new techniques. He learned 
this lesson during that same 
1991 broadcast. "The system 
crashed," he recalls, "making 
some rather loud pops about 
halfway through the broad-
cast. Fortunately, we had a 
non-data-compressed link in 
place that we were able to 
revert to." 

Nevertheless, Smith is 
always under pressure to pro-
duce this program as inexpen-
sively as possible. This year, 
Smith approached a number 
of international carriers to bid 
on the transmission. After 
explaining his needs, several 
carriers offered data-com-
pressed transmission as an 
option to save money. 

"When I replied that data 
compression was not accept-
able:' Smith says, "the reaction 
was nearly universal. It was as 
if I had denounced mother-
hood and the American way. I 
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was repeatedly told that the 
systems are digital and could 
not be detected, and that they 
all had many customers that 
were happy with it. Nearly 
everyone threw around the 
term 'CD quality,' which is a 
misnomer on two counts. First 
off, it cannot sound as good 
as a CD if there is a significant 
amount of data thrown away. 
The second, and perhaps more 
important point, is that the 
quality of the best CDs has 
improved dramatically in the 
past year or two, with the 
introduction of modern A-to-D 
convertors such as the Wadia. 
When we say CD quality, are 
we talking about the CDs I 
brought home the day I bought 
my first CD player in 1984? 

"Minnesota Public Radio 
uses a number of data-com-
pressed systems on a daily 
basis," Smith continues. "Data 
compression does have its 
place; it can be a tremendous 
money saver, but none of the 
systems I've heard come close 
to being transparent. It's very 
hard to describe the changes 
that compression systems 
make, unlike evaluating a 
console or tape machine 
where you can say, perhaps, 
that the top end isn't right, or 
the midrange has a bit of 
edge to it. The sonic impair-
ments of the data-compressed 
systems appear to be a mov-
ing target; the coloration 
changes with the music:' 

Currently, the international 
carriers do a better job trans-
mitting video than audio. 
Transatlantic audio transmis-
sions use an underwater, 
fiber-optic link. Audio enters 
and leaves the service in ana-
log format, and the link uses 
data compression that loses 
some of the ambient details. 
"The advantage of our system 
is we enter the digital domain 
several feet from the mixer in 
Cambridge and stay digital 
until we reach our Neve 
mixer in St. Paul." 

All technical wizardry 
aside, Smith was most excited 
about the sound his system 
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delivered this year. "It was 
amazingly transparent, low in 
distortion and natural. I heard 
a greater dimensional sense to 
the stereo field. The sibilance 
of the choir was a lot smooth-
er and natural-sounding. The 
IM we normally hear was 
missing. `Sss' didn't sound like 
`sch.' It was as close to what 
they were hearing in the 
Chapel as we could possibly 
get with today's technology. 

"We have always placed 
our promotional emphasis for 
the annual Festival broadcast 
upon the music and the serv-
ice. We've never promoted 
the broadcast as an audio-
phile event, though it was 
more so this year than any 
other. I'm confident that this 
was the best-sounding transat-
lantic radio broadcast that's 
ever been done." 

In an age when profession-
al audio manufacturers are 
scurrying to design local area 
networking and interoperabili-
ty into new equipment, it is 
exciting to learn that these 
systems will not be limited to 
the "local area." Future sound 
systems will bust through tra-
ditional geographical bound-
aries. The ability to transmit 
high-resolution, uncompressed 
digital audio across the planet 
is a significant advance. 

Ironically, this capability 
does not use some new whiz-
bang device but, rather, off-
the-shelf equipment that has 
existed for years. The system 
proves that ingenious applica-
tion of familiar tools can ex-
pand the limits of what was 
previously thought possible. 
• And even more ironic is 
the fact that it is the world's 
oldest radio program that 
is pushing the technology-
envelope into the future. This 
program is a historical, cul-
tural, and technological 
wonder. Don't miss it next 
Christmas Eve. 

Bob Moses is a senior digital 
audio engineer for Rafle Corp. 
and a longtime participant in 
the AES computer control 
standards process. 
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OUND 
OFFERS THE FIRST REAL GLIMPSE OF THESE 

WARM-BLOODED, BIRDLIKE REPTILES... 

Without giving away the opening, 
you re going to hear these dinosaurs be-
fore you see them. Whether its the lilting 
melody of brachiosaurus, the vicious at-
tack of velociraptor, or the earth-shaking 
footsteps of T Rex, sound offers 
the first real glimpse of these   

Based on the best-selling novel by 
Michael Crichton, who also co-wrote the 
screenplay, Jurassic Park is a weekend 
tale of an amusement park gone bad. 
Genetically engineered dinosaurs, the liv-
ing heart of the world's most ambitious 
theme park, have begun to act unpre-

dictably, so a team of special-
ists is sent to Isla Nublar for an 

by Tom Kenny 

warm-blooded, birdlike reptiles at the cen-
ter of Steven Spielberg's much-anticipated 
Jurassic Park. 

assessment. None of them has yet seen a 
dinosaur. What follows is a two-hour, 14-
reel roller coaster ride that is sure to be 

PHOTOS: MURRAY CLOSE/© 1992 UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS & AMBLIN INMENT 
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the box office splash of the summer. 
"You don't see the dinosaurs as 

well as you hear them for the first 
part of the movie," explains sound 
designer Gary Rydstrom, "which is 
an interesting way to introduce their 
character. Spielberg and Crichton 
were very clever in setting up pri-
mal, scary situations where you can't 
really see what's going on, but you 
can hear it. 

"In the case of the raptor, my 
first idea of its breathing was to 
have these reptilian, hiss-like, 
high-pitched breaths," he says. 
"But that didn't work so well, es-
pecially for scenes in which you 
don't see it, because you have 
no sense of size. If you just hear 
this little hissing, you think a 
snake is coming at you. So we 
went to these more horse-like 
breaths and snorts, which have a 
resonance, a resonant cavity that 
from breathing alone gives you a 
sense of size: It's much bigger. In 
this movie, we had to take into ac-
count not only how a particular 
sound matched the picture, but how 
it would stand on its own. Same 
with T Rex. You hear him roaring in 
the woods before you see him." 

The dinosaur sounds—the hisses, 
breaths, screams, clicks, roars and 
grunts, referred to as vocalizations— 
were created over a six-week period 
in the summer of 1992. Rydstrom re-
searched and worked up a library of 
interesting vocal effects, most 
recorded new by himself and assis-
tant Christopher Boyes. He traded 
videomatics of works-in-progress 
with Industrial Light ek Magic as they 

fa fa_ 

At the SSL 5000 in Mix E, 

Skywalker Sound, are (I to r) 

Christopher Boyes, Gary 

Summers, Gary Rydstrom, 

and Richard Hymns. Not pic-

tured: Shawn Murphy. (r): 

Sound Designer Gary Ryd-

strom (below) Visual effects 

supervisor Dennis Muren at 

Silicon Graphics workstation. 

ard dinosaurs, like a Tyrannosaur, 
should sound like. If I had him 
sound like a big, squawking par-
rot, no one would buy it. With 
the other dinosaurs, it really came 
from how they moved, which is 
what [model makers] Phil Tippett 
and Stan Winston and all the 
people at ILM were trying to 
come up with. They all looked 
like lizards, but there seemed to 
be a lot of personality in move-
ment. Would it walk like a bird? 
Would it run like a horse?" 

Actually, the first step was re-
search. Rydstrom and Boyes, es-
pecially Boyes, spent hours in the 
field chasing down unique ani-
mal sounds and recording them 

. • ; ..... . 

.. ; .. 
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built the visual effects; sometimes 
sound led picture, as with the bra-
chiosaurus' fluid head movement 
above the trees, and often picture 
dictated sound, as Rydstrom admits, 
"There were lots of cases where I 
had interesting sounds, but they 
didn't match visually." Either way, 
the animators had dinosaur vocals to 
draw to, much as you record the 
voice of Kathleen Turner before fi-
nalizing Jessica Rabbit. 

But the question remains: How 
does Gary Rydstrom know what a 
dinosaur sounds like? "The first ref-
erence I think has to be other 
movies," he says, "because there's a 
certain expectation for what stand-
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to a Sony 2000 DAT machine. An in-
dividual dinosaur may be made up 
of 25 to 30 different animal sounds, 
with four to six playing at any one 
time. For example, a T Rex inhale 
may include lions and seals and dol-
phins, while the exhale might be 
whale blow-holes and elephants. "I 
never create something from noth-
ing," Rydstrom says, "because I don't 
do synthesis. Everything comes from 
sounds in the real world." 

In this case, the real word ranged 
from a macaw farm to a cattle ranch 
to a "retired lion farm" to Marine 
World. "At Marine World [in Vallejo, 
Calif.] the trainer had me stand to 
the side by a box," Boyes explains, 
"and one by one these sea lions 
marched right up and went through 
a repertoire of about 50 sounds—the 
most amazing, bizarre sounds. Each 
one was completely unlike the oth-
ers. They each did a solo perform-
ance into the mic, and they were 
better behaved than most people 
I've recorded in ADR. We also did 
dolphins, killer whales, baby ele-
phants and mating tortoises." 

The lions from Marine World 
weren't so successful because they 
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mostly traveled in groups, so Boyes 
went to Ron Whitfield's " Big Cat" 
park to record an unusual territorial 
lion bark he heard about. A geese 
hiss, used as part of the raptor's agi-
tated breathing, came from an angry 
goose. And the sound of a herd of 
dinosaurs fleeing T Rex, what Ryd-
strom refers to as his "wild west" 
scene, came from a mini-cattle 
roundup on a Marin County ranch. 
A whole story could be written 

on the raw material that went into 
creating the dinosaur vocals and 
movements. One of the more-inter-
esting situations involved the owner 
of a reptile shop who came out to 
the Foley stages at Skywalker Ranch 
with animals in tow. "He brought 
everything from monitor lizards and 
iguanas to bull snakes and a 20-foot, 
180-pound python," Boyes says. 
"From the larger reptiles we got 
these sort of crinkly, weird skin 
movement sounds. We ended up 
Foleying a lot of the movement, but 
there it was. We also got incredible 
hisses, including one from a rat-
tlesnake that I believe plays with the 
dilaphosaurs—flanged." 

Boyes could be considered an all-
purpose recordist, as he also record-
ed the vehicle sounds, the rain and 
handled all the Foley. Rydstrom, he 
says, likes to have one person in-
volved with the effects all the way 
through to the final. He uses the 
Sony DAT in the field, with Sanken 
mics for general-purpose situations 
and the Neumann KMR-81 for a 
close perspective and tighter matrix. 

"I try to saturate—I would say sat-
urate the tape, but I guess it's 'use up 
as many digits as possible' on the 
DAT—because I find that the harder 
you hit it, the better it sounds," 
Boyes explains. "Obviously, you 
don't have as much forgiveness 
working with DAT as you do with 
analog, because if you distort it, it 
basically becomes a nonusable 
sound. But I find that in almost every 
case you should go for maximum 
signal on the DAT because it be-
comes much heavier and sweeter." 

Counting all the effects, not just 
the dinosaurs, Boyes, Rydstrom and 
supervising sound editor Richard 
Hymns ended up with 50 one-hour 
DATs to sort through. For the dinos 
Rydstrom then set about creating 
and combining on the Synclavier 
sampling the sounds and developing 
a massive library—everything from 
50 different isolated horse breaths to 

screaming birds and elephants. 
"I would then start playing with 

combinations, literally playing," Ryd-
strom says. " It's very easy on the 
Synclavier to instantly combine stuff, 
play it backward, play it at a differ-
ent pitch, and start seeing that 
maybe if you add an alligator growl 
with an elephant trumpet and a 
camel, maybe that would he inter-
esting. It's like cooking. 

"You choose the ones you like 
and spread them out on the key-
board," he adds. "There are four lev-
els on the keys of the Synclavier, 
and usually at no given time is a di-
nosaur made up of more than four 

animals. A lot of times I put things 
together with the idea of having 
something with low end, mid fre-
quencies and high frequencies. Or 
something with a strong attack and 
something with an interesting mid-
dle. I spent most of last summer 
finding these combinations, naming 
them, then storing them for future 
use. It was a very accessible library 
that was easy to edit with and easy 
to perform once picture came in. 

"The most time-consuming di-
nosaur was the velociraptor because 
these vocals come out of the crea-
tures' intelligence and personality," 
he continues. "T Rex's personality is 
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and better. Well, at least the sounds are cool." 
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pretty much hunt-and-kill, so it pret-
ty much roars and sniffs. The raptor 
hunts in packs and has communica-
tion skills, so there has to be intelli-
gence in its voice as well as scari-
ness. Breathing is one animal, 
screams are made up of geese and 
dolphins. There's a penguin, an 
African crane, sea otters. The guttur-
al clicking is a friend of mine, Diet-
rich, so there's some human stuff in 
there, too. The reason it's made up 
of 25 animals is that it does so many 
things. It would have been great to 
go out in the real world and find an 
animal that was 'the raptor,' but no 
animal is ever that interesting." 

While the rest of the film was 
edited conventionally on mag, the 
dinosaur vocals were edited and 
premixed in the Synclavier, mainly 
to avoid the massive tape library that 
would have been needed for all the 
variations on mouth movements and 
breathing. "It's very easy with digital 
editing to choose the pace of breath-
ing that leads into the next roar," 
Rydstrom says. "You have 'roar-in-
hale-exhale-inhale-roar,' so it fits like 
a jigsaw puzzle. Sometimes you type 
in the time code number and have it 

happen at a precise time. And some-
times you perform it on the key-
board until you get a performance 
you like. And once I got a section I 
liked, I would mix it—pan it, add 
echo and mix it right there, because 
my room is both an editorial room 
and a full-fledged mix stage." 

The editing and mixing of the di-
nosaur vocals took place from Feb-
ruary to April while the editors 
worked on the rest of the units. But 
before that, in early January, Ryd-
strom, Hymns and ADR editor Laurel 
Ladovitch flew to Los Angeles for a 
meeting with Spielberg and a first 
look at the whole film. They sat at 
the KEM for an intense six-hour ses-
sion, looking at basically a locked 
picture, sans many of the computer-
generated images, and listening to 
the A track. They had a breakdown 
of each reel by scene description, 
and they furiously took notes—all 
the Foley, dialog, effects and ADR 
questions answered at once. It was, 
Hymns says, a grueling day. 

They returned to Skywalker with 
a dupe of the film and ran it through 
the KEM the following day, at a 
much slower pace. Rydstrom and 

Hymns took more notes and further 
defined their duties, deciding on 
Foley moments vs. effects moments 
and the like. They then split up and 
broke down the bigger categories 
into details and timings. Hymns 
spent the rest of January gathering 
specific material in tandem with 
Boyes, mainly focusing on jeeps, 
rain and ambiences. 
When it's raining in the film, rain 

is the ambience. The sound team 
was lucky in that right when they 
began gathering sounds, California 
ended its seven-year drought and it 
rained for a month straight. Some 
nights Boyes slept with his DAT by 
the bed and a long mic cable, essen-
tially waking up to press "record." 
He also recorded rain on a number 
of different surfaces. 

"Since there are rain sequences 
that go on for a long time," Ryd-
strom says, "we tried to vary the 
types of rain so that it isn't 20 min-
utes of pink noise. I learned on A 
River Runs Through It that anything 
with water and rain becomes diffi-
cult. It eats up the high frequencies, 
and it's difficult to mix. So the key to 
making it interesting, to propel it for-
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ward and make it all work, is to be 
constantly changing it—from per-
spective cuts, or as you move to dif-
ferent locations, to have rain on 
wood, rain on cars, rain on pave-
ment, rain on vegetation, rain on 
puddles." 

"One of the first things we did 
once the effects editors came on in 
February was sit down with the four 
of them at an editing station and 
play the available ambiences one by 
one," Hymns explains. "I know that 
no editor is going to listen to 100 
backgrounds for the first scene. 
They listen to them, hear the one 
they like and move on. We wanted 
to use all of them. We didn't want 
the same ambience turning up in 
several different places, or the same 
ambience at all. As much as possi-
ble, we wanted the editors to pick 
up a new ambience for every scene 
and make combinations, laying as 
many as six or seven in a given 
scene instead of one." 

These are jungle ambiences pri-
marily (though the park's master 
control room also is prominent in 
the picture), and they came from all 
over the world—Sri Lanka, Indone-
sia, Costa Rica, Hawaii. According to 
Hymns, this is where you begin 
building the tension that made the 
book a page-turning, one-day read. 

"In some scenes you start off with 
this little pretty thing, and you know 
it's going to get bad," Hymns says. 
"So you just creep one [ambience] 
down and introduce another that 
has something else in it. It could be 
a raspy frog, or it could be a night-
time insect thing with a little elec-
tronic weirdness to it. If you just 
gradually take the birds out, the ten-
sion is already there." 

Rydstrom agrees: "But the trick in 
making things quiet," he points out, 
"doesn't mean that you don't play 
any sounds at all. When things are 
quiet in a movie, it means that 
you're hearing details you wouldn't 
normally hear. If you're trying to 
build tension out in the woods be-
fore a dinosaur shows up, you have 
everything get really quiet, then you 
hear leaves hitting the electric fence, 
or you hear certain birds, or you 
hear animals way in the distance, or 
you hear winds whipping around. 
It's sort of a hyperawareness, like a 
drug state. Suddenly everything is in-
credibly sharp and detailed, but low-
level. Those moments are tense." 
And those scenes are difficult to 

design. As most designers, editors 
and mixers will attest, it's not the big 
car-chase, shoot-em-up scenes that 
are difficult—they play themselves. 
But when there are only a few 
sounds, and everything is exposed, 
the effects have to be spot-on. For 
example, there's a scene where rap-
tors are stalking children through a 
kitchen. The raptor footsteps and 
their claw clicks are all Foley, mas-
terfully performed by Dennie Thor-
pe. And the children's breathing 
stands out as an element of terror. 

"I had to place myself in the head 
of the dinosaur for that scene," Ryd-
strom explains. " It was my job to 

want to kill the children—which is 
certainly not where the audience's 
head will be—only because I had to 
come up with the vocalizations. But 
the sound of the actors breathing is 
just as effective, if not more, than 
anything I could come up with. I 
wish I could design that. The kids in 
this movie are really good screamers, 
and there's nothing more horrific 
than a screaming child. I can come 
up with the best dinosaur sound in 
the world, and it can scare the pants 
off you, but the sound of a screaming 
child is going to be more effective." 

Most of the screams were record-
ed in New York and LA. and ac-
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cording to Hymns, the kids were ter-
rific screamers. There were only 500 
to 600 ADR lines, a tribute to a well-
recorded production track. By con-
trast, Backdraft required 2,600 lines. 
fu rassic is not a dialog-heavy 

movie, granted, and the production 
mix was delivered on DAT, with all 
the transfers taking place in-house. 
Ron Judkins recorded on location to 
the Fostex PD-2 time code machine 
and simultaneously to an analog 
Nagra. The Nagra reels were left in 
L.A. with Michael Kahn, the picture 
editor, so that he could work with 
last-minute changes. 
When the sound editors came on 

in February, all the sound transfers 
were on the racks ready to cut. Pre-
mixing began the last week of March 
and lasted about three weeks. The 
only real time crunch came in the 
final, and that was macle easier 
thanks to the already-complete di-
nosaur vocals and the rather exten-
sive work on the premixes. 

"Instead of having all the effects 
on one premix, we have them on 
four, sometimes five, six-tracks," 
Hymns explains. "We generally put 
ambience on A, ambience-related 

things such as individual birds or rain 
on I), my vehicle sounds on B, and 
the crashes and whatnot on C. The 
dialog will then be on two premixes, 
split into LCR, and the Foley will be 
on another. 

"We found that even though we're 
using a little more premix stock," he 
continues, "we can avoid going back 
to the units for changes. The biggest 
nightmare for me is to try to keep a 
hundred units of effects in sync with 
an ever-changing picture. I can pull 
up a few individual units in an emer-
gency, but I don't keep the whole 
hundred in sync any more, and I 
haven't for a long time. This way, if 
Steven says, 'The crickets are too 
loud,' they are on their own. If he 
says, 'The crash is too loud,' it's on its 
own. If he wants to hear more of the 
gear shift, it's on its own. That's the 
most important thing." 

The premixes were finished on 
Friday, April 16, the sanie day 
Shawn Murphy flew up from Los 
Angeles with the music to join Rycl-
strom and Gary Summers behind the 
SSL 5000 for the final. Murphy 
recorded the John Williams orches-
tral score on the MGM ( now Sony) 

stage in Culver City, essentially mak-
ing a live 5-channel submix that 
served as his premix. There was 
some interaction with the composer 
as the score was being developed, 
but for all intents and purposes, the 
final was the first time that the Sky-
walker team heard the music. 

"This is a traditional and beauti-
ful-sounding score," Rydstrom says, 
"and it creates a sense of awe that 
matches the classic beauty of the 
scenes. There's a certain majesty to 
it, and another part is very scary. It 
has to cover a broad range of emo-
tions. Typically, music and effects 
people are in an unstated competi-
tion on individual scenes, but I've 
come to realize over the years that a 
good film score just makes every-
thing I do sound that much better. 
And this is a very good film score." 

Six days after starting the " first 
final," Rydstrom, Summers and Am-
blin Entertainment associate produc-
er for post-production Colin Wilson 
flew to Paris with the complete film, 
minus a few visuals that were still 
coming in from Industrial Light & 
Magic. Spielberg flew in from 
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by Philip De Lande 

liait a decade ago, the most notable 
attribute of CD-ROM was its huge stor-
age capacity. The ability to store the 
equivalent of hundreds of thousands 
of pages of text on a single inexpen-
sive disc, accessed via a powerful 
database search-engine, was a dream 
come true for information-intensive 
businesses and governmental agen-
cies. But while it was possible to ac-
company text with supporting graph-
ics, significant limitations in both the 
CD-ROM drives and their host plat-
forms (the computers to which the 
drives were hooked) made true multi-
media delivery a difficult proposition 

In the last couple of years, many 
of the technical boundaries have 
been pushed back enough that some 
of CD-ROM's long-touted multimedia 
potential can begin to be realized. 
Better performance means improved 

production values, which should in 
turn translate into new entertainment 
products and new markets. Comput-
er- and video-game makers, drawing 
on their expertise in software pro-

gramming and interactivity, have 
been busy applying this theory. If 
consumer response to Sega CD is 
any indication, their efforts are like-
ly to be well-rewarded. 
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A sampling of screens 

from an Explora poto-

type (clockwise "rom 

upper left): Bamboo 

narp from Madagas-

car from a secticn on 

musical instruments; 

drummers from Bu-

,-undi at the WOMAD 

festival; a screen on 

-he song "Digging in 

-he Dirt" showing the 

.-nusic video witn ac-

companying lyrics; and 

.3 menu of musicians 

'rom the Real World 

-ecording week. 
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About HyperCard and QuickTime 
I lyperCard is a software tool for the Macintosh in which a system of 
virtual "cards," organized into "stacks," may be used to create an in-
teractive database. HyperCard allows the creation of navigational links 
between cards that are activated by clicking on the screen or other 
user action. Sophisticated onscreen manipulation of the data stored in 
HyperCard is possible by writing "scripts" in the HyperTalk authoring 
language. 

Since the data accessed in HyperCard may be text, graphics (stat 
ic or animated) and/or audio, the program is a powerful authoring 
tool for interactive multimedia. External video files may also be im-
ported and played in an onscreen window within HyperCard, normally 
in the form of QuickTime "movies." QuickTime is Apple's software-
based system for integration and playback of time-related data—in-
cluding video, audio and animation—on the Macintosh and Windows 
platforms. 

As for the music business, the big 
players appear to be preoccupied 
with their traditional core markets, 
which dwarf the nascent CD-ROM 
trade. At the same time, significant 
barriers remain to the widespread 
dissemination of entertainment via 
CD-ROM. So there hasn't exactly been 
a stampede of major labels embrac-
ing the idea of record industry-ori-
ented multimedia products. Even so, 
an advance guard of multimedia bo()st-
ers is hard at work awakening the 
music industry to the potential of the 
new technology. 

Current activity in this area is di-
verse, including a series of Make Aly 
Video titles for Sega CD ( featuring 
artists like Marky Mark, INXS and 
Kriss Kross)., a sort of musical Lego 
album from Todd Rundgren due out 
on CD-I, and reported interest in in-
teractive multimedia on the part of 
Prince. Also in development is a title 
for a newly created multimedia divi-
sion of Real World Records, Peter 
Gabriel's world-music-oriented label. 
The disc, entitled Evplora, will be re-
leased this fall. Designed for the 
Macintosh and Windows platforms, it 
is expected to carry a suggested re-
tail price under $60. 

The idea behind Explora originat-
ed with multimedia producer Steve 
Nelson, who runs San Francisco-based 
Brilliant Media. Nelson comes to mul-
timedia with a background he de-
scribes as "eclectic." In college, he 
studied architecture, psychology and 
linguistics, each of which still influ-
ences his approach to interface de-
sign. He also took an interest in data-
base programming. After graduation, 
he moved to Los Angeles and devel-
oped some entertainment-industry 

credentials, working as a writer and 
director in the broadcast television 
and industrial video markets. 

Nelson eventually combined his 
skills in programming and writing, 
leaving Los Angeles to build a career 
in software documentation in the San 
Francisco area. The move led him first 
to Claris, where he worked on Hy-
perCard-based interactive help for 
the company's software products 
(see sidebar above), and eventually 
to projects for Apple and CNN, in-
cluding an interactive newsweekly. 

THE MUSIC-MULTIMEDIA 

CONNECTION 

It was the various projects with Ap-
ple, says Nelson, that "really got me 
thinking about multimedia and gave 
nie the skills to actually do something. 
So I started thinking about what is 
going to make the field take off. And 
I decided that music was going to be 
something important that multimedia 
could hit in a mass market." 

With that in mind, Nelson began 
experimenting with multimedia al-
bums. "I did a Peter Gabriel album 
without ever having met him," he 
says. "I picked him because of his as-
sociation with technology, and the 
fact that his audience is the same as 
the owners of CD-ROM drives. And I 
love his music. 

"I just took his stuff and made a 
prototype of what h thought a music 
album should look Nelson con-
tinues. "I did a sort of MTV on a disc 
thing, seeing what could be done to 
make multimedia that the mass mar-
ket might appreciate. I t(x)k it around 
to several people who saw it and 
liked it, and one of them knew Peter 
and his manager, so he hooked nie 
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up with them. They were very inter-
ested, and it took off from there. 

"The intention of Explora," says 
Nelson, "is to give a hands-on expe-
rience of the creative process of mu-
sic, especially world music. A lot of 
it is, of course, about Peter and his 
recent album. But that ties in with all 
these musicians and influences from 
all over the world. 

"The disc is your chance to wan-
der around the studio and see what 
you find, or wander around the map 
of the world and see what you find 
in different parts of the world. You 
can see all the things that go into the 
making of an album behind the scenes, 
in recording sessions and the crea-
tive process of writing songs. Hope-
fully, through the interactivity, it will 
give you the experience of actually 
doing some of it!' 

This interactivity is what will dis-
tinguish Explora from the long-form-
music-video genre. The user will be 
the navigator, deciding where to go 
and what to see and hear at any giv-
en moment. In keeping with the 
theme of exploration, not all of the 
user's choices will be evident at first 
glance. Unlike most educational, 
training or reference-oriented multi-
media titles, where clarity is perhaps 
the most important consideration in 
interface design, parts of Explora will 
be more analogous to a treasure 
hunt, with a click here or there re-
vealing hidden layers. 

"We called it Explora, because we 
want people to have the experience 
of exploring this world of music," 
Nelson says. "Because of that, the in-
terface is very graphical, and more 
cryptic than usual. There are some 
icons across the top that make it very 
easy to navigate around the main 
menu structure. But in general, you 
interact with the objects on screen 
directly, rather than having a lot of 
buttons and menus. And things are 
not always identified onscreen. You 
have to dig around a little!' 

Peter Gabriel's music from the al-
bum Us is one area for exploration. 
"There is a section about the album 
where every song is illustrated and 
talked about," says Nelson. The works 
commissioned by Gabriel from inter-
national artists for use in the audio 
CD insert booklet are the starting 
point for the illustration of each 
song, supplemented by additional 
artwork, some hidden below the sur-
face. "When you come to an artist's 
work and click on it," Nelson ex-

plains, "things happen that you un-
cover on your own. 

"There are other sections," Nelson 
says, "about the three songs that have 
videos: 'Steam,' Digging in the Dirt,' 
and 'Blood of Eden.' They have more 
depth, with parts about the making 
of the videos. Each one also has a 
unique part that talks about some-
thing to do with the development of 
the music or the visuals or the mean-
ing behind the song. And then there 
are sections on Real World and the 
WOMAD (World of Music Arts and 
Dance) festival!' 

The section on Real World's an-
nual recording week illustrates the 
variety and flexibility that interactivi-
ty allows. Each year, Gabriel brings 
the label's artists from their homes 
around the world for a week of cross-
cultural pollination at the Real World 
recording complex in Bath, England. 
The massive jam session, with artists 
playing together in all different com-
binations of styles and instrumenta-
tion, is recorded and videotaped. 

In Explora, users will be able to 
access these performances by click-
ing on any number and combination 
of artists' pictures on a menu screen. 
A QuickTime movie showing the se-
lected configuration playing togeth-
er will then appear in an onscreen 
window. Elsewhere in the Real World 
section, a click on an artist's instu-
ment will bring out a movie showing 
how the artist makes the instrument 
himself. The user will also be able to 
"play" various instruments to see how 
they sound. 

Another exploration is a self-guid-
ed tour of the Real World facility it-
self. Starting with debarkation at the 
compound's riverside dock, the user 
may wander about, opening doors of 
the various buildings and seeing what 
is inside. The section is a set of mo-
vies linked by decision points at 
which the user chooses which way 
to go via a compass represented at 
the bottom of the screen. 

USERS AND PLATFORMS 

A crucial part of planning what the 
content of Explora would be and 
how it would be accessed was to de-
fine who is the expected user. Re-
flecting the still limited number of 
multimedia-capable CD-ROM drives 
in the hands of consumers, Nelson 
says, "Our target audience is the 
people who have the equipment to 
play it. We hope that in the future 
this expands to a much wider audi-
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ence. But for today, it is the people 
that have these systems. And maybe 
if we are lucky, a few people will be 
so excited about this thing that they 
will actually want to go out and buy 
CD-ROM drives, so we can actually 
expand the audience. 

"This fall," Nelson says, "you are 
going to see hundreds of thousands 
of CD-ROM drives sold, and many 
computer companies are coming out 
with boxes that are much more tar-
geted at the consumer audience!' In 
Nelson's view, the computer-savvy 
consumers who will buy these drives 
are demographically compatible with 
the fans of Gabriel's music. 

Further down the road, Nelson 

An advance guard 

of multimedia 

boosters is hard 

at work awakening 

the music industry. 

says, "The audience is going to change 
radically. It's going to move away 
from, forgive me, the sort of com-
puter nerd audience to the average 
person in their living room where 
they have their stereo and TV set. 
That is when this will turn into a 
mass market. I see that happening 
within the next five years." 

As the multimedia market grows, 
the channels available for distribu-
tion will evolve as well. But for now 
discs are marketed through a combi-
nation of mail order ( publisher-direct 
and through distributors) and retail. 
The retail channel is far less devel-
oped and focused than that of the 
record and video industries, with 
some discs sold in software stores or 
by computer dealers. Are such ar-
rangements appropriate for a music-
oriented product like Explora? 

"We have one of the major CD-
ROM distributors," says Nelson, "so 
Explora will certainly be in all the 
places that you would expect to find 
a CD-ROM today. But we are also 
working on getting into all kinds of 
new places including record stores?' 

Initial versions of Explora are 
planned for both the Macintosh- (HFS 
format) and IBM-compatibles. The 
compatibles need to be MPCs, mean-
ing they are running Windows and 
are equipped with sound and video 
cards conforming to the industry's 

"Multimedia PC" standard. The Mac 
version will run on any color-capable 
model. The window size has been kept 
small enough to work even on Apple's 
12-inch monitor or a PowerBook. 

As for the drive requirements, 
Nelson says it will not be necessary 
to own one of the new generation of 
double-speed drives. "We are trying 
to hit everybody, so it will play on 
the older drives: any drive out there!' 

Nelson is coy regarding future 
versions for other platforms, includ-
ing some of the stand-alone (TV-
hookup rather than computer-host-
ed) machines that have been intro-
duced or announced. "We are just 
going to focus right now on getting 
these first two versions out!' he says. 

"Obviously in the future we are 
going to want to develop for what-
ever platform is successful. It might 
be Sega-CD, 3D0 or more Apple or 
Windows stuff. And more likely than 
not, it won't be CD-ROM for that 
long. It will turn into interactive tele-
vision and other distribution mecha-
nisms. The focus will be less on CD-
ROM per se than on interactive en-
tertainment in whatever form is best 
for getting it out to your audience!' 

PRE-PRODUCTION 

As required by the multidisciplinary 
nature of multimedia production, Nel-
son has assembled a diverse creative 
team to bring Explora to life. The 
group for building the Macintosh 
version includes two production art-
ists, an interactive programmer, a C-
level programmer, two production 
assistants, a tester and a production 
manager to coordinate the whole proc-
ess. Additional people will be brought 
onboard when the project is ready 
for porting into the MPC version. 

The first phase of the team's work 
began with research. "I try to learn a, 
much as I can about the clients and 
their needs!' Nelson says. "For an en-
tertainment project like this, you also 
need to look at what the artist has 
done and what kind of material (vid-
eo, music, graphics, lyrics, etc.) is al-
ready available to work with. In this 
case we have an artist with a very 
well-established reputation and all 
kinds of very interesting material in 
his archives!' 

Brainstorming also plays an im-
portant role early on. Working with 
Gabriel's people in England, Nelson 
recalls, "we all sat down together and 
threw out hundreds of ideas. I sat 
down with Peter several times to talk 
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about what he wanted to see. He 
was the driving force behind making 
this a hands-on look into the creative 
process. 

"After we gather this immense 
pile of ideas and materials,- Nelson 
says, "we make outlines. I use a pro-
gram called Inspiration that has a 
standard text outliner, which you can 
flip into a networked tree structure to 
move things around and connect 
them in different ways. Another way 
is to put everything on Post-It Notes, 
put them up on a big board and start 
moving them around:' 

The point of all this, says Nelson, 
is to "look for patterns in the materi-
al—perceptual patterns or metaphor-
ical patterns. Good interface design 
takes advantage of subtle connec-
tions that can make smooth transi-
tions between all the pieces and pro-
vide a framework so people can un-
derstand the material better." 

With an initial outline in place, 
Nelson and his team developed a 
prototype. "We shot some things at 
Real World," he says, "and took some 
of the existing materials and began 
doing interface mock-ups to see 
what ideas would work and what 
wouldn't. For the prototype, it's not 
important to have every instrument, 
for instance, in the instrument sec-
tion. It's important to have one that 
you can go to and see how getting 
down and hack through the menu 
structure works, and whether people 
get excited about it. Does it work con-
ceptually, and is it entertaining? We 
continue to make those evaluations 
throughout the production process, 
with alpha testing and beta sites." 

In the case of Explora, the proto-
type also served a less creative but 
equally crucial purpose. "We wanted 
to come up with a really good pro-
totype that we could show to poten-
tial distributors," Nelson says, " be-
cause as a parallel track to produc-
tion you need to work on funding 
the project and getting distribution 
for the discs." 

As ideas tested in the prototype 
were edited and refined to create a 
working concept, scripting and sto-
ryboarding for the final production 
began. "Each screen had a sketch of 
how it would look long before we 
brought anything into the computer:' 
Nelson says. " Ideally, you want to 
spend months, if you have them, 
doing all this planning. Then the ac-
tual production can go very quickly. 

"If you just dive in on the com-

puter," Nelson continues, "it is going 
to take months to finish, because 
you haven't thought it through care-
fully first. Even when I think I've 
clone enough planning, I always re-
alize that I could have done more. 
You will be a much happier person 
if you storyboard down to the last 
possible detail:' 

PRODUCTION AND TESTING 

M tut- storyboarding, production be-
gan on some of the material created 
specifically for Explora. Video was 
shot for the studio tour segment, as 
well as interviews with Gabriel and 
others. The backdrops for many of 
the screens will be still frames from 
these videos, while others will use 
photographs shot separately. 

Most of the audio in Explora will 

"The audience 

will move from the 

computer nerd to 

the average person 

within five years." 

—Steve Nelson 

either come from pre-existing audio 
sources (such as Us) or will be tied to 
pre-existing or newly created video 
elements. So little audio-only work 
was involved in the production phase. 

As of this writing, the project is 
moving from production into post-
production. All the various media el-
ements, pre-existing or created for 
Explora, are prepared for use on the 
Macintosh development platform. 
That involves scanning photographs 
and illustrations and digitizing video. 
Using programs like Adobe Photo-
shop, scanned images are cropped, 
retouched, color-corrected, and fil-
tered, where appropriate, to create 
special effects. Video elements have 
largely been edited on tape in Eng-
land before digitization, but Nelson 
and his teams also use Adobe Pre-
miere for further editing directly on 
the computer. 

As for audio, some is already in 
the digital domain, while other ele-
ments need to be converted. "We get 
in all kinds of audio," Nelson says, 
much of it on videotape, some on 
DAT. "Ideally, we want to do every-
thing at the the highest possible qual-
ity. We are dealing with playing back 
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8-bit/22kHz (sample rate) mono 
sound on the Mac, but there are ways 
to equalize it and process it so it 
plays back a little bit better through 
those tiny speakers. We do that in 
Sound Designer II, so whenever we 
can we digitize to 16-bit/44.1 kHz 
using the Digidesign Audiomedia 
board. Then we downsample and 
sync the sound back up with the vid-
eo when we import it into a Quick-
Time movie:' 

Not all audio gets the Sound De-
signer treatment, however. "Depend-
ing on which computer we are work-
ing at and what the purpose of the 
audio is," Nelson says, "we may use 
the built-in sound on our (SuperMac) 
Digital Film card. And occasionally 
we use the built-in sound on the Mac 
or the MacRecorder system." What-
ever the input route, the resulting 
sound files may then be edited for 
their intended role in the project. 

"We have a lot of sound loops in 
Explora," Nelson continues, "that are 
taken from various sounds from 
around the studio and clips of songs. 
These audio clips are used for tran-
sitions (between screens) and also to 
provide some ambience on menus 
and other places where there isn't a 
lot of action going on. They will be 
played as QuickTime movies that 
have no video. You don't see a mo-
vie on the screen, but you use the 
same kind of QuickTime timing ca-
pabilities." Because QuickTime en-
ables control over the time base of 
the sound, such audio-only movies 
can be used to make onscreen events 
occur at specific times in a song. 

Once all the pieces are together 
and in the appropriate format, the 
authoring process can begin in earn-
est. "We take all the elements:' Nel-
son says, "and combine them using 
our proprietary HyperCard-based au-
thoring system, which is what drives 
Explora. All the interactivity is pro-
grammed in, all the elements are laid 
out on the screen, and all the aesthet-
ic decisions that we made earlier are 
implemented. That goes fairly quick-
ly, though someone using HyperCard 
without our system or using Macro-
media Director would be spending a 
lot of time programming all the ele-
ments, determining their timing and 
how they all hook up together." 
When authoring of the initial ver-

sion is complete, the project will 
move into the testing phase. "Our 
tester," Nelson says, "goes through 
every possible place on a disc in 

every possible combination and tries 
his best to make it crash or not work. 
We will also be doing user testing, 
where we send the disc out or bring 
people in to play with it. We can 
pick a sample that represents who 
we are trying to hit when we market 
the disc?' Because CD-ROM drives are 
so much slower than hard drives, the 
program will be recorded on CD-Rs 
to ensure that the testers are seeing 
what the end-user will see. 

The user testing, a continuation of 
the evaluation process that began 
with the prototype, will allow user 
feedback to be incorporated into re-
fined versions at the same time that 
bugs are found and corrected. After 
many cycles of testing and revision, 
when no further problems can be 
found, the program will go to the CD 
plant for mastering, replication, pack-
aging and eventual distribution. 

This basic outline of the produc-
tion process would be pretty much 
the same for any interactive multi-
media project. But certain aspects 
make Explora stand out for Nelson: 
"As an entertainment product, Explora 
has a very different focus from a lot 
of the other CDs out there. And be-
cause it is one of the first music proj-
ects, we are really pioneering some-
thing. We have to think about how 
we make music interactive in ways 
that are going to appeal to people." 

Nelson sees parallels between this 
early stage of multimedia in music 
and the early days of music video: 
"It's even the same deal with the rec-
ord companies and musicians. Some 
people get it, and they are right on 
top of this thing. Others are saying 
it's not going to happen. But look 
what happened with video: It took 
off like crazy." Nelson expects multi-
media music to follow a similar course. 

"I think interactivity will have a 
huge impact:' he says. "Audio CDs will 
not go away, but this will be a whole 
new way for artists to present their 
work. When double-speed drives be-
come prevalent, you will be able to 
have full Red-Book audio plus quali-
ty video running at the same time. So 
it may be that in the future audio CDs 
will come with a multimedia track 
built into them. I believe that Peter 
Gabriel would like much of what he 
does from now on to have these mul-
timedia elements built in, and I think 
a lot of artists will go that way:' • 

Phil De Lancie is a mastering engineer 
at Fantasy Studios, Berkeley, Calif. 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

by Camran Afsari 

BRIAN ENO 
MIXING THE INGREDIENTS OF POP 

IN CULTURE'S CAULDRON 

rian Eno makes no secret of his trust 
in the oblique laws of constant mu-
tation. Now entering his third decade 
of distinctive work, Eno has a seem-
ingly boundless reserve of energy for 
the myriad projects he tackles, wheth-
er solo albums, collaborations, pro-
ducing other artists, composing for 
film, lecturing, experimenting with 
video paintings or designing audio-
visual installations. His governing 
aesthetic has remained consistent 
through the years: to superimpose 
unrelated ingredients of pop culture 
to create new music and art forms. 

Eno rejects the absolutist notion 
that there are "correct" ways of doing 
things, preferring instead to revel in 
his own special definition of "prag-
matism," which is simply, "learn and 
enjoy from all the different ways we 
can do things." Obviously, he must 
be doing something right: He has en-
joyed both popular and critical suc-
cess throughout his career—his Gram-
my for co-producing U2's Acbtung 
Baby (with Daniel Lanois) is just the 
latest and perhaps most prominent 
honor to come his way. 

His career started with a teenage 
interest in electronics. While study-
ing at Ipswich Art School in England, 
he appropriated the only available 
tape recorder to capture (at low speed) 
the inherent resonance of a certain 
metal lampshade while a colleague 
read some poetry in the background. 
The education continued in later 
years when he became an experi-
mental electronics dabbler/artist, in 
the avant-garde tradition of Andy 
Warhol, John Cage and Cornelius 
Cardew. Eno recognized and became 
fascinated by the haphazard nature 
of untraditional, nonclassical music 
when jamming with the Portsmouth 
Sinfonia of quasi-competent musi-
cians—many years later this highly 
influential musician continues to say 

that his own purely musical abilities 
are about as good as a 9-year-old's. 

In 1971, he ran into an acquaintance 
on a train: Andy MacKay was an exper-
imental saxophone player starting a 
band called Roxy Music. MacKay in-

vited Eno to play his band's neglected 
synthesizer. Not being a synthesizer 
player, Eno agreed, and for two no-
table albums he worked with the pi-
oneers of style-conscious romantic 
art-rock. Onstage with Roxy Music he 
easily played the role of the glam-
rock hero (he had more and longer hair 
then). And in the studio he began to 
establish his well-known technique of 
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using sensitive electronic treatments 
of instruments to decorate recordings. 

Eno departed Roxy Music in 1973 
to begin recording a string of solo al-
bums. Here Come the Warm Jets and 
Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy 
showed his ability to sing quirky, an-
imated and energetic pop tunes. An-
other Green World and Before and 
After Science are immensely charm-
ing records made up of compositions 
that could emanate from real or 
imagined images of pastoral land-
scapes. They best exhibit Eno's trade-
mark minimalist nurturing of a given 
musical moment: The music seems to 
effortlessly inhabit a space somewhere 
on the periphery of sound and si-
lence, yet it is still completely engaging. 

In 1975, he developed a set of 
cards called "oblique strategies"—over 
100 possibilities to alleviate a state of 
musical uncertainty. Similar to psycho-
analyst Carl Jung's belief in the Tarot 
for synchronicity and meaningful co-
incidence, Eno provided himself with 
a rather convenient method of mak-
ing artistic decisions. The cards can 
provide specific technical guidance 
such as "consider a different fading 
system," all the way to the seemingly 
absurd "look closely at the most em-
barrassing details and amplify them." 
The fatigued engineer may prefer to 
pull the card that says "go outside 
and shut the door:' 

Also in the mid-'70s, Eno started 
exploring the relatively unknown ter-
ritory of ambient music. His curiosi-
ty aliout this artform was piqued after 
he studied the passive ways in which 
people listen to music. He found, for 
example, that people would come 
home, put on a record, often at vol-
umes that are unobtrusive, and then 
simply go about their various domes-
tic tasks. The music itself was not (al-
ways) a focal point for the listener, 
and so it could be administered as a 
single component of the overall "land-
scape." Eno's ambient music series 
was designed to mesh with other at-
tributes of any mood-altering envi-
ronment—the temperature, the color of 
wallpaper or even a certain fragrance 
in a room. (Actually, Eno has long been 
a collector of perfumery materials.) 

The malevolent reaction of the Brit-
ish music press to Eno's ambient re-
cordings is part of what drove him to 
live in New York for five years in the 

early '80s. Ironically, today "ambient 
house music" is quite the rage on dance 
floors in Britain. Bands like The Orb 
make quiet but danceable synthesized 
music that has been lauded by the 
same tough British press for its "Eno-
esque drift:' Needless to say, Eno feels 
vindicated by this turn of events. 

The discovery of strange and in-
teresting "accidents" is common in 
his work. In what seems to him a 
lifetime ago ( 1980), he collaborated 
with David Byrne to release My Life 
in the Bush of Ghosts. This album 
featured prerecorded Middle Eastern 
and North African vocal perform-
ances, fused to mainly Western mu-
sical elements, in particular electronic 
rhythms, to form an intriguing mix-
ture of sounds and cultures. 

As a producer, Eno has helped 
chart musical directions for some of 
rock's cardinal artists. In the late '70s, 
David Bowie was so inspired by Eno's 
Another Green World that he asked 
Eno to work with him: The results of 
the partnership were some of Bowie's 
most adventurous albums, Lou' and 
Heroes (both recorded in Berlin), as 
well as Lodger. Bowie once said of 
working with Eno: " It was a hit like 
being four years old again and hav-
ing a rather fun uncle who could pro-
duce coins out of his ear." Eno be-
came the "fifth" Talking Head for a 
couple of years, producing More 
Songs About Buildings and Food, the 
groundbreaking Fear of Music and 
Remain in Light. For the Akron spud 
boys known as Devo, he produced 
their 1977 debut, Q. Are We Not Men? 
A: We Are Devo! The sanie year he 
also produced Ultravox's first record. 
For U2, Eno and Lanois have shared 
the role of creative guru on three al-
bums—The Unforgettable Fire, The 
Joshua Tree and Achtung Baby. About 
Eno, U2's Bono notes, "With him we 
discovered the spirit of our music 
and a new confidence in ourselves:' 

Until recently, the diversity of Eno's 
work left him with little time for re-
cording his own material. In the past 
few years, he's been invited by uni-
versities to lecture on topics like high 
art vs. low art, and corporations have 
paid him handsomely for talking about 
subjects such as the future of culture. 
Still, last fall he put out his first solo 
album in seven years, Neme Net, on 
his own Opal label, distributed by 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

Warners. Not surprisingly, the CD is 
a conglomeration of genres. He's al-
ways enjoyed German electronic mu-
sic, Miles Davis and Jimi Hendrix. On 
this recording, those influences are 
combined into a unique blend of jazz, 
techno-dub, hip-hop and post-funk. 
Guest appearances are by guitarist and 
longtime collaborator Robert Fripp of 
King Crimson, and Led Zeppelin's 
John Paul Jones, who adds his pa-
nache on the piano. Eno isn't known 
as an authority in dance music; how-
ever, a couple songs on Nerve Net are 
infectious enough to oscillate the hips 
of the most jaded rave dancer. 

In 1985, he visited Moscow where 
he met painter Sergei Shutov. Eno was 
impressed by his work and pleased 
to find out that some of Shutov's 
paintings were made to the accom-
paniment of his records. Released 
since Nerve Net but conceived well 
before, Eno's current instrumental re-
cording, Shutov Assembly, departs from 
jazzy influences and returns to a style 
more consistent with his previous am-
bient releases. This recording includes 
heavily treated synthesizer patches 
that are dense in texture, almost 
glacial in their speed and simultane-
ously haunting and attractive. 

Brian Eno is a figure who could 
easily peak the reading on the pro-
verbial "cool-o-meter." But he is cool 
with a difference; as he once said of 
U2, Eno is positive where cool is 
cynical, involved where cool is de-
tached, open where cool is evasive. 
And his overall demeanor is broad-
minded and modest. After I arrived 
at his retreat in a not-so-fashionable 
area of north London, with impecca-
ble politeness he excused himself for a 
few minutes to go put the final touch-
es to a letter he was composing for 
his godson. The adjacent room of-
fered little besides a beautiful carpet, 
on which I sat counting the endless 
row of DATs on the marble fireplace, 
until we were ready to have a go at 
figuring some of it out. 

Mix: What is your strategy for sound 
design? How did you approach pro-
gramming synthesizers to get sound 
textures for the compositions on 
Shutov Assembly? 
Eno: Most of the sounds are made 
using previous patches. When I de-
cide what sort of a sound I'm look-
ing for, I go to patches somewhere in 
that area and then modify them. I 

rarely employ the same sound twice 
with this approach. I haven't used a 
"preset" sound for a long time—at 
least some kind of tweaking is always 
necessary depending on what the 
piece demands. 
I think it's unfortunate that the peo-

ple who build synthesizers never have 
enough time to program them. I was 
saying to Yamaha once that their mis-
take was in thinking that they are the 
ones who design these instruments, 
when in fact the designers are the peo-
ple who use them. The manufactur-
ers provide us with a box of possi-
bilities—a sound kit. I'm generally 
critical of how difficult it is to access 
the various functions on these devices. 
Yamaha told me that 80 percent of 

M preferred way 

of working is to fiddle 

about with a piece of 

gear until I discover 

something unique. 

the synthesizers they receive for ser-
vice haven't at all been reprogram-
med. That's no surprise, because they 
are hard to program. 
I made a suggestion for the de-

velopers to design an interface that 
uses a hierarchy of often-used func-
tions. This will allow common func-
tions to be easily accessible. They 
said that's great, but how would we 
know which functions are most used? 
I said first, by using a musical com-
mon sense. Second, I suggested in-
stalling a sound chip that would re-
cord the usage of the synthesizer 
over time. In a few years, you would 
have a history or picture of its opera-
tion, and so you would know which 
buttons were pushed most frequently. 
Mix: How can engineers become ex-
perimental in their work? How might 
engineers get tangible results without 
getting too obscure or into "left-field" 
and risk wasting studio time? 
Eno: That depends on the way engi-
neers define their job. In the past, 
engineers had a very limited sense 
for their job: They made sure that clean, 
undistorted signals were recorded on 
tape. Early in recording history, these 
fellows were just a subset of the whole 

recording process. In a way they were 
indifferent to the band; they were 
not even encouraged to be interest-
ed in the music itself. Here in Eng-
land, the first engineers used to wear 
lab coats—their job was purely tech-
nical. So engineers expanded the de-
finition of their work, beginning 
with: "I should be in record when 
the band is ready to record and not 
still pissing about with mic levels." 
[Laughs] By now, the best engineers 
have left the subset and come into 
the superset of the recording process: 
Their interest in the music is acute, 
and they are producers as well. 

There are many levels at which an 
engineer can experiment. Twiddling 
the pots, boosting and fading tracks 
are authentic methods of experi-
menting. Or you could begin to ex-
periment at the very deepest levels, 
such as German engineer Connie 
Plank used to. He would question 
just about every aspect of recording 
and consider how else it might be 
done. Connie invented the first auto-
mation I ever saw. He had the Ger-
man optics company Zeiss develop a 
lens for a special camera that was in-
stalled in the ceiling above the console. 

This lens was designed to take a 
photo of the console at the end of a 
session, which would later be used 
to make a transparency. The neat 
thing was the camera had a double 
function: It was a projector as well. 
So you could slide the transparency 
into it and project the original photo 
back onto the console. Then it was a 
matter of moving the faders and pots 
onto the projected shadows, which 
were the settings of your previous 
mix. This was quite cumbersome, 
but I thought it was a brilliant idea. 

Connie set up an experiment with 
a special monitoring system as well. 
During the '70s, we were working at 
his studio outside Cologne in the 
German countryside. He built a little 
radio transmitter in the studio to 
broadcast on a specific frequency to 
a receiver he'd set up in his car. After 
a day's work, we would go out for a 
drive, and he'd leave the assistant 
behind and say, "Switch the tape on 
in about 25 minutes:' So we're driv-
ing along, and suddenly the song 
would come up in the middle of our 
conversation. This was an incredibly 
useful diagnostic tool, because lis-
tening to a mix in that context— 
mono in a car, where you're used to 
hearing finished material—allowed 
us to immediately tell what doesn't 
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work and what needs to be changed. 
Mix: What is the difference for you 
between working purely technically 
or purely musically? How do you com-
promise in yourself the technical mu-
sician with the musical technician? 
Eno: My preferred way of working is 
to fiddle about with a piece of gear 
until I discover something unique. 
It's exciting to find a great sound when 
you're just confronting novelty. I like 
to find out about things by actually 
using them. I'm really hopeless at sitting 
down and reading about how things 
work. Manuals are usually difficult to 
read. You have to flip into a different 
experiential mode to read them care-
fully. It's a distinct mindset to be study-
ing line by line, understanding cause 

The best experiment 

with vocals is to 

trick the vocalist 

into thinking you're 

not recording. 

and effect, sequential, and so on. 
That's when it becomes purely tech-
nical. Sure you have to do it some-
times, but it doesn't always mix very 
well with the musical idea you have 
in mind. Many high-tech devices are 
designed for the Japanese who have 
the patience to read the manual for 
weeks even before they take the unit 
out of the box. But some people are 
lazier —won't read instructions—and 
want action quickly, and that's exact-
ly the sort of manual that I want. I'm 
not interested in reading what isn't 
immediately necessary. I'd prefer 
equipment to be designed for people 
who are as impatient with the whole 
process of learning them as I am. 
Mix: The manufacturers should write 
a technical addendum for users who 
want to look into advanced or eso-
teric features, and provide an "easy" 
manual for a quick start-up. 
Eno: That's how the documentation 
for the Eventide H-3000 series is. I 
think the Eventide and its manual are 
fabulously designed. I've taken that 
piece of gear to studios many times, 
and I've found that other people can 
immediately start to work with it. 
They've built the unit using echelons 

of functions, so the parameters you're 
most likely to change in a program 
are easily evident. In fact, I wrote Even-
tide a letter commending them on 
the design of this machine. Presum-
ing they received the letter, they never 
replied. Maybe they thought I was 
trying to get a free unit [Laughs], even 
though I said I wasn't interested in 
getting another one. 
Mix: How important to your ambient 
work is the psychoacoustic awareness 
that people don't always plant their 
ears in between the speakers of their 
stereo and give their absolute atten-
tion for the duration of the song? 
Eno: I think most music, until very 
recently, was not aware of this. It 
was based on the old model that 
people would come home and plant 
themselves between speakers as if 
they were watching a movie. Engi-
neers would set up a "stereo field" as 
if it were a picture to scan, with things 
on the left, over in the corner, in the 
middle, and so on. This was really 
for lack of any other paradigm to 
work from. Before, it was considered 
somewhat of an insult to the music if 
you didn't give it your full attention. 
So I said, well, let's forget about 
being insulted. People don't always 
listen so attentively; they use music 
in many different ways. 

I've always said that thrash music 
and heavy metal are the closest rela-
tives to ambient music because they 
both have a strong immersive quali-
ty to them through which the listen-
ers can lose themselves. With metal, 
you walk into a musical landscape 
that's tremendously aggressive and 
as loud as possible. The narrative de-
tails are pretty irrelevant—it doesn't 
matter where the song is going or 
what it's saying—you just want to be 
inside it, and that's really the way 
ambient music is as well. 
Mix: I sometimes listen to CDs with 
the random or shuffle function set 
on. Do you enjoy the different "feel" 
an album has when you hear songs 
juxtaposed in a unique order? 
Eno: One of my themes these days 
is that artists will be offering people a 
bundle of possibilities they can sort 
out themselves, and not just one nar-
rative for them to go through. Listen-
ers will have control over the se-
quence and will act the role of a cu-
rator by programming only what they 
want to hear. In the future, blue-light 
CDs will have playing times of up to 
four hours. It's unlikely for most bands 
to make a CD with four hours of dif-
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ferent material. But what this does 
allow is a release with all the alterna-
tive songs and rough mixes and ver-
sions to be included. 

It's rather like going to a great ret-
rospective exhibition of some paint-
er's work. You'll find the sketches 
and studies and the different versions 
of paintings, sometimes you'll even 
see other artists' copies of the paint-
ing. I really like this idea of a great 
big space filled with all the ideas that 
surround a piece of work. And often 
you'll find that you prefer certain 
phases to the finished work. It's sim-
ilar to the way demos sound so good 
and have something in them that you 
can never capture in the final release. 

So it would be neat to go out and 
buy a CD and for the first 40 minutes 
or hour it's just like an album. But 
then, you have six alternate versions 
of track 4 and rough mixes of the 
two earliest demos of track 6, one 
with a different vocal and so on. To 
me, this would be very interesting, 
especially if you're using shuffle. 
Mix: From my understanding, you're 
not very keen on vocal recording. 
Do you prefer working with instru-
ments and other sounds, or have you 
valued the results of any particular 
vocal experiment? 
Eno: The best experiment with vo-
cals is to trick the vocalist into think-
ing you're not recording. [Laughs] I'm 
always terrified of the moment I get 
into vocals with a hand. Suddenly 
the door seems to shut on having a 
good time. It becomes an endless 
grind through listening to a thousand 
different versions of the vocal until 
everyone's exhausted and nobody 
can judge. In my experience, it's cru-
cial to capture the vocal when it's 
still fresh in the mind of the singer. 
You can often hear this when vocal-
ists are trying their first takes on a 
song; it can have a certain magic and 
you know it's the take you're going 
to use. With good singers, there's 
very little difference between one 
performance and the next. Good 
singers are good at it. They can go 
on all year doing different versions 
and some may be slightly better than 
others, but if they are good, then all 
the versions are usually acceptable. 
I think there's a real problem 

when you give so much attention to 
just one aspect of the song; it creates 
an imbalance of emphasis. Some-
times you have a situation where an 

instrumental performance has been 
kept because it's energetic, rough 
and full of strange and unusual cre-
ativity. And then on top of this you 
can add a perfectly tailored vocal, 
where every line has been taken from 
a different performance and added 
together. This always sounds bad to 
me, because I can hear a stylistic 
clash between the instrumental and 
vocal performances. 

Also, preparing the session is an 
important aspect of vocal recording; 
I learned this from Dan Lanois. Engi-
neers should always be set up and 
ready for a singer before they arrive, 
so as soon as the vocalist walks up to 
the mic and sings the first word, they 
think how fantastic it sounds and all 
they want to do is go straight into a 
performance. The first thing an engi-
neer says to a vocalist should not be: 
[talks in a geeky voice] "Can you give 
nie a sound on the mie please? What's 
the loudest you think you're going to 
be singing? A little revert)? A little 
echo? How are the headphones?" And 
all of that stupid nonsense. You should 
take care of setup with an assistant 
before the vocalist arrives. Get the 
proper levels, add whatever EQ and 
other treatments you have in mind so 
that it's ready. I think this can moti-
vate the singer when she immediate-
ly hears herself sounding really fab-
ulous and then just wants to sing. 
Mix: Have you considered doing 
any live performances of your work, 
or is the studio the extent of your 
musical territory? 
Eno: What I hate about gigs is the 
idea of people coming to a place for 
a short period of time, and in this 
short period of time you have to com-
press all these things that you've done 
into a show for them. I think I would 
be happy to perform if it's a different 
situation. Let's say I was in a loft in 
New York for two weeks. And for 10 
hours or 12 hours a day there's always 
something happening; some of it live 
and some of it not so live. I would pre-
fer to treat it like a museum or a gallery. 
Not like a gig these clays where peo-
ple pay far too much money and the 
artist has to do something super-spe-
cial and highly concentrated. People 
should not be herded in and out. They 
can come and go as they please; it 
would he worth staying for just 20 
minutes, or they would be welcome 
to stay as long as they like. 

Camran Afsari is a freelance writer 
and recordist based in Sall Francisco, 
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0 A S To 
L.A. GRAPEVINE 
by Fred Jones 

There was quite a bash at the 
Record Plant the other night. As 
part of the ongoing 25th anniver-
sary celebration, they hosted a 
gala photo exhibition by none 
other than Mix 's own Mr. Bonzai! 
The display featured his exten-
sive collection of musician pho-
tos and some wonderful shots of 
monkeys. The only trouble was 
in telling them apart in some of 
the photos. Oh well. Among the 
200 or so luminaries from the 
recording scene who attended 
were Ed Cherney, Nicolette 
Larson, Russ Kunkel, Van Dyke 
and Sally Parks, as well as 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 155 

Master multi-instrumentalist 

David Lindley and microphone-

man/guitar player Stephen Paul 

record basic tracks for a 

Beachwood Records release at 

Built On Dreams (Studio City, 

CA) with custom modified 

microphones. 

SESSION SPOTLIGHT 
by Mel Lambert 

DIGITAL POST FOR "FRIENDS & LOVERS" 

Among this year's crop of new TV 
pilots was Friends & Lovers, a real-life 
drama series from Bunim-Murray Pro-
ductions, the company responsible for 
MTV's Real World. The new show is 
designed along similar lines to Real 
World, and includes cinema vente 
glimpses inside the lives of featured 
families. The show is shot on Betacam 
and posted on D2 at Hollywood Digit-
al. According to Andre Perreault, the 
facility's Audio Division Director, pro-
duction audio from the Friends& Lov-
ers shoot was recorded directly to the 
Betacams; during digital-to-digital trans-
fers of audio and video to D2 work 
reels, the audio was resampled at 48 
kHz, the D2 standard. 

"We then performed the online 
edits in one of our D2 component 
video rooms," Perreault continues. "At 
the same time, production dialog and 
time code were retrieved from the 
Betacam reels and transferred digitally 
into our SSL ScreenSound at 48 kHz, 
for conforming to edited picture. 

"We also transferred ambience from 
the Betacams directly into ScreenSound," 
he continues. "I could then begin my 
dialog premixing to a D2 workprint of 
the online edit, using time code refer-
ences from the imported EDL. 

"Meanwhile, our other ScreenSound 
handled music editorial and premix 
from CD and time code DAT libraries, 
as well as sound-effects assembly/ 
premixing using an extensive library 
recorded on magneto-optical platters. 

"Once the music and effects 
premixes had been built to picture, we 
transferred the Friends&Lovers pilot to 
the Scenaria room," Perrault adds. "The 
sound file elements and some automa-
tion data generated by the Screen-
Sounds were called up via SoundNet 
[file transfer and communications net-
work]. Previously, the edited D2 video 
reel was transferred digitally onto the 
Scenaria's VisionTrak hard drive, to 
provide random access to both sound 
and picture. 

"We could then mix directly to 
picture, using the Scenaria's built-in 
38-channel digital console, integral 24-
track audio recorder [laid out as three 
8-track DME submixes], plus assign-
able digital EQ and dynamics sections. 
The final stereo mix was then laid back 
digitally at 48 kHz from the Scenaria to 
the D2 master for distribution. 

"So, from Betacam reels through 
digital music and effects sources, the 
project was handled entirely within the 
digital domain," Perrault continues. 
"Aside from the quality difference in 
avoiding multiple generations of ana-
log transfers onto and off tape, we 
were able to seamlessly access sound 
files via SoundNet without having to 
reload sound reels. That function alone 
saved us a great deal of time in prepar-
ing the pilot. 

"Also, if we ever need to go back 
into the project and make any changes, 
everything is stored in what SSL refer to 
as Project Files. Total digital is the only 
way to go! " 
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OAST 
SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 
by Jeff Forlenza 

NORTHEAST 

Last month, I reported that Soul Asy-
lum and producer George Drakoulias 
were working on a benefit album 
entitled Sweet Relief Now Lou Reed 
has added a track to the benefit album, 
which he recorded and mixed at the 
Magic Shop in NYC. Here's a little more 
info on this interesting benefit album: 
The project on Thirsty Ear Records is a 
benefit for singer/songwriter Victoria 
Williams, who was diagnosed as hav-
ing multiple sclerosis. The project in-
cludes a wide variety of acts—from 
Lucinda Williams to Michelle Shocked, 
Matthew Sweet to Pearl Jam—all per-
forming songs written by Williams. For 
the Lon Reed sessions at the Magic 
Shop, Reed co-produced the Williams-
penned tune with Mike Rathke, while 
Steve Rosenthal engineered and Joe 
Warda assisted.. j. Mascis of Dinosaur 
Jr. was at Wendell Recording Studio 
(Wendell, MA) recording and mixing a 
song C'Keeblin") for his next release. 
Mascis self-produced the sessions for 
Warner Bros. with engineer Tim O'Heir 
and assistant Mark Allan Miller...The 
Smithereens locked out Crystal Sound 
(NYC) for several weeks to record 
their upcoming album for Capitol 
Records. The marathon sessions were 
engineered by Larry Burksbaum and 
assisted by Sean Coffey... 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

At Saturn Sound in Burbank, producer 
Scott Halcwith was mixing the latest 
Ramones release with engineer Trent 
Slatton... Redd 'Cross was at NRG Re-
cording (North Hollywood) laying 
down tracks for an album on the 
PolyGram European label This Way 
Up. 'Cross produced with John Agnello 
co-producing and engineering. NRG 
house second, Wade Norton, a ssi çtecl 

Stephen Paul started recording his lat-
est release for Beachwood Records at 
Built On Dreams, the microphone-
modifier/guitar-slinger's project studio 
in Studio City, which is equipped with 
an Allen & Heath CSM-32 console and 
Fostex 1-inch 24-track recorder. As 
would be expected, all the rnics used 
were modified 1-microns. Paul pro-
duced and engineered the sessions 
with Scott Swink assisting. Guest mu-
sicians included the virtuosic David 
Lindley on violin, saxophonist Scott 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE I 57 

Blues great B.B. King brought some special 

Studios in Berkeley, CA, recently when he t 

Records release. Guest musicians included 

Band, Joe Louis Walker, Roy Rogers and Kil 

with Richard Duarte assisting. Pictured in ti 

Thompson, Nina Bombardier and Richard D 

Andy McKaie, Denny Diante and B.B. King. 

N.Y. METRO REPORT 
by Dan Daley 

West 48th has radically changed 
in the last several years as music 
stores Manny's and Sam Ash 
branched out into pro recording 
and related equipment, challeng-
ing the status quo in New York. 
Now Sam Ash has acquired two 
more substantial spaces on 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 156 

' players along with Lucille to Fantasy 

racked and overdubbed his latest MCA 

John Lee Hooker, the Robert Cray 

,n Wilson. Eric Thompson engineered 

he back row (L to R) are Eric 

uarte. In the front row (L to R) are 
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Warners' Bob Merlis. 
While we're on the subject of the 

Plant, I received a letter from Ron 
Lagerlof of Visioneering Design Co., 
who informed me that I had inadvert-
ently left out his name when covering 
the installation of the new rooms. I am 
sorry for this omission, and let me 
correct it here and now (as opposed to 
later and there) by reporting that Ron 
was involved in the Record Plant in-
stallation in various ways, including 
the monitors and electrical system. 
We now go across town to Alpha 

Studios in Burbank where chief engi-
neer Denny Shaw came up with a 
unique adaptation to their AMS \ Calrec 
console. The new interface he devel-
oped includes all tape transport con-
trol, fader and mute automation func-
tions normally found on SSL G Series 
consoles. This will allow the engineer 
greater flexibility and familiarity in 
perfecting a mix on this terrific-sound-
ing console. They are so proud of this 
new interface that they would love to 
have engineers and producers give 
them a call to try a test mix. 

Back in good old Hollywood, there 
have been some personnel changes at 

Waves: Beth Merritt is now the studio 
manager, and Gary Littell moved over 
from SSI to join the engineering staff; 
they also opened Studio F for commer-
cial production. And that's not all: Two 
of their AlVIS AudioFile Classics have 
been upgraded to AuclioFile Plus 16-
tracks, so that the 8-track Plus won't be 
lonely. Waves is also a founding mem-
ber of the new Digital Patch network, 
and they have some big news. 

As of now, Digital Patch and Enter-
tainment Digital Network (EDnet) have 
joined forces to create the foundation 
of what will hopefully become a global 
digital audio highway. This system (in 
case you don't know about it) is a fiber-
optic communication network capable 
of high-fidelity stereo transmission and 
reception of digital audio signals. 

Digital Patch has been in operation 
for some time now at Waves in L.A., 
Howard Schwartz in New York, Chi-
cago Recording Company, Digital Music 
in Toronto, Music Annex in San Fran-
cisco, Joe & Co. in London and Stellar 
Sound in Australia, to name just a few 
of the studios on the network. 

The EDnet system was beta-tested 
successfully at Skywalker Ranch, among 
other facilities. EDnet has moved to its 

own facilities in the heart of the adver-
tising and multimedia district in San 
Francisco. For more information, turn 
to Chris Stone's "The Operator" on 
page 88. 

And now for some "quick bits": Tri-
Star Pictures has finished remodeling 
its four screening rooms on the Sony 
Pictures lot. This remodel included 
acoustic revisions to conform to the 
latest Dolby, ISO, SMIlit and MX 
standards. The sound system was de-
signed by the Sony Post-Production 
Engineering group. 

Also on the Sony lot, the Cary Grant 
Theatre was remodeled while main-
taining a busy dubbing schedule. The 
trickiest part of the job was to update 
the interior without changing the fa-
mous acoustics. No small task. The 
acoustics consultant on both of these 
jobs was Smith, Fause & Associates. 

Well-known mastering engineer 
John Matousek (formerly of Motown/ 
Hitsville) has opened a facility in Hol-
lywood called Masterworks. Michele 
Stone (formerly of EMI studios) has 
joined him as an engineer. They re-
cently added a Marantz CD-Recorder 
so that they can offer single discs to go 
along with complete mastering for CD 

PERFECT CONNECTIONS FOR AN IMPERFECT WORLD 

When the going gets tough, the tough get Neutrik. 

Just look at the flawless design and Swiss-made 
precision of Neutrik MX-HD and FX-HD connectors as 
an example. They are weather, dust and corrosion 
proof. When mated together, the contacts are 
completely protected against anything the elements 
might throw their way—from sun and water to mud, 
snow and ice. 

Neutrik X connectors are also very quick and easy to 
assemble. With only 4 parts, no screws and no tools 
needed as required by all competitors' products, Neutrik F 
X connectors can be assembled in 50% less time than 

any XLR found worldwide. Less time means greater 
productivity that lowers your connector assembly costs. 

The price? Very often less expensive than other brands 
that have far less to offer. 

Make the perfect connection...choose Neutrik. 

NEUTRIK AG 
Liechienstein 

Tel 075 / 232 96 66 
ax 075 / 232 53 93 

/VEIL/ I?I K" 

NEW'« USA INC.. 
USA 
Tel 908/901 9489 
Fax 908/9019608 

CONNECTING THE WORLD 
NEUTRIK Marketing Ltd. 
United Kingdom 
Tel 44/71/792 8188 
Fax +44/71/792 8187 

NEUTRIK Zurich AG 
Switzerland 
Tel 01/7340400 
Fax 01/7343891 

CONNECTORS • TRANSFORMERS • PLUGS • JACKS • ADAPTORS • GOOSENECKS • TEST SYSTEMS 
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and cassette. 
The computer bulletin board 

Technet now has a newsletter so that 
those in the industry unable to partici-
pate via computer can now get in-
volved. In case you are unaware, 
Technet is a network for audio profes-
sionals to share their expertise in an 
attempt to advance the status of women 
in the audio industry. If you would like 
to be on the mailing list, contact Caron 
Weidner, 232A Screenland Dr., Burbank, 
CA 92505; or call (213) 713-9473. 

If you would like to have something 
included in this column, send it to me, 
Fred Jones, 859 Hollywood Way *128, 
Burbank, CA 91505. 

—FROM PAGE 15,3, N.Y. METRO 

Manhattan's Gear Street: the former 
Alex's Music and the former McAnn's 
Bar locations. According to Barry 
Horowitz, Sam Ash's senior director of 
operations, discussions are under way 
within the company to decide which 
departments would expand where, 
adding that the computer department 
probably would get a stand-alone lo-
cation. Commenting on how the retail 
business on 48th Street has changed 
along with the technology, Horowitz 
says, "There's much more interdepen-
dency between departments than there 
used to be—between keyboards and 
MIDI and computers and recording." 

Get ( ollllected with the 
1993 Mix Master Directory 

The 1993 Mix Master 
Directory has the audio 

contacts you've been 

looking for. Published by Mix, 

the professional audio 

industry's most respected 

magazine, the Master 

Directory is your primary 

source for audio information, 

with comprehensive 

listings of studios, 

manufacturers and services 

throughout the U.S. and 

Canada. You'll find 

information on: 

• Recording & Video 

Production Facilities 

• Mastering, Pressing & Duplication Services 

• Sound Reinforcement Companies 

• Independent Engineers & Producers 

• Recording Schools, Programs & Seminars 

• Equipment Manufacturers 

...and dozens of other audio businesses, from record companies to 

facility designers. 

MASTER 

DIRECTORY 

Special Offer! 
Get the Mix Master Directory for only $24.95 plus $3.00 shipping and handling (CA and 
NY residents add appropriate state sales tax). To order your copy, call (510) 653-3307 or 

toll-free at (800) 233-9604. Or write: Mix Bookshelf, 6400 Hollis St., Ste. 12-F, Emeryville, 

CA 94608. 

Like a Phoenix from the ashes? Not 
quite. Lots of rooms, but smaller ones, 
is the motif for the new BMG Studios, 
which replaces the classic large studios 
left behind at RCA's old location on 
Sixth Avenue. The new facility, in a 
building purchased by BMG at 1540 
Broadway, was expected to have 
opened in late May, although that may 
change, according to studio manager 
Don Frye, who acknowledged that 
construction was "way behind." Track-
ing and mixing were due to cease at 
the old site on March 31. 

The new facility will open with 
seven identical tape-mastering rooms, 
two tape duplication rooms, a CEDAR 
suite, and one large and one small mix 
room. According to acoustician Francis 
Daniel, senior associate at Shen, Milsom 
& Wilke, the primary design and con-
sultation firm on the project, the large 
mix room measures 30x30 with an all-
glass, primitive-root diffusor rear 
wall—offering a 30th-floor bird's-eye 
view of Manhattan and absorption 
below 50 Hz. RCA's Neve VR Series 
console is in the room, along with 
B&W 801 monitors loaded onto mov-
able, noncoupled isolation stands. 

Mid-sized Baby Monster Studios has 
done an in-house customization of its 
vintage 32-input Neve 8036 desk. Chief 
tech Dave Gravereaux removed the 
patch hay and redesigned the monitor 
section for in-line operation, opening 
up space for 24 more inputs and 
adding 28 API EQs in the process, as 
well as expanding the aux sends from 
four to eight per channel. "We were 
getting a lot of sessions lately that were 
more than 24-track," says studio owner 
Steve Berg. "This was an effective way 
of adding more inputs while still hav-
ing a classic board." Baby Monster is 
also adding mastering capability with a 
Digidesign ProMaster system. 

Platinum Island purchased a pre-
owned Mitsubishi X-850 digital multi-
track earlier this year, then updated the 
Flying Faders automation on the 8128 
Neve console, according to studio 
owner Richie Kessler. The studio's SSL 
has a G Series automation update on 
order. And Kessler bought ten Sphere 
Eclipse EQs, which are divided be-
tween the facility's two recording rooms 
and one MIDI suite. 

Reversing that high-tech trend, 
though, is Platinum's recent acquisition 
of a seriously vintage Ampex ATR-102 
1/2-inch, 2-track deck, at least two 
decades old. The classic deck has al-
ready been used on a classic act: Deep 
Purple mixed to the deck recently. 

READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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-FROM PAGE 153. SESSIONS & ST( DIO NEWS 

Page and drummer Henry Newmark... 
Wendy MaHarry was at Blue Moon 
Studio (Agoura Hills, CA) doing over-
dubs for her A&M release with pro-
ducer/engineer Dwight Marcus and 
assistant Joe Prirneau... 

SOUTHEAST 

At Miami's Criteria Recording Studios. 
Gloria Estefan returned to track a Span-
ish-language release with the produc-
tion team of Emilio Estefari, Jorge Cassas 
and Clay Oswalt, and engineer Eric 
Schilling and assistant Mark Krieg. ..Also 
in Miami, Studio Center hosted Asia as 
they recorded tracks with producer 
Geoff Downes and engineer Chris 
Rutherford...Adolescent rappers An-
other Bad Creation recorded vocals for 
an upcoming Motown release at 
Atlanta's Doppler Studios with Dallas 
Austin's Production team (Tim Kelley 
and Bob Robinson) and engineer Neil 
Pogue. The song is tentatively titled 
"My First Kiss," and it was recorded on 
two Otani MTR-901Is... 

NORTHWEST 

At Coast Recorders (San Francisco), 
The Breeders, featuring Kim Deal, were 
in for six weeks with engineer/co-
producer Mark Freegard and second 
engineer Andy Taub in Studio A as they 
tracked their latest for 4AD. Also at 
Coast, bass player Michael Manring 
tracked for Windham Hill with Tim 
Alexander of Primus on drums...Digital 
Underground was mixing some new 
tunes for TNT Records at San Francisco's 
Different Fur Recording with producer 
Gregory Jacobs, engineer Daren Harris 
and assistant Mark Slagle...And at 
Alameda Digital Recording (Alameda, 
CA), Bay Area rockers Ariel cut re-
mixes from their International World 
CD for European release. JJ. Jenkins 
engineered... 

SOUTHWEST 

I.) n) rcl skynyrd were at Rivendell Re-
corders (Houston) performing an 
acoustic set, which was engineered by 
Jeff DeVerter, for a live broadcast on 
Houston's KLOL (FM 101.1)...Contem-
porary jazz group Dr. Bombay recorded 
their debut album (on Indio Records) 
at Apache Tracks Studio in Tempe, AZ, 
with producer/enginner Steve Reid (of 
the Rippingtons) and assistant Scott 
Nowak... 

NORTH CENTRAL 

At Chicago's Soundworks Recording & 
Production, the Phantom Helmsmen 

recorded and mixed a single, and Die 
Warzau mixed four songs...Rock leg-
ends Cheap Trick recently completed 
pre-production recordings for their up-
coming Warner Bros. release, with en-
gineers Jim Johnson and Mark Peabody 
at The Noise Chamber recording studio 
in their hometown of Rockford, IL... 

STUDIO NEWS 

Studio 19 in Nashville purchased the 
first Trident 90 Series console in the 
U.S. to replace their Trident 80B con-
sole, which will go next door to Studio 
20. The new Trident will interface with 
the Studer recorder at Studio 19, which 
has a clientele that ranges from Garth 

Brooks to Dolly Parton...The Russ 
Berger Design Group recently com-
pleted the Center For Music Business 
at Belmont University in Nashville. The 
facility will be available for student and 
faculty recording projects and will be 
used for classroom and laboratory 
instruction...Pro audio manufacturer 
Digidesign (Menlo Park, CA) installed 
a D&R Orion Series console into their 
in-house recording studio...The 
Walters-Storyk Design Group com-
pleted the acoustic design of the 8,000-
sq.-ft. audio recording and rehearsal 
complex at The Finger Lakes College in 
upstate NY. The facility includes an 
expansive performance area. 

c e lle 
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PROFESSIONAL 

723 7TH AVENUE (AT 48TH STREET), 3RD FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY 
(212) 719-2640 FAX: (212) 302-4289 

Your Tools for 
Audio Production 
DIGITAL RECORDERS 

The largest selection of hard disk systems including digidesign ProTools 2.0, 
Roland DM-80, AKAI, DAR Sigma, Korg Soundlink, and IBM based stereo or multitracks 

AKAI ADAM ard Tascam DA-88 multitrack tape recorders 

MONITORS & AMPLIFICATION 
Precision monitors from Genelec, KRK, JR, and Tannoy; Crown Macro Reference power 

SIGNAI. PROCESSING 
Summit Audio, T.C. Electronic M5000, Eventide H3500-dfx, Apogee, 

Focusrite, Lexicon 300, Behringer, Zoom 9200, Drawmer 

COMPUTERS 
Apple Macintosh, Quadra, Centris, VX, and peripherals, PC compatibles 

PEOPLE 
"THE SAM ASH PROFESSIONALS" 

A knowledgeable and experienced sales staff who enjoy helping you 
find the best products and solutions 

PROFESSIONAL 

723 7TH AVENUE (AT 48TH STREET), 9TH FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY 
(212) 302-5114 FAX: (212) 302-5744 
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-FROM PAGE 134. JI 'RASS1C PARK 

Poland, where he's filming Schind-
ler's List, and they met in a dub 
stage for a run-through. Spielberg 
talked into a dictaphone as the reels 
ran, noting changes. 

It went amazingly well, Rydstrom 
says, and Spielberg's notes were very 
specific: taking music out or moving 
it to some other point; this effect 
should be replaced by something 
more like this effect later on; this T 
Rex vocal is really great, see if you 
can use it in this other scene. They 
flew back the next morning and 
checked off the changes one by one. 
Because they knew in advance that it 
would be a tight mix schedule, Sky-
walker installed Neve Flying Faders 
automation on the SSL specifically for 
this film. Fixes were made back in 
the original premixes, and the au-
tomation saved a great deal of time 
in translating the changes to the sec-
ond final. Two weeks later the group 
flew back to Paris with the " final 
final," complete with final picture. 
Ten days after that, on May 18, the 
first print master was sent to the lab. 

By all accounts, it was an unbe-
lievably smooth post-production 
process, mainly because there were 
minimal picture changes following 
the initial January KEM screening in 
L.A. Everything was on-time and 
under-budget, and the editors even 
got to eat lunch. As Rydstrom says, 
"This really feels like a film made by 
people who have been doing it long 
enough and know their craft well 
enough that its really efficient. Ob-
viously, these are people who know 
how to make a movie, from pre-pro-
duction, through production, and 
into post." 

More than one person has said 
that this movie will do for computer-
generated visuals what Star Wars did 
for the photo-chemical special ef-
fects process. And many people will 
judge this film on how "realistic" the 
dinosaurs appear on screen, not re-
alizing, at least consciously, that 
sound contributes to the equation. 

"I know what film sound people 
mean when they say that their job is 
'to not be heard,— Hymns says in 
summary, "and I agree with that to a 
point. But there's also a time when 
you want to be heard. I think when 
you have a visual of a dinosaur on-
screen that lives, and is really there, 
your sound has to he equally as-
tounding. Otherwise, people are 

going to stop and think about it. 
You don't want them questioning 
how this was done until they're out 
in the car and say, 'Wait a second, 
these things don't live. How did they 
do that?' You don't want that going 

DTS Digital Audio 
Playback 
on Jurassic Park 

on during the movie. I think the 
sound has to he balls-to-the-wall to 
match the visuals, and certainly for 
the dinosaurs that's the case." • 

Tom Kenny is a Mix associate editor. 

About 1,000 theaters were expect-
ed to be equipped with a special 
CD-ROM-based digital sound 
playback system in time for the re-
lease of Jurassic Park. According 
to Terry Beard, president of Digit-
al Theater Systems (Westlake Vil-
lage, Calif.), two replay formats 
are offered: DTS Stereo for 2-
channel, matrix-encoded releases, 
with an additional subwoofer 
channel; and DTS-6, a 6-channel 
configuration offering LCR, split 
surrounds and subwoofer. 

According to Jurassic Park 
sound designer and re-recording 
mixer Gary Rydstrom, mixing for 
the new format is no different 
than mixing for 70mm split-sur-
round. "In the room format, 
you're listening to left-center-right 
and left-surround, right-surround," 
he says. "You have, essentially, a 
5-track mix plus a boom channel, 
so it's six discrete channels. No 
matrixing or anything like that. 
The difference between this and 
standard 70mm Dolby is that there 
is some matrixing that Dolby does 
with 70mm where the low-end in-
formation on the split-surrounds is 
actually contained on a mono-sur-
round channel. We're going to 
have a hard time when we finally 
come around to mastering this 
film for a traditional film optical, 
as opposed to what we're used to 
listening to, which is 20 dB of 
headroom and discrete channels, 
and really deep low end and 
everything else. There's so much 
of it that we're going to have to 
squeeze onto the regular optical 
track. It's frustrating. This movie in 
particular really needs that low 
end and that dynamic range if it's 
to be articulate. I mean, the 

essence of the Tyrannosaurus 
vocal is that it's subharmonic, and 
it shakes your chest. That's the 
kind of thing that you would lose 
going to see this in a theater with 
a traditional sound system as op-
posed to the 6-track sound sys-
tem." 
A special time code stripe 

added to a conventional stereo 
optical print provides frame-accu-
rate synchronization to DTS de-
coder units, which connect to the 
CD-ROM drives. According to 
Beard, extensive tests have shown 
that the extra time code stripe is 
transparent to all but the most 
misaligned projectors, insuring 
compatibility of the optical print 
with conventional systems. 

Audio data compression on the 
CD-ROM discs is provided by 
Audio Processing Technology's 
apt -X 100 codecs. The data is re-
ceived via SCSI and processed by 
the DTS/DTS-6 decoder units. 
Outputs from the decoder units 
plug into a movie house's existing 
cinema processor. No special con-
versions are required to replay 
DTS films. 

The 2-channel system requires 
a single CD-ROM drive and DTS 
decoder; the 6-channel version 
uses two interlocked drives 
(which use the new double-speed 
Toshiba 3401B mechanisms) and 
a DTS-6 decoder that is capable of 
playing back 3V2hours of multi-
channel audio. DTS is offering the 
two systems to theaters at an in-
troductory price of $2,500 and 
$3,500, respectively. Beard ex-
pects to see 2,000 DTS-equipped 
movie houses by the end of the 
year, and 5,000 by the end of 
1994. Jurassic Park is the first of a 
new generation of releases from 
Universal that will take advantage 
of this new technology, which 
Beard expects to compete favor-
ably with the Dolby and Sony 
systems. 

—Paul Pot yen 
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If you've ever 
dealt with a 2" 24-track whose 

synchronization was a design afterthought, you'll 
appreciate the speed and pinpoint accuracy of the 

TASCAM AIR-80. Its microprocessor-controlled transport 
specifically designed for the repeatable locating you 

need for no-excuses, extra-fast lockup in synchronized 
operation. And the punch in/out precision you demand. 

Built with legendary TASCAM reliability the ATR-80 
will continue to get the job done—session after session, 
project after project. It is also plug compatible with Dolby 
SR racks. Available in a higher capacity 32-track format. 
And, of course, accommodates 14" reels. 

But, you be the judge. 

To arrange for a personal demonstration of the 
rapid-response ATR-80, just call (213) 726-0303. Or write 
TASCAM, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 

TASCAM H 

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories 
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"...SUITE SWITCH!" 

I NITRCDIDIJC I NG THE 

NIV3064- SERIES 

DIGI -rAL_ ROUTING SVVITCHE 

NVISION announces a remarkable achievement in digital 

routing systems designed specifically for the production and 

post-production suite. The NV3064 Series. 

The 6 RU chassis is designed for those facilities which require 

a dedicated muting system located in the suite. Several models 

are available for routing up to 64 x 64 synchronous or 

asynchronous AES/EBU signals or ANSI/SMPTE Time Code data. 

NVISION, Inc. Specializing in affordable solutions. 

, 

14.%-fiSION, Inc. 

• P.O. Box 1658 . 

Nevada City,; 

Californi;i 
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Independent 
Engineers 

and 
Producers 

Information in the following directory section is based on question-
naires mailed earlier this year and was supplied by those facilities list-
ed. Mix claims no responsibility for the accuracy of this information. 
Personnel, equipment, locations and rates may change, so please 
verify ciitical information with the companies directly. 

RANDY ADAMS 
Engineer & Producer 
ADAMSOUND. 208 Moss Dr.; Cedar Hill, TX 75104; (214) 299-
6465. Specialization & Credits: I specialize in organizing and 
recording large-scale live and studio productions, usually supervis-
ing audio-for-video. sound reinforcement and multitrack recording. 
From the initial planning to the release of the final product, your pro-
ject will be in good hands. Some recent projects include the Alexan-
dria Sanctuary Choir of Pathway Press, the James Robinson Bible 
Conference, the A/G Missions Project, the Freedom Corcert, Hosan-
na/Integrity, Country Crossroads and many others. Also live mixing 
for special events and concerts, especially those featuring large 
choirs and orchestras. 

RICHARD ADLER 
Engineer 
RICHARD ADLER RECORDING SERVICES. PO Box 21272; 
Nashville, TN 37221: (615) 646-4900; FAX: (615) 646-4900. 

RICHARD ALDERSON 
Engineer, Producer. Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
ALDERSON PRODUCTIONS. 95 Horatio St., Penthouse A; New 
York, NY 10014; (212) 691-0027: FAX: (212) 989-9794. 

PHIL APPELBAUM 
Engineer & Producer 
THUNDER DIGITAL. 5532 Amistad Rd. NE; Albuquerque, NM 
87111: (505) 822-8273. 

FRANK L. ARN 
Engineer & Technician 
BANTAM SOUND SERVICES. 11225 Magnolia Blvd. e308; N. Hol-
lywood, CA 91601; (818) 907-5181. 

EDDIE ASH WORTH 
Engineer & Producer 
BRUJO RECORDS. 2629 Manhattan Avenue #202; Hermosa 
Beach, CA 90254; (310) 318-1597; FAX: (310)379-3758. Special-
ization & Credits: Izzy Stradlin and the Juju Hounds, dada, Mary's 
Danish. The Charus, Jack's 'N' Joker, Overpass, Great White, Mis-
sionarys, Geffen Records, IRS Records, Morgan Creek, SST, BMG, 
Capitol. Motherwit. Brujo. 

BRIT BACON 
Engineer & Producer 
6938 Rhea Ave.; Reseda, CA 91335; (818) 881-7308. Specializa-
tion & Credits: Former owner/manager/chief engineer ( 11 years) of 
Topanga Skyline Recording Co. Music director for Chad and Jeremy 
on British Reinvasion Tour 1986-1987. Albums: Bob Dylan, Knocked 

DEAN BAILIN Out Loaded, (CBS)(e); Walking Wounded, Raging Winds of rune, 
(Chameleon)(e); Steve Kujala, Fresh Flute, (CBS)(e); Fear, New 
York's Alright if you Like Saxophones (Slash)(e); Van Dyke Parks 
Jump with Whoopie Goldberg, (HBJ)(e); The Roadruniers, Limps-
land)(e); Chicago, 16, (Full Moon/Warner Bros.)(ae). TV/Radio/ 
Films/Artist, etc: 3M "Steri Stip Adhesive" (ce); AT&T "Pin Drop" 
(c); AT&T, "Card Shark" (c); in Defense of a Married Mau, (Stan 
Getz)(e). Artists: Peter Cetera, Steve Vai, Whoopie Goldberg, 
Burgess Meredith, Ted Nugent, Robbie Benson, Dame Megot 
Fonteyne, Phil Hartman, Danny Elfman; Producers: David Foster, 
Humberto Gatica, Devitt Sigerson, David Kahne, Jeff Eyrich; digital 
audio editor ( Pro Tools and Sound Tools). 

SUZAN BADER 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
D.S.M. PRODUCERS INC. 161 W. 54th St., Studio 803A 78: New 
York, NY 10019; (212) 245-0006; FAX: (212) 265-5726. 

Engineer & Producer 
4 CATS STUDIO. 325 W. 52nd St., Apt. 4H; New York, NY 10019; 
(212) 582-8663: manager: (201) 327-3698; FAX: (201) 327-5428. 
Specialization & Credits: 24-track 2" and 16-track 1/2", extensive 
MIDI setup, with large assortment of outboard EX, automated mix-
down and digital editing with Sound Tools. Projects range from pre-
production arranging to CD-ready masters. Full CD premastering. 
Specialized guitar preamps plus a large arsenal of synths and sam-
plers are available. Vast professional experience as a synth/drum 
programmer and as a guitarist/arranger and songwriter. Is the fea-
tured guitarist on hit records such as The Pina Colada Song and Him 
for Rupert Holmes and numerous others covering many artists with 
a wide range of styles. Dean has produced many CDs and TV scores 
and a complete list of credits and equipment are available upon re-
quest. Primary objective is to aid artists in arranging/crafting their 
recordings to meet today's highest standards. 
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WORLD STUDIO GROUP 

\MI 

ONLY THE 

BEST! 
A GLOBAL NETWORK OF 
THE FINEST STUDIOS 
IN THE RECORDING 
INDUSTRY 

AUSTRALIA 

STUDIOS 301, Sydney 

AUSTRIA 

MG SOUND, Vienna 

BELGIUM 
KITSCH, Brussels 

ENGLAND 

HILTON SOUND, England 
NOMIS, London 

RIDGE FARM, Surrey 

FRANCE 
GUILLAUME TELL, Paris 

GERMANY 
SOUND STUDIO 11', Cologne 
ARCO STUDIOS, Munich 

IRELAND 
WINDMILL LANE, Dublin 

ISRAEL 

KOLINOR, Tel-Aviv 

ITALY 
CAPRI DIGITAL, Capri 

JAPAN 
HITOKUCHI-ZAKA, Tokyo 

SOUND INN, Tokyo 

NETHERLANDS 

WISSELOORD 

RUSSIA 

MOSFILM, Moscow 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

BOP 

SWEDEN 
EUROPA STUDIOS AB, Stockholm 

UNITED STATES 
A&M, Los Angeles 

ANDORA, Los Angeles 
ARDENT, Memphis 

AUDIO RESOURCE, Honolulu 
BAD ANIMALS, Seattle 

CONWAY, Los Angeles 
DALLAS SOUND LAB, Dallas 
MASTERFONICS, Nashville 

PAISLEY PARK, Minneapolis 

RIGHT TRACK, New York City 
SKYWALKER SOUND N., San Francisco 

THE TIME MACHINE, Vermont 

WEST INDIES 
CARIBBEAN SOUND BASIN, Trinidad 

CALL CHRIS STONE FOR BOOKING INFORMATION 

213-465-7697 

Independent 

Engineers 

and 

Producers 

PETER A. BARKER 
Engineer, Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
STORM PRODUCTIONS. 10016 Balboa Blvd.: NorIhridge, CA 
91325; (818) 886-3924. 

GLENN E. BERKOVITZ, C.A.S. 
Engineer 
SPINNING REEL SOUND SERVICES. 11929 Windward Ave.; Los An-
geles, CA 90066; (3101313-2776 (L.A.); ( 914)429-0493 ( N.Y.); FAX: 
(310)398-2776. Specialization & Credits: Specializing in audio—pro-
duction and post-production—for film and television, I bring a thorough 
knowledge and complete technical inventory of analog and digital 
recorders and signal paths and a true love for the process to my work. 
Field mixing and production have been my mainstays; Now, Cyber-
frame, Waveframe and ProTools have brought me current within post-
production processing. Together or separately, my production and post 
clients sound as good as they look—call them, and listen. 

MICHAEL BITTERMAN 
Engineer & Producer 
MIDNIGHT MODULATION. 2211 Pine Ln.; Saugerties, NY 12477; 
(914) 246-4761. Specialization & Credits: Produced & recorded: 
Woodstock-Moods & Moments, Woodstock Samplers, Five After 
Eight, Denise Finley's Company Wife, A Merry Meow Xmas, engi-
neered-NRBO, John Sebastian, John Hall, Jules Shear, Karl Berger, 
Jean Redpath, Priscilla Herdman. I own a 16-track digital studio, 
fully stocked with the best local Woodstock musicians. 

ALLAN " BLAZE" BLAZEK 
Engineer & Producer 
PO Box 93265: Los Angeles. CA 90093; (310) 285-8490. 

CARSTEN BOHN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BIG NOTE PRODUCTION. Schuetzenstrasse 89; W. 2000 Hamburg 
50, Germany; (040) 850-1589; FAX: (040) 850-9490, 850-5102. 
Specialization & Credits: The most important service is the direct 
contact to all major German companies through 25 years in the busi-
ness and personal experience from 6 years living and working in New 
York City, with Jan Hammer and others. Access to atop recording stu-
dio in Hamburg-Chateau Du Pape, 3 rooms with SSL G-Series, Neon 
Flying Faders, SSL E- Series, analog Studer 48-track, digital Sony 
3348, own publishing and production company and label, Big Note 
Records. distributed by IMS/PolyGram (Germany). Get in touch!!! 

RICHARD ( RIC) BOWLS 
Engineer. Producer. Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
ITS ONLY PLASTIC. MUSIC. 600 E. Olive Ave., 10109; Burbank, CA 
91501; (818) 848-5059; (818) 901-6838. Specialization á Credits: 
Many years experience as engineer, synth-programmer and musician 
for records, television and film. Hundreds of credits. Records include 
Angel on PolyGram, Patti Austin, Black Tie featuring Randy Meisner and 
Allan Rich. Jacob's Ladder featuring Mike Guy and Chuck Wright, Gap 
Band, Oingo Boingo, Berlin, Donna Summer, Cher, Sparks, E.L.O., 
Michael Nesmith, Georgia Moroder, Lakeside, Diana Ross, Yarborough 
and Peoples. Denise Williams. Film work includes: Darkman, Apoca-
lypse Now Halloween, The Fog, Robot Jox, Penitentiary III, Working 
Girl. Television work includes: War and Rememberance, MacGyver. 
China Beach, Star Trek The Next Generation, Major Dad, Mission Im-
possible and Moonlighting. Extensive sampling background over last 
eight years. Many Gold and Platinum record projects plus Grammy, 
Oscar and Emmy winners. Services: Built and/or designed several 
recording studios, MIDI studios, keyboard, guitar, bass, electronic drum 
and percussion rack systems for studio and touring musicians world-
wide. Co-owner SENDIT Electronics, line of home and professional stu-
dio products. Teach at Grove School Technical Liaison for lot Interna-
tional Music Festival from Beijing. Rates: flexible, reasonable-to-exorbi-
tant for all services, including production. Call for further details. 

WAIN BRADLEY 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
MPL FILM & VIDEO ( MEMPHIS). 781 S. Main; Memphis, TN 
38106; (800) 467-5675. 

TIMOTHY BRANNIGAN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BRANNIGAN MUSIC GROUP. 140 W. 55th St., Ste. 8-B; New York, 
NY 10019; (212) 307-5372; FAX: (212) 315-4723. 

ALAN BREWER 
Producer 
BREWMAN PRODUCTIONS INC. 2121 Ave. of the Stars, Ste. 600; 
Los Angeles, CA 90067; (310) 551-5250; FAX: (310) 551-4144. 

JAMIE BRIDGES 
Engineer & Producer 
340 Fillmore, Unit #1; San Francisco, CA 94117; (415) 552-4047. 

HARRY BROTMAN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BROTMAN MUSICAL SERVICES. 19010 Avers Ave.; Flossmoor, IL 
60422; (708) 799-7711. 

CHRIS BROWN 
Engineer & Producer 
PERSON TO PERSON PRODUCTIONS. 342 Norfolk Rd.; Litchfield, 
CT 06759-0546; (203) 567-9012; FAX: (203) 567-7001. Special-
ization & Credits: On-location digital recording anywhere in the 
world. New on-location digital editing service utilizing Sound Tools, 
the premiere hard disk recording and editing system for the Macin-
tosh. On-location "overdubbing": with unlimited available tracks and 
Mac instead of a digital multitrack. Person to Person Productions 
was founded in 1979; since then Chris Brown has produced and en-
gineered numerous albums and CDs, as well as award-winning film, 
dance and television scores. These include fourteen albums for the 
Paul Winter Consort, including 3 Grammy nominees. 

JEFF BRUGGER 
Engineer & Music/Computer Programmer 
HARD DISK CAFE. 432 Shadowood Pkwy., NW; Atlanta, GA 
30339-2318; (404)916-0520; FAX: (404) 980-9163. Specialization 
& Credits: Digital editing, CD premastering, radio production, music 
recording and Macintosh consulting. 

SABRINA BUCHANEK 
Engineer & Producer 
Los Angeles, CA: ( 310) 822-5796; FAX: (310) 391-4620. 

RICHARD JAMES BURGESS 
Engineer, Producer á Music/Computer Programmer 
7095 Hollywood Blvd. #104-345; Los Angeles, CA 90028; (213) 
850-7337; 011 44 71-703-7677; FAX: 011 44 71-701-3216. Spe-
cialization & Credits: Producer, engineer, drummer, programmer. 
Credits: Spandau Ballet, King, Adam Ant. Five Star, Living in a Box, 
Colonel Abrams, Shriekback, When in Rome, Praise. 

DOMINIC P. CAMARDELLA 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
SOUND DESIGN. 33 W. Haley; Santa Barbara, CA 93101; (805) 
965-3404; FAX: (805) 966-9525. 

CARL CANEDY 
Engineer & Producer 
NEON CITY PRODUCTIONS. 627 Main St.; Simpson, PA 18407; (717) 
282-0863; FAX: (717) 282-0362. Specialization & Credits: "Young 
Turk—Virgin N.E. 2nd Ave. (Young Turk-"Tired of Laughing"-Geffen/An-
thrax-"Spreading the Disease"-Island/Anthrax-"Fistful of Metal-Mega-
force/Anthrax-Armed and Dangerous"-Megaforce/ Dreaming out Loud/ 
Neon City -St. James-Neon City/Russ Gang-Love 'Em and Leave 'EMI 
Jailbreak-Neon City/Overkill-Feel the Fire-Megaforce/TT Quick EP-Mega-
force/The Rods- The Rods -Arista/Wild Dogs-Arista/In the Row-ShrapneV 
The Rods Live-Combat/Let Them Eat Metal-Combat/Heavier Than Thou-
Passport/Hollywood-Passport/Thrasher, Super Session-CombatiViolent 
Playground-Big Chief/ Phil Acardia-Chalice Evergreen/Rhett Forrester-
Gone With the Wind-Shatter/Broken Dolls- Believe It or Not-Neon City/ 
Apollo Ra-Ra Pariah-Shatter/Exciter Violence and Force -Megaforce/ 
Savoy Brown-Live in Central ParidHelstar-CombatIBlue Cheer- The Beast 
is Back-Megaforce. Dreaming Out Loud- Then I Woke Up /Neon City. 
World-class production; sensitive to artist's goals. Publishing. Looking 
for strong new artists. Full in-house 24-track facililty with lodging. 

DAVE CARLOCK 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
CARLOCK PRODUCTIONS. 1013 Lions Park Drive; St. Joseph, MI 
49085-1020; (616) 982-1000; FAX: (616) 982-1001. Specialization & 
Credits: My productions combine musical integrity 8. commercial sense. 
I make records with vibe, depth and, when appropriate, humor. When 
you work with me, you get a songwriter, guitarist, bassist, keyboardist, 
arranger and singer (3 octaves), who has mucho sequencing & digital 
editing experience as well as 10 years scoring experience. Though pop, 
rock, R&B & jingle/voiceover production is my forte. I'm also experi-
enced in grunge, country, rap & contemporary Christian. Credits: 
writer/arranger/programmer/vocalist for two songs on Columbia 
Records artist George LaMond's Bad of the Heart. Have worked with 
Relativity Records artist Brian Chatton & TM Records artists Vision A.D. 
Although my 24-track, 6-room studio & I reside in Michigan, don't be 
skeptical! Working with my New York managers has gotten me progres-
sively closer to an artist deal. Ask about package deals for recording here 
on the picturesque Lake Michigan beach, or I can gladly come to you! 

STEVE CARR 
Producer 
EMPATH PROD. 18704 Muncaster Rd.; Rockville, MD 20855; 
(301) 948-6715. 

JIM CASEY 
Producer 
AUDIENCE PROJECTS INC. 2700 N. Halsted; Chicago, IL 60614; 
(312) 929-8499; FAX: (312) 348-1598. Specialization & Credits: 
Currently producing Four on the Floor for an independent release. 
co-produced by Blaise Barton. Call for info! 

JOHN R. CASTELLANOS 
Engineer & Producer 
EAR CANDY AUDIO. PO Box 11175; Chicago, IL 60611-0175; (312) 
847-3937; FAX: (312) 822-9189. 

RI.IDER SERVICE CARI) FOR INFO 
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ALEX CIMA 
Engineer & Producer 
1501 E. Chapman Ave. #100: Fullerton, CA 92631; (714) 681)-
4959. Specialization & Credits: Credits include releases on do-
mestic and international labels, all TV networks, independents, plus 
audio logos, commercials, film trailers, music videos and special 
projects for major entertainment companies. Author of Click Tables: 
In Beats-per-Minute and Frames-per-Beat (available through the Mix 
Bookshelf. Recent release as artist, composer, producer is Heartrise 
(ON-LINE Records), now in over 50 NAC and contemporary jazz sta-
tions in the USA. Services include audio recording/production, 
music synthesis, project troubleshooting, consulting and the use of 
a proprietary computer program for proprietary computer program 
for video/film footage-to-MIDI sequencer synchronization. 

JUDITH E. CLAPP 
Engineer 
ENTERAINMENT MANAGEMENT INC. 223 W. Alameda Ste. 101: 
Burbank, CA 91502; (818) 567-0040 FAX: (818) 567-1682. 

BILL COBB 
Engineer, Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
SHERWOOD STUDIOS. 2899 Agoura Rd. 0299: Westlake Village, 
CA 91361; (818) 410-0589. 

STEVE COCHRAN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
DALIVEN MUSIC. PO Box 398; Nolensvine, TN 37135 (615) 776-
5686. 

SCOTT COLBURN 
Engineer & Producer 
AUDIO INTELLIGENCE/CONSULTANT'S BREATH. PO Box 45066: 
Seattle, WA 98145-0066; (206)789-9634. 

DON COLTON 
Engineer & Technician 
D.R.C. R&D. 2701 E. Sunrise Blvd. #204; Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33304; (305) 564-2779; FAX: (305) 563-0684. Specialization & 
Credits: Specializing in the needs of recording studios and music 
professionals. Technical: service available for on-site repair and 
maintenance of all types of pro and semi-pro equipment. Installa-
tion, system design or redesign and on service contracts. Nene, 
Studer, Amek-TAC, MCI, Sony, Sound Workshop, Trident. 17 years 
experience. Engineering: sound reinforecment or recording, live or 
studio, your system or mine; 2 to 48 tracks, analog or digital, with 
or without Automation. Location all over south Florida. 20 years ex-
perience. References on request. 

GEORGE COUNNAS 
Engineer& Producer 
AUDIO TECHNICAL SERVICES. 2363 Dahlia St.; Denver, CO 
80207; ( 303) 388-8800. Specialization & Credits: Contributing 
over 20 years experience to this industry, I enjoy working with a 
wide range of musical styles, as well as sound sweetening. Let's face 
it, this a people business. Your projects deserve not only the best 
technical expertise in the the region, but also the confidence, as 
artists, that you are working with someone who can help you maxi-
mize your creative potential. A partial list of clients includes: The 
Pretenders, Camper Van Beethoven, INXS, Kip Winger, Fiona, Leon 
Russell, Fred Wesley, James Brown All Stars, Jimmie Waldo, John 
Clayton, plus the best talent in the region. Voting member of 
N.A.R.A.S. (Grammies). 

DAVID DACHINGER 
Engineer. Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
DEEPRODUCTIONS. PO Boo 809; New York, NY 10024-0539; (212) 
496-0049. Specialization & Credits: Services: Recording engi-
neer/mixing, computer/MIDI programmer, composer of original 
music for radio, television and film, music producer; Records: 
Arnold Schwarzenegger's Total Body Workout, T.L.C. Ain't Too 
Proud to Beg remix, Celine Dion, Was (Not Was), Keith Sweat, Intro, 
Run DMC, Roberta Flack, Sheena Easton, Michael Bolton, LL Cool J, 
Father MC, Christopher Williams, Southside Johnny, Sly Stone, 
Ernie Isley, Third World, New York Voices, Stan Getz, The System, 
Jose José, Mijares. Television and video: Jane Fonda's Workout 
Challenge, 1993 Superbowl Pregame Show (NBC), PGA Tour '93 
(NBC), NBA Game of the Week, Dangerous Propositions ( Lifetime 
Network); Advertising: Kit Kat Bars, Burger King, TWA, Miller Beer, 
Dole Fruit, Sprite, Honeycomb Cereal, Pioneer Stereo, Macy's. 

ROBIN DANAR 
Engineer 8, Producer 
SQUID PRODUCTIONS. 1689 1st Ave. et New York, NY 10128; 
(212) 289-5868. Specialization á Credits: Suzanne Vega, Laurie 
Anderson, B-52S, The Church, the Blue Nile, Spinal Tap, Raffi, 
Randy Newman, Linda Ronstadt, Ry Cooder, Willie Nile, Juice Cruz, 
Rockapella, Buster Poindexter, Garland Jeffries, Jules Shear, 
Grayson Hugh, Buckwheat Zydeco, Manhattan Transfer, Kids in the 
Kitchen, Uptown Horns, Crossfire Choir, Grace Pool, Shawn Colvin, 
From Good Homes, Walkers, Circus of Power, Childhood, Urban 
Blight, Lonesome Vol, Joy Askew, Jan Barnett, Sylvain Sylvain, 
Richard Lloyd, Chris Stamey, Peter Holsapple, Absolute, Gianni 
Gabriel, Velvet Rhythm Wranglers, Second Self, Anna Domino, 
Squid Productions provides recording engineering and production 
services and live engineering and production services. Studio spe-
cialties have been providing big-budget sounds in low-budget situ-
ations. Live specialties have been coordination of shows, live mixing 
and remote recording internationally. Live mixes and multitrack 
recording and mixing have also been produced for MN, Showtime, 
HBO, Westwood One, Saturday Night Live, The Tonight Show, 
WNEW-FM and other international radio networks. Will tour. 
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The PAT Store 
rig the digital audio tape recorders 

Walkman 

TCP-P7 

L - FEATURED PORTABLE PAT RECORDER comen COMPLETE wish.CARRYING CASE 
'PLAY with BACKLIT' LCD WINDOW AND 4-SEGMENT BATTERY INDICATOR 
«IGH-SPEED ANS SEARCH • POSTAL VOLUME LIMITER (DVI.5) SYSTEM 
AUTOMATIC DATE FUNCTION FR IDENTIFICATION OF RELORDING5 
• DIGITAL COAXIAL INPUT w OPTICAL INPUT AND OUrtIT • 

4-HOUR LONG PLAY MODE • ANTI-SHOCK MECHANISM 
USES 4'AK ALKALINE BATTERIES (laete 4 hours). 
• 5.3- wide w 1.5" high ic 3.5' deep • 

• ONLY 15 OUNCES • 

THE PATSTORE• 2624-WILSHIRE BOULE1 

310-828-8757 • Neekday. • 

compact disc recorders 

mind% recorders 

Jigital multi-track recorders 

digital compact cassettes 

micro dat recorders 

portable 

professional 

time code 

home 

accessories 

blank cd's 

blank dcc 

blank dat tape 

blank minidiscs 

tape storage 

rentals 

repairs 

duplications 

make your own as! 

RP•SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNI "- • 90403 

5aturdays:IP°-4e• PHONE No. 310-&2S-64S7 

USE REWER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Audio Coettrol Industrial 

• u 
, dame 

Ho 
PCA-200 Low Frequency Synthesizer 

Control Your 
Bottom End 

Patented Low Frequency Control 
Complete control of low frequency. Synthesized bass frequencies 

and mix of original and enhanced signal all from front panel 
controls. Patented circuits give a more natural sound. Includes 

processor loop/sub out for more possible hookups. Unique ground 

switch with four (yep, four) optional grounding configurations. 

Write or call for literature. Send $ 1.00 for a manual. 

Audio Control Industrial  
22410 70th Avenue West • Mountlake Ten-ace. WA 98043 

206-775-8461 • Fax 206-778-3166 
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""AUDIOPHILE 
QUALITY"... 

U.S.' MOST 
COMPLETE FACILITY! 

• Compact Discs 
New, Low-Cost Packages! 

• Cassettes 
Finest European Equipment 

• Mine Vinyl 
Mastering & Pressing 
Cleanest, Hottest 12" Vinyl! 

• Graphics 
Printing with 
Free Cüstom Layout! 

• Mastering 
Studios 

Neve Digital EQ, Sony Digital 
Editing. Major Label Mastering. 

SPECIALS -"With This Ad Only" 
500 Cassettes - $595 

Complete with FULL COLOR Graphics! 
Everything included - Test, Typesetting 

& Layout, Full Color J-Card, Norelco 

Box & Shrink-Wrap 

500 CD's - $1,380 
3-WEEK DELIVERY! 

Everything included - 1 6 30, Glass Master, 

Typesetting & 2-Color CD Label, 

Packaging in Slimline Jewel Case 

CD Ref's - $95 
Your DAT master digitally transferred 

to a Compact Disc: 
Up to 25 minutes - 395, each adult. $75 

Up to 63 Muutes - S125, each addit. $1 05 

Up to 74 minutes 8175, Each addit. St 50 

500 12" Vinyl - $995 
Complete 12" Single Package 

Direct Metal Mastering, Test, Label Layout 
& Printing, Plastic Sleeve, Die Cut Jacket 

& Shrunk Wrap 

Call For Our Complete Catalog 

El.1,ROPADIelleLTD. 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013 

(212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-045V 

Independent 

Engineers 

and 

Producers 

CHRIS DAVIS 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
SEVERE SOUNDS. PO Box 14250: Austin, TX 78761: (5121 832-
7880. 

KENNETH J. DELBRIDGE 
Tram Sha Tsui, Hong Kong 

KENNETH J. DELBRIDGE 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
GLOBAL MUSIC PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 92538; Tsim Sha Tsui, 
Hong Kong; (852)338 0420; FAX: (852)338-0420. Specialization 
& Credits: Producer and composer for regionwide Ingles, including 
Hitachi-Andy Lau, Wellcome Supermarket 1990 series, Beck's Bier; 
Fairlight programming Teresa Carpio- 11 Ever Needed Love. Mid-
dle Kingdom, 1993 Asian Golf Tour Music, audio producer for MTV: 
Asia, Prime Sports on Star TV. 

GREGORY D. DENDY 
Producer 
JAZMIN PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 6367: Long Beach, CA 90806: 
(310) 433-5546. 

PETER DENENBERG 
Engineer & Producer 
ACME RECORDING STUDIOS. 112 W. Boston Post Rd.: Mamaro-
neck, NY 10543; (914) 381-4141; FAX: (914) 381-4543. Special-
ization & Credits: Producer/engineer and mixing on: Spin Doctors/ 
"Pocketful of Kryptonite"- Epic Records. Spin Doctorellomebelly 
Groove"-Epic Records, Henry Lee Summer/Columbia, Blitzspeer/ 
Epic Records, Silent Running/Atlantic Records. Engineer on: Com-
pany of Wolves. Gori Allen. Atlantic Starr, Dirty Cooks, Devonsquare, 
Cornell Dupree. The Connection, Nona Hendryx, Darlene Love, Billy 
Vera, Cissy Houston. Management: Steve Moir Company, Kaylin 
Frank ( 818) 995-8707. 

MICHAEL DENTEN 
Engineer. Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
DENTEN PRODUCTIONS—INFINITE STUDIOS. PO Box 1709: 
Alameda, CA 94501: (510) 521-0321; FAX: (510) 521-0368. 

ROBERT DIAZ/SARKIS NAJARIAN 
Engineer & Producer 
JAM FACTORY PRODUCTIONS. 3558 Dean Dr.. Ste. A; Hyattsville, 
MD 20782; (301) 559-0247; (301) 559-7587; FAX: call voice ft. 
Specialization & Credits: Dedicated to full artist development, com-
mercial music production and songwriting. Additional services in 
premastering, film scoring and jingle writing. Specializing in 
pop/R&D and other styles. We are experienced in automated mix-
ing, digital multitrack recording/editing and MIDI. Professional 
graphic artist and photographer services also available. Credits 
available on request. Experience a Jam with the Factory. 

HANK DONIG 
Engineer & Producer 
WIZARD MUSIC GROUP. 8033 Sunset Blvd.. Ste. 358; West Hol-
lywood, CA 90046; (818) 905-1703. Specialization & Credits: 
Kenny Rogers. Lionel Richie, Devo, Air Supply. Crusaders. Egyptian 
Lover, George Winston, Russ Parr, Kingston Trio, Kin Vassey, Lynda 
Carter, P.P.I., Search GLOW. (musical director of national TV 
show), Knockouts (musical director of national cable TV show), 
Platinum Triangle (musical director for full-length feature film). We 
also do full-production cue sheets for full-length features and TV 
shows. Total production package includes 48+ tracks of digital and 

—SEE PHOTO/LOGO TOP OF NEXT COLUMN 

WIZARD MUSIC GROUP 

Complete Professional 

Music Production Services 

• FILM • TELEVISION • 

• COMMERCIALS • VIDEO • 

(818) 905 - 1703 

HANK DONIG 
West Hollywood. CA 

analog in state-of-the-art studio, songwriting, all musical instru-
ments, arrangements, and BG vocals; engineering and total package 
as well as shopping for contracts and/or distribution of master done 
on a consultant basis. We produce master-quality, radio-ready 
tapes. Audio post-production for film, including all music cues and 
sound effects with premix-to-digital format. 

BILL DOOLEY 
Engineer & Producer 
BROOKLYN RECORDING STUDIO. 8000 Beverly Blvd; Los Ange-
les, CA 90048; (213) 655-9200; FAX: (213) 852-1505. 

AL EATON 
El Cerrito, CA 

AL EATON 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
ONE LITTLE INDIAN MUSIC PRODUCTION & RECORDING SERV-
ICE. PO Box 1491; El Cerrito, CA 94530; (510) 237-7583; FAX: 
(510) 237-7583. Specialization & Credits: With a number of recent 
RIAA-certified Gold and Platinum records to his credits, Al Eaton is 
a songwriter (One Little Indian Music (BMI] & Another Little Indian 
Music [ASCAPI), producer, arranger. musician. engineer, remiser 
and studio owner who is dedicated to helping the client/artist reach 
the pinnacle of his or her talent and getting that down on tape. One 
Little Indian Music is a complete digital and analog (in-house only) 
production facility that includes 2" 24-track and 2" 32-track, 1/2" 
16-track and 2- and 4-track recording, as well as hard disk-based 
multitrack digital recording and editing. We also offer a Sountracs 
Quartz console w/automation and over 100 inputs w/EO and EFX, 
tons of outboard gear and over 40 synths/samplers and drum ma-
chines with thousands of sounds from our massive library. We are 
able to handle each project from start to finish, including the most 
demanding of remixes and audio-for-video work. With 01.1.'s large 
stable of the Bay Area's best musicians, we provide the fattest of 
tracks for such clients as: Ice-I, Arrested Development, Too Short, 
Paris, Kid Sensation, Hammer, JD Flash, as well as Chrysalis, Co-
lumbia, Jive/RCA, Tommy Boy, Capital/Bust It. Atlantic/ Rhino/Ex-
cello, EMI, NastyMix/Ichiban Records. We specialize in record pro-
jects ranging from both sequenced & live musician- based 
rap/hiphop to R&B and pop. 

DAVID EDWARDS 
Engineer & Producer 
dB E PRODUCTIONS. 7221 Judson Ave.; Westminster, CA 
92683; (714) 892-0877. Specialization & Credits: Live-to-2-
track and multitrack engineering/mixing, digital editing, audio 
post, sound design for theater or film. Production, co-production 
with artist or producer, pre-production planning, arrangement 
consultation and project management. Experienced in many dif-
ferent musical styles; specializing in recording live instrumenta-
tion. Efficient, easygoing atmosphere dedicated to capturing and 
enhancing artist's sound. Flexible rates. Credits and references 
available upon request. 

NICK EIPERS 
Engineer 
77 Northgate Rd.; Riverside, IL 60546; ( 708) 447-0308. Spe-
cialization & Credits: I focus on getting the best performance with 
the best sound quality; making the musicians comfortable in the 
studio while using different and creative miking techniques to 
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achieve the desired sound. I have experience in a wide variety of 
musical styles and engineering needs—from capturing the sound 
to changing and creating the sound. I am willing to co-produce 
with musicians during the recording process if needed. I concen-
trate on using different microphones and different miking tech-
niques to create the "picture." I have multitrack and live-to-2-track 
experience, and am available for demos, albums, projects, etc. 
Connections with top studios throughout Chicago. Credits include: 
the Chautauqua Ensemble, the Regina Biocchi Memorial Jazz 
Band, Merit Music Program Faculty, Jeff Zak and the Other Guys, 
The Soliloquy ( mixes). 

/\Peleirc ecerer 

JOHN ELLIS 
Acton. MA 

JOHN ELLIS 
Engineer & Producer 
PRISM SOUND. 6 Partridge Pond Rd.; Acton, MA 01720; (508) 
264-0068. Specialization & Credits: Music production & engi-
neering for albums, demos and jingles. Berklee graduate. Session 
work: RIZ, Marty Bolin, Northside Boys/Donnie Wahlberg. Lyle 
Mays, Torsten DeWinkel, Shockra, Chance to Love, Restless Souls, 
Pousette Dart Band, John DoneIan Band, Sheldon Mirowitz, Shelly 
Miller, Play Rough, Classics for Kids. Services: 24-track recording 
facility: control room 1Tx10.6", studio 12x6x14.9", iso booth 
5'9"x10'6". Machines: Otan i MX-80, Panasonic SV-3700, Yamaha 
C300 cassette, Tascam M3500 32-channel console. Monitors: 
UREI 809 Time Align, Yamaha NS10M, Tannoy 6.5. MIDI gear: 
Roland D50, JX3p, MT32, R8, Opcode studio 3, Macintosh tics. 
Processors: Lexicon PCM70, LXP-15, (2) Alesis MIDIverb, (2) 
Ouadraverb, 3630 compressor, Micro gate & limiter, dbx 166, (2) 
dbx 363x, (3) Roland SDE 1000, DigiTech IPS 336. Aphex Aural 
Exciter type C, ADA stereo tapped delay, Hush Ilcx. Yamaha REX 
50, Kawai E0-8, Ross 15-band stereo EQ. Microphones: AKG 414, 
Sennheiser 421, Audio-Technica Pro 25, Pro 4L, Shure SM57, 58, 
87 etc. 

RODERICK J. EVENSON P.E. 
Engineer 
CONSULTING ENGINEER. 6740 S.E. Catalina Ln.; Milwaukle, OR 
97222-1993; (503) 654-2636. Specialization & Credits: Electronic 
Systems & Circuits, specialized equipment for transfer of pre-RIM 
curve standard groove recording ; 78rpm & 16-inch transcriptions, 
processing for vector noise & other. Engineering services for remote 
recording classical music; Nagra-D & Sony DAT recorders, Neu-
mann TLM-50 & 170 etc., Schoeps MK2S mics. Credits: Chamber 
Orchestra of America under Oleg Kovalenko, Portland State Univ. 
chorus & orch under Salvador Ornions, Portland Youth Philhar-
monic, Chamber Music Northwest, Eaux de V Productions London, 
The Third Angle (Virtuosi della Rosa), etc. Albums : David York's 
Mother of us All, Jacob Avshalomov's Up at Timberline (PVP), etc. 
Broadcast of work by KBPS. KOPB & NPR. 

DALE EVERINGHAM 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
AUDIO VISIONS. 6289 Clive Ave.; Oakland, CA 94611; (510) 482-
2338; FAX: (510) 531-9160. Specialization & Credits: Offering you 
over 11 years of full-time experience in all areas of recording and 
mixing. Complete project productions, record, mix & remis engi-
neering, digital editing, audioNideo sync and music composition. I 
have the skills necessary to complete your project sucessfully! Call 
me to discuss your CD, media or film project and find your Audio 
Visions. Gold and Platinum credits: Tony! Toni! Tone!, En Vogue. 
Boyz n the Hood, Too Short. Other credits: Mazzy Star, Thomas 
Dolby, Eddie Money, Michael Cooper, Jazzy Jeff 8« the Fesh Prince, 
Spice 1, Souls of Mischief, Kenya Gruv, Pooh Man, Pharoh Sanders, 
David Grisman, Voicestra, William Ackerman. Film/video: California 
Lottery, Levi 501s, Juice, Anheiser Busch, KPIX, KRON, LucasFilms, 
NBC. Gallo. Lotus, Longs. AC Transit. Samtrans. 

SHANE H. FABER 
Producer 
JEEP JAll MUSIC. 501 78th St. 43; North Bergen, NJ 07047; (201) 
854-6266. Specialization & Credits: Jeep Jazz Music is a full-serv-
ice music production company with a simple philosophy: EARS and 
EXPERIENCE make the difference! Shane Faber is the man behind 
the message and the "EARS" in particular. A gifted guitarist and key-
board player, he is equally at home on either side of the console and 
a master at putting the "human feel" back in MIDI machines. Along 
with partner Mike Mangini, they have a publishing/development deal 
with Warner-Chappell Music and their own private 32-track facility 
Sound Doctor Studio, just minutes from midtown Manhattan. Pro-
duced: Digable Planets Rebirth of Slick (Cool Like DAT)Gold single 

—LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

Just the BEST in professional audio 
and midi equipment rentals on 
BOTH sides of the Atlantic! 

New York City: 212-691-5544 / 1-800-234-7536 
Nashville, Tennessee: 615-321-5544 

London, UK: 081-451-5544 

Contactable 24 hours-a-day 

USE READER SERVICE GIRD FOR MORE INFO 

9 PIN SMPTE RS-422 FOR YOUR PC 
* TWO SMPTE PORTS 

* PROVIDE SONY 9 PIN 
RS-422 CONNECTION 

* SELECTABLE SMPTE. 
MIDI, PA-422, OR RS-232 

* SELECTABLE CON: 
ADDRESS AND IRQ 

* MICROSOFT WINDOWSTM 
COMPATIBLE CON: PORTS 

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE PC-BASED VIDEO AND AUDIO 
EDITING. STUDIO AUTOMATION AND WINDOWS BASED MULTI-
MEDIA SOLUTIONS. PLEASE CALL US TO SEE HOW WE CAN HELP 
WITH YOUR APPLICATION. 

eA COMMUNICATIONS 8c I/O 

MALEVEL SEALEVEL SYSTEMS INC. 
PO BOX 830 
LIBERTY, SC 29657 

803-843-4343 
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List In 
The Mix 
Directories! 

NOVEMBER 
North Central U.S. & 
Canadian Studios 

Deadline: August 9 

DECEMBER 
Mastering, Pressing & 
Tape Duplication Facilities 

Deadline: September 8 

JANUARY 1994 
Sound Reinforcement & 
Remote Recording 

Deadline: October 8 

Toll-Free Mix Directories number: 
(800) 344-UST (5478) or 
(510) 653-3609 fax 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

SEPTEMBER 1993 

Moving In On 

Film 
Sound 
*Scoring in the 
Project Studio 

A Synchronization 
Tips and Techniques 

Directory 

Southern California! 
Southwest 

Ad Close 
July 7, 1993 

Materials Due 
July 15, 1993 

Independent 

Engineers 

and 

Producers 

—LISTING CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
and LP (Pendulum Recs.), mixed Grammy-nominated Fly Girl, 
Queen Latifah (Tommy Boy), cowrote Shine On, Degrees of Motion 
(Esquire/BMG). 

BILLY FARMER 
Engineer & Producer 
TRAX RECORDING & PRODUCTION/fAMWOOD MUSIC BMI. PO Box 
49231; Atlanta, GA 30359; (404) 634-9253. Specialization & Credits: 
Credits: Hokey Sloan, Red River Band, Takeover, Rocky Singley, Firewa-
ter, T- Bones, Donald Ray Lunsford/Union Worker, Buck & Tiny/Buck 
Tiny's Country, Break the Silence, Kyle Ensley, Bullen Head. Area Code 
404, Stuck Molo, Billy Mashburn, Derek Daigle, Jimmy Amerson, Rag-
ing Ann. Services.. Development and production of writers and artists. 

JIM FEMINO 
Engineer & Producer 
JIM FEMINO PRODUCTIONS. 429 S. Lewis Rd.; Royersford, PA 
19468; (215) 948-8228; FAX: (215) 948-4175. 

MICHAEL FREEMAN 
Producer 
PO Box 1308; Barrington, IL 60011; (312) 822-0305; FAX: (312) 
464-0762. Specialization 8, Credits: Credits: Ralph Covert, the Bad 
Examples (Waterdog/CNR Records); Eleventh Dream Day (Amoeba 
Records); Eddy Clearwater, Magic Slim & the Teardrops, Carey Bell, 
Hubert Sumlin, Little Mike & the Tornadoes, Joanna Connor, Jim 
Thackery Band, ( Blind Pig Records); The Reverbs (Metro Amen-
caNictor Japan); Paul Castain ( Pet Sounds/CBS); The Service, The 
Hollowmen (Pravda Records); Candi Staten (Source Records). 

PAUL GERRY 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
THE CUTTING EDGE. Box 217—Old Route 17, Ferndale, NY 
12734; (914) 292-5965; FAX: (914) 295-2451 ext. 2473. 

LOU GIMENEZ 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
THE BOILER ROOM RECORDING. 80. 54 20 9th St.; Hollis Hills, 
NY 11427; (718) 740-3940. 

THOMAS E. GINGELL 
Engineer, Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
MOON PRODUCTIONS & RECORDING STUDIO. 1885 Pomeroy 
Rd.; Arroyo Grande, CA 93420; (805) 489-8146. 

TONY GIOVANNETTI 
Engineer & Producer 
DELTA PRODUCTIONS. 131 Varick St., Ste. 903; New York. NY 
10013; (212) 473-5385; FAX: (212) 645-6412. Specialization & 
Credits: Specializing in total production services—sound reinforce-
ment for large-scale events in alternative spaces. Recent credits for 
site-specific work include Wexner Center, Columbus, OH; "Union Sta-
tion Dances," Washington D.C.; " Dance on the Beach," Coney Island; 
Philadelphia, 30th St. Station; Battery Park City, New York Interna-
tional Festival; State of Illinois Bldg., Chicago; Grand Central Termi-
nal. NYC: "Dancing in the Streets" at South Street Seaport, NYC 

RENZO GIROMINI/BARBARA SUE ROSEN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BARZO PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 4872; Albuquerque, NM 87196; 
(505) 255-3225. Specialization & Credits: "Spots" audio produc-
tion studio. Digital mastering, multitrack. Complete audio produc-
tion services: industrial work, copywriting, remote recording, radio 
programming and audio consulting. 

JOSIAH N. GLUCK 
Engineer & Producer 
1520 York Avenue #23F; New York, NY 10028-7012; (212) 249-8849; 
FAX: (212) 249-9670. Specialization & Credits: Over 12 years experi-
ence in a wide range of styles and situations for GRP, Elektra, Blue Note, 
Warner Bros., Polydor Japan, Windham Hill and Steeplechase Records 
to name but a few. Grammy Nominations for Engineering: Dave Grusin 
Cinemagic, various artists Happy Anniversary, Charlie Brown. Credits: 
(as producer and/or engineer): Patti Austin, George Benson, Judy 
Collins, Randy Goodrum, 8.0. King (Live At The Apollo); Grammy win-
ner, Best Traditional Blues Album, 1992), Billy Cobham, Diane Schuur, 
Kevin Eubanks, Dave Grusin, Jon Hendricks, Scott Cossu, David Benoit, 
Haram Bullock, Chris Connor, Dave Valentin and Eddie Daniels. Other 
services: Live-to-2-track recording: live location recording: Dolby Sur-
round remixing: CD remastering. Television experience: music engineer 
for Night Music, production engineer/mixer for Saturday Night Live. 

ROBERT HARARI 
201-963-4182 

PAUL GOODRICH 
Engineer, Producer, Music/Computer Programmer 
AUDIO ARTS. 224 Sullivan St., E-41: New York, NY 10012; 
(212) 254-1027. Specialization 8, Credits: Credits: Michael 
Jackson, Yoko Ono, Southside Johnny, Buster Poindexter, Nona 
Hendryx, Heather Mullins, Frankie Knuck)es, Drive, She Said, Rob 
Stevens, Freddy Bastone, Bob Riley, Taxi Productions, Maxi-
Priest, Jungle Brothers, Ultra Nate, Bang Music, the NBA, Play it 
by Ear-The first CD Game, Blue Man Group, Razor and Tie 
Records, The Playboy Channel, Bristol-Myers, Pepsi, Random 
House Audio, Bantam Audio. Services: All aspects of production 
available from pre-production to post-production and everything 
in between. 

DAVE GRANATI 
Engineer & Producer 
MULBERRY ST. RECORDERS (PITTSBURGH AREA). 409 Mulberry 
St.; Coraopolis, PA 15108; (412) 264-6649. 

THOMAS J. HALL 
Engineer & Producer 
TRIAD STUDIOS. 4572 150th Ave. NE; Redmond, WA 98052; 
(206) 881-9322; FAX: (206) 881-3645. Specialization & Credits: 
Credits: Oueensryche, (Operation Livecrime, The Tramps of Panic. 
Empire, EP), UB40, Sir Mix-a-Lot, Kenny G., Slam Suzzanne, Peter 
Collins, Mick Guzauski, Heir Apparent, Randy Meisner, Fifth Angel, 
Terry Brown, Autograph, Michael Powers, Phil Sheeran, Blood-
good, Roby Duke, Jim Stipech, Uncle Bonsai, Dan Dean, Ralph 
Towner, Bud Shank, Eric Tingstad, Paul Speer, Mark Lindsay, the 
Magical Strings, D.C. Lacroix, the Cedar Walton Trio and many 
others. Services offered: all facets of demo and album production, 
including pre-production, engineering, producing and watchdog 
supervision of disc mastering. I am sensitive to the artists' cre-
ative needs and strive for the best recorded performance possible 
in a comfortable, low-pressure atmosphere. Best known for my 
rock records, I'm creative with all musical styles. Am especially 
adept at bringing life to tracks in the mix. My rates are reasonable. 
Call me. 

STEVE HALLMARK 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
HALLMARK PRODUCTIONS. 31320 Via Colinas, Ste. 118; 
Westlake Village, CA 91362; (818) 991-4857; FAX: (818) 707-
2693. 

ROBERT HARARI 
Hoboken, NJ 

ROBERT HARARI 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
HARARIVILLE INC. 202 Eleventh Street; Hoboken, NJ 07030; 
(201) 963-4182; FAX: (201) 963-4182. 

BRETT HARNETT 
Alexandria, VA 

BRETT HARNETT 
Engineer & Producer 
CONTOUR RECORDING (WASHINGTON D.C. AREA). 203 Yoakum 
Pkwy. #1626; Alexandria, VA 22304; (703) 751-3475; FAX: (703) 
751-5469. 

BRETT HARNETT 
Engineer & Producer 
MULBERRY ST. RECORDERS (PITTSBURGH AREA). 409 Mulberry 
St.; Coraopolis, PA 15108; (412) 264-6649. 
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MALCOLM H. HARPER JR. 
Austin, TX 

MALCOLM H. HARPER JR. 
Engineer & Producer 
REELSOUND RECORDING CO. 2304 Sheri Oak Ln.; Austin, TX 
78748; (512) 472-3325; FAX: (512) 282-0713. Specialization & 
Credits: Remote engineer for TV, radio and live concert recordings. 
Owner of Reelsound Recording Co., a 42 Tom Hidley-designed re-
mote audio tractor-trailer unit based in Austin, TX. Twenty-four years 
experience. Four Gold and one Platinum RIAA awards and four 
Ampex Golden Reel awards, and two Grammy nominations. Recent 
projects: Riverwalk live from the Landing"- American Public Radio, 
Texas Connection; TNN Network, "Selena: Emilio Navaira, Roberto 
Pulido and and Gary Hobbs; live albums for Capitol/EMI Latin. 
George Jones, Tracy Lawrence and Pam Till is in Concert: TNN, 
Stephen Curtis Chapman live broadcast. Call for credits. 

STEPHEN A. HART 
Engineer & Producer 
HART PRODUCTIONS. 1690 Creekview Circle; Petaluma, CA 
94954; (707) 762-2521; FAX: (707) 762-2521. Specialization & 
Credits: The focus is on international projects and mainstream pop. 
I am also interested in alternative artists of diverse cultural and mu-
sical origins. Hart Productions also maintains an office at Condulmer 
Studio in Venice, Italy. Tel.: 39(41) 457-370, fax: 39(41) 457-182. 
Album and single credits: David Bowie ('93), En Vogue, Murky Mark 
and the Funky Bunch, Vasco Rossi (Italy), Hammer, Jasmine Guy, 
Shiela E., Neville Brothers, Flora & Arito, Steve SmithNital Informa-
tion, UZEB (Canada), Jim Chappell, Christian (Mexico), Hsin-Lien 
Wang (Asia), Will Ackerman, Suzanne Cianni, Jennifer Taylor 
(France), Spinners, Fausto Leali (Italy), Paul Kantner, Pete Escovedo, 
Stein/Walder, Melissa Etheridge, Oscar Peterson/Joe Pass, McCoy 
Tyner, Andy Narrell, Stephan Grappelli. Other credits: Andy Summers, 
Branford Marsalis, Billy Idol, Huey Lewis, Queen Ida, Jan Hammer, 
Joe Satriani, Eddie Money, Grateful Dead, Carlos Santana, Micheal 
Hedges, John Denver, Jimmy Barnes (Australia), Journey. Film post 
credits: At Play in the Fields of the Lord, Amadeus, Unbearable Light-
ness of Being. Dead Poets Society, Blue Velvet, Wildcats. 

GARY HEDDEN 
Engineer. Producer & Technician 
GHL AUDIO. 5216 Waddell Hollow Rd.: Franklin, TN 37064. (615) 
794-0550; FAX: (615) 794-0017. 

JAY HENRY 
Engineer & Producer 
VISUAL MUSIC. PO Box 86967; San Diego, CA 92138-6967; (619) 
427-4290; FAX: (619)427-0001. Specialization & Credits: Sixteen 
years experience in recording and broadcast industries. Has 17 
Gold, 11 Platinum, 3 double-Platinum albums, 2 Platinum singles 
and 1 triple- Platinum album on MCA, Warner Bros., Columbia, Del 
Jam, CBS, Epic, Arista, Profile and Atco. Has worked on projects 
with Prince, FS. Effect, Run DMC, LL Cool J, Al B.Sure, Heavy-D, 
Slick Rick, Guy, Teddy Riley, Living Colour, Jeff Redd, Shannon, 
Whodini, Bell Biv Devoe, Public Enemy, Skyy, Defunkt, lmmage, 
Alphonse Mouzon, Larry Coryell and Daniel Ponce. Software-based, 
audioNideo pre- and post-production. Completed soundtracks in-
clude national promo videos for Calvin Klein, Oscar de la Renta, 
Perry Ellis. Full music production services for albums, singles and 
master demos including: multimachine lockups, studio and location 
production services for video and film, MIDI/SMPTE interfacing to 
video, film and live performance with MIDISCORET", featuring Mac-
intosh lice" and Quadra computers. Sound Tools, sample library, 
sample editing, synthesizer and drum programming, custom signal 
processor software and unusual equipment rentals. 

MITCH HENSDALE 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
NEW HORIZON RECORDING STUDIO. 1490 Union Cross Rd.; 
Kernersville, NC 27284; (919) 996-2633. 

WANT MORE INFORMATION? 
The advertisers in Mix are happy to supply 
readers with additional information about 
the products and services advertised in 
this issue. To receive more information, 

just circle the appropriate numbers on the 
Reader Service Card on page 176. 

Clients include: 

Public Enemy 

('Greatest Misses," Gold); 

DAS ED( ("Dead Serious." 

Platinum); Spike Lee (Mo' 

Better Blues," featuring Gang 

Stare.; EPMD; MC Lyte 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

IAR's program is very 
professional, highly technical, and 

offers plenty of creative opportunities. It's 
the perfect combination of intensive course-
work and real world practical training — 
exactly what I needed to design, build and 
operate Firehouse." 

Plotter es S immi) 
Mgitalilaaló 

38 So-Treks 

When even 24 tracks are not enough... 

Use hundreds of stereo segments to build 
hour+ Mixes with up to 38 playing at the 
mine time! Create and move audio segments 
as easily as IvNDI sequencirg. 

Sample precision graphic wave editing 
glows instant, seamless changes to be 
done/undone/redone at any lime, while zone 
mixing further increases speed. 

Record master files direct to -lisk using 
simultaneous record/play overdub and sync 
optionally to MTC, SMPTE or Video for 
sample precision synchronization. 

Ready to run 486-33/50MHz Wprkstations 
starting at $7,795 with 96 track-minutes @ 
44.1KHz. Add to your computer - $3.690. 

ALsk today for a free 24 page brochure to 
discover how MicroSound will improve 
your quality ard productivity. 

Quality Digital Audio, since 1977 

••••  
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(919) 870-0344 
Fax ( 919) 870-7163 

Micro Technology Unlimited 

156 Wind Chime Court 
Raleigh, NC, USA 27615 
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BOYNTON 
STUDIO 

INVALIB TIME EWE 

"WHAT'S WRONG??!" 

Find out with the 

SR- 15 
Time Code 

Distripalyzer 

A Distributor/ Reshaper, a Stripper and an Analyzer, 
• RS-232 serial / printer port 
w/ time code error report 
• Time code/user bits reader display 
• Frame rate counter (w/ 2 decimals) 

• Drop Frame count verification 
• Video - Time Code sync monitoring 
• Synchronous pilot tone output 
• 5 reshaped time code outputs 

Brainstorm Electronics, Inc. 
1515 Manning Avenue, Suite #4 • Los Angeles, CA 90024 • (310) 475-7570 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

&um% 
40 *44,s OF Ste 
1953-1993 

Boynton Studio 
Wants to know, 

'Are you ready for ditaf recording?" 

Malaga e•Imilmulamomma 

MO UN NUM IS II 
«a •111 • 

It's hot. It's affordable and it's in stock. 
The long awaited TASCAM DA-88. 

your full service pro audio dealer 
Melody Pines Farm • Morris, NY 13808 

Phone (607) 263-5695 

Fax (607) 263-2373 

Hear Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow 

Independent 

Engineers 

and 

Producers 

TOM HERBERS 
Engineer & Producer 
4410 W. Lake Harriet Pkwy.; Minneapolis, MN 55410; (612) 927-
5348; FAX: (612) 870-4367. 

DENNIS HETZENDORFER 
Engineer & Producer 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES. 8795 SW 57th St.; Cooper City, 
FL 33328-5930; (305) 434-1377. Specialization & Credits: Have 
worked with Bee Gees, Barbra Streisand, America, Julio Iglesias, 
Raul DiBlasio, Lynyrd Slrynyrd, Eddie Money, Beach Boys, Eileen 
Farrell, and others. Owner and director of Recording Skills Work-
shop, a 4-week intensive training program for assistant recording 
engineers. Knowledgeable in the production and engineering of all 
styles of music. Bachelor of Music degree, University of Miami, 
1976. 

DAVID HEWITT 
Engineer & Producer 
REMOTE RECORDING SERVICES. PO Box 334 Lahaska, PA 
18931; (215) 794-5005; FAX: (215) 794-3263. 

SIMON HIGGS 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
ROBERT SIMON PRODUCTIONS. P.O. Box 3083; Van Nuys, CA 
91407; (818) 989-5638. 

MAX HIGHSTEIN 
Engineer & Producer 
MAX HIGHSTEIN MUSIC. 5 Herrada PI; Santa Fe, NM 87505; (505) 
986-1055. Specialization & Credits: Specializing in NAC, contem-
porary folk, and world music. I offer full production, arranging and 
recording services at my 24-track studio in Santa Fe and at other lo-
cations. Making a great-sounding record should be an enjoyable, 
satisfying experience that doesn't have to cost a fortune if you do it 
right. I understand the needs of small labels to produce quality 
recordings that will stand well alongside the big-bucks products and 
still leave budget for marketing and promotion. Helping to create 
arrangements and performances that bring out the best in your tal-
ent and material, and drawing on a pool of top supporting musicians 
when needed, is what Ido best. Credits include material heavily fea-
tured on NAC radio formats an on TV's Northern Exposureincluding: 
Chance- Something Ventured, Lou Montgommery and Adele Getty-
Spiritual Healing, Jaguar Lodge; Max Highstein- Touch the Sky, 
Hondo Blaze. Demo on request. 

DANNY M. HILLEY 
Engineer & Producer 
FIRST. ENGINEERING & PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 1121; 
Nashville, TN 37065; (615) 794-3660. 

BOB HODAS 
Engineer & Producer 
PO Box 9485; Berkeley, CA 94709; (510) 649-9254. Specialization 
& Credits: Credits: Barbara Higbie, Doobie Brothers, Village People, 
Marty Balin. Amanda McBroom, Osamu, Mickey Hart, Will Acker-
man, Casiopea, Schoenherz and Scott, Sayuri Ishikawa, The Pope, 
Modern Mandolin Quartet, Hearts of Space Records, Jim Chappell, 
Joan Baez, Anjani, the Movie Stars, Feron, San Francisco Gay Mens' 
Chorus, Jaron Lanier, Katrina Krimsky, Merl Saunders. Services: 
recording and concert engineering; album, film and demo produc-
tions; consulting. 

JEFF A. HOFFBERGER 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
J&J PRODUCTIONS. 136 N. Laclede Pl.; Atlantic City, NJ 08401; 
(609) 347-0051; FAX: (609) 344-4808. Specialization & Credits: 
House engineer, monitor engineer, production manager, stage man-
ager. Currently touring with Regina Belle. Clients inculde: R&B— 
Boyz II Men, Atlantic Starr, Tony Terry, Johnny Kemp, Chuck Brown 
and the Soul Searchers, Starpoint, Juicy Fruit, The Orioles, The 
Clovers, SOS Band, Luther "Guitar" Johnson, the Uptown Rhythm 
Kings, Roy Buchanan, Experience Unlimited, Trouble Funk, The 
Mays, Sluggo. Rock—Jon CarroL BoDeans, Kix, Marti Jones, Mo-
torhead, Robin Trower, Megadeth, Flotsam & Jetsam, Leslie West & 
Friends, Blue Oyster Cult. Contemporary—Marvin Hamlisch, Henry 
Mancini Orchestra, Maureen McGovern. Country—Asleep at the 
Wheel, Savryer Brown, Billy "Crash" Craddock, Rodney Crowell, John 
Schnieder, Randy Travis. Comedians—Danny Gans, Fred Travelina, 
Bill Cosby, Red Skelton, Wayland Flowers & Madame. Jazz—Jean 
Carnes, Betty Carter, Ahmad Jahmal, Al Johnson, Les McCann, Koko 
Taylor, Joe Williams, Little Howlin' Wolf. New wave/punk—The Call, 
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Beat Farmers, Beat Rodeo, Tupelo Sex-Change, Screaming Blue Mes-
siahs, Stan Ridgeway. Bluegrass—Laurel Blaydes, The Country Gen-
tleman, Bill Harrell, Hobbs and Partners. Johnson Mountains Boys. 

JOE HOLLAND 
Engineer. Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
WINDMILL PRODUCTIONS/WINDMILL STUDIO. 5611 N. 40th St., 
CIO; Milwaukee, WI 53209-3958; (414) 535-0861. Specialization 
& Credits: Music production, engineering, MIDI programming and 
consultation for demos and album projects, from multitrack to DAT 
masters in my facility or will work in alternate locations. Specializing 
in but not limited to new artists. Acoustic, folk, blues, light rock. 
country rock, etc. My personal philosophy: openness to input from 
all participants creates a positive idea stream, making the process 
more efficient and the end- result fantastic. 

GORDON D. HOOKAILO 
Engineer, Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
GDH DIGITAL PRODUCTIONS. 4627 Coldwater Cyn. #116; Studio 
City, CA 91604; (818) 763-4853; FAX: (818) 763-3549. Special-
ization & Credits: GDH Digital specializes in audio sweetening for 
film and video. Our family of editors. composers. foley artists, engi-
neers and post supervisors will ensure that your project goes 
smoothly from start to finish. Video/film mix-for-picture, sound de-
sign, music editing and score recording include work for ABC, PBS. 
Nickelodeon, The Leo Burnett Agency. Miramar, Hemisphere Enter-
tainment, Concorde Pictures, Flint Dille, Lora Classics, Sealy Mat-
tresses, Panther Films, TSR Inc., Honeywell Corporation and Mi-
cropolis. GDH also offers music engineering, production, digital 
editing and mastering for CD and project management. Over 15 
years of music engineering including Steven Stills, Stevie Wonder, 
David Bowie, Phish, Jon Butcher, 0-Positive. Jonathan Richmond, 
Allan Zavod. Books on tape clients include: Bantam, Dove. Apple-
wood Books, with actors Ed Asner, Kirk Douglas, Lynn Redgrave. 
Richard Thomas, including books from Danielle Steel, Rosamunde 
Pitcher. Eugenia Price. to name a few. GDH Digital: Creative solu-
tions to unique production problems. 

FROSTY HORTON 
Producer 
ROLLING ROAD PROD. INC. 11288 Ventura Blvd. Suite 434B: Stu-
dio City, CA 91604; (818) 506-0050; FAX: (818) 506-0059. 

STEPHEN FITCH HUBERT ( STEVE SPARKS) 
Producer 
SILENT PARTNER PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 2182; 307 N. 2nd Ave.; 
Sandpoint, ID 83864; (208) 263-8822; (208) 263-1531; FAX: ( 208) 
263-8822. 

DAVID IVORY 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
IVORY PRODUCTIONS INC. 212 N. 12th St., Ste.113; Philadelphia, 
PA 19107; (215) 977-9777; FAX: (215) 563-3283. 

JOEL JAFFE 
Engineer & Producer 
STUDIO D RECORDING. 425 Coloma: Sausalito, CA 94965; (415) 
332-6289; FAX: (415) 332-0249. Specialization & Credits: Pro-
duction engineering, music composing/sequencing credits include 
Lenny Williams Laying in Wait, Michael Cooper. MCA Triple M- A&M 
Records, Austin DeLowe-Demon Records, Greg Allman Band. Film 
soundtrack eng/mixer Light Sleeper Michael Bean/composer, The 
Call eng/mixer WEA Records, Paramount TV Local Heroes-David 
Keith, Durocs-National Records, Dick Dale-Hi-Tom Herrold/Gordon 
Stevens-Jazz Records, Live WDR Germany, Tone Records, eng. TV 
composition, eng/production "Donner Lipchen", Network NBC TV 
"Word Play" composer, prod. cog/miser. Production for all types of 
music. Will accept unsolicited or solicited projects. 

TREVOR JOHNSON 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BULLDOG RECORDING CO. 4301 Industry Drive; Tacoma, WA 
98424; (206) 922-9333; FAX: (206) 922-1542. 

HOWARD JOHNSTON 
Engineer & Producer 
DIFFERENT FUR RECORDING. 3470 19th St.; San Francisco, CA 
94110; (415) 864-1967; FAX: (415) 864-1966. Specialization & 
Credits: George Winston: Summer, Tuck & Patti. Dream, Tears of 
Joy and Love Warriors, Penelope Houston: The Whole World the 
Royal Nonesuch: No Such Animat Limbomaniacs: Stinky Grooves 
John Gorka: Jack's Crows, Patty Larkin: Tango; Henry Butler: Blues 
& More, Windham Hill: Winter Solstice I, II, Ilt,MCM & the Monster. 
Bobby McFerrin, Bucket Head, Too Short, Bobby Brown, Phil Collins, 
The Residents, Kronos Ouartet, John Zorn, Robin Willams, Danny 
Glover. Movie soundtrack 1,000 Pieces of Gold, TV Soundtracks. 
Unsolved Mysteries. Charlie Brown. Services: All that Different Fur 
Recording has to offer: Studer 48-track analog, Solid State Logic 
4056E/G console, Sonic Solutions, large selection of microphones, 
digital/analog reverb and delay units, DATs, Yamaha C7 grand piano. 

E. KEVIN JONES 
Engineer & Producer 
SOUND & SOUND ALIKE. 790 Riverside Dr., Ste. MP; New York, 
NY 10032; (212) 926-8294. Specialization á Credits: Lisa Lisa & 
Cult Jam, Hi Five, Melba Moore, the Boys' Choir of Harlem, the Fam-
ily Stand, Surface, Ashford & Simpson, George Howard, Najee, 
Freddie Jackson, Living Colour, Diane Reeves, Eric Gable, Alex 
Bughon. Services offered: live sound engineering, production man-
agement and full crew and technical contractor. Offering worldwide 
services and will fulfill all your production needs, including person-
al security, stage design and tour managing. 

KAREN KANE 
Engineer & Producer 
17 Bodwin Ave.; Toronto, Ontario. ON MAP 1S4; (416) 760-7896. 
Specialization & Credits: Have been in the studio business since 
1970, starting out in studio management. Have been engineering for 
18 years and producing music for 10 years. Have extensive experi-
ence with on-location recording and live sound. Originally based in 
the Boston area, I've worked on over 100 album projects plus hun-
dreds of EP's and demos including a demo by Tracy Chapman. Have 
had U.S. chart activity with cuts from Virgo Moon by artist Chad 
Mitchell ( Silver City Records/Sony Music). Other albums I've 
worked on have been nominated for Boston Music Awards. Other 
credits include: Ann Earthling & the Planets (from Berlin), Twice Shy, 
Razzy Bailey, Carl Kees, Doug Barr, April K., Close Enough, Fred 
Small, Southern Rail, the Chicken Chokers, Matt Glaser, Flor de 
Cana, Kay Gardner, Alix Dobkin, Linda Worster, Judy Fjell, Marcia 
Taylor, Larua Berkson, Suede, Robert Gass, Matt Johnson, Betsy 
Rose, Jay Smar. Wheeler & Carol, many more. 

BOB KATZ 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
DIGITAL DOMAIN. 309 East 90th St. B; New York, NY 10128; (212) 
369-2932; FAX (212) 427-6892. 

HELEN KEANE 
Producer 
HELEN KEANE RECORD PRODUCTION, ARTISTS MANAGEMENT. 
49 E. 96th St., Apt. 6A; New York, NY 10128; (212)722-2921; FAX 
(212) 722-8121. 

PETER R. KELSEY 
Engineer & Producer 
14874 Tyler St.; Sylmar, CA 91342; (818) 367-4445; FAX: (818) 
367-0343. Specialization & Credits: Credits include: Jean-Luc 
Ponty, Bill Ward (of Black Sabbath), Thelma Houston, Suzanne 
Ciani, The Fixx, Elton John, Graham Parker, Pebbles, Brian Eno, 
Linda Rondstadt, Slayer, Michael Stanley Band, Wall of Voodoo, 
Weather Report, Zawinul, TribalTech, 'Weird' Al Yankovic, 
Veronique Sanson, Mari Iljima, L.A. Cowboys, Kalapana; and in film 
and T.V. music: Best of the Best 2, Street Knight, Poison Ivy, Ex-
treme Justice, Bethune, Casulties of Love, Exclusive, Knots Land-
ing, Homefront, Picket Fences, Thirlysomething, Mother Goose 
Rock N'Rhyme. Services: music production, engineering and 
mixing. 

JAMES L. KENNEDY 
Engineer & Producer 
HEART CONSORT MUSIC-BMI. 410 1st St. West; Mt. Vernon, IA 
52314; (319) 895-8557. 

RICHIE KESSLER 
Producer 
PLATINUM ISLAND RECORDING STUDIOS. 676 Broadway, Third 
Fl.; New York, NY 10012; (212) 473-9497. Specialization & Cred-
its: Young producer with world-class recording studio at his dis-
posal can provide studio & production services to select artists & 
groups. Most important requirement is that the music & concept be 
original. Objective: master recordings and record deals. Send mate-
rial for consideration to Richie Kessler, c/o Platinum Island Record-
ing Studios. 

LA SERRA 
PRODUCTIONS INC. 

ROBERT LA SERRA 
Massapequa Park, NY 

ROBERT LA SERRA 
Engineer & Producer 
LA SERRA PRODUCTIONS INC. PO Box 453; Massapequa Park, 
NY 11762; (516) 798-2308; FAX: (516)541-6264. Specialization & 
Credits: As a 25-year-old producer/engineer, La Serra is earning re-
spect and gaining recognition in the music business. His most re-
cent credits are production & engineering of 8th Angel's Guilty of the 
Crime (Onna Roll Records), engineering & remixing of Servants of 
Power's 50,000 Watts of Power (Relativity Records), production & 
engineering of Waveform's Empty Spaces & X-Fade (Warlock 
Records), productions & engineering of M.A.D.A.'s Feel Like Jump-
ing and Wet Dreams (Nervous Records). La Serra and the La Serra 
Productions family are street-smart and pop-oriented, specializing 
in house, R&B, freestyle, hip hop, techno and, of course. pop. Com-
bine the engineering and production specialties of Bobby "B-La" La 
Serra, the street knowledge and mixing talents of Victor "Vicious 
Vic" Ortiz, the magical keyboard playing of Mark " Mr. Melody" 
Leonard, and their home base of Strong Island Records, you could 
rest assured you'll have one slammin' track on your hands "Guar-
anteed Fresh." 
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Get Into It! 
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nis new bock will explain topics like MIDI 
sequencing, bard-disk recording, multimedia 
od music notation in clear, easy- to-

understand terms, helping you get the most out 
of today's music technology. 

From the pages of Electronic Musician magazine, 
©1993, 128 pp., ( P) Includes glossary. 

Only $ 17.95 (plus shipping) 

ORDER NOW! (sill toll.free ( 800) 233-9604, ( 510) 053-
3307, lee ( 510)653-3609 or write to Mix Bookshelf, 6400 lids 
St., #128, Emeryville, CA 94608. Include 53 for shipping CA and 
NY residents acid state sales toe. 
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United Ad Label 
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United Ad Label Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 2345 

Business Divii.ion Brea, CA 92622-2345 

Independeni 

Engineers 

and 

Producers 

DENNIS LAMBERT 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
TUNEWORKS RECORDS INC. 4433 Petit Dr.; Encino, CA 91436; 
(818) 906-0618; FAX: (818) 907-7664 (SONG). Specialization & 
Credits: Natalie Cole, Dave Koz, Phil Perry, Riff, Starship, Santana, 
Kenny Loggins, Zelma Davis, Smokey Robinson, Commodores, 
Coming of Age, Jermaine Jackson, Elaine Page, American Me, Little 
River Band, Dionne Warwick, O'Jays, Evelyn King, Misconceptions, 
5 Star, Temptations, Dennis Edwards, Tavares, Ziggy Marley, Sur-
face, George Benson, Mel'isa Morgan, Miki Howard, Nia Peeples, Bill 
Medley, Righteous Brothers, Player, Billy Vera, Ruth Pointer, Dusty 
Springfield, Sheena Easton, Vienna, Glen Campbell Jerry Lee Lewis, 
Four Tops, Sylvie Varian, Grassroots, Average White Band, AVY 
Booken. Misha! 

GEORGE LANDRESS 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
GOLDEN RING MUSIC, ASCAP. 6138 Glen Holly; Los Angeles, CA 
90068; (213) 462-3220; FAX: (213) 462-3220. 

ALAN LEININGER 
Engineer & Producer 
AIR LEININGER, 2506 Coolidge St.; Hollywood, FL 33020-2339; 
(305) 920-2998. Specialization & Credits: Location and studio 
recording, analog and digital. Experienced audio engineering, broad-
cast production and voice-over talent for diverse bands and adver-
tising clients. Seeking acoustic acts for future projects. 

JEFFREY LESSER 
Engineer & Producer 
JET LASER PRODUCTIONS. 232 Madison Ave.; Cresskill, NJ 
07626; (201) 816-9144; FAX: (201) 816-0782. Specialization & 
Credits: Producer: Loudon Wainwright Ill, New York Voices. The 
Roches, Rupert Holmes, Barbra Streisand, Pat Travers, Head East, 
Sailor, Strawbs, Straight Lines, Sparks, Starcastle. Co-producer: Jef-
frey Gaines, Darden Smith, Judybats, Jet Plane Jane, Medicine Men, 
Eric Bogosian, Timbuk 3, Kool & the Gang, Natives, Carboy, Won 
Ton Ton, Colourfield, Chiefs of Relief, Royal Crescent Mob, Will 8 
the Bushman, Richard Barone, Louise Coffin, Mental as Anything, 
Al) About Eve, Earl Slick. Engineer and/or remis: Lou Reed, Deborah 
Harry, Ultravox, Missing Persons, Robert Palmer, Ric Ocasek, Oingo 
Boingo, Ouarterflash, Renaissance, Blue Oyster Cult, Ruben Blades, 
Fernando Saunders, Climax Blues Band, Stylistics, Alice Cooper. 
Television: Playboy, Candid Camera, Silver Spoons, Robert Klein 
Show, Ripley's Believe It or Not, Rock & Roll Tonight. Tech specs: 
producer, engineer, mixer; SSL, Auto, Neve, live recording, elec-
tronic and sample MIDI recording, songwriter, vocal and music 
arranger. Comments: reviews submitted tapes, international reputa-
tion, extensive travel, expert in every aspect of records, film, video, 
radio, television and advertising. 

STEVEN W. LEWIS 
Engineer 
CHICAGO DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING SERVICES. 1770 W. 
Bedeau Ave.; Chicago, IL 60613; (312) 348-1112; FAX: (312) 348-
1182. 

JESSE LOMBARDI 
Engineer & Producer 
26 Westminster Ave., Ste. #5; Venice Beach, CA 90291; (310) 
392-2747; FAX: (213) 957-4355 

REGGIE LUCAS 
Producer 
REGGIE LUCAS PRODUCTIONS. 512 Paterson Plank Rd.; Jersey 
City, NJ 07307; (201) 656-7023; FAX: (201)656-1192. Specializa-
tion & Credits: Grammy award-winning producer, Reggie Lucas has 
written and produced these recordings: Madonna's Borderline, 
Roberta Flack 8 Donny Hathaway's Closer Get to You and Back To-
gether Again, Stephanie Mills' What Cha You Gonna Do, Never Knew 
Love Like This and Stephanie. Lucas also produced songs for the 
Four Tops, Jennifer Holiday, The Models, Randy Crawford, Rebbie 
Jackson, the Weather Girls, and others. His current releases include 
: Nick Scotti's Feel the Need and Lile Is What You Make It. Reggie 
Lucas owns the multiroom state-of-the-art 24-/48-track Quantum 
Sound Studio in Jersey City, N.J. 

DON MACK 
Engineer & Producer 
AUDIO PRODUCTION SERVICES. 6951 Ranchito Ave.; Van Nuys, 
CA 91405; (818) 988-3271. Specialization & Credits: Warren Hill. 
Michael Boddicker, David Cassidy, Michael Jackson, Trevor Jones, 
Brian Eno, David Byrne, Machine Head, Dino Fekaris, Burt Bach-

arach, Barry Eastmond, Aretha Franklin, Dionne Warwick, Jane 
Fonda, Cynema, Odin, Y8T, Kronos Quartet, Pat Gleeson. Films: 
Freejack, Star/ire, F/X2, Arachnophobia, A Bird on a Wire, Black 
Rain, The Adventures of Milo & Otis, Her Alibi, Plague Dogs, Apoc-
alypse Now, Walt Disney Productions. Production and engineering 
with an ear toward the leading edge of tomorrow's music. I work 
with you from pre-production to the final mastered product. My goal 
is to stimulate the artist to ever greater creative heights and to real-
ize their dreams by making them sonically and visually as exciting as 
possible. I'm interested in all new music, and I am always looking to 
stretch the boundaries of today's sound. Please call or write. 

JOSEPH MAGEE 
Engineer & Producer 
MACEE AUDIO ENGINEERING. 8758 Venice Blvd.; Los Angeles, 
CA 90034; (310) 837-1663; FAX: (310) 837-1673. 
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TOM MAGUIRE 
New York, NY 

TOM MAGUIRE 
Engineer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
TERI ENGINEERING. PO Boa 20363 London Terrace Station; New 
York, NY 10011-0000; (718)935-0063; FAX: (718) 932-9167. Spe-
cialization & Credits: Technical consultation to engineers, produc-
ers, artists and record companies on recording technique, transfers, 
recovery of masters, equipment and studio selection, upgrades and 
tweeks, repairs, instrument and performance systems, computers 
and devices, studio design product development and legal compli-
ance. Special services to: film, video, advertising, research, testing 
and similar project. Available as technical recording engineer for dif-
ficult sessions. Speciality: static and dynamic sound localization for 
music/samples/performance/film, TV. Black box devices designed 8 
built. Specialized equipment located. 

COOKIE MARENCO 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
PO Box 874; Belmont, CA 94002; (415) 595-8475; FAX: (415) 598-
0915. 

CLIFF MASSIE 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
THE HIT HOUSE INC. PO Box 102; Bethpage, NY 11714; (516) 735-
3452. 

SCOTT MATHEWS 
Producer 
PROUD PORK PRODUCTIONS. 230 Montcalm St.; San Francisco, 
CA 94110; (415) 648-9099. Specialization & Credits: Internation-
ally acclaimed producer, Platinum songwriter, multi-instrumentalist 
and vocalist Scott Mathews has worked with the likes of (in alpha-
betical order) the Beach Boys, Rosanne Cash, Ry Cooder, Elvis 
Costello, Robert Cray, Sammy Hagar, John Hiatt, John Lee Hooker, 
Mick Jagger, Dr. John, Patti LaBelle, Huey Lewis, Van Morrison, Roy 
Orbison, Bonnie Raiff, Little Richard, Keith Richards, Todd Rund-
gren, Boz Scaggs, Barbra Streisand, The Waterboys, Bobby Wom-
ack, and the list goes on and on refusing to end. However, for the 
sake of printing cost, we'll leave it at that. Scott is currently accept-
ing tapes with strong emphasis on vocals from singers, singer/ 
songwriters and bands for production consideration. 

RICHARD MATHIS 
Engineer, Producer 8 Music/Computer Programmer 
PYRENESS PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 13303; Portland, OR 97213; 
(503) 284-6155. 

KENNETH MCGEE 
Engineer, Producer, Technician & MusIc/Computer Programmer 
MASTERMIX AUDIO. PO Box 924; Eatontown, NJ 07724; (908) 
389-5958. 

PAUL MCKENNA 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
TUMAC ENTERTAINMENT CORP. 21652 Wohelo Trail; Chatsworth, 
CA 91311; (818) 341-6929; FAX: (818)341-6032. 

SEAN MCNAMARA 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
PERENNIAL PRODUCTIONS. Box 109, 73 Hill Rd.; Redding, CT 
06875; (203) 938-9392. 

Pro Audio dictionaries and technical reference guides are available through 
the Mix Bookshelf catalog. Call toll-free (8(0)233-9604 tor your free copy 
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JOE MELCHIORRE 
Producer 
JEM CONSULTING INC. 1300 S. Ocean Drive; Unit 206; Jupiter, FL 
33477; (407) 575-4178. Specialization & Credits: Music produc-
tion & engineering in the south Florida area. 

FRANK MERWIN 
Engineer & Producer 
A&F MUSIC SERVICES. 2834 Otsego; Waterford, MI 48328-3244; 
(313) 682-9025; (313) 669-3100; FAX: (313) 669-8720. 

C01.055115 
DaarraL STEREO 

COLOSSUS' 
DIGITAL STEREO 

BRAD S. MILLER 
Incline Village, NV 

BRAD S. MILLER 
Engineer & Producer 
MOBILE FIDELITY PRODUCTIONS OF NEVADA. PO Box 8359; In-
cline Village, NV 89450-8359; (702) 831-4459; FAX: (702) 831-
4485. Specialization & Credits: Founder, Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, 
Mobile Fidelity Records and Productions, creator of the Mystic 
Moods Orchestra and producer/engineer of numerous special effects 
recordings. Principal in development of Colossus digital audio sys-
tem with Louis Dorren. Location/studio recording where accurate 
archival of live performance or final mix is required. Production serv-
ices include the Colossus (4-channel) PCM digital audio system with 
1630 compact disc format compatibility; and/or 4-channel "sound-
field" microphone (MS-4). Recommend that interested parties in-
quire as to latest compact disc samples in release by clients utilizing 
Colossus, MS-4 or both. Conversion of existing sound effects and 
music libraries into Colossus format and then to optical hard disk 
also available. Written information package available upon request. 

JOSEPH F. MIRAGLILO 
Engineer, Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
FISHBOWL PRODUCTIONS. 89 Clinton St.; Everett, MA 02149; 
(617) 389-5816; FAX: (617) 394-11465. 

MIKE MOORE 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
MIKE MOORE PRODUCTIONS/SMOKE EATER MUSIC. 30210 Grand-
view: Inkster, MI 48141; (313) 722-2053: FAX: (313)722-0038. 

TAAVI MOTE 
Sherman Oaks, CA 

TAAVI MOTE 
RUF MIX PRODUCTIONS. 12966 La Maids St.; Sherman Oaks, CA 
91423; (818) 760-0269; FAX: (818) 905-7242. Specialization & 
Credits: Production: U2 " Desire" ( Hollywood remis), Jeff Lorber Pri-
vate Passion, Ralph Dudley, Street Fox, Madonna, various projects 
in the works. Mixing/engineering: Madonna, Smokey Robinson. 
Reggie and Vincent Calloway, Gap Band, Midnight Star, U-Krew, The 
Whispers, The Jets, Klymaxx, Bobby Brown, Freaky Executives. 
Kenny G, Jeffrey Osborn, Ready for the World, Pebbles, Cool ' R. 
Jody Watley, Natalie Cole, Beverly Hills Cop and // soundtracks. 
Gladys Knight, James Ingram, Patti LaBelle. The best in pre- and 
post-production, recording, overdubs, mixing, remixing ( 12", LP 
and singles). Using the best recording studios available, you get the 
most dynamic sound in analog or digital. Call for further informa-
tion. "I make the difference!" 

FRUSTRATED WITH OWNERS MANUALS? 
Get a free copy of the Mix Bookshelf catalog, which features tips and tech-
niques books for equipment by Roland, Alexis, Yamaha, Casio, Korg, En-
soniq, Kawai, Kurzweil, Oberheim and E-mu. Call loll-free (8W) 233-9604. 

FIVE TOWNS COLLEGE 

KNOWS A GOOD THING WHEN 

THEY INTERFACE WITH IT. 

The Five Towns College faculty is proud 
to announce that it has selected 

DIGIDESIGN'S PRO TOOLS 
for its new Audio/Video Facility. 

For information about College programs call (516) 424-7000, ext. 110 

OSE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

‘'OèeÉÉe 
T-SHIIVe7,, 

MOST 
PURCHASES, 

YOU DON'T 
GET TO 
BE THE 
SOUTH'S 
LARGEST 
MUSIC 
RETAILER 
WITHOUT 
TAKING A 
LITTLE HEAT. 

WE'RE IN-STOCK WITH 
ELECTRONICS, KEYBOARDS, 
PERCUSSION, AMPS, PRO-AUDIO, STAGES, MUSIC SOFTWARE, 
GUITARS AND ACCESSORIES. SEE THE MANUFACTURERS ADS 
IN THIS MAG? THEY'RE OUR ADS TOO! SAME DAY SHIPPING (Moe ORDERS) 

1(800) 800-4654 
iÏn\ IN FLORIDA DIAL (813) 237-5597 FAX: 238-5443 

2204 EAST HILLSBOROUGH AV. TAMPA, FLORIDA 33610 
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Sixteenth Moue Sound 
rides par total 
A 1st class recording facility 

featuring: 

Two rooms, 

experienced staff, 

«ter thirty gold and 
platinum records 

to our credit. 

Serving Nashville 
and the World. 

Preston Sullivan- manager 
John lreiethair technical NLD. 

sixteenth OOOOOO 

e co•u•nd 

un th Mernte South 
Nashville, TN 37212 

615-327-8787 law 321-0928 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

1110GAI111-m-
NEW AES-EBU 

DIGITAL CABLE 

Mogami introduces the 

first digital cable, W3080 

•Exceeds AES-EBU specs, 
110S-2 +1-5% 

*Precision matching impedance 

•Eliminates signal reflections 
•Long distortion-free cable runs 
•2-cond., spiral-serve shield 
•25 AWG., . 197" O.D. 

-Marshall Electronics — 

P.O. Box 2027 Culver City, CA 90231 

Tel (310) 390-6608 
Fax (310) 391-8926 

Independent 

Engineers 

and 

Producers 

WILLIAM P. MUELLER 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
SHEFFIELD AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCTION. 13816 Sunny Brook Rd.; 
Phoenix, MD 21131; (410) 628-7260; (410) 666-0196 (phone/fax); 
FAX: (410) 628-1977. Specialization & Credits: 1986 Grammy 
nomination—Best Engineered Album, Michael Hedges, Aerial 
Boundaries. 1986 Grammy-nominated album, Douglas Miller, Un-
speakable Joy. 1988 Grammy-nominated album, Sweet Honey in 
the Rock. 1989 Grammy-nominated album Seldom Scene. Billy 
Joel/Disney Productions, VigiVChrysalis Records, Barry Manilow, 
Cindy Lauper, Aretha Franklin/Jerry Lewis Telethon, Biily Squire, 
Mister Mister, The Hooters, Marylin McCoo, Mary Chapin Carpenter, 
Dionne Warwick, Shadowfax, Will Ackerman, Ella Fitzgerald, Oscar 
Peterson, Bella Fleck and the Flecktones, the National Symphony, 
Daddy Long Legs, ABC Sports. ESPN, CNN. Consoles: (2) SSL 4048 
E/G. Tape machines: (2) Sony 3324, (2) MTR-90. Gear: AMS, Even-
tide, Lexicon 224LX, Sontec EO/comp, Drawmer, Pro Tools, video 
F/X. audio/video online/offline, nonlinear editing. 

KEN MULLENIX 
Engineer 
KEN MULLENIX SOUND & ENGINEERING. P.O. Box 5027; Ft. Laud-
erdale, FL 33310; (800) 488-0875; FAX: (305) 741-6367. Special-
ization & Credits: Location recording for film and video produc-
tions, features, commercials, etc. Sync. playback for music videos, 
etc. Custom electronic designs for the entertainment industries. 
Local to South Florida and central Arizona. 

JOSEPH NICOLETTI 
Engineer & Producer 
CREATIVE NETWORK CO. PO Box 2818; Newport Beach, CA 
92659; (714) 494-0181; FAX: (714) 494-0982. 

DAVE NODIFF 
Engineer & Producer 
NF/X DIGITAL. 6 Cunningham Dr.; Framingham, MA 01701; (508) 
872-6843; (617) 292-8208. 

DAVID NORMAN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
GLOBAL ASSAULT MANAGEMENT. 639 Gardenwalk Blvd, Suite 
1632; College Park, GA 30349; (404) 994-1770. Specialization & 
Credits: Studio Engineer credits: AC Black (Motown Records), 
Peabo Bryson (Sony Records), Juz Cause (Savage Records), Dec 
Holliday (A&M Records), Candi Staten (Beracah Records); Live En-
gineer credits: Peabo Bryson, Arrested Development, Kris Kross, the 
SOS Band, AC Black, Dick Clark Productions, Pacific Music Show-
case. 

RICHARD OLIVER 
Engineer & Producer 
OLIVER PRODUCTIONS. New York, NY; ( 212) 255-5313 ( NY); 
(203) 968-1705 (CT) ans. machine. Specialization & Credits: En-
gineered Rolling Stones, Yes, B-52s, Ellen Foley, Fleshtones, Toots F. 
the Maytalls, Sting, Pagan, Saphire, Nana & the Bushmen, Janis Ian, 
Tabou Combo, Venus and many others in rock, pop, R&B, dance, 
metal, hip hop. rap and orchestral genres. Film, music video and TV 
features incl.: Nightmare on Elm Street Ill, Le Bain, Amazon, Great 
Christmas Race, Blair Entertainment, Real Estate Inside, Hall&Oates 
and Blondie. Also extensive commercials incl.: American Express, 
Coca-Cola, Burger King, Penthouse, Bain de Soleil, Nabisco, Life, 
Oreo, Nestle, MacDonalds, Bud Light. Much more in all of the above 
categories. Also power user engineer of SSL, Neve, Trident, Sony, 
MCI, Synclav & all signifigant others. Work on many Gold projects 
and one Grammy project. Extensive experience with 48-track, digit-
al. lock-to-picture, MIDI, sequencers, outboard, editing, mastering, 
sync and resolve and layback etc. Published songwriter. Scoring, or-
chestration and arranging. Technical engineer, acoustic designer and 
R&D engineer also. Excellent production and craftsmanship like it 
used to be. Serious professional inquiries only please. 

JEANNINE O'NEAL 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
COJO PRODUCTIONS/JEANNINE O'NEAL PRODUCTIONS. 195 S. 
26th St.; San Jose, CA 95116; (408) 286-9840; FAX: (408) 286-
9845. Specialization & Credits: Chart-proven producer of country, 
Mexican and pop music. Produces live/computer sequencing or 
self-contained bands. Plays nine instruments. Played on Grupo Ven-
nus' lastest Gold album, keys and guitars on Los Aquario Top 10 in 
Billboard. Eddie "G" Greiner 013 on Indy country charts played most 
of the instruments and produced. DJ Morgan Jaque Lynn-country 
artists. New American Music Top 50 in Indy country charts, Duke 
Ala'ilima latest LP Moments Away adult contemporary. 

PAT ORTMAN 
Producer 8, Music/Computer Programmer 
EMPTY STREET PRODUCTIONS. 1405 Greenbrier Dr.; Cham-
paign, IL 61820: (217) 398-1775. 

WILLIAM OVCA AND CARLOS VILLALOBOS 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BZIPP! TOONS. 2609-C N. Greenview; Chicago, IL 60614; (312) 
347-3770; (312) 525-3226; FAX: (312) 274-7732. 

CHRIS PAGE 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
PAGES PAGES PUBLISHING. c/o Barbra Reinecke; 14724 Ventura 
Blvd, Ste. 501; Sherman Oaks, CA 91403: (818) 981-1770; FAX: 
(818) 906-7261. 

DAVE PALMER 
Engineer & Producer 
1643 Bloomfield Place Dr. 0621; Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302; (313) 
338-7046. Specialization & Credits: Earl Klugh Trio Vol. II with the 
London Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Emmy Award—Best Sound 
Cinemax Sessions: A Session with Chet Atkins Grammy Award— 
Best Latin Recording, Eddie Palmieri The Sun of Latin Music, motion 
picture music—Perfect Couple, Health Robert Altman; Rich Kids 
Robert Benton. Partial album credits: Blood, Sweat & Tears Live 
BS&T More than Ever Jaco Pastorius Jaco Pastor/us, Earl Klugh Trio 
Volt, Solo Guitar Whispers & Promises. Life Stories, Wishful Think-
ing, Low Ride, Night Songs, Late Night Guitar Heart String, Soda 
Fountain Shuffle; Chet Atkins Sails, Street Dreams; Al Dimeola Land 
of the Midnight Sun, Elegant Gypsy, Casino. Splendido Hotel (co-pro-
duced); Alice Cooper Welcome to my Nightmare Carly Simon Carly 
Simon; Michael Urburniak Fusion III; Lena Horne Nature's Baby Paul 
Winter Consort Icarus; Pattie Austin In My Life Led Zeppelin IV, and 
Jimi Hendrix Cry of Love (asst. eng.). Experience encompasses field 
recordings, live remote recording, video recordings. advertisements, 
former director of recording—Electric Lady Studio. NY. 

JOHN PALMER 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
ANDRO-MEDIA PRODUCTIONS, MEGAWAVE CORPORATION. 682 
Barton Dr.; Ann Arbor, MI 48105; (313) 665-3325. 

MARK PARTIS 
Engineer & Producer 
30 Harding St.; Maplewood, NJ 07040; (201) 763-4616. Specializa-
tion & Credits: My engineering and production skills include tracking 
synthesized music and acoustic instruments, mixing, production and 
post-production in all styles of music from jazz to pop to R&B and rap. 
I have recorded and mixed music for the TV shows The Cosby Show, A 
Different World, and In Living Color. I have done many commercials for 
products such as AT&T, Coors Light, Geo-Prism, Hanes, Lincoln-Mer-
cury, Nutri-System and Radisson Hotels, among others. My record 
credits include most major labels and several independent labels, with 
artists such as Big Bub's "Tellin' Me Stories," the College Boyz' " Holly-
wood Paradox." Immature's "Tear It Up," Intro's " Ribbon in the Sky," 
Will Downing, Riff, Boyz I! Men, Joded, and Heavy D & the Boys. 

EDWARD S. PETERSEN 
Producer 
STUDIO PRODUCTIONS. 5609 Fishers Ln., Ste. 14-A; Rockville, MD 
20852; (301)230-1509; FAX: (301) 230-9103. Specialization & Credits: 
Producer and contractor for orchestra, band and vocal recordings using 
live musicians who play traditional musical instruments. Classical, jazz. 
commercial, popular, sacred. Music for albums, shows, television and 
film. Serving music industry clients since 1974. Washington D.C. area. 

JON PIKUS 
Engineer & Producer 
PERFORATED SQUARE ENTERTAINMENT. 733 N. Mansfield Ave.; 
Los Angeles, CA 90038; (213) 243-6622; FAX: (213) 883-1049. 

MARK S. PLATI 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
M.P. MUSIC INC./PLATITUNES. 201 W. 72nd St. 05G; New York, 
NY 10023; (212) 580-1609; FAX: (212) 580-1609. 

WHITNEY POTTER 
Engineer & Technician 
WHITNEY POTTER SOUND. 5535 S. Harper; Chicago, IL 60637: 
(312) 241-6468. 

DAVID POWELSON 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
POWELSOUND RECORDING & LOCATION PRODUCTION SERVIC-
ES. 3450 Heidelberg Dr.; Boulder. CO 80303-7016; (303) 499-
5180; FAX: (303) 494-0879. 

JOE PRIMEAU 
Engineer 
300 Rolling Oaks Dr.; Suite 251; Thousand Oaks, CA 91361; (805) 
373-1026. Specialization & Credits: 15 years experience in profes-
sional studios, working with producers such as Bob Ezrin, Dave 
Stewart. Michael Ross, Dwight Marcus, Joe Vannelli, Chris Tan-
gardes, Jack Richardson, etc. Experienced on SSL, Nene, Trident, 
Amek, API, MCI consoles. Specialty: album tracking and mixing/ 
remixing. Credits upon request. 

K.K. PROFFITT 
Engineer. Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
MUSIC CITY MIDI. Box 2379; Hendersonville, TN 37077; (615) 
264-1819. Specialization & Credits: Music production. audio- for-
video, sound design. 
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MICHAEL PUTRINO 
Engineer & Producer 
1110 Emerald Ln.; Endwell, NY 13760; (607) 786-5881. 

DREW RAISON 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BIG SKY AUDIO PRODUCTIONS. 1035 E. Woodland Ave., Ste. 112; 
Springfield, PA 19064; (215) 328-4709. Specialization & Credits: 
Dedicated to full-service productions. All work considered. In-house 
studio includes a 4,000-square-foot-facility with Pro Tools, cool pro-
cessing stuff, grand piano. great Mac-based MIDI suite. Digital multi-
track, great acoustics, lotsa drums and vintage snares and cushy 
sofas. Audio-for-video, music production, scoring, jingles and song-
writing are offered. Music publishing and studio design and live pro-
duction are also available. Great location, flexible rates! Call for credits. 

JEFF R,AY 
M USIC D ESIGN 

JEFF RAY 
San Francisco. CA 

JEFF RAY 
Music/Computer Programmer 
JEFF RAY MUSIC DESIGN. PO Box 2293; San Francisco, CA 94126; 
(415) 924-6559. Specialization & Credits: Award-winning musical 
composition for video. television, radio and individual artists. Owner 
of Jeff Ray Music Design. Clients include: KRON TV-Channel 4 San 
Francisco, Coors Beer, Southwest Airlines, KIVU-Channel 2 Oak-
land, Taco Bell, The Nature Company, CSAA, Ocean Images, NCAA 
Basketball. CBS. Ford Motor Co. and major ad agencies. 

GENE RICCIARDI 
Engineer. Producer & Technician 
BIT BY BIT DIGITAL PRODUCTIONS. 123 W. 28th St., 112W; New 
York, NY 10001: (212) 967-5229: FAX: (212) 226-8466. 

MARK RICHMAN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
WITH A BULLET PRODUCTIONS. 14875 NE 20th Ave., Ste. 6; N. 
Miami, FL 33181: (305) 354-8622; FAX: (305) 944-0231. Special-
ization & Credits: Complete engineering and production services for 
demo records, jingles and underscore from pre-production to final 
mixdown. I have a full-service facility including writers, arrangers, 
musicians, engineers, producers and programmers. 24-track analog 
with extensive MIDI and a big live room for today's real sound and the 
largest drum sounds you can imagine! Credits include Ellen J. Warg-
er, Will to Power, Jermaine Jackson, Miami Sound Machine, 
Shashaty. Betty Wright, Slang, SkyBus, Budweiser, Miller Lite, Honda. 
RC Cola, Byron's and Florida Lottery. Please call for more information. 

CLARKE RIGSBY 
Engineer & Producer 
TEMPEST RECORDING. PO Box 1007; Tempe, AZ 85281; (602) 
968-9506. 

JOHN M. ROBB 
Engineer. Producer & Technician 
HCI Box 1180: Walnut Shade. MO 65771-9701; (417) 561-4182; 
FAX: (417) 561-5135. 

RICK ROONEY 
Dallas, TX 

RICK ROONEY 
Engineer & Producer 
PLANET DALLAS STUDIOS. PO Box 191447; Dallas, TX 75219; 
(214) 521-2216. Specialization & Credits: 24-track with Otani Disk 
Mix automation, analog or digital mixdown, digital editing, Pro Tools 

by Digidesign. studio design by Lakeside Associates of Los Ange-
les. Clients include: RCA, Capitol, EMI, Island, Rykodisc, SubPop, 
Warner Brothers, Nettwerk, IRS, Priority, Del American, Profile, Core 
Records, Direct Hit, Last Beat, Dragon Street Records, Oaklawn 
Records. MC 900 Ft Jesus, Nemesis, XTC, Tripping Daisy, The 
Bodeans, Liquid Velvet, the Blue Johnnies, Ron "C," Mojo Nixon, 
Michelle Shocked, The Smithereens, The Moon Festival, The Spin, 
Unity 2, Gregory "D" and D.J. Mannie Fresh, Reverend Horton Heat. 

BOB ROSA 
Engineer & Producer 
BOB ROSA PRODUCTIONS INC. 143 Fingerboard Rd.; Staten Is-
land, NY 10305; (718) 876-9266; FAX: (718) 876-9266. Special-
ization & Credits: Independent engineer, producer, mixer, remixer. 
Credits include: Paula Abdul, Stevie B, Afrika Bambaata & Soul 
Sonic Force, George Benson, Michael Bolton, Betty Boo, Boogie 
Boys, Toni Braxton, C&C Music Factory. Mariah Carey, Cheap Trick, 
Cover Girls, 13-Project (Japan), Taylor Dayne, Renee Diggs, Dino, Ce-
line Dion, Duran Duran, Sheena Easton. the Family Stand, the Fat 
Boys, Fleetwood Mac, Force MOs, Penny Ford, Aretha Franklin, 
Freeze, David Grant ( UK), Debbie Gibson, Daryl Hall, Whitney Hous-
ton, James Ingram, Freddie Jackson, Janet Jackson, Mick Jagger, 
Grace Jones, Shirley Lewis, Lisa Lisa & Cult Jam, 'rey Lorenz, 
Monie Love, Madonna, Martika, Stephanie Mills, Michael Monroe, 
New Order. Noel, the Ocean Blue, Tommy Page. Pau' Pesco, Pet 
Shop Boys, Planet Patrol, Prince, Lou Reed, Evan Rogers, Run-
DMC, Seduction, Seikima-II (Japan), Shannon, SoHo, Starpoint 
Britt Savage, Sly Fox, Stealth, Donna Summer, Sweet Sensation. The 
System, Tony Terry, Stevie V., Warrior Soul, Freedom Williams. 
Vanessa Williams, Zebra. 

JAY ROSE 
Engineer & Producer 
JAY ROSE'S DIGITAL PLAYROOM. 20 Marion St.; Brookline, MA 
02146: (617) 277-0041; FAX: (617) 232-8869. Specialization & 
Credits: Creates commercials, film sound, and multimed.a tracks ex-
clusively. Winner of over 150 top awards as designer, director or ed-
itor, including multiple Clio, Andy, One Show, Emmy, Hollywood Fl/TV. 
Hatch and New England Broadcast awards. Edits and mixes in own 
workstation-equipped, multitrack digital project studio (featured in 
February '92 db Magazine). Also mikes and engineers at major New 
England 24-track facilities and directs in NY and L.A. Credits include 
thousands of radio and TV commercials (McDonald's, NYNEX, Blue 
Cross, Group W), network promos and openings (NBC, Showtime, 
Discovery), multimedia ( IBM, Boston Symphony), documentaries 
and home videos (MGM. Parker Brothers). Also award-winning ad-
vertising writer and contributing editor for Desktop Video World. 

MIKE ROSENMAN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
SAUNA STUDIO. 4514 215th Pl.; Bayside, NY 11361; (718) 229-
4864; FAX: ( 718)229-4864. Specialization & Credits: Music produc-
tion and composition for commercials, records and video. Pre-produc-
tion including MIDI programming, arranging, sampling and custom 
sound design. Wide range of vocal talent available. Credits include 
rock, dance and R&B records, TV documentaries, numerous radio and 
TV commercials and radio specials. We deliver musicianship combined 
with technology custom-tailored to your project and your budget. 

BARRY RUDOLPH 
Engineer & Producer 
5627 Irvine Ave.: North Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 985-1855. 
Specialization & Credits: Engineered for Hall & Oates, Lynyrd 
Skynyrd. Rod Stewart. Waylon Jennings. Jessi Colter, Al Wilson. 
Johnny Mathis, Juice Newton, El Chicano, Shalamar, Dynasty, Lake-
side, O'Bryan. Don Cornelius, Rosie Gaines. James Last, J3hn Prime. 
Roy Buchanan, Stanley Clarke, Natalie Cole,Tony Willians, Levon 
Helms, Steve Cropper, Cate Bros., Duck Dunn, Keith Moon, Cher. 
Andy Prieboy. Wall of Voodoo, Jamie Glaser, Robyn Smith, The Rock-
melons, Dan Band, Maurice White, Philip Bailey, JermaineStewart, 
Jermaine Jackson, Robbie Nevil, Jon Bon Joni, David Kahne. Richard 
Scher, Steve Diamond, Jeff Pescetto, Steve Dubin, Christopher Bond. 
Josquin des Pres, Yves Chovard, Gary Stockdale, Tommy Faragher, 
Lotti Golden, Arthur Baker, Paul Young, Najee.Wendy Men. Jack 
Wagner, Pride N' Politix, Boy Howdy, O'Jays, Chris Farree, David 
Pack, Curtis Stigers, Glen Ballard. Cliff Magnes, Wilson Philips. 
Lucero. Rocio Banquells, Rafael Perez-Botija, Dina Carrol, Mick Jag-
ger, Puff Johnson. Patti Austin, Tracie Spencer, Dr. Jam. Madness 4 
Real, Solid Productions. Jeremy Jordan. 

WILL SCHILLINGER 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
WILBUR SYSTEMS LTD. 159 W. 4th St., Ste 10; New York, NY 
10014; (212) 727-3450: FAX: (212) 727-3450. 

TONY SHEPPERD 
Engineer & Producer 
FATHER TIME PRODUCTIONS. 114 Burning Tree Dr.: Hermitage, 
TN 37076; (615) 883-3379. 

BERESFORD SINCLAIR 
Engineer. Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
SINCLAIR BROS. PRODUCTION. 2425 Cranston Dr., Ste. 31; Es-
condido, CA 92025; (619) 738-8851; FAX: (619) 695-9194. 

HUSTON SINGLETARY 
Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
HUSTON MUSIC PRODUCTIONS, 6145 Northbelt Parkway; Nor-
cross, GA 30071; (404) 409-1897. Specialization & Credits: Ex-
tensive music production experience has helped Huston in putting 
together the ultimate production facility. Offering full in-house pro-
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1314 Rufina Cr., Ste. Al Santa Fe, IV 87501 

Digidesign, 
Opcode, Toa, 
Coda, Passport, "-.11.et.,.x 
Mark of the Unicorn,) 
Ramsa, Roland, 
Emu, Apple, ART 
Anatek, Mackie, 
Dr.T's, J.L. Cooper, 
Kawai,Microtech,Panasonic,Chinon 
Pacific Coast, Tascam, Rapco, 
Ultimate Support, Prosonus & much, 

much more... 

1-800-MAC-BEAT 
1-505-473-4929 

call the 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR ,I1ORF I-0 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

I 410, t. 
e e 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or 

virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo 
record and leave most of the background untouched! 
Record with your voice or perform live with the 
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet 
connects easily to a home component stereo 
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over 
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and demo 
record. isteu 

tee, 
"-tine 

Before You Buy! 
•Time Delay . Compressor/Limiters 
• Reverberation • Expanders 
•Crossovers • Spectrum Analyzers 
•Noise Reduction • Parametric EQ 
Don't have regrets about paying too much for a 

lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll 
show you why were Better! Our Factory Direct 
sales allow us to produce a Superior product and 
otter it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a 
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brochure. 

LT Sound, Dept. MX-9,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404)482-4724 
24 HOUR PHONE- DEMO LINE: MO4,482-2485 

Independent 

Engineers 

Producers 

—LISTING CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
duction from start to finish, the new MIDI studio is housed within a 
complete recording environment including 24-/48-track recording. 
Featuring over 35 synths/samplers, the MIDI studio offers a huge 
arsenal of equipment. Everything from huge Akai/Roland sound li-
braries to the ultimate vintage synthesizers. Huston specializes in 
multitrack remixing, drum programming and sampling with over five 
years of Gold and Platinum experience. Credits include Bobby 
Brown, George Howard, Keith Sweat, BBD, Jacci McGhee, Good 2 
Go, S-XI, Peabo Bryson, Ric Ran 8 Dan and Dennis Austin. The new 
studio is spacious and relaxed and is located near the Atlanta Air-
port. Demo reels and info are readily available upon request. 

BOB SKYE 
Sausalito, CA 

BOB SKYE 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
THE PLANT RECORDING STUDIOS. 2200 Bridgeway: Sausalito, 
CA 94965; (415) 332-6100. Specialization & Credits: Extensive 
background in remote recording, live tracking and live broadcast. 
Specializing in live-to-two-track recording. AC/DC, Holly Near, Joe 
Satriani, Charlie Musselwhite, Peter, Paul 8 Mary, Testament, Kenny 
Loggins, Santana, Yellowjackets, Air Force Symphony, Fishbone, Al 
Jarreau, Chick Corea, Billy Preston, Jimmy Smith, Greg Allman, 
Judy Collins, Doobie Bros., Cowboy Junkies, Melanie, Roy Rogers, 
Grady Tate, David Bowie, Harry Belafonte, Herbie Hancock, Jacques 
Cousteau, Turner Broadcast, Norton Buffalo, Paul Williams, Kirk 
Hammett, John Denver, Stanley Turrentine, Kenny Barrel, Ottmar 
Liebert, Bobby McFerrin, Tony Williams, Wayne Shorter, Maria Mul-
daur, Clarence Clemons, Hawkins Family, Robert Cray, Steve Miller, 
John Hiatt, Crosby, Stills 8 Nash, America, Eddie Money, Neil 
Young, Concord Jazz Festivals, National Public Radio, NBC, KRON, 
KFOG, K101, KSAN, KJAZ, WBGO, WGBH, WMAL, KOME, KCIED, 
Thursday Night Concerts, Chameleon Records, Crescendo Records 
Alligator Records, Blind Pig Records, ATCO Records, BMG Music, 
Rex Foundation and the list goes on. 

WALTER N. SOBCZAK 
Engineer A Producer 
1 Norseman St.; Toronto, ON M82 2N9, Canada; (416) 232-9528. 
Specialization 8 Credits: Album/single credits include: Dream War-
surs, HDV, Organized Rhyme, Maestro Fresh Wes, Sturm Group, 
Barenaked Ladies, Welt, Paul Raven ( Killing Joke), Michie Mee and 
LA Lev, Scott B. Sympathy, Coupe de Ville Soundtrack, Monster 
Voodoo Machine, Fifth Column. Assistant engineer on Dirty Danc-
ing Soundtrack. Jingle and television credits include Citibank, Much-
Music and CBC Journal. 24-track studio centrally located in down-
town Toronto with vintage Nexo 8014 console, standard AMS and 
Lexicon gear, Sony DRE-2000, Studer Dyaxis digital audio worksta-
tion. UR El. Orange County. SSL compressors and much more. 

GET LISTED IN 
MIX DIRECTORIES 
North Central U.S. and Canadian Studios: 
August 9, 1993 
Mastering, Pressing, Tape Duplication and CD Facilities: 
September 8, 1993 
Call ( 800) 344-LIST for a listing application. 

BILLY SPOON & CRAIG QUIST 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
ANTHEM RECORDING. 401 W. Westcott; Phoenix, AZ 85027; 
(602) 252-5044. 

BILL STAECK 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
PATCH-CORD SERVICES. 1943 Pine St.; Redding, CA 96001; (916) 
246-2305. 

JAY STEINHOUR 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BASEMENT BOYS INC. 510 Jasper St.; Baltimore, MD 21201; 
(410) 383-8437; FAX: (410) 383-2210. 

SCOTT STEVENS 
Engineer & Technician 
33 Milton Ave ; Summit, NJ 07901; (908) 273-2699. 

TOM STILES 
Engineer & Producer 
T.S. AUDIO. 8315 Lake City Way NE 1199; Seattle, WA 98115; 
(206) 524-1389. Specialization á Credits: T.S Audio is a collabo-
ration of artists and live audio specialists, grounded in classical 
stereo techniques, seasoned in all aspects of performance and fes-
tival production, and committed to cultural diversity. We serve the 
total spectrum of musical styles in performance, broadcast and stu-
dio projects. We provide a clear channel of creative communication 
for voices of passion and excellence (Bobby McFerrin, Karla Bonoff, 
Edvige, Sluson Both, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan) leading voices of the 
gay and lesbian community (VenusEnvy, the Flirtations, Seattle 
Men's Chorus) and the voices and rhythms of a cultural crossroads 
(six Seattle festivals featuirng international artists from Abana Bu 
Nasery to Takemitsu to Zakir Hussein). Our technical strategy in-
volves the careful detection of complex wind patterns, the inspired 
jiggling of billions of electrons, and the relentless manipulation of 
miles and miles of plastic-bound rust. 

BOB STONE 
Engineer & Producer 
12439 Magnolia Blvd. #206; Valley Village, CA 91607-2450; (818) 
779-7633; FAX: (818) 909-4673. Specialization & Credits: Plat-
inum/Gold award-winning multitrack production, recording and re-
mix for Thank God It's Friday, The Whispers, A Night at Studio 54, 
Mickey Mouse Disco, Shalamar, Yarbrough and Peoples, Donna 
Summer and Frank Zappa. " Last Dance" and Jazz from Hell won 
Grammys for the artist. CD digital re-mastering for all Zappa catalog 
re- issue. Numerous TV, film and commercial credits from The 
Archies to Pee Wee's Playhouse. Production studio with recording 
and DAT editing facilities available. Many Billboard #1 dance remis 
hits. Extensive digital and remote recording experience. Member of 
NARAS and AES. Project rates, will consider spec. only on submit-
ted demos. Superior-quality sound and production for your projects. 

CASEY STONE 
Engineer 
ROCK SOLID AUDIO. 4651 Cahuenga Blvd., Apt. 205; North Hol-
lywood, CA 91602; (818) 559-3952. 

JOEL STONER 
Engineer & Producer 
1567 Fair Ave.; Simi Valley, CA 93063; (805) 581-1962; FAX: 
(805) 581-6359. Specialization & Credits: Fast. Multi- Platinum. 
Records/Film/TV Michael Jackson, Fishbone, Warrant, Susanna 
Hoffs, Roberta Flack. Michael W. Smith. Jade, Murray Attaway, Kazu 
Matsui/David Lindley. Coke, Pepsi, Budweiser, Groundhog Day, Fer-
ngully, etc. 

RON STREICHER 
Engineer & Producer 
PACIFIC AUDIO-VISUAL ENTERPRISES. 545 Cloverleaf Way; Mon-
rovia, CA 91016; (818) 359-8012; FAX: ( 818) 357-0602. Specializa-
tion & Credits: Ron Striecher has an international reputation for live-
to-stereo audio projects on location and in studio. As owner of Pacif-
ic Audio-Visual Enterprises, he provides cost-effective, quality-orient-
ed services, specializing in basic, time-proven production tech-
niques—without unnecessary fuss or gimmickry. The result: a suc-
cessful job, on-time and within budget. With a lifelong background in 
music presentation, Ron is qualified to serve as a music consultant as 
well as engineer on any project: location or studio recording or broad-
cast, live concert, sound reinforcement, music and performance coor-
dination, audio systems design and consultation, lectures and semi-
nars on recording techniques. Credits: codirector and faculty member 
of the Aspen Music Festival Recording Arts Institute; audio consultant 
to the Mann Music Center productions of the Philladelphia Orchestra, 
Metropolitan Opera, New York City Opera; location recordings in 
Moscow of the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra for the U.S. tour of the 
Moscow Ballet; recording and production of the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic Orchestra and numerous other music concerts and dramatic 
productions broadccast over National Public Radio. American Public 
Radio and PBS networks; record projects for Angel, Protone, RCA, 
CMS Desto. Discovery, CRI. SAZ and others. 

JOHN A. STUART 
Engineer & Producer 
STUART AUDIO SERVICES. 342 Main St.; Gorham, ME 04038; 
(207) 839-3569. 

MICHAEL S. SULLIVAN 
Engineer, Producer & Technician 
FORMULA 1 SOUND. 4716 Dewey Ave; Riverside, CA 92506; 
(909) 686-5809. 
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ARCH THOMAS 
Engineer & Producer 
821 S. Orleans Ave.; Tampa, FL 33606; (813) 854-8152. 

BILL THOMAS 
Engineer & Producer 
BILLY TEE PRODUCTIONS. 1293 Aikins Wy.; Boulder, CO 80303; 
(303) 494-6927. 

RISTO TOLONEN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
FINNSOUND. 276 W. 2000 N., Ste. X; Layton, UT 84041; (801) 
776-9173; FAX: (801) 268-8262. 

CURT TOTA 
Engineer & Producer 
HIGH POWER PRODUCTION. PO Box 2668; Darien, CT 06820; 
(203) 656-2408. Specialization & Credits: Madhatter, Secret Smile, 
Nightfall, Toy Maker, Tim Janis & Mayhem, Steve Richards, The 
Tracks, Live At Or Bob's, Monkees, Mick Taylor, Cozy Sheridan, Catie 
Curtis, Ian Matthews, Vance Edwards, Joe Perry, Jack Bruce. Ads & 
Industrials: Noxema, Bain de Soleil, Proctor & Gamble. We offer up 
to 56-track digital (or analog) recording and specialize in new, un-
signed acts of all styles, as well as established artists. We also spe-
cialize in advertising and industrial projects. We work on the SSL 
6000 G-Series, so no project is too big or too small. 

TIM TOZ 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
THE LAB INC. Rd. 20 Box 581-A New St.; Glassboro, NJ 08028; 
(609) 863-1537. 

BURKE TRIESCHMANN 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
OPEN DOOR PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 8556; Berkeley, CA 94707; 
(510) 527-9311. 

RICHARD VANCEUNEBROUCK-WERTH 
Engineer & Producer 
AFFINITY PRIVATE MUSIC, DIV. OF OMEGA ORGANIZATION INT. 
PO Box 33623 MD; Seattle, WA 98133; (206) 364-7881; FAX: 
(206) 784-9827. Specialization & Credits: Film-scoring, adult 
contemporary, new age, world, electronic, folk, classical, jazz & es-
oteric new genres. Award-winning producer since 1978, well-con-
nected internationally. Worldwide airplay and sales. Professional 
composer/engineer since 1970. Many commissioned works. 
Clients: Paramount Pictures, Disney, Tangerine Dream, 
Seattle/Boise Symphony Orchestras, Affinity, ABC-PBS-CTV, 
Emmy Awards, five federal governments and over 400 others. 
Services available: complete 48-track digital music recording, film 
composing/scoring, extraordinary event/tour production, laser 
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light show, lighting design, sound, photography, mobile recording. 
Detail: we produce & collaborate with selected artists/record com-
panies, at all appropriate levels of involvement, guidance, develop-
ment—primarily with artists recording in our studios. Serene 
recording environment with every technical/musical facility, pro-
cessing, samplers, synthesizers, percussion, exotica. Currently 
producing five albums. We look forward to optimizing your project 
with excellence you'll always remember. Thank you. 

BRIAN A. VESSA 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
BV PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 3272; Santa Monica, CA 90408-3272; 
(310) 826-5902. Specialization & Credits: Credits: four Gold al-
bums, including Jose José and Juan Gabriel; Michel Rubinfs Secret 
Dreams and Brett Perkins' New Accelerated World. Fox TV, In Living 
Color. Films: Michael Mann's Band of the Hand, Manhunter, Imper-
ial Entertainment feature and soundtrack, Nemesis; Friday the 13th 
Part VIII; Don Johnson video feature Heartbeat Disney's Not Quite 
Human It NBC's Crossing the Mob, Moving Target, Hands of a 
Stranger, CBS's Too Good to Be True, Unholy Matrimony, USA 
Cable's Silhouette, The Fear Inside, The Haunting of Sara Hardy, 
HBO's The Edge. Numerous commercials, trailers and industrials. 
Music production and engineering, Synclavier, music editing, video 
sweetening and film post-production. I have over 16 years experi-
ence in the professional audio field, 25 years as a musician and a 
degree in electronics. I enjoy being involved with the creative 
process of music in all styles and capacities, being equally comfort-
able with acoustic and electronic production techniques. 

DUSTY WAKEMAN 
Engineer á Producer 
DUSTY WAKEMAN PRODUCTIONS/MAD DOG STUDIOS INC. 1717 
Lincoln Blvd.; Venice, CA 90291; (310) 306-0950; FAX: (310) 578-
1190. Specialization & Credits: Services: producer/engineer/musi-
cian with 24-track Neve/Studer recording studio. Credits: Lucinda 
Williams Sweet Old World, Dwight Yoakam This Time, Tom Russell 
Box of Visions, LaGuardia (Spain) Contra Reloj, Somebody's Darling 
(Norway) Somebody's Darling, Bonedaddys Jungle/Jungle. 

Mix Bookshelf Catalog 

WE PICK THE BEST 
AND LEAVE THE REST. 

Cat for your free copy of the very best selection 

of instructional book, video and tape courses 

for the pro audio and music recording 

industry. (800) 233-9604. 

DENNIS WALL 
Engineer, Producer & Music/Computer Programmer 
OFF THE WALL PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 6182; West Caldwell, NJ 
07007; (201) 228-4099; FAX: (201) 228-4099. Specialization & 
Credits: Anthony and the Camp, Ashford and Simpson, Eric Bloom. 
Alex Bugnon, Hiram Bullock, Toni C., Chad, Tom Chapin, E.G. Daily, 
Sarah Dash, Doobie Brothers, Alta Dustin, Angel Fereirra, Elisa Fioril-
lo, Freddie Jackson, Jeff Jarvis, Jellybean, Jets, Chuck Loeb, Bob 
Mintzer, Melba Moore, Najee Tommy Page. Mary Kate & Ashley Olsen, 
Nelson Rangell, Bill Shontz, Brenda K. Starr, Ronnie Spector, George 
Wadenius, John Waite, Scott White. ABC, CBS, CNBC, CNN, John 
Colby, Disney, DMB&B, Roy Eaton, ESPN, Fox, Kevin Gavin, Grey Ad-
vertising, Group W, HBO, Insignia Films, Just Ad Music, Kattinick, 
Leach Entertainment, Macrose Music, Lifetime, Look & Company, 
Michael Karp Music, MSG, Music Production Company, Music Pro-
duction Company, National Geographic, NBC, Olgivy and Mather, 
Plotkin Music, Donald Rubinstein, Russek Advertising, Rock Video In-
ternational, Sci-Fi Channel, Score Productions, Showtime, TBS, USA, 
Westwood One, VVWOR, WPIX, Charles Yassky, Young Rubicam. 
Services: audio engineering, mixing and production. Computer/MIDI 
systems design. Sequencer programming and pre-production. 

ANDY WARWICK 
Engineer 
N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 508-8691. 

JOE WEED 
Engineer & Producer 
JOE WEED PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 554; Los Gatos, CA 95031; 
(408) 353-3353; FAX: (408) 353-3388. 

JHON C. WILLIAMS 
Producer 
ALTERNATE WAVE PRODUCTIONS. 6201 Sunset Blvd., Ste. 13; 
Hollywood, CA 90028; (800) 439-3066; (213) 687-4027. 

SUSAN G. WINTHROP 
Engineer & Producer 
WINTHROP PRODUCTIONS. 156 W. 94th St.; New York, NY 
10025; (212) 662-8685; FAX: (212) 749-8387. 

MIKE WOLF 
Engineer & Producer 
STUDIO 5109 PRODUCTIONS/MUSIC BOX STUDIO. 1146 N. West-
ern Ave.; Hollywood, CA 90029; (213) 462-7761; FAX: (213) 254-
9938. 

HENRY YODER 
Engineer, Producer, Technician & Music/Computer Programmer 
HEARTSONG PRODUCTIONS. 311 Sootier Dr.; Coraopolis, PA 
15108; (412) 457-2430; FAX: (412) 457-2431. 

How to Place a Mix Classified Ad 
Please print or type in CAPITAL LETTERS and lowercase. There are 8 lines to the inch 
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or display advertising must be camera-ready (width is 1-5/8" or 10 picas). Frequency discount 

rates are available. Call for inibrmation. Payment by check, money order or charge must 

accompany ad. DEADLINE is the 15th of the month, 6 weeks prior to publication. 

(Classified ads cannot be canceled or refunded after the deadline date.) 
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Issue: Mix, id). 1993 tu Card Expires: November 1, 1993 

Name  Title 

Company 

Address  

City  

State Zip   

Phone (  

1) Your company's oilman( 2) Your lob title or position 
business activity (check (check ONE): 
ONE): 15.. , Management-President. 

01. D Recording studio owner, other manager 
(including remote trucks) 16.0 Technical & Engineering-

02. 0 Independent audio -Engineer, editor, design 
recording or production engineer, etc. 

03. 0 Sound reinf,rcement 17.1 Production & Direction-
04. CI Video/film woduction Producer, director. etc. 
05.0 Video/film pst- 18. n Sales & Administration-

production Sales rep. account 
06.1 Broadcast/rodio/ executive, etc. 

television 19. E Artist/Performer-Record-
07 0 Record company ing artist, musician, com-
08 Record/tape:D poser, other creative 

mastering /rsanufacturing 20 " - Other 
09 Equipment manufacturing (please specify) 

(indl. rep firm) 
10 Equipment retail/rental 
II Contractor/irstaller 3) Your role in purchasing 
12 Facility design/ equipment, supplies and 

acoustics services (check ONE): 
13 : Educational 21. O Recommend the purchas-
14..i: Institutional/other ing of a product or service 

(please speciIy) 22. I7 Specify makes, models or 
services to be purchased 

23.0 Make the final decision or 
give approval for purchase 

24. El Have no involvement in 
purchasing decisions 

4) Your company's annual 
budget for equipment, 
supplies and services: 

25 0 Less than $50.000 
26. 0 $50.000 to $ 149.999 
27.1 $150.00010 $249.999 
28.1 $250.000 lo $499,999 
29.1 $500,000 or more 

5) Purpose of Inquiry: 
30 D Immediate purchase 
31. D Fi les/futura purchases 

6) Where you got this copy 
of Mix: 

32.0 Personal subscription 
33.0 Recording studio/produc-

tion facility 
34.0 Audio/video retailer 
35. O Newsstand 
36.0 From a friend or associate 

r-
001 026 051 076 101 126 151 176 201 
002 027 052 077 102 127 152 177 202 

003 028 053 078 103 128 153 178 203 
004 029 054 079 104 129 154 179 204 

005 030 055 080 105 130 155 180 205 
006 031 056 081 106 131 156 181 206 
007 032 057 082 107 132 157 182 207 

008 033 058 083 108 133 158 183 208 
009 034 059 064 109 134 159 184 209 

010 035 060 085 110 135 160 185 210 
011 036 061 086 111 136 161 186 211 
012 037 062 087 112 137 162 187 212 

013 038 063 088 113 138 163 188 213 
014 039 064 089 114 139 164 189 214 
015 040 065 090 115 140 165 190 215 
016 041 066 091 116 141 166 191 216 

017 042 067 092 117 142 167 192 217 
018 043 068 093 118 143 168 193 218 
019 044 069 094 119 144 169 194 219 
020 045 070 095 120 145 170 195 220 
021 046 071 09E 121 146 171 196 221 

022 047 072 097 122 147 172 197 222 

023 048 073 098 123 148 173 198 223 
024 049 074 099 124 149 174 199 224 

025 050 075 100 125 150 175 200 , 225 

7) Where your audio- related 
work takes place ( check 
all that apply): 

37 Commercial ( public) 
production facility 

38.0 Private (personal) 
production facility 

39. O Corporate or institutional 
facility 

40.0 Remote or variable 
locations 

_ 
226 

227 
228 
229 

230 
231 

232 

233 
234 

235 
236 
237 

238 
239 
240 
241 

242 
243 
244 

245 
246 
247 

248 
249 

250 

Circle number 250 and we will 
send you a subscription appl ca-
tan or use subscription form in 
this issue of Mix 

Important Notice to Readers: 
Reader Service inquiries are mailed 
directly to the advertiser, who is 
solely responsible for sending 
product information. Mix does not 
guarantee advertiser response 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
MIX Classified Adsare the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The class (tied pages of Mix supply our readers with 
a valuable shopping marketplace.Wesuggest vim buy wisely; mail-orderconsum-
ers have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as 
well as various slate lau. Mix shall not be liablefor the contents ofadtertisements. 
For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530. 

Acoustic 
Consulting 

Studio & Acoustical Design 
Complete Studio Plans 
Wiring_System Design 
Studio-Installs / Pre-wiring 
Otani & Tascam Service 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Turn-Key Studio Deals Including 
Equipment Packages !I 
• • • • • • • • • . • . • • • 

Have your new room or facility designed & 
built by audio professionals with over 20 
years experience as mixers, producers, 

musicians & studio owners. 
Existing plans start from $500!! 

New designs from $2,000. 

Business 
Opportunities 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 

5,000-square-foot recording studio 
w/2 control rooms, offices, lounge. 
Good lease. Looking for investor or 
buyer. Call (212) 255-8911 and ask 
for Steve.  

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $500,000. Free re-
corded message: (707) 448-0270. 
(NL3). 

Employment 
Wanted 
AUDIO ENGINEER — 3 years train-
ing and experience in audio recording 
and digital sequencing. Seeking em-
ployment in NJ, NY or Philly areas. 
Will consider all types of work related 
to audio. Please call for resume: (201) 
485-6916.  

Equipment 
For Sale 

- 0 • 
Newest Name In Tube/Compressor/ 

Limiters Is The ADL 100C 
LA-2A Type Design, Quieter With 

More Frequency Response 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
818-340-0228 

The Studio POP Filter 
4 Great Improvement on a Good Ideal 

Open up the Sound ot your vocals 

and voice OWNS Without annoying 

"POPS" ruining your best take! 

• Standard awe stand Only 
adaptor win threaded $2400 
press mien 

• Improved, With Optional 
New Double ge,g'e 
Screen 

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE ON slèlryIng 

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE 

565 Sherwood Road, 

Shoreview, MN 55126 

Phone: 612-481-9715 

LFCI 
Equipment Leasing 

• Up to $75,000 with 
credit application only 

• Drovides: 
Off-balance sheet 
financing, Tax benefits 

• New & used equipment 

• 100% financing 

• Nationwide 

• Dealers welcome 

• Over 10 yrs in the A/V 
ndustry 

• 15,000 to $ 1,000,000+ 

Apply by phone 
(800) 626-LFCI 

MIC -HEAVEN 
Tlea,Coralanser à Marlin • Ye ¡swap • FOY • Om* 

age ilotAlwa • One Ifetephansa—lieue • Se d • 1.1.1.0 

MEW MODEM 
NEBR.« MS IS M. MI Klee NM /0ELNI2S, 

ILKGCPc 52W. CM. at. te.soély WS. GROOVE WM «CS 
DEUETFRO'regtheadERA.D000NI.S.Taat.70.30.90X/Oren 70 00. 00 

wohnoraiDee to. SEWS APt MODIJUS 
Call 201-656-3936 or Fax 201-963-4764 

TASCAM MSR-24, LOW, LOW 
HOURS. EXTRAS. $8.5k OSO. 
HARSH REALITY RECORDINGS. 
(602) 779-0145.  

96-point, TT-balanced patch bays 
Switchcraft D1634B. Not the cheap-
er imitations. For a limited time, avail-
able at AVR for $217 (Cash price 
only). Quantity pricing upon request. 
Call (617) 924-0660.  

Mix Classifieds—(800) 544-5530 

SONY APR 24, low hrs; $27,500 
obo. D&R 8000 in-line console 32x24 
w/patch bay, EC; $17,500 obo. (818) 
400-5482. 

"The most accurate mic preamp we've tested -- hands down." 
Home & Studio Recording Magazine, Blind Preamp Listening Tests 

LC55 than 5 ppm 
THD, 32 d5 of 
headroom, high 

voltage, high epee -.i 
entirely balanced 

signal path. 

Brüel & Kjr 
Specialiete 

916-363-1096 

SYMPHONY-CLASS MICROPHONE AMPLIFIERS OF UNRIVALED 
TRANSPARENCY AND SPATIAL ACCURACY 

W 5pedalf.re In Audio/Video rquIpment  

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

FLEX To „ply,r Request 
L  Add/T.2A ÍnfOrinarOenstCall 

(:""ciaJ E,taiptnent Fmanung) Jeff n'etter Today 

Fast, Easy Qualification 
No Financial Statements Necessat-y 

True Lease or Finance Lease 

214)17 to793--

MICOR VIDEO EQUIPT 
Production Consoles  
AMEK BCH 32 input mono $18K 

AMEK 2002 28- input mono $10K 

Radio Station 
PR&E BMX II 14-input stereo & 2 News mixers, EV mics, 

BE carts, Symetrix 104A, plus more. Call for more info. 

Just In  
Trident 80C console, Otan MTR-II 4 bk., Lexicon Digital 
Reverbs, AKG, Neuman, Sennheiser, and Shure mics. 

A o I 
A We II S •till Be Here After The Deal Is 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

SS L 4040E10, $ 110K; 6072 E/G, $225K; 6048E/G, $150K; Amok 
Mozart, $72K; 2500, 36 in auto, $30K. Nova, API, DDA call. 24+ Tr; v 
Studer A800 MKIII, $30K; (Marl MX80, $ 16K; MTR90 call; MCI V 
JH16/24 tr, $ 10K; Pultec MEQ-5, $1600; Aphex Dominator, $750. y 

- 
NGINEERING 
(617) 782-4828 
Fax 782-4935 

List your used 
gear .for free II 

tdio Dçsigns /,1 
Complete studio plans from 
$2,000.Existingdesigns 
from $500 per room t 

j141C SPECIALS 
Owna real C12 for $4,400. 
Neumann U47 tube from 
$3.5K; U87A $1.8K I reverb in stock I!! 

NEVE NEVE NEVE 
If you own any 80 Series console, 
EQ or compressor, I have the parts 
and ability to keep them working, 
as well as modules & frames to 

fill out or expand your console. 3-
band EQ in stock, Model #3119. 

Call Perry 
(516) 759-9110 

  Mix Classifieds—(800) 544-5530 

Demeter, Aphex, 
Tannoy, Tubetec. 
Now proudly offering 
Quested monitors!! 
tc Electronic Ii5000 

Y 

V 
Y 

Trident 24 36x24x24 Floor model, 
$17,500; or new Trident 24 in crate, 
$19,995; Fostex E22 used w/stand, 
$1,950; Tascam Model 44, used, 
$895; Yamaha RM2408, used, 
$3,300; Otan i MX5050BII w/dbx & 
stand, used, $1,995. For other new 
and pre-owned recording gear, call 
Jim or John at Victor's House of Mu-
sic. (201) 652-5802.  
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Have you outgrown your local music store as a supplier? 

Do you feel overwhelmed by all the new technologies? 

If you're not sure, you should call Pyramid. 

Pyramid is where sound and recording professionals go. 

Pyramid is where to go when you're ready to stop playing 

around and get serious about your sound or recording business. 

You'll learn more about sound and recording there. 

• New and used equipment 

• Custom installations 

• Studio design 

• 3D modeling CAD 

• In-house technical staff 

• Field service calls 

• Loaner programs 

• Creative financing 

Specializing in professional audio and video 
post equipment for Professionals! 

.0nfeee-aereded,imeiloInce. 
A eFull ServicelePreolAeucil7SoDerder 

Serving Chicago & lAichveat 

708-339-8014 

ea:Pow l IV 2 
Audio Video Research is your source for over 100 lines of professional 

audio & video equipment. 
Design * Sales Service • Installs Vintage • Used Gear 

AVR has offices in New England and Brasil. 
Boston (617) 924-0660 
Hartford (203) 289-9475 

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF USED GEAR 
CONSOLES: MCI JH-528 w/bay, automation, $9k; Harrison 4032 10 yrs. 
old (ex. shape), $17,800; NEVE 8108 48-ch. loaded, auto, bays, $ Call; 
Soundcraft 6000 44 ins (mint), $20.5k; Soundworkshop 34C 28x24 w/ 
patch, automated, $23.5k; Trident series 65 24x16, mint, $11k; Fostex 
454 8x4x8, $700; Allen & Heath Saber 24x16x24 onstand (mint), $10.5k; 
SSL 4000G 40 ins, 5 yrs. old, $ Call; Roland M 240 line mix, $475; TAC 
Scorpion 24x16x4, $5,895; DDA DCM 232 40x32x40 w/bay, automat-
ed, $75k. DIGITAL: Fairlight Series Ill 6.03 soft (Caps) 190 HD, 14 Meg 
RAM, $25k; Mitsubishi X86 2 tit. digital, $4,200; Digidesign Pro Tools 4-
ch system w/650 meg drive, $4,500; Digidesign Sound Tools w/DATIO. 
Pro I0, $2,600; Synclavier 16-trk. w/direct-to-disk, optical drives, 24 meg 
RAM, $125k. EFFECTS: Eventide 910, $450; Aphex Exciter III, $550; 
Korg SDD 200 sampling delay. $250: Lexicon PrimeTime 95, $700; BBE 
422 maximizer, $150. KEYBOARD/SAMPLERS: Roland A-80 control-
ler, $ 1,200; Korg poly six, $150; DX7 Ilfd, $800; Akai 612 sampler, $300; 
Roland R 8 M drum module, $750; Yamaha TX 802, $650. MICS: Crown 
PZM 30, $200; Neumann U87, $1,700; Neumann KM 86, $450; Neu-
mann U67 Tube, $2,400; Sennheiser MKH 20 (Pair), $ 1,600; Sennheiser 
MD 441, $395. PROCESSORS: Fairchild 670 stereo tube compressor, 
$ CALL; ART IEQ (in box), $1,495; UREI LA 2A (in box), $1,600; Klark 
Teknik DN 510 Dual Gate, $575; Drawmer LX 20 Comp, $250; Aphex 
Type C, $125; Lexicon PCM 70, $1,400; dbx 165, $600. AMPS: Crown 
DC 300, $400; QSC EX 4000, $1,390; QSC MX 1500, $550; UREI 6260, 
$350; Crown Micro tech 1000, $450; AB 1210, $400. RECORDERS: 
Fostex G24S w/hamess, stand, $9,200; MCI JH 24 w/locator w/1624 
Soundcraft console, $11k; Otan MTR 905 yrs. old w/session controller, 
$29.5k; Otan MX 80 w/remote, 4 yrs. old, $19.5k; Studer A 80 MkIII, $15k; 
Fostex G16S (mint), $5k; Fostex E 16 w/stand & meter bridge, $3,800; 
3M M-79 2-inch w/locator, $6.5k; Tascam MS 16 w/dbx, AQ 65, $5,600; 
Akai 14D 12-track, $2,400; Fostex G 24S w/harness, $9,200; Fostex A 
8LR 8-trk, $800; Tascam 38, $1,200; Tascam 238 8-trk. cassette, $800; 
Otan MX 5050 2-trk, $750; NAK MR 2 cassette, $450; Tascam 122 cas-
sette, $375. 
ALL WARFtANTIED AND CALIBRATED TO FACTORY SPECS OR 

YOUR $ BACK. 
WE BUY, TRADE AND LIST YOUR ITEMS FOR FREE 

MC VISA 

65 MAIN STREET WATERTOWN. MA 02172 
TEL (617) 924-0660/AX. (617) 924-0497 

tic. electronic 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (WEST) 

Lease or Purchase the TC6032 
Moving Fader Eq Remote System 

Direct from the Manufacturer 
(805) 373-1828 

Lc. electronic 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (EAST) 

Lease or Purchase the TC6032 
Moving Fader Eq Remote System 

Direct from the Manufacturer 
(800)451-6032  

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 FAX (510) 653-5142 

STUDIO LIQUIDATION 
NEVE 8128 56 inputs w/Flying Fad-
ers. VU meters, rebuilt, mint condi-
tion. Quested 312 monitors (UREI 
retro fit). Call (516) 480-6177. 

MCI-JH114 24-track w/ALII & 30 & 
15ips test tapes. Very good condi-
tion, $ 11k. Roland Compu Editor, 15 
ch. SMPTE automation, $500. White 
passive 1/3 octave eq., pair $300. 
Orban Stereo synth, $75. Call Jim. 
(410) 440-1460 (Baltimore). 

Mix Classifieds are your best 
advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530. 

ç  

qiNIABASCKETING 

GROUP 
LAFONT CONSOLES 

OPTIFILE AUTOMATION 

PILCHNER ASSOCIATES 

RAINDIRK CONSOLES 

VITALIZER by S.P.L. 

TEL: (416) 420-3946 

FAX: (416) 420-0718 

STUDER Dyaxis Digital Recorder. 1 - 
lour stereo, 2-hour mono w/system 
inc. Tape backup AND DSP card 
I 0-band parametric EQ, time corn-
ression and expansion). All the latest 

5oftware, $7,500/0.110. Jess, (602) 
948-5743. 

Otari/Soundworkshop 34C Console 
w/ARMS 11 automation. 40x24x24 
in-line, 4-band parametric EQs, 480 
point patch bay, 60 TT cables, spare 
parts kit and manual. Mint cond. used 
11 months. Asking $34k. (2) White 
4400 parametric EQs 28-band. 
$1,400. Call Bill at (718) 224-9158 

(7) Nakamichi MR 2 cassette decks; 
$240 ea. Nakamichi MR 1 cassette 
deck; $350. All in good condition w/ 
new rubber. Otan i MX-70 16-tk w/ 
manuals &test tapes well maintained; 
$8,950. Fostex D20 DAT w/Time 
Code; $6,200. MDM 4 monitors; 
$550/pr. Otan i 50/50 2-tk whack-
mounts; $750. (412) 281-4470. 

FREE MIDI ADVICE—Kurzweil, 
Digidesign, Tascam, Korg, Roland, 
E-mu Systems, Akai, TOA, JBL, Lex-
icon, Mackie, DOD/DigiTech, AKG, 
Crown, Panasonic, Ramsa, Fostex, 
Carver and more! Macintosh and IBM 
software and interfaces. We sell all 
brands of MIDI-based music and re-
cording equipment plus have know-
ledgeable, helpful people! We take 
trade-ins! Sweetwater Sound Inc., 
5335 Bass Rd., Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
46808. (219) 432-8176. 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

VINTAGE USED CONSOLES' 
SSL (1988) 6000 seriest12 Frame-56 loaded/ 

E-Frame/G-E.O. 1-48, Brown E-02 E.O. 
49-56/G-modules/G-computer/Remote Patch 

Bey/No Desk 5250k. SSL ( 19821 4000 
E-series/48-frame/40 E-modules. 8-G 
modules/G-computer w/floppy/NO TR/new 
pots S switches $125k; Nave 8108 (481n) 
w/GMLauto $175k; Neotek MKII 56in w/auto 
$85k; Trident A-Range(28in. 48 monitor) 

$75k; Sony MXP-3036 (36frame 321n) call; 
Amok 2520 (40In) w/auto $59k; Amex2500 
(36ln/in-line) 24 buss/4-band fully 
parametric/call; Soundtracs IL (413M) w/auto 
$48k; Soundtracs Quartz (48in) w/trac mix 

$35k; Harrison MR-4 (281n) $26.5k; TAC 
Scorpion 24x16 $6.9k; Neva 5432 "Drop 
Thro" 902 call; Neva modules-call 
24 TRACK RECORDERS: Studer MKIV wide 

body (5200hrs) $25k; Studer 
MKIlwallupgrades/recent relap/punch 
mode/8700hrs $17.5k; Studer MKII (14000 
hm) 513k; Sony JH-24 $17.5k; Otari MX-80 
$18.5k (low hours); 3M-M79 ( 1 'polish left on 
heads) $8.9k; Fostex G-16S $4Sk. 
8-TRACK: Olin 5050 MKIllw/DBX $3.5k 

(mint). 
32 TRACK DIGITAL: Mitsubishi X-800 $ 384m; 

Mitsubishi X-850 $55k. 
2-TRACK: Studer a-820 ( 1/4") $ 11.5k; 
Studer e-80 R.C. ai 1/2) 8.5k; Otani 
5050 B-2 51.3k; Tascam ATR-102 call. 

DATS: NEW 8 USED CALL FOR PRICESIII 
Reverbs 8 Delays: AMS F1MX-16 $4.9k: AAAS 
DMX-1580S 54k: Ouentec ORS cell; Lexicon 

PCM-70 $ 1.4k; Eventide H-300SE $ 1995; 
Lexicon LXP-15 $595; Lexicon LXP-1 $325; 
Yamaha SPX-90 $350. 

COMPRESSORS: Drewmer 1960 tube- call; 
Drewrner DL241 $499; DBX 166 $350. 
MICS: Neumann U-87 $1.3k; AKG C-414ULS 
$650: AKG C-451 $250; AKG THE TUBE 
51.8k; AKG-460 $325; (2) B8K 4003 
$1800pr; Senn 421 5250; EV-RE-20 $325. 

NEW_EQUIMNI: 
LEXICON / DRAWMER / SONY / AKG / 
FOSTEX / T.C.ELECTRONICS / EVENTIDE / 

DEMETER / MILLENNIA /SOUNDTRACS / 

NEOTEK / HAFLER /BGW / CREST / BEYER / 
DBX / DENON /MASELEC E.O. 9001 / 
ELECTRO VOICE / SENN / PROCO 

WE BUY USED: 
SSL/ LEXICON / API t NEUMANN / NEVE 
AKG I UREI 

LIST YOUR FOR SALE fTEMS FREEllt 

180a Central Street • Saugus, MA 01906 

(617) 231-0095 • Fax (617) 231-0295 

178 MIX, fill /993 



DATRAX 
Originator in DAT Tope Storage Systems. 

• DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in Natural 
or Black Finish 

• Nylon DAT Tape Carrying:Cases 
• NEW! DAT Tape Storage >mums 320 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: A DATRAX 40 • Video 
8:nm Roo • Cassette Roo • All 821.95 

Tel: 310.305.0317 • Fax: 10.305.9167 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800.9.DATRAX 

BRTCO PRODUCTS, I SIA Fleet Street, 
Marine del Rey, CA 94292 

47;111 
iD7J 

FACTORY DIRECT 

PRICES 
4— > 

r•oe ON 

3M & AMPEX TAPE 
Over 70 

Professional Lines 

STUDIOWORKS 
1018 Central Avenue/Charlotte, NC 

(704) 375-1053 • 800-438-5921 

MUM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES • D.A.T. • MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS • AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MUM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346-3161 

ORDER HOT LINE: 
800-334-8187 

FAX 309-346-6431 

RIP -TIE. 
Velcroe Cable Wraps 

Locks onto Cord 

The Rip-Tie Company 
800•348•7600 

P.O. Boa 7739, San Paulo..., CA 9)107 

American Pro Audio 

agiciesign • Opcode • Otan 
Roland • Korg • Prodisk 
Yamaha • Fostex» Dolby 

Soundtracs • DDA • Ramsa 
Trident • Neumann • Tannoy 
Eventide • TC Elect- Summit 

Great Prices!!! 
Digital \Mirkstabons • Software 

Keyboard, • Recorders • .: onsoles • DAT 
Leasing and financing. 

1-800-333-2172 

AVALON 
SUMMIT AUDIO 
T.C.ELECTRONIC 
BRUEL et KJJER 
FOCUSRITE 
NEUMANN 
DEMETER 
MEDICI 
SONY 
GML 
AKG 
ADL 

ANY QUESTIONS? 
Telephone: 508-543-0069 

Fax: 508-543-9670 

SUBSCFIPTION PROBLEMS? CALL (800) 8,38-5139. 

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
• No Down Payment 

• Fixed Rates, Long Terms 

• New or Used Equipment 

• True Lease or $ 1.00 Buyout 

• No Financial Stalements Required 
for Transactions Under $50,000 

C 0 M 
LEASING. INC. 

To at pl V or ',quest information contact john McMindes 

(713) 680-8822 

SKB ATA Rack Mounts at 
an Affordable Price 
run Meets ATA class 300, Cat.] Spec. available in 211- 12U sizes and is 5KB half the weight of conventional wooden racks. ( all your local dealer 

MADE IN U.S.A. for a demo or fax for the name of your nearest distributor. 
1121 East Ocean Blvd., Stuart, FL 34996 (407) 288-7200 • FAX (407) 288-7299 

FACTORY DIRECT CASES 
' ftilimiteÇJR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT 

Custom or stock sizes 
Call for catalog or quote 
(800) 645-1707 
In NY (516)563-11131 
Fax (516) 563-1360 

Roadie Products Inc. 

ART I/EQ (new) $129 ea.; AKG ADR 
68-K (demo), $2,900 ea.; Pair TOC 
Monitors (demo), $800 pair; (2) 
Yamaha M-206 (new), $179 ea.; 
Yamaha DTR 2 OAT (new), $575; (2) 
Yamaha DMP7D w/MLA 7 (new), 
$2,500 ea.; (3) Orban 412 Compres-
so (new), $300 ea.; (3) Orban 414-A 
(new), $500 ea.; (4) Otani MX-55 N 
(new), $2k ea.; Otani CB-127 Remote 
(new), $50 ea.; (2) Roland M160 mix-
ers (new), $399 ea.; Ramsa 820-13 
(new), $4,395 ea.; Tascam DA 50 
DAT (new), $965 ea.; (2) Tascam 
M1B (new) $95 ea.; Tascam ATR 60 
2 HS (new), $1,495 ea. Fax Ian (MAN-
NY'S MUSIC), 212) 391-9250. 

TUBE MICS 
Neumann, AKG, Telefunken 
BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Power supplies for all tube mics. 

Bill Bradley Microphones 
(216> 723-6494 

Fax (216) 723-6595 
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st29-199 coids with bays. 2" 16 Irk $3450, Otan 
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SALES • INSTALLATION • DESIGN 

I Professional 
Audio 

Design. Inc.  
Representing: 

AKG, API, AKA1, ATAS, 88K, 

DOD, DEMETER, DRAVvMER, 

DYNtuJDO ACOUSTICS, GML, 

EVENTIDE, LEXICON, NEVE, 

NEUMANN, SONY, TANNOY, 

T C ELECTRONICS, TROENT, 

TUBE -TECH, WAvEFRAME 

727 Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, M A 02111 

(617) 457-8100 

NEW • USED • VINTAGE 
EOUIPUENT SALES 

• SSL 4056E TR-185. SSL 40649G -Call • Neve 8078 (mint) -Cad 

• Elided 808 40424 WE° I, Auk) . MASK • Otai 1118-90 . $29(/ 

0TR-830321dt . $651( • Slider MCO mkJ11.$381 • Lexical PC317041500 

• Lexicon 480L $8503 • MIS 911B16 $5500 • lAi LA-2 $2K • Nen14111 

1.167 pair $611 • Neumann l.)47 kbe 84200 • tta 103-Vu $550 

• Neunam 17081600 • (6) api 550A $795 ea. • NOVO 1073 

8 chi. rack 512K • Pullec LOU-? $1795 • API 1604 1644x8 mint 

$20( • Ne 51 series 24x4 w/Auto 128K • Lang PEO-2 tube program 

EO $895 • ItteJbeed X-8501656 • Sony 3348 Call • AKG Cl 26 pr. 

lAnt $3650 • Neve BC1410 I 0a2 $ 14K • Neve VO-00 w/FF Call 

Call for a cornplee list of produce and services 

PH 617-457-8100 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

HUGE SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR. 

Trident 80C w/MV Faders, Otan 
Concept One, Series 54, 24-Tk. 

Recorders, 8-Th Digital 
Recorders, Pro Tools, Session 8, 
Macke Consoles, Apple, IBM 
386/486, Trident 24, Tascam 

MS16 16-Tk., Vitalizer, 
Soundcraft, Roland JD990, 
SP700, Samplece1111, CD 

Recorders, Drawmer 1960, dbx, 
Summit Tube Proccs.,ors, 

Microtech Tube Mics, Apogee 
Converters, TC Eles M5000, 
Lexicon Nuverb, Genelec, 

Tannoy, TAD, JBL Monitors. 
EQUIPMENT LEASING AND 
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS - 
NEW AND USED COMPO-

NENTS. CALL FOR CURRENT 
FAX LISTING OF EQUIPMENT. 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(602) 267-0600 

Otan MTR 90 II 16/24 2-in.16-trk. 
(wired for 24) w/CB-115 autolocator, 
$15k. Wheatstone 3224 24 x 24 in-
line console w/128 pt. patch bay, 
gold F switches, $15k. Trident 16 
24x24 console, $12.5k. (2) Zeta 
Three synchronizers w/remotes, 
$2.2k. ea. (813) 289-8289.  

Mix Classified FAX (510) 653-5142 

<; 
FAX 617. 457_81041 

Berler 
Communications Company 

HAVE: But really don't need: 
• Tascam ATR-60 3-tk $2k 
• Akai "A-DAM" dig 12-tk $8k 
• Tascam CD501 CD player $400 
• Telefunken U-67 mic $2k 
• Mitsubishi X850 32-tk $55k 
• Tascam MS-16 loaded $5.5k 
• Lexicon 200 reverb $1.5k 

HAVEN'T GOT: But really want: 
• STUDIO LIQUIDATIONS 
• Small frame SSL 
• Sony PCM-3324 24-tk 

(708) 263-6400/Fax 263-6455. 

have the 24-tk. Studer you've been 
coking for! A80 Mkill. Heads just re-
apped by JRF & Cert. in Al Exc. 
Cond. Head report avail. Autolocator 
& Syncmaster. Brand-new maint-
free capstan motor. 1 owner, mint, lo 
hours. $22,500 or best offer.16-tk 
heads exc. $2,500. (212)226-1030. 

TELEFUNKEN U-47 
with N.O.S. tube, Stephen Paul 3-
micron diaphram and upgraded 
power supply. $5,000. (410) 234-
0048. 

35mrn MAGNETIC DUBBERS: Ma-
gna-Tech Reproducer/Recorders w/ 
Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, MR-
436 for sale. Call Michael Temmer, 
(212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 929-
9082. 
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Looking for new or used MIDI 
equipment? We've got tons of su-
per clean pieces from Yamaha, Ro-
land, Korg, Ensoniq, E-mu, Kurzweil, 
Akai, Alesis and hundreds more! 
Worldwide delivery! 63 years in 
business. Call, write or fax us today 
for price quotes & details. Caruso 
Music, 20 Bank St., New London, 
CT 06320, USA; (203) 442-9600. 
FAX (203) 442-0463.  

OTARI MX-80; New 32-track Com-
plete Head Stack; (8) New MX-80 
Record/Playback Cards, will sell 
cards by the piece; Used 32-Track 
Remote Control/Cables, meters, 
etc.; Also, 3M M-79 Track Head 
Stack; AMPEX 351 Transport w/2 
Track Heads, Ampex 351 Capstan 
Motor (Rebuilt); (2) INVOVONICS 375 
Record/Playback Electronics. As-
cension Inc. (717) 473-9733. 

STUDIO LIQUIDATION 
All fair offers considered 

Amek Angela, Studer 810, & 
assorted mics, & outboard gear. 

(904) 574-0505. 

COLES 4038 RIBBON 
Now available in USA! 

(see Mix mag., May, p. 49) 
for details call: 
Malcolm Addey 
(212) 865-3108 

MERCENARY AUDIO 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

in stock: 
TRIDENT 48-INPUT 80 SERIES 
NEVE 1073s,1084s, DESKS 
NEVE 1058s, 2254/E-As 
MITSUBISHI WESTAR 36X24 
MITSUBISHI X-850 32-TRACK 
FAIRCHILD 670, 660, 666 
NEUMANN 49s, 48s, 47s, 67s 
CHURCH U47s (pair) 
TELEFUNKEN ELAM 251s, M221 
AKG C-12, 224s 
RCA 77- DX, BK5A, BK5B 
SONY C-37, 107A, 800-G 
PULTECS 
LANG PEQ-2 
TELETRONIX LA-2A (ORIG) 

WE HAVE LISTINGS ON 
SSLs, APIs, NEVEs, etc. 
ALSO OTARls, STUDERs, 
AND MOST OTHER HIGH-

QUALITY 
PIECES OF PROFESSIONAL 

USED EQUIPMENT. 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

Dreamhire offers a selection of 
expertly maintained ex-rental 

equipment for sale. 
Akai Digital S1100 update, $425; 
AKG K270HC, $225; AMEK Medici 
The EQ, $4,495; Aphex Studio 
Clock, $375; Brooke Siren DPR901, 
$725; Brooke Siren MSR604, 
$1,195; dbx 163X, $95; Digidesign 
Sound Designer II, $250; DigiTech 
Digital Delay, $195; Ensoniq EPSM, 
$1,500; Ensoniq ES01, $475; Enso-
niq VFX-SD, $1,495; Focusrite Side-
car, Offers; Forat F16, $4,750; Jens-
en Hardy 990/2, $1,950; Jensen 
Hardy 990/4, $3,495; Klein & Hum-
mel UE100, $1k; Kong DVP1, $395; 
Korg M1R, $1,150; Korg T1, $2,850; 
Kurzweil K1000 SE, $1,500; Kurzweil 
1000 PX, $600; Lexicon Primetime II, 
$650; Mitsubishi X-86, $7,995; Mit-
subishi X-880, $64,750; Opcode 
Systems Studio Vision, $650; Otani 
DTR 900, $59,750; Otan MTR 100, 
$44,750; Passport Alchemy 2.0, 
$325; Publison IM90, $8,750; Ro-
land Juno 106, $500; Roland M-16E, 
$995; Roland MC-500 MkII, $795; 
Roland R-880, $2,895; Scholtz 
Rockman XPR, $500; Sennheiser 
MKH 40P48, $595; Sony PCM-
3324A, $44,500; Studio Tech AN2, 
$400; Van Den Bergh 805 Boom 
Pole, $295; Voce DM164 MkII, $595; 
Yamaha DX7I1D, $950. Please call 
CHRIS DUNN to check on availabili-
ty and to make an offer! (212) 691-
5544 or (800) 234-7536 (outside 
NYC) or fax (212) 627-4763. All 
equipment is guaranteed to be work-
ing at time of sale but no long-term 
warranty is included. 
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Soundl 
thinkig 

SESSION 8 
W/ 2 GIG N.D. $5495 
W/ 1.2 GIG $4750 

DINR $700 
(503) 386-2682 

Studer A80 Mk1V (only used in home 
studio; triple mint cond. 600 hrs.), 
$28k. Studer A80 MkIV, $21k. Allen 
& Heath Sigma console (split 44 ch.), 
$17k. Allen & Heath Sigma console 
(in-line 44 ch.), $27k. Allen & Heath 
CMC32 console (56-ch.), $5k. UREI 
809s, $600. (718) 523-1561.  

Neve 8108 recording console, 48-
input, custom-modified, 88 returns, 
32 submasters, GML automation, 48 
channels+ 6 groupers, 5 extra patch 
bays, currently in session. Available 
immediately! (213) 957-2996.  

Sony/MCI JH-24 24-trk. w/ autolo-
cator Ill (Mint Cond.) Personal use 
only; very low hours. $19.5k. Fostex 
4030 synchronizer $1,200. (415) 
328-8338.  

Tascam M3700 w pedestal & full 
meter bridge, custom dust cover-
32 channels, $9k. Tascam MSR16S 
16-tk w/Dolby S, $3.9k. Yamaha 
2404 mixer w/case, (24-ch), $1.5k. 
Tapco Ser. 74 8-ch, $400. EV 
BK1632 16-ch console w/case, 
5400. (2) EV 1810 Mid/high speaker 
cabinets, $500. (2) EV 1810S Bass 
cabinets, ( 18"), $500. ART Proverb, 
$125. ART Multiverb, $150. DOD 
R2D3 Digital delay (1 in 3 out), as is, 
$75. Crest LA906 Amp, $300. 
Crown stereo SASS-P micro-
phone, $350. (2) Nady 301 wireless 
mics w/lays & SM58 HH, $ 150 ea. 
Audible Difference Inc. (212) 662-
4848. 

Beyer Dynamic Microphones and 
Headphones, new and used, good 
selection, wholesale prices, can ship 
U.P.S. (516) 261-7762 (9-5pm).  

ADATs in stock. Tascam M3700/24 
console, floor model, $8,895. Tas-
cam M3500/24, $5,500; M3500/32, 
$6,195. Call Bill at Thoroughbred 
Music, (813) 238-6485, ext. 125. 
(800) 800-4654. 

TASCAM ATR-60-16 1" 16-track re-
corder with seamless punch-in, dbx, 
and remote, $7,500. TASCAM SYN-
CHRONIZER & control unit for lock to 
video, $1,200. (213) 739-4801. 

MITSUBISHI X-86, VOCAL STRESS-
ER, LUNCH BOX/API 550 Bs, JBL 
MONITORS (SEVERAL MODELS) 
(804) 464-4924.  

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 
(415) 742-9166 

Harrison MR-4 console, 24-bus, w/ 
8 VCA subgroups, 28 input mod-
ules (56 for mixdown), 4 stereo 
modules, 6 Aux buses, left-side 
patch bay, producer's desk, excel-
lent condition, automation-ready, 
non-smoking environment, $26,500. 
Tom (816) 235-2964. 

Console-SOUND WORKSHOP 34C 
32 Frame, 24 I/O modules, fully 
loaded patch bay, excellent condi-
tion, $18k. Call Gary (212) 989-
9292. 

Mix Classifieds 
FAX: (510) 653-5142 

SPECIALIZING IN NEW AND VIN-
TAGE USED RECORDING EQUIP-
MENT. WE WILL BUY OR LIST 
YOUR QUALITY USED FOR SALE 
ITEMS. SOME OF OUR AVAIL-
ABLE USED EQUIPMENT AND 
LISTINGS INCLUDE Recorders: 
24-tracks: Studer A-80 MkIV; Otani 
MX-80; Tascam MSR-24; Sony 
JH-24; 3M M-79; Ampex MM1100. 
16-tracks: Otan MX-70; Tascam 
ATR-60; Tascam MS- 16; Fostex 
G-16S; Tascam MSR-16. 8-tracks: 
Otan 5050 MkIII; Tascam 48. 2-
tracks: Studer A-80; Ampex AG 
500. DATS and ADATS also avail-
able. Consoles: Neve 8016; Neve 
8108; SSL 48 inp; Sony MXP 3036; 
Trident 65; MCI 636; MCI 428; 
Wheatstone MTX-80; TAC Scorpi-
on 24x16. Reverbs: Many Lexi-
cons; AMS, Yamaha, Alesis avail-
able! Mics: Neumann U87, TLM 
170; AKG 414ULS and EB, 460; 
B+K 4006; Schoeps 221 tube; 
PLUS modules, processors, com-
pressors, monitors, etc. Please call 
for availability. 

ODYSSEY 
11 Eden Street 

Salem, MA 01970 
Tel. (508) 744-2001. Fax (508) 

744-7224 

Equipment 
Rentals 

ADAT 
RENTALS 

Hi-Tech has single and multiple 
ADAT systems available now at 
the best rates on the planet. 

PRO AUDIO RENTALS 
ATI Sony Drawmer 
Midas MossPnburg Aphex 
TAC Bec BSS 
Yamaha Klark Teknik Genelec 
Gamble Allen & Heath Meyer 
Soundcraft t.c.electronic Martin 
Ramsa Eventide EAW 
Soundtracs MacPherson Crest 
Mackie dbx Crown 
Lexicon Roland AB Intl 

Hi-I ech_Audio 
op la 

L_ 

Equipment 
Wanted 

UNDERGROUND 

Drum Machines • Monitor Speakers • Amplifiers • Microphones 
Noise Reduction • Preamps • Samplers • Synchronizers • Sequencers 

Digital Reverbs • Digital Delays . Digital Tape Mach • Analog Tape Mach 
Compressors • Mixers • Noise Gates • De-Essers/Exciters 
Tube Mics • Equalizers • Custom Racks...We've Got Em 

WE CAN BEAT OUR COMPETITOR'S PRICES!!! 
Seven Days A Week • 24 Hours A Day 

(615)321- 4081 (6151664- RENT FAX (615) 327-9285 
•7383 

WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
NEUMANN 
CUTTING LATHES 

VMS-80's, VMS-70's, 
VMS-66's, SX-74 Cutter Heads, 
SAL 748 Cutter Drive Logic, 
SP 272 Consoles, Cutting 
Limiters,Zuma Computers, 

Entire Systems 
SPARE PARTS OF ANY KIND  

Tel: ( 919) 230 2390 
Fax: (919) 288 0060 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

We want your used keyboards, 
recording and audio equipment. 
We'll airmail you cash or take your 
stuff in trade toward over 350 brands 
of new and used musical equipment. 
Come in or do it all through the 
mail! Worldwide delivery! 63 
years in business. Call, write or fax 
us today for price quotes and details. 
Caruso Music. 20 Bank St., New 
London, CT 06320, USA. (203)442-
9600, fax (203)442-0463.  

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 
AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS OF 
EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO 

QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem' 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

WANTED: ANY API console or Harri-
son 3232/4032 C console. ANY 
CONDITION. (818) 843-1260. 

Instruction 
WIIIFVVIIVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVI 

Frustrated 
with owner's manuals? 

Get a free copy of our catalog, whi ch 
features tips and techniques books 
for equipment by Roland, Alesis, 
Yamaha, Casio, Korg, Ensoniq, 
Kawai, Kurzweil and Oberheim. 

All tides reviewed and guaranteed! 

BOOKSHELF 
6400 Hollis St. #12 

Emeryville, CA 94608 

1800) 233-9604 • (510)653-3307 

Maintenance 
Services & 
Repair 

MAGNETIC RECORDING 
HEADS 

RELAP/REPLACEMENT for Audio, 
Video, Time Code, Duplication. 30+ 
years of head design experience. 
IEM, 350 N. Eric Dr., Palatine, IL 
60067; tel. (800) 227-4323. 

ATR SERVICE COMPANY 
Parts and Support services 

for Ampex Mastering recorders. 
"The Right Stuff" 

Call or Fax Michael Spitz. 
(415) 574-1165. 

SYNIVONICS 
MUSIC SIVVICI 
Repair or Vintage synthesizers. 
Keyboards. tips. Tape Decks. 

Computers and Effects 
CV/GPTE Spits For Roland IB-303 SB9 99 
Notator LOGIC for MAC $589.99 

/1-4-) 4 4i,14C 1)4S• I-Al II .AN 

lit SIC% M.," II I 

C17-7C)C-5 3') 

The deadline to place your ad in the 
Mix Classifieds is six weeks prior to 
the cover date. To place your ad in 
the next issue of Mix, call (800) 544-
5530. 
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in7 Pro Digital inc. .\ , • > , . Bffr Recorder -) 
Service u 

ñ < 
Dpace Aucl o lopo 

• Fast, expert repairs w 1-to 
o on all DAT recorder 
z in 
.< brands & models. u 
. i 
-o Two day turnaround 1 
> on most Sony and u z w 

Panasonic machines. I-(n> 
o x z Sony Authorized w 

Warranty Service 17, 
• o 
-2.. 

.'. • A IVVA • TASC AM • PIONEEe • 

215.328.6992 

The DAT 
Doctor, 

Is 

Avoid those costly DAT 
disasters with preventive 
maintenance and sched-
uled overhauls from NXT 
Generation. Your Sony or 
Panasonic DAT machine 
will be restored to guaran-
teed new factory spec. Our 
technicians are factory 
trained, and turnaround is 
fast. Call today! 

NXT 
GENERATIOIV. 

249 Kennedy Road 
Greendell, NJ 07839 
201-579-4849 
fax 201-579-6021 

RCA Microphones — Repair service 
on all models. Complete sound and 
cosmetic restoration. We also repair 
other ribbon types. Call or write for 
info: ENAK Microphone Repair, 420 
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ 08071 
(609) 589-6186. 

Music Products/ 
Software 

Sound Bytes  

feeP4 

407-260-0079 

)rurn Loops, Music Track  

:15, :29, :59 
Beds and Sound Effectl 

CD ond DAT 
to, 9roduceis,Musicin-
• 
CALL 407-2.60-0019 

NEW cur, ',cu.., 
7.4 

mac -MIDI 
computer fy.rtenv derign 
let-up & comultotion  

off the wall productions 
p o box 6182. west caldwell, n 07007 

201-228-4099 } 

StudioPalTM 
Macintosh music calculator. 

• SMPTE time code formats 
• feet and frames 
• barsibeatsiticks & tempos 
• delay settings, rhythms 
• notes, chords, intervals 
• frequencies, wavelengths 
• sample rates, megabytes 
• pitch change, capstan freq. 

r $69.95 
+CA tax, MCAlisa 

Harmonic Systems, Inc. 
Box 488 • Fairfax, CA 94978 

tel: (415) 485-5242 fax: 485-6018 

Records, Tapes 
& CD Services 
and Supplies 

CASSETIE PACKAGES 

FULTmeeeSliTRTS 
100 ONLY $455 

1000 oar $1256 
.100 Pc. Minimum 
• FREE Graphic Design 
• Full Color or BW 
• Packages or Pieces 
•iilie iiwone Back Guarantee 

m I . • 

Anderson Studios& Graphics 

Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 

Everything in stock. 
Wholesale distributors of: 

AMPEX* BASF.3M • MAXELL•SONY 
• Audio video tape 
• Assorted reels and boxes 
• Splicing/leader tape 
• Prepackaged cassettes 

• We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths 

'Of ()tee 

(800) 854-1061 
TEL ( 619) 277-2540 • Fax (619) 277-7610 

Advance Recording Products 
190 G011ernOnt Mesa Btvo Son Diego. CA 921 I 

VISO mid Mastercard accepted 
WHOLESALE DISTR 

,181110 

CDS! CASSETTES! ALBUMS! 
POSTERS! VIDEOS! MORE! 
Fast Turnaround! Great Service! 

Great Price! FREE CATALOGUE! 

Toll Free: 800-229-0355 
Baltimore, MD 8 (410) 752-0355 

The deadline to place your ad in the 
Mix Classifieds is six weeks prior to 
the cover date. To place your ad in 
the next issue of Mix, call (800) 544-
5530. 

C:OMPACT DISC PACKAGES 
NO HIDDEN COST 

1000 500 
$1671.00 $2410.00 

Sub & Glass Master, Typeset, 
Color Seps & Proofs, Label Film, 

Printing (color front), 2-page 
booklet + tray, jewel lxix wrwrap 

(.1/ROME CASSETTE PACKAGE 
S.112 

999 00 
Full Color J-Cards 

w/Camera R Art 

a+r 
902 N. Industrial Blvd. 

Dallas, TX 75207 

214-741-2027 
TOLL FREE: 

1-800-527-3472 
MANY OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE 

1000 PACKAGED CASSETTES 
• BASF Chrome Plus Tape STARTING AT 

• Clear Cassette • Clear Box 
• White Imprint • Plastic Wrap 
• Full Color Std J Card 
• Production Master/Test Copy 
• Polymer Imprint Plates Price includes COlor Separations and Color Proof 

phylco audio/video Est. 1974 800-348-6194 

'988" 

AAPEX  
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 
system. Full-service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll-free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
SERVICES 

"ANYTHING lithi CAN DUPE... 
lyE CAN DUPE RETTER!!",. 
...ANo QPIEePER TOO) 

Real Time clumscalson package: 
- BASF, AGFA or AMPEX CRO2 
- clear SHAPE shell (made in U.S.A.) 
direct • i • • NORELCO box - shrink ea.. 

$yera. 

For Exellence in Sound Make the BEST Choice 
BEST SERVICES UNLIMITED 

RECORD PRESSING 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

CHROME BLANKS 
COMPLETE ART DEPARTMENT 

FULL COLOR PRINTING 
7729 Oakpod St COMPLETE PACKAGING 

Oakland CA 94621 VIDEO DUPLICATION 

I , C,99.( It I $3. 1 99.00 

Pnces .nciude pre-maslenng. mastenng. Istei prInting hill color 
0-Cod. -Cad or lax ikkke cd booklet of tnt.11. sAnnl, 

;Noce does not enclude comp Nrn or anworlg 

MASTERCARD VISA 1 (800) 627-7365 

Mix Classifieds are your best 
advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530 

DISC MAKERS 

Cassette & CD 
Manufacturing 

FREE Graphic Design • 
Complete Packages • 

Major Label Quality • 

Money Back Guarantee • 

Call Today For Our 
FREE Full Color Catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 

500 CDs 
with 

B&W inserts 
in two piece 
jewel box 

only $1790 

1328 N. 4111 51., Phila., PA 19122 
215-232-4140 FAX: 215-236-7763 

Custom Loaded 
Cassette Blanks 

utilizing 
MAXELL XLII HIGH BIAS TAPE 

or your choice of 
AMPEX, AGFA, BASF PREMIUM TAPE 

Any length up to C-96 rushed to you in 

int
minimum runs of 100 cassettes. 

TRUTONE INC. 
310 Hudson St. Hackensack, NJ 07601 
201-489-9180 Fax: 201489-1771 

CD Mastering / Caasette Duplication 

• mastering • manufacturing 
• fabrication • printing 

San Diego 619-267-0307 

1-800-828-6537 Fax 619-267-1339 

FAX your Mix Classified 
(510)653-5142 

WHEN YOUR READY FOR THE BEST! 

State Of The Art 
Cassette Duplication 

HIGHEST QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
CUSTOM LOADED BLANKS. LOWEST PRICES 

1-800-242-2015 
CUP OP WATER PRODUCTIONS • 

13780 ITTH ROAD • PLYMOUTH. IN 48583 

COMPACT DISCS 
REAL-TIME CASSETTES 
duplicated on the largest KABA 

System in the Southwest. 

"Quick turnaround, low prices!" 
MasterCard and visa accepted 

(214) 630-2957 
stal Clear Sound 

4902 Don Drive Dallas Texas 75247 
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REAL TIME DUPLICATION 
ON NAKIMICHI DECKS 

COMPACT DISCS 
Can you afford to promote your music on anything less? 

CD PRE-MASTERING 

DIGITAL MASTERING & EDITING 

COMPLETE PRINTING & PACKAGING 

For a free brochure: 

1-800-456-GLAD (4523) 
FAX 716-532-5061 

ALL MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED! 

MASTERCARD, VISA & AMEX ACCEPTED. 

GLAD PRODUCTIONS 
13758 Rte. 62 • Collins, N.Y. 14034 • TEL 716-532-5098 

Presidential 

Economy CD* 

Package 

C('-1) 
h Ale 
t‘>. if! 

* * 500 CID's — $1099 * * * 
Complete (From your 1630): Classmaster - Free Layout dr Design - 
2 Color Label Printing - Protective (Safe Packing) Vinyl Sleeve 

• • • Convertible to our I Color CD Package anytime, (from your Camera-Ready Art): 
1 Color - 2 Page Booklet and Traycard, Jewell'« and Shrinkunap (including Composite Negs) add $.399.00. 

1 Color Rear Cardsfor Presidential Package including Typesetting add 5100.00 

Rad in be 1738 Berkeley Street • Santa Monica, CA 90404 

Records & cassettes (310) 829-0355 • (310) 829-3416 • fat ( 310) 828-8165 

SMASH The $2.20 Barrier 

Compare! 
Our Prices Beat All 
Advertised Prices 

• FAST SERVICE: It's our specialty. 
• LOW PRICES: CDs low as $2.10 

per unit 
• PERFECT: 100% ivaracteed. 

COMPLETE 
500 CDs/500 cassettes $2334.00 
1000CDs/1000 cassettes $3218.00 

CDs include: 1630 transfer, glass 
mastering, jewelbox, shrink wrap 2C 
disc label, 2 panel 4C/RW booklet. 
Cassettes Include: chrome tape, test 
cassette, standard 3 panel ,1-card 4C/BW 
FREE NATIONAL ADVERTISING' TO RETAILERS 
AND CONSUMERS FOR YOUR WEW RELEASE! 

IT it'd/ u el IMPS CD Nantuacturing 
70Route202Noith 

MY S.1  Peterborough, NI-103458-1107 

For details call Donna at 603-924-0058 
or fax 803-924-111113 

Disc Mastering & Record Prod. 
CDs, LPs, 45s, Cassettes 
CD REFS AVAILABLE 
THE CUTTING EDGE 

Box 217M 

Femdale, NY 12734 
(914) 292-5965 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS 
Made from Your Tapes. 

Virtually any format. 
Digital Editing and 

Audio Forensics also 
available. Prices 

start at $75 delivered. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) 423-FLUX 

FLUX AUDIONIDEO 

olfer iht. no,t profesmonal, rnentlly wry., to the 

mdustry for independent label, or individuals. 

Completeservices include. 
DIGITAL MASTERING • TYPESETTING 

GRAPHIC DESIGN • PRINTING 
PACKAGING • SHIP ORDER FULFILLMENT 

Our prices, quality product and super service 
=mot be beat. All worl. guaranteed. 

WMG,ovc. 
WORLD MEDIA ORDIJI. 

0472 Brookville Road Indianapolis, Indiana 46239 

phone, (317) 353-1113 lax: (317) 353-0750 

Mix Classifieds are your best 
advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530. 

eakeel 
2g 
e custom Loaded 

Blank & 
<, cassette Duplicated 

Duplication Cassettes 

Quality& + Complete 
Quick Turn- Packages 
Around Personal Service 

Jackson Sound Productions 
3897 South Jason Street 
Englewood, CO 80110 

(800)621-6773 

EMPI RE  
ECORD 

"The Sound Investment" 

1 Full Color Full Color S2600.00 
52495.00 500 Mark 10 Cassettes / 
1000 CD'S 500 Compact Discs 

All Of Our Products Are 
Major Label Duality • Complete Packages 

NO HIDDEN COSTS 
EVERYTHING IS INCLUDED 

(716) 871-DISK (3475) FAX: (716) 871-9317 
3407 Delaware Ave Butta o. NY 14217 

CASSETTES !A CDs 
• CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

• COMPACT DISCS 

• CD ONE OFFS 

• DIGiTAL EDITING & MASTERING 

• CUSTOM LOADEL BLANKS 

• QUALITY PRINTING & PACKAGING 

• DEALER FOR 3M, MARANTZ PRO, & DENON 

...EXPERIENCE 
THE DIFFERENCE! 

• 

FORA FREE BROCHURE CALL 1-800-527-9225 

WE 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS 

37 John Glenn Drive Buffalo New York 14228 
716-691-7631 1-800-527-9225 Fax 716-691-7732 

AM./LA SI ... SI' DA '•In SgPI,LIER 

50188m0 

DT- 120 10 49 
SONY 
0T9011 740 
OT- 1200 790 
AWES 
DAT-120 999 

OAT 120 799 

IMILL 
R 120 849 

81120013 699 

roa 
DARAO 169 
DAR 120 49 

TAPE 1 

WORLD/ 

62001 49a 
60001 599 
69001 6 SS 
R12013T 749 

DAY120 7 39 
AN no 
CAT- 122 999 

( ASSET IL ALBUMS IASI 
no minimum 

BASF & Maxell Tape 
Bin Loop & Real Time Duplication 

Color, BM, Inserts • On-Cassette Printing 
Whol Blank Casettes • Tape & Supplies 
Call 904-399-0424 • Fax 904-398-9683 

.4.db THE WAREIHISE V°- 
erne STUDIO SALES re 

2071-20noi Emorsan SI • Jecksonsolle, FL 32207 

CUSTOM LOADED 
CASSETTES 

NOW AVAILABLE 
TO DUPLICATORS 

1-800-272-2591 

call for free catalog 

ARCAL® 
2732 Bay Road 
Redwood City, CA 94063 

3M AGFA AMPEX SONY 
Audio, video & digital tapes 
Sony Professional Pro Audio, 
Neumann, Sennheiser, B&K, 
Shure & Crown Products. 
R&M PRO AUDIO 

691 10th Ave., S.F., CA 94118 
(415) 386-840C)/Fax 386-6036 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

See:11e PRO AUDIO/VIDEO  
MINI DISC & DCC AVAILABLE NOW 

MAJOR LABEL OUAUTY 500 
PAINING AND PACKAGING CHROME 
FREE GRAPHIC DESIGN! cAssErrEs/ 
BLANK TAPES & FULL COLOR 
ACCESSORIES INSERTS 
VIDEO DUPUCATION $824 

LOWEST PRICESI STATE OF THE ART 
1000 CD F4-SPEED DUPUCATION 

PACKAGE REAL TIME DUPLICATION 
$1999 ON NAKAMICHI DECKS 

FREE CATALOG 1-800-365-TAPE(8273) 
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you want your finished CD, 
Cassette or Record to sound as 
good or better than your master. 

you understand the importance 
the mastering process has on the 
outcome of your finished product 

you hate distortion, noise or low 
level. 

ou know that creative, tasteful 
packaging sells your product 

you need dependable, courteous 
service and NOT idle promises. 

V  ou expect fair prices with no 
hidden extras 

THEN 
THINT VIII It NEVI' 
11.4STElt TO THE 11.1S I LBS 

Serving both major and independent 
labels with state of the art sound 
reproduction for 2 decades. 

Trutone 
DUPLICATION DIVISION 

310 Hudson Street 
Hackensack, N.J. 07601 
Tel 201-489-9180 • Fax 201-489-1771 

pacific 

coast 

sound 

works 

1000 CD's from 

MASTERING GRAPHIC DESIGN 

SONIC SOLUTIONS PRINTING 
SONY1630 PACKAGING 

1 -800-4C1D-ALJOICD 

213/655 - 4771 • fax 213/655 - 8893 

8455 beverly boulevard • stole 500 

west hollywood • ca • 90048-3416 

Single-Copy CDs made from your 
recordings. NEW LOW PRICES! 
Backup and volume discounts. 

CRAIG HOWARD PRODUCTIONS 
PO Box 81, Masonville, CO 80541 

Call/Fax (303) 223-7769 
ALSO, Tape/Record Restoration.  

HAVE A DIGITAL ORGASM! 
PUT YOUR OLD TAPES (8-TRACK, 
REELS, CASSETTES), RECORDS, 
OR DATS ONTO CD. 63- OR 74-
MINUTE VERSIONS AVAILABLE. 
TAPE HISS REMOVED AND 
RECORD NOISE REDUCED AT NO 
EXTRA CHARGE. IF YOU DON'T 
USE ALL THE TIME NOW, SEND IT 
BACK LATER AND HAVE MORE 
MUSIC PUT ON FOR FREE. Call to-
day for more details. FIATTLEHEAD 
RECORDING INC. (616) 428-7195 

MAXELL XLII BULK 
Custom Loaded Chrome Cassettes 

Quantity C10 

.59 

.53 

C20 

63 

.57 

CIO 

69 
.62 

C45 

.81 

.73 

C60 

.94 

.85 

C90 

1.31 

1.10 

100 

SOO 

ova table ONLY from 

SONOCRAFT 
575 Eighth Ave., New York, NY 10018 
(212) 760-9300/Fax (212) 564.9488 

FREE SAMPLE CASSETTE 
Ask For Ed Stern 

1-800-274-7666 

PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING 

AND DUPLICATING 
SUPPLIES 

CUSTOM AUDIO-VIDEO CASSETTE BLANKS 
1 MIN. - 126 MIN. 

• Ampex& BASF Mastering Tape 
• OATS Reels 8. Boxes 
• Splicing & Leader Tape 
• Nord«, & Poly Cassette Boxes 
Color Crtaantte Labels & .1-Cards \ 
• TDK Endless Cassettes 
• C-0 Cassette Shells 
• BASF & Magnetic Media Aldo Tape Pancakes 
••   Duplkating Equipment 
On cnaantte Reding JFOAOL0UGR 

Printed Labels & 1-Cards  FREE  

Brooklyn, NY 11232 eitreoblIRS 
764 5th Avenue 

Tel (7181 369-8273   
Fax 17181 369-8275 ettattata eatanana saws. Inc 
TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

1000 CD'S $ 2,850.00 
OLAt I1Y 1VONk Al 4 1.011i PRI( 

INCLUDES 
.Pre-maeter 
Glut Master 
CD Fabrecatan 
Film Label 
Predate 
.4 Color Booklet 
4 Color Tray Card 

IRS 
1.( 800 ) 942-DISC 

Well pul your DAT or 114' Master 
In any sequence at no charge 

(3472) 

TR/WC RECORDING PRODUCTS 
325 Long Hill Road 
Gillette, NJ 07933 

Real-time cassette duplication 
From cassette, DAT, reel to reel 
Custom-loaded cassettes 

For Free Catalog call: 
(908) 580-9042.  

Mix Classifieds are your 
best advertising buy in 

the industry. 
Phone (800) 544-5530. 

Recording 
Services 
From DAT to Disc. 1x1 copies of your 
master tape to Orange Book stan-
dard CD. 48-hour turnaround. Inte-
grated Digital Systems (310) 478-
4264; fax (310) 444-9224. 

AUDIOPHILE 
QUALITY.. 

BEST VALUES IN THE INDUSTRY! 

COMPIITI 
WO MANUFACTURING 

• Cassettes Mtn Tull-Color J-Card. 500 - 55135 

• CD' Conwlete In Jewel Case: 500 - 81,380 

• 17 06161 Anil Package: 500 - 11385 

• C0-11's starting $85 

ro.t.'Alut Comae fatIty" Neve Deal Mastenng for 
CD. Chrect Metal alastenng lor Vnyt Studer Lyrec 
Dolby HO Pro Cassette DupleatIon In-house Art 
Depanment Recordable CD Producton 

For a Complete Brochure, call or wee 
EuROPODiSk. LTD. 

75 Varese Street New York, NY 10013 
‘44.8.e(212) 226-4401 FAX (212)966-0456 

DKIIITAE SERViCES, 

CD MASTERING 
DIGITAL EDITING 
CD PRODUCTION 

DIGITAL TRANSFERS 

250 West 57th. St, Suite 725 

New York City, NY. 10319 

212-397-4099 397-2207 (Fax) 

Studios 
FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD HILLS 
HOUSE AND/OR 24-TRK STUDIO 
AVAILABLE FOR WEEKLY/MONTH-
LY RENTAL. MANY EXTRAS. CALL 
FOR DETAILS. (213) 650-3614.  

Beautiful Marin County home/ 
studio. 4,000-sq.-ft. house boasts 
breathtaking Mt. Tam views, pool, 
privacy, plus a fully professional 24+-
track recording studio. Industry track 
record. ONLY 15 MIN. FROM SAN 
FRANCISCO. Contact Jim (415) 
457-7385. 

Video 
Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies 
Video for Audio Lockup. Rebuilt 
3/4" VTRs for sale w/warranty (some 
w/address-track time code). JVC: 
CP5500U, CP5550U, CR6650, 
CR8200U, CR8250U & CR850U. 
Some remote-control units avail. 
Sony: VT-5000,V0-5600, VO-5800, 
VO-5850, BVU-800. (212) 580-
9551/(212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082. Michael Temmer. 

TM BEST co AfAS1ERNIO... 
Custom-designed hardware and software by Chief Engineer Bob Katz 128x Oyersamoling 20- Bit 
A to D. Unique Digital Processors. Hard Disk Editing. Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders. 
CO Mastering is snarl. Levels, fades, equalization, spating-evetything is Important to you entity us. 

CO REPIJCA11011... 
1000 CO's at $ 1.55 ea. w/Jewel &Shrink. 2500+ at $1.50 ea. Glass Master Free with 2500+ CD's 

CD BOOKLET PRINTING... 
1000 4-Panel Booklets at S 23 ea Full-Color Outside, B&W Inside. Full-Color Tray Card 
tel our Graphic Artist give your presentation the same attention you give your music 

gee „, Audio for the Golden Ear... °Men New York, NY (212)369-2932 ...COSTS LESS! 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIONIDEO TAPE, 

CABLE, ACCESSORIES, EQUIPMENT, 

SUPPUES AND SERVICES 

Miscellaneous 
"HOW TO CHOOSE 

Your New Digital Multitrack 
Tape Recorder" 

SAVE Money by learning what ques-
tions to ask before you buy. Primer for 
novice or pro. $9.95 U.S. to Future 
Sales, PO Box 2077,Redmond, WA 
98073. 

What's New 
What's Hot 
in 1993! 

61•91-0---••••• 

T11! : 

518-828-2000 
New Products...Great Deals! 

Call now for our 

CATALOG PREVIEW! 

309 Power Avenue, Hudson, NY 12534 
615/81369292 Soutien Olioe, Nashvile, TN 

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE 
PRODUCTION 

DIGITAL HEILISE 
212-333-5950 

MASTERING REPLICATION 

PRINTING TOTAL PACKAGING 

POSTERS GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

330 WEST 58TH ST. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10019 

"FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE" 

CLASSIFIED 
AD DEADLINES 

July 15, '93 deadline for 

SEPTEMBER '93 issue 

August 15, '93 deadline for 

OCTOBER '93 issue 

September 15, '93 deadline for 

NOVEMBER '93 issue 

(800) 544-5530 

For more information 
on how to place your 
ad in Mix Classified, 

see the coupon 
on page 175. 
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THE POWER OF 
IMEMIGEM. HARMONY 
The ultimate in instrument harmonizers, the new DigiTech DHP-55 is the first five-part oversamoled 
intelligent harmony processor designeo especiahy for 
studio and instrument applications. Based on an inno-
vative dual-micro/clual-DSP architecture, the DHP-55 
can operate either as a true stereo or mono signal 

processor. Proprietary technology allows the 
Dr P-55 to provide a host of functions 
including intelltgent five- part harmonies 
multi-octave pitch- shifting and, for 
the first time ever, true polyphonic 
(chordal) harmonizing. 

Dpgi 3 a stelid triziderre 

et the DOD Electronics Corp. 

,;•.119 ,3 DOD Electrorucs 

Experience 
the power of 

intelligent 
harmony with 

DigiTech's revolu-
tionary DHP-55 

harmony processor and 
multi-effects system. 

• Intelligent 5-part 
harmonies 

A 7, 15 or 31-band 
digital EQ 
configurations 

A Up to 6 ful! seconds of 
digital oelay, sampling 
and mu ti-tap stereo 
delays 

A Lush chorusing 
and flaning 

A Dual DSP architecture 

8760 S Sandy Parkway 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Tel. (801) 566-8800 
Fox (801) 566-7005 

International Inquiries: 
Fox (603) 672-.4246 

Ri'ADER SERVICE CARD FOR MoRE 

A Multi-octave pitch 
shifting 

A True stereo or mono 

A Digitally controlled 
analog compression 
and gating 

A Modulation effects 

A Ducking and dynamic 
filtering effects 

A Powerful continuous 
control functions 

A Full MIDI control 

El Digirech 
H A Harman Internaàonal Company 



1 Array Series. 
Designed To Impress 
Everyone Who Has Heard It 
All Before. 

The competition to produce the 'ultimate" sound 
reinforcement system is fierce. Each new system design brings 
claims of having achieved perfection or touts this is the one. 
Yet, in time, you can expect the very same manufacturers to 
introduce new models claiming to have furtherperfected 
perfection or that their unorthodox technology has rewritten 
the laws of physics. Sound familiar? So how do you impress everyone 
who has heard it all before? Simple. 

JBL engineers have drawn upon proven advancements in loudspeaker 
design and state-of-the art digital electronics to create Array Series, a 
comprehensive sound reinforcement system concept with performance 
second to none. Developed as dedicated array elements, Array Series 
systems can be easily configured to fill any verme with seamless coverage 
from a deceivingly small package. 

Such performance could only be achieved by designing the exact 
transducers required for the job. The Array Series is the first professional 
loudspeaker system to use neodymium magnets. The U transducer's 
unique motor structure topology also includes proven Vented Gap Cooling 
(VGC'") and a deep copper-sleeved gap to significantly reduce distortion 
and power compression. 

The 38 mm (1 1/2 in) exit HF compression driver also uses a neodymium 
magnet structure, a Coherent Wave's' phasing plug and damped titanium 
diaphragm. The result is effortless and reliable high frequency output 
with outstanding accuracy. A 45° Optimized Aperture Flat-Front Bi-
Radiar horn assures proper matching and summing of multiple Array 
Series systems. 

The 13 ply hardwood enclosure has 45° sidewalls to match the horn 
coverage in arrays, and is reinforced with integral steel attachment 
hardware, designed to interface with S.A.EE.TM flying hardware for quick 
and secure cluster assembly. 

Pictured above. Array Series installation 
at the Grand Palace, Branson, Missouri 

System functions, such as crossover filter points, transducer acoustic 
center alignment, system equalization and protective limiting are achieved 
totally in the digital domain by the ES52000 Digital Controller. The 
ES52000 employs Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters for zero phase 
shift and requires no amplifier output sensing cables, so you can expand 
your system by adding Array Series loudspeakers without having to add 
additional controllers. 

The sum of these parts is Array Series: a complete system providing 
extremely high power handling, very high sound pressure levels with full 
dynamic range. low distortion and unmatched fidelity. Truly a system 
capable of impressing anyone who has heard it all before. 

Call or mite for detailed specifications. Or, for more immediate 
response. you can get current product information on Array Series, the 
ES52000 Digital Controller and all JBL Professional products, VIA FAX by 
calling (818) 895-8190. 

11BL 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
(818) 893-8411 
FAX Information: (818) 895-8190 

H A Harman oternational Company 




